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ABSTRACT OF FINAL REPORT
 
Introduction
 
This document is a Final Report which covers the Multipath Modulation
 
Study of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System, conducted by The
 
Magnavox Company's Advanced Systems Analysis Office for NASA Goddard:
 
The purpose of the study-has been realized. The Magnavox Company
 
has evolved a system as a result of many tradeoff analyses which will
 
provide the users of"Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Systems (TDRS) with
 
the following capabilities:
 
o 	 immunity to multipath 
o 	 multiple access through a wideband satellite in the 
presence of many other users 
O interference rejection capability
 
" 	accurate range and range rate tracking by one or more
 
ground stations
 
O simultaneous transfer of data and ranging information
 
" simultaneous contact between a ground station and many
 
users
 
In addition to these gross capabilities, the approach provides for rapid
 
synchronization between a user and ground station, and provides for all
 
the required data rates and voice requirements. The system has built-in
 
margins to insure successful operation.
 
Report Summary
 
The report begins with a statement of the objectives of the study
 
and a complete requirement analysis. This requirement analysis sets the
 
ground rules and goals of the study.
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Prior to the technical discussions of the various candidate systems
 
with potential anti-multipath, multiple access, and anti-interference
 
capabilities we present in detail the significant parameters which govern
 
the time varying channel between a user and the TDRS. These parameters
 
are defined so that their particular roles in subsequent system performance
 
evaluations are well understood. In addition to the propagation parameters
 
such as fading bandwidths, coherent bandwidths, direct path doppler, etc.,
 
we have also discussed antenna anamolies which exist for unmanned user
 
satellites as a result of its omni-directional pattern.
 
In order to provide tractable mathematical analyses and tradeoffs,
 
Magnavox selected a limited but representative number of systems for
 
actual-analysis. This limited but representative number of candidate
 
systems totals eleven separate techniques; their selection was based
 
upon a signal design rationale which dictates that three generic approaches
 
can be taken to the multipath problem; and these eleven systems are members
 
of the three basic approaches.
 
Following the candidate system selections we determine the required
 
bit error probability for a user to insure that the quantizing resolution
 
employed in the user spacecraft is maintained through the noisy channel.
 
Expressions are obtained and curves are presented which illustrate the
 
maximum allowable bit error probability which can be tolerated and still
 
maintain the desired A/D quantizing resolution. The analysis shows that
 
the required bit error probability is a function of the amplitude sta­
tistics associated with the analog data prior to digital conversion.
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Furthermore, the required bit error probability is a function of the
 
number of bits utilized in the PCM system. For example, we have shown
 
that the required bit error probability should be 10-5 for a 7-bit
 
PCM system if the analog to digital conversion resolution of user space­
craft data is to be maintained. This analysis is considered essential
 
to the study since by establishing the minimum acceptable bit error
 
probability, the need for coding (e.g., forward error control) can be
 
determined from individual performance analysis of candidate systems.
 
After selecting the systems we proceed to analyze them for their
 
anti-multipath and multiple access capabilities. We have excluded from
 
analysis, by direction from NASA, any system which requires time division
 
multiple access or the accurate knowledge of time so that respective
 
users can access the TDRS in a time coordinated fashion. The analyses
 
are general and can be readily extended to situations where the repeater
 
bandwidth and user power are not so restricted. We have emphasized the
 
VHF link between the unmanned user and the TDRS in most of our analyses
 
since this link appears to be the most difficult to support. It is both
 
bandwidth and power starved. All of the analyses assumed worst case
 
conditions and adequate system margins.
 
Of particular interest to TDRS and to other future NASA programs,
 
is a section in this Final Report which discusses the correlation properties
 
of pseudo-random codes which are known as Gold Codes. These codes are
 
utilized for pseudo-noise multiplexing of a large number of simultaneous
 
users through a common channel such as TDRS. This contribution is a
 
significant result of our study,for this analysis determines for the
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Once synchronization has been-thoroughly analyzed we present a
 
section on phase lock loop tracking for the efficient recovery of data
 
and voice signals for the TDRS. We evaluate the impact of doppler and
 
doppler rate on the abili-ty of the user and G.S. to demodulate data at
 
the designed bit error probability of 10-5.
 
For manned applications of TDRS, there is a requirement for
 
multiplexing voice and data. This requirement exists at S-band for the
 
normal mode and at VHF for an emergency voice mode. Magnavox has surveyed
 
various voice coding techniques to insure high quality voice, data multi­
plexing compatibility, and compatibility with various anti-multipath
 
multiple access techniques. As a result of the survey we have recommended
 
a voice coding technique for both the normal and emergency voice mode for
 
the manned users which is economical in bandwidth, size, cost, and power,
 
but renders high performance and degrades gracefully in noise.
 
Unfortunately the TDRS is plagued with RFI. Interference is seen
 
by the relay satellite as well as by the user on both the VHF channels.
 
Magnavox has devoted a complete section of this report to the evaluation
 
of the RFI and determination of its impact on the modulation techniques
 
investigated for the TDRS. We have included RFI data on a round the world
 
basis to project the RFI environment in the frequency band of interest.
 
The hardware complexity of the user equipment is of prime concern.
 
The hardware must be reliable, low power, cost effective, and lend itself
 
to high density packaging. The various modulation techniques we have
 
investigated have been reduced to block diagram form and in many cases
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fi'rst time the expected number of users which can be supported by the
 
TDRS when each user isassigned a pseudo-noise Gold Code for the purpose
 
of multiple access and positive identification at the ground station.
 
To enhance the systems performance, independent of the modulation
 
technique, and to insure a greater system margin, we discuss indetail
 
the advantages of using a modest amount of forward error control for the
 
power limited users of TDRS. We advocate the use of convolutional encoding
 
at the user and sequential decoding at the ground station to enhance
 
overall system performance. While forward error contro2'in the past,
 
has required complex circuitry, current circuit technology coupled with
 
this particular forward error control approach, makes forward error con­
trol an attractive way of increasing the TDRS capacity.and/or reliability
 
with a minimal addition of hardware at the ground'station.
 
A significant section inthis Final Report deals with range and
 
range rate considerations for TDRS. We discuss user position error in
 
terms of the inaccuracies in tracking the TDRS, inaccuracies in the ground
 
station position, and the tracking errors of a user by one or more tracking
 
data relay satellites. Of particular importance is the conclusions we
 
have reached that the ground stations can be located within a ten meter
 
SEP absolute error using existing TRANSIT technology.
 
We also present a thorough discussion of the-synchronization of
 
various wideband and narrowband systems which were selected for their
 
anti-multipath properties.
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we have discussed the actual implementation of the various approaches in
 
terms of their reliability, cost, size, weight, and power.
 
As a result of the many analyses and tradeoffs which range from
 
anti-multipath performance to hardware designs, we present a recommended
 
system and its block diagram design. The recommended approach is a
 
"compromise optimum" system in that it'has been evolved through a step­
by-step evaluation process. Inmost instances the recommended approach
 
isthe best approach in a particular evaluation category. Overall the
 
recommended system meets all of the goals of the study.
 
After recommending the final system we discussed impact of this
 
system on existing Goddard instrumentation such as STADAN and the Manned
 
Space Flight Network. We also discuss the similarity of the approach
 
recommended by this study with other Goddard techniques already in
 
existence.
 
We conclude our report with a set of recommendations. These
 
recommendations- advocate continued study invarious problem areas uncovered
 
as a result of our current study.
 
Recommendations
 
Based upon lengthy and detailed tradeoff analyses covering virtually
 
every problem area existing between a low power user satellite and the
 
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite, we have concluded that the pseudo-noise
 
(PN) modulation system isthe "best" compromise approach. We have shown
 
that the PN system can support 40 unmanned users under the most adverse
 
multipath conditions.
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Furthermore, it is shown in this report that the pseudo-noise
 
system will provide protection against multipath even at very low alti­
tudes which are encountered during the initial launch phase of the
 
mission. All other systems which were analyzed failed to meet one or
 
more requirements with regard to protection of the signal inthe presence
 
of multipath.
 
We recommend, as an ancillary to the pseudo-noise system, forward
 
error control of the convolutional encoding sequential decoding variety.
 
We have shown that with a modest amount of hardware located at the ground
 
station an improved system margin and/or capacity of 4 to 7 dB can be
 
obtained through the use of forward error control.
 
To strengthen our choice of the pseudo-noise system as the basic
 
approach for users of TDRS, we have shown that the pseudo-noise system can
 
provide an excellent range and range rate tracking capability for these
 
users. Specifically, it is shown that the pseudo-noise system will pro­
vide a 3 meter, one way ranging instrumentation error in the presence of
 
40 users and worst case multipath. Furthermore, it has been shown that
 
the pseudo-noise system will provide a 4.5 meter accuracy for the ground
 
station to user link. Range and range rate are virtually a fall-out of
 
the instrumentation required to implement the pseudo-noise system, whereas
 
other techniques investigated require the addition of range and range rate
 
instrumentation to effect.tracking of the users. We propose a pseudo­
noise transponder at the user which provides a coherent turnaround doppler
 
for 2-way range rate extraction.
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The pseudo-noise system has been shown to synchronize with a
 
2-way sychronization probability of .9and with worst case synchronization
 
time of 16 secs; the average synchronization time is 8 secs for the com­
plete 2-way link synchronization. The pseudo-noise system will provide
 
unambiguous ranging between the user and the ground station out to the
 
limits of the expected mission geometry.
 
It is shown that the pseudo-noise system can adequately track the
 
doppler and doppler rate associated with the time-varying geometry between
 
a user and the TDRS. The pseudo-noise system will provide accurate ranging
 
between ground station and TDRS and provide accurate tracking of the TDRS,
 
which is required in the final determination of the user's position.
 
Furthermore, the pseudo-noise system will provide doppler compensation
 
from the ground station to user link to insure that the doppler contribution
 
from the motion of the TDRS will not degrade or bias the system's performance.
 
By using a pseudo-noise system indeference to other techniques
 
investigated, the command link between ground station and user requires
 
a single channel and all users inview of the TDRS can automatically
 
synchronize to this single channel and thus provide the ground station
 
continuous tracking of all users in view of a particular TDRS satellite.
 
A system margin of 6 dB has been included in all system calcula­
tions and the pseudo-noise system has been shown to provide the necessary
 
data rates at the required bit error probability for a user power level
 
of 2 watts. This power level includes the system margin of 6 dB.
 
Pulse duration modulation digital voice encoding is recommended
 
for the manned space emergency and non-emergency modes. We have shown
 
that the pulse duration modulation technique can be easily multiplexed
 
with data and that it is very compatible with the pseudo-noise modulation
 
approach. Furthermore, the pulse duration modulation technique out­
performs both PCM, FM, and other modern voice encoding techniques in
 
the region of critical signal to noise ratios. The encoding and decoding
 
involved in the PDM modulation approach is extremely simple, low cost,
 
and low power. During the manned emergency mode, it has been shown that
 
pseudo-noise system combined with PDM voice and 4.8 kilobit multiplexed
 
data can provide a very reliable channel between the manned user and the
 
ground station. Furthermore, tracking the manned user during the emergency
 
mode is effected. While the VHF channels are plagued by the presence of
 
RFI from the earth, the pseudo-noise system is amenable to interference
 
reduction techniques at ground station, and we have shown that a modest
 
amount of interference reduction at ground station will completely negate
 
the presence of the-worst case of RFI.
 
With regard to hardware complexity the pseudo-noise system, because
 
of the integrated nature of the waveform, provides simultaneous functions
 
such as data transfer, range, etc. The pseudo-noise system is an integrated
 
system, whereas other approaches which appear to be less complex with
 
regard to hardware for anti-multipath protection, in fact require additional
 
hardware to accomplish the range and range rate implementation. Thus we
 
conclude that the relative complexity of the psuedo-noise system is low.
 
A recent in-house study conducted by Magnavox shows that a transponder of
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the type recommended inthis report for a user (and ground station) can
 
be implemented in 12 cubic inches. This packaged size includes the RF
 
receiver at the user. Additional equipment at the ground station such
 
as error control decoding and rapid and precision instrumentation require
 
an additional 6 printed circuit boards per user.
 
The tracking concepts outlined in this report and the use of the
 
PN system minimize the complexity of the TDRS repeater. A "bent pipe"
 
repeater is shown to be quite feasible if PN is utilized with no forfeit
 
of range or range rate accuracies.
 
Inconclusion, the pseudo-noise system meets all of the desired
 
goals of the multipath modulation study for the TDRS. Furthermore, the
 
principles involved in the pseudo-noise system represent current technology
 
now inuse by NASA in the unified S-band system. These are khown techni­
ques and provide virtual hands' free operation between the user and the
 
ground station.
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1.0 	 MULTIPATH MODULATION STUDY FOR THE TRACKING AND DATA RELAY
 
SATELLITE SYSTEM TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS
 
Section 1.0 is devoted entirely to technical discussions which
 
relate to the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System, and specifically,
 
to the Multipath Modulation Study.
 
This document is a final report covering NASA Contract No. NAS5-10744,
 
submitted by the Magnavox Advanced Systems Analysis Office, Silver Spring,
 
Maryland.
 
This study addresses itself to several critical problem areas which
 
exist within the current Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSY
 
objectives. The TDRS is an advanced concept, developed by NASA Goddard to
 
a) provide virtually real-time relay of up to forty unmanned
 
scientific satellite data to a small number of ground stations
 
b) provide ranging between a user and ground station so that the
 
user orbit or position can be determined
 
c) -support a limited number of manned missions in real-time
 
The TDRS system capabiliti.es .should, from studies already conducted,
 
far exceed the present ground station complex with regard to coverage,
 
reliability, cost, etc. In order to realize these advantages, however,
 
certain difficult problems must be solved and this report hopefully
 
solves some of these problems.
 
1-.1 REQUIREMENTS AND STUDY OBJECTIVES
 
The objectives of this study are based upon the requirements
 
outlined by NASA which have been updated to include new requirements
 
which are reflected in this summary of study objectives.
 
The primary objective of this study isto devise modulation
 
techniques which can provide unmanned and manned users of the TDRS
 
simultaneous communications and tracking in the presence of severe
 
multipath and interference. The study was originally aimed to support
 
ten unmanned users and two manned users. The unmanned users were
 
required to transmit at a nominal digital data rate of 1 kilobit per
 
second to the ground station (G.S.). The manned users must transmit
 
up to a 51 kilobit data rate and the capacity for one full duplex voice
 
channel. The study has now been expanded to support 40 unmanned users
 
which are located inmore or less random orbits between 100 mi and a
 
1000 mi above the earth. The manned requirements have not changed
 
materially except except that an emergency voice mode has been included
 
at VHF with a simultaneous requirement for 4.8 kilobit/sec data at VHF.
 
It is desirable for many reasons that the unmanned users utilize
 
the standard VHF transmission frequencies for the ground station to user
 
link as well as the user to ground station link. Specifically the user
 
to ground station (G.S.) link shall employ the 136-138 MHz band and the
 
ground station to user link will utilize the band.'between 148-149.9 MHz,
 
iffeasible.
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The unmanned user spacecraft power levels are to be maintained
 
at a minimum, that is,at average power levels between 1 watt and 10
 
watts. The antenna on board the unmanned user craft is omnidirectional,
 
and as a result of this lack of directivity, a severe multipath situation
 
is created between the unmanned user and the TDRS. The RFP specifies
 
(and has been shown theoretically through previous studies) that one can
 
expect a multipath signal power equal to or less than the direct signal
 
power between user and the tracking and data relay satellite. Since the
 
ground station to user and user to ground station links are symmetrical
 
.for the unmanned user situation then it is obvious that multipath will
 
exist on both links. The unmanned user's omni-antenna (toes not have a
 
perfect pattern. Actually deep nulls in the antenna pattern (18-25 dB)
 
have been observed for linear polarization. These antenna anamolies
 
have necessitated the use of polarization diversity in the existing
 
system.
 
The ground station to user link, referred to as the command and
 
control link, is used to command the unmanned missions and requires an
 
overall data rate of 400 bits per second.. At this rate each user should
 
receive a command once every 10 seconds. This refresh rate is considered
 
acceptable. Shown in Figure 1.1 is the projection of the requirements
 
for various command techniques through 1980. Note that PCM command requirements
 
increase rapidly while the other techniques remain constant or decrease
 
with years.
 
Because the manned space flight vehicle is stabilized and uses a
 
directional antenna at S-band, the multipath problem is virtually nonexistent when
 
-4­
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Fig. 1.1 -- Projected Command Type Requirement 
the manned craft isfunctioning properly. In the case of emergencies
 
the manned craft will use VHF for one full duplex voice channel and
 
require a simultaneous 4.8 kilobit telemetry channel. During this mode,
 
the manned craft will have 100 watts average power available for trans­
mission. Inthe most dire circumstances, when the manned craft has lost
 
its attitude controls and is tumbling, an omnidirectional antenna is
 
assumed for the emergency voice and telemetry channel. Thus, in these
 
circumstances, a multipath situation can be created. During emergency
 
situations tracking of the-manned mission is essential!
 
Because the VHF channel ispower starved, bandwidth limited, and
 
subject to intense interference, the primary emphasis of this study is
 
placed on the unmanned user satellite requirements for the VHF channel.
 
This does not mean we have neglected the manned requirements.
 
The pertinent requirements associated with the TDRS Multipath/
 
Modulation Study are summarized below.
 
Ground Station (GS)
 
System noise temperature - 150'K
 
Radiated power - 10 KW
 
Antenna gain - equivalent to 85' dish with efficiency of 0.7
 
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS)
 
System noise temperature (GS to TDRS link) - 1200'K
 
Radiated power to GS - 10-20 W
 
Antenna gain (TDRS to GS link) - equivalent to 200 beamwidth
 
with efficiency of 0.5
 
System noise temperature (TDRS/User Spacecraft Link) - 12000K
 
Total Radiated power to User Spacecraft - 10-20W (S-band) 2OW (VHF)
 
Antenna gain (TDRS to User) - equivalent to Earth coverage out­
to 1000 nmi (VHF) equivalent to
 
8'dish with efficiency of 0.5 (S-band)
 
- -
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User Spacecraft
 
(i) VHF (up to 40 unmanned users)
 
Receiver noise figure - 5 dB
 
Transmitted power - 1/2 W to 10 W
 
Antenna gain - omnidirectional (unstabilized circular
 
polarized turnstile)
 
(ii) S-Band or K -band (2manned users) 
Receiver noYse figure - 10 dB 
Transmitted power - 10-100 W 
Antenna gain - equivalent to a 3' to 10' dish with 
efficiency of 0.5
 
Frequency Plan - Data Rates
 
GS to TDRS - 13725 - 14200 MHz 
TDRS to GS - 14875 - 15350 MHz 
TDRS to User Spacectaft (unmanned) - VHF (148-149.9 MHz) - 400 bit/sec 
User Spacecraft to TDRS (unmanned) - VHF (136-138 MHz) - 1000 bit/sec 
User Spacecraft to TDRS (manned) - S-band (14400-14875 MHz) - 51 KB ­
voice full duplex
 
TDRS to User (manned) - S-band (13250-13725 MHz) - voice - data
 
VHF S-Band K-Band
 
fl - DRS-User 148-149.9 2025-2120 13250-31725
 
f2 - User-DRS 316-138 2200-2300 14400-14875
 
f3 - GndDRS 13725-14200 
f4 - DRS-Gnd 14875-15350
 
At S and K Band:
 
f2 
 f3 
 240
 
fl f4 221
 
At K Band:
 
221 

f3 - f = 221 (f - f2)
 
Emergency Mode
 
User (manned) to TDRS - VHF (136-138 MHz) Voice plus 4.8 KB/sec Data 
-7-

The two possible TDRS configurations are illustrated in Figure 1.2
 
for three and four satellite geometries. Assuming a total of 40 unmanned
 
users with each data relay satellite using an earth coverage plus 1000 mi
 
antenna, it is easy to show that on the average each data relay satellite
 
will see approximately 4/7 of the total number of users. This istrue if
 
the user satellites are randomly distributed between 100 mile' and 1000
 
miles. We can expect the satellites to drift and infact at some instances
 
intime all the users will be crowded together.
 
Shown inTable l.l(a) isthe projected satellite population vs.
 
altitude for the years1969 through 1980 and Table 1.1(b) is a similar
 
projection of the inclination angles of the satellites in question.
 
Table 1.1(a) Satellite Population Projection
 
1969 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 78 80
 
Altitude
 
<3000 Km 54 48 52 57 53 56 54 54 50 45
 
3000-3600 24 30 27 27 28 26 23 23 18 19
 
Synchronous 7 7 6 5 8 8 14 14 23 23
 
>Synchronous 15 15 15 11 11 10 9 9 9 13
 
Note: 	 eccentric satellites are accounted for above
 
Table 1.1(b) Satellite Inclination Projection
 
1969 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 78 80
 
<30' 17 26 23 23 32 31 37 32 46 50
 
>30°,<60* 40 30 36 23 16 19 19 29 18 22
 
>600,<90' 43 44 41 54 52 50 44 39 36 28
 
Note: 	 the large number of low altitude (<3000 Km) and low i-nclination
 
angle (<300) satellite can be attributed to projected TDRS activities.
 
* E.J. Habib, "T&DS Mission Mode and Projected Spacecraft Support 
Requirement Through 1980", March 69, X-520-69-110 
SATELLITES ARE IN SYNCHRONOUS INCLINED
 
ORBITS WITH INCLINATIONANGLES LESS THAN-200
 
\ . 22.3 .KMi 
4450 
22.3 K ml 
"l~zo o 
22.3 K mi 
Fig. 1.2 -- TDRS Geometries
 
x 
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It is evident from Figure 1.2 that there are a number of problems
 
associated with the TDRS which impact on the modulation system design.
 
First there is the handover problem which is in effect a command and
 
control problem. Secondly, if the four satellite TDRS is employed',
 
three satellites can be within the field of view of a large number of
 
users at certain times, complicating the multiple access problem. Recently,
 
Delaney has analyzed the 3 satellite TDRS vs. a G.S. complex such as
 
Stadan. Delaney concluded that for a typical TDRS geometry (16' E, 880 E,
 
1800 E, zero inclination, stationary) that 95% of the time each TDRS would
 
be required to handle no more than 23 satellites from a total population
 
of 40 satellites. This conclusion is not valid for the 4 satellite TDRS
 
geometry but does illustrate the existence of a trade-off between the
 
number of TDRS's employed and the system loading. The modulation technique
 
chosen to provide anti-multipath/multiple access, anti-interference and
 
tracking must also be compatible with all three (or two) satellites in
 
view. In order to provide accurate tracking during critical phases of
 
the mission it is necessary to have more than one TDRS to receive the
 
same signal from one user, thus the signal design of the user must be
 
compatible with any one or as many as three TDRS's simultaneously.
 
In.addition to the multipath problem which exists between the
 
user and the TDRS, there exists a potentially more severe problem created
 
by the presence of unintentional interference sources located on the earth
 
and found primarily within the VHF bands. In order to evaluate the.
 
potential problems associated with this interference we have solicited
 
I.T.. Proceeding, Vol. V, Sept. 1969
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the aidof representatives of NASA, utilized existing NASA reports, and
 
the services of ECAC to provide us with interference data covering CONUS.
 
In addition to the CONUS RFI data, we have estimated the RFI intensity
 
around the world from the International Telecommunications Union publi­
cation. If the four satellite TDRS geometry is employed CONUS based RFI
 
will be seen by as many as three of the satellites. Thus we must provide
 
modulation techniques which combat multipath and these techniques must
 
also reject or avoid the interference. This last statement assumes
 
that no other suitable frequency bands for TDRS can be found for the
 
unmanned user applications.
 
The requirement for 40 unmanned users with simultaneous access
 
through any one of the data relay satellites imposes a unique problem
 
in that the user spacecraft and its equipment are to be of the low
 
complexity and minimum transmitter power. Furthermore, the data relay
 
satellite system itself is a restricted bandwidth repeater having a 2 MHz
 
bandwidth for the 136-138 MHz link and 1.9 MHz bandwidth for the 148 to
 
149.9 MHz command band.
 
Finally, the modulation techniques which exhibit antimultipath
 
properties, anti-interference properties and multiple access properties
 
must also provide accurate range and range rate capabilities. With regard
 
to user tracking, we discuss in this report the accuracy with which the
 
ground stations can be located with existing TRANSIT technology. We also
 
discuss the errors in locating and tracking a TDRS from the ground.
 
Finally, we discuss the user's position error in light of instrumentation
 
errors, both range and range rate.
 
In addition to the above goals NASA had authorized The Magnavox
 
Company to study only asynchronous multiplexing techniques; that is,
 
modulation techniques which do not require accurate knowledge of time by
 
each of the users in order to gain access to the satelliie, e.g., time
 
division multiple accessing. Furthermore, we have been directed to assume
 
that the data relay satellite is a linear side-stepping repeater with
 
sufficient power to insure that the down link is essentially noiseless.
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1.2 	 MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE USER TO DATA RELAY SATELLITE
 
TRANSMISSION CHANNEL
 
Prior to any indepth analysis and selection of compromise antimultipath
 
and multiple accessing communication techniques for the users of the data
 
relay satellite system it is advisable to begin with a discussion of the
 
nature of 	the transmission channel which exists between the user and the
 
data relay satellite. Since the transmission link between the data relay
 
satellite repeater and the ground station is a convefntional
 
k -band transmission link, we will not discuss in this section its charac­
teristics 	but will assume that the link between the data relay satellite
 
to ground 	station represent essentially a noiseless communication path.
 
Shown in Figure 1.3 is a data relay satellite and a potential user.
 
Also show are the direct paths between the user and the data relay 
satellite, the multipath created by the user, and the potential inter­
ference sources which reside on the earth and interfere with the data
 
relay satellite and the user spacecraft at the VHF frequencies.
 
The user spacecraftsare low orbiting craft with orbits between 100 
and 1000 miles above the earth . These non-synchronous orbits insure 
that there will be a relative velocity of the spacecraft with resnect to 
the earth 	and to the data relay satellite. Thus, the path between the
 
user and the data relay satellite may be described in terms of a multi­
plicity of parameters which govern both the direct path and the multipath
 
signal.
 
*p
 
Note that 	users need not be in circular orbits, elliptic orbits can be
 
utilized.
 
TDRS 
INTERFERENCE 
136-138 
USER 
INTERFERENCE 
148-154 
Fig. 1.3 TDRS/USER LINK 
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First of all there is a direct path Doppler between the user and the
 
data relay satellite. We may consider the direct path to be a non-fading
 
signal path. Variations in signal strength along the direct path will
 
depend primarily on variations in distance between the user and the data
 
relay satellite system and imperfections in the user onmidirectional antenna
 
pattern. These variations in antenna patterns will be considered as addi­
tional margins required by the system.
 
The indirect or multipath signal channel may be described in terms of
 
a multiplicity of parameters. These parameters will be discussed in some
 
detail in the following paragraphs and utilized in the following sections
 
of our analyses to determine the performance of antimultipath technioues.
 
The signal reflected off the earth is characterized by a time varying
 
process which is statistically nonstationary because of the changing veloci­
ties and geometry between a user and the DRS. The short-term statistics
 
of this link can be considered stationary. If a CW signal is transmitted
 
from a user craft this signal will be reflected off the earth and will
 
appear at the DRS as a fading signal (see Figure 1.4). The reflected signal 
can consist of a specular component and a diffuse component. The deqree of 
specularity and diffuseness associated with the reflected signal will in 
turn depend uoon a multiplicity of parameters, e.g., the grazing angle t, 
the roughness o of the earth near the point of reflection, and the correla­
tion length L across the surface of the earth. Roughness factor a is a 
measure of the RMS height variations along the surface of the earth and the 
correlation length L is a measure of the degree of correlation between two 
•9 \ ..,( DRSS 
USER 
-15 
PATHS 
3ZINDIRECT 
TRANSMIT\, z RECEIVE DIRECT 
INDIRECT SPECULAR POWER 
I INDIRECT DIFFUSE POWER 
--- FADING BANDWIDTH 
DIRECT PATH DIFFERENTIAL 
FREQUENCY 
DOPPLER DOPPLER 
Fig. 1.4 CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS 
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points along the surface of the earth. In general the amount of reflected
 
specular energy can be expressed by the following equation.
 
Sspecular = <P2> D2 IRo12 Sd eq.1.1 
_4t

<p2> =e \ sin
 
Sd is the direct power
 
A is the wavelength
 
o = rms height of the reflecting surface
 
D is the average divergence factor associated with the spherical earth,
 
[.Ro1 2 is the mean squared reflection coefficent and i is the grazing angle.
 
The amount of diffuse power can be expressed by the equation derived by
 
Duranni andStarras and has the following form.
 
=
Sdiffuse ID21RoZFP('h)Sd eq."I 2
 
h is the user height above the earth
 
F(*,h)<l
 
The divergence factor is shown in Figure 1.5(a) as a function of the grazing
 
angle for both a 100 mile orbit and a 1000 mile orbit. The relative expected
 
specular and diffuse reflected power are illustrated in Figure 1.5(b), as a
 
function of the grazing angle pfor 136 mc and an average earth roughness and
 
correlation distance.
 
* RCA Review - March 1968 Do. 77-105 
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We see that for low-grazing angles the divergence factor serves to diminish
 
the multipath or reflected signal, while at high grazing angles the primary
 
reflected energy is diffuse. Figure 1.5(b) is plotted for a 136 MHz sional.
 
We can state that for reasonable roughness factors and correlation lengths,
 
that the primary source of reflected power will be diffuse for grazing
 
angles A:n, excess of 200. This represents the majority of a mission
 
between a user and a particular TDRS.
 
The composite multipath or indirect signal power will normally be
 
equal to or less than the direct path signal at VHF and S band when reflection
 
coefficients of the earth are essentially unity and the grazing angles are
 
in excess of 200.-

If we were able to separate the direct and the indirect signal paths
 
at the DRSS when a CW signal is transmitted from a user we would observe
 
that the envelope statistics associated with the indirect or reflected path
 
would be Rician. This is true since the specular and diffuse components
 
associated with the reflected path would constitute a fading signal con­
sisting of a CW component and a diffuse component, thus the orobability density
 
governing the envelope would be Riciah and is given by the following equation.
 
p(rindirect r (r2+2Sspecular) 2 spec eq .Sdiffuse exo - 2Sdiffuse 1 Sdiffuse eq. 1.3) 
where
 
Sscatter = 3diffuse + Sspecular
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As the grazing angle increases beyond 200 the specular component
 
diminishes rapidly and the probability density associated with the envelope
 
of the received signal from the indirect path is essentially Rayleigh
 
Indirect path is also characterized by a differential Doppler relative
 
to the direct path Doppler. The differential Doppler is illustrated in
 
Figure 1.4.
 
In addition to differential Doppler the indirect signal when reflected
 
o rmthe earth's surface will fade. The fading bandwidth BF is a function
 
of the velocity of the user spacecraft relative to the earth, the ratio a/L,
 
and the grazing angle. This relationship is given in equation 1.4, and
 
illustrated in Figure 1.4.
 
BF = x Lsini eq.l.4 
v is the velocity of the user craft
 
We see that the fading bandwidth is maximized when the grazing angle is 90" when
 
the-user is below the data relay satellite. At this point the reflected
 
energy is completely diffuse and the fading bandwidth ismaximum.
 
Another parameter which is of importance in the evaluation of anti­
multipath systems is the coherent bandwidth of the user to data relay
 
satellite link. The coherent bandwidth can be defined in a number of ways,
 
but two preferred methods are illustrated in Figures 1.6(a) and 1.6(b).
 
This result has been observed experimentally by K. L. Jordan, Measurement
 
of Multipath Effects in a Satellite-Aircraft UHF Link - Proc IEEE June 67.
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TRANSMITTED CARRIERS 
RECEIVED CARRIERS 
DIRECT 
FADING 
BANDWIDTH 
RECEIVED CARRIERS(REFLECTED) 
WHEN THE COMPLEX ENVELOPE CORRELATION 
FUNCTION BETWEEN THE TWO RECEIVED RE-
FLECTED CARRIERS p (Af) IS EQUAL TO .5, 
THE VALUE OF Af IS THE COHERENT BAND-
WIDTH. 
Fig.1.6(a)
 
COHERENT BANDWIDTH (FREGUENCY DEFINITION)
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In Figure 1.6(a) we indicate that two transmitted carriers separated in
 
frequency by AF are received at the TDRS from a user craft via the direct
 
and the indirect paths. If the normalized correlation coefficient between
 
the two received carriers arriving via the reflected path is computed then
 
the correlation coefficient of then the value of AF which is needed to
 
produce this correlation value of , is defined as the coherent bandwidth BC.
 
This definition is independent of the direct path received signals. Defini­
tion of coherent bandwidths based on the transmission of two CW signals
 
separated in frequency is an accepted definition in the literature and is
 
a measure of the coherent bandwidth of a fading channel. In the case of
 
the TDRS BC does not necessarily limit the data capacity of the .transmission
 
link. The coherent bandwidth can be a limiting factor in the transfer of
 
data over dispersive channels such as the HF radio or tropospheric scatter
 
links.
 
If a pulse is-transmitted by a user it will be received after some time
 
via the direct path at the data relay satellite. At some time later the Td
 
multipath signal will arrive as illustrated in Figure 1.6(b). The multipath
 
signal will be varying with time and will be characterized by an average
 
multipath time spread. The coherent bandwidth or inverse of the multipath
 
time spread associated with the indirect signal path has been derived by
 
*
 
Durrani and Starras and in their formulation is completely independent of
 
the carrier frequency and primarily dependent on the separation-AF of two
 
CW components (Fig. 1.6(a)). Theit result infers that the coherent bandwidth
 
Op Cit
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at S band is the same at UHF! On the other hand, frequency scaling
 
from S band to VHF to obtain reduced values of BC does not appear justified
 
at all. From purely optical arguments, however, we conclude that the co­
herent bandwidth at VHF does not differ materially (order of magnitude)
 
from the value at S band.
 
The onset of the multipath signal which arrives after the signal
 
associated with the direct path constitutes the shortest differential time
 
delay. This reflected energy comes essentially from the specular point on
 
the earth. The remaining multipath signal which continues or persists after
 
the specular point reflection signal arrival will, in most cases, be diffuse.
 
Furthemore, for grazing angles in excess of 200 the entire multipath signal
 
will probably be varying in time and show little or no specular components,
 
even at VHF.
 
In summary, Table 1.2 lists the vari.ous parameters discussed above for
 
the 136-138 MHz andi148-154 MHz links.
 
Table 1.2 Time Varying Parameter Governing 136-138 MHz Band
 
1. 	 Td - time delay between direct and indirect signals = .2 msec (100 mi
 
orbit) to 10 msec (1000 mi orbit)
 
2. BC -	coherent bandwidth similar to S-band 5-30 KHz
 
3. 	 Direct path Doppler % 0 - 3.75 KHz maximum for 100 mi orbit
 
4. 	 -Differential Doppler u 0 - 2 KHz
 
5. 	 Fading bandwidth ..0 - 2 KHz
 
6. 	 Ratio of direct path power to indirect power >1 with indirect power
 
primarily diffuse for p > 20', (except when user antenna anamolies
 
are considered)
 
Shown in Fig. 1.7 are the various parameters defined previously, which
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govern the user to TDRS channel, and illustrates their dependence on the 
grazing angle i. 
In addition to the propagation parameters, there is another parameter
 
which must be taken into account during subsequent evaluations. This is the
 
variation in the user's antenna pattern at VHF. The users are not stabilized
 
and can tumble during the mission. Deep nulls (17-25 dB) have been observed
 
in these patterns when viewed by linearly polarized receiving antennas.
 
Recent work indicates that omni-pattern with as little as 3 dB ripple can
 
be obtained if arrays are employed with element spacing of .8wavelength.
 
The large antenna pattern variation have required the use of polari­
zation diversity reception in STADAN. These variations can also serve to
 
enhance the multipath while decreasing the desire signal of the user in the
 
TDRS. Shown in Fig. 1.8 is the effect of a 3 dB ripple in the user's antenna
 
patte'n on the expected multipath to signal ratio (dB) for various user
 
altitudes (calm sea at VHF grazing angle 900).
 
1.3 	 SYSTEM SELECTION RATIONALE
 
In the previous section we have discussed briefly the nature of the
 
transmission channel which exists between a user spacecraft and the satellite
 
repeater. In that discussion we established that the channel was time
 
variant, having parameters of differential Doppler, average multipath delay
 
between the direct and indirect signal, a spread in multipath associated
 
with the indirect signal, and that this spread in the indirect signal would
 
be time varying, i.e., a function of the geometry between the user and repeater
 
satellites, and the earth. Based on the previous discussion regarding the
 
nature of the channel, let us now attempt to catalog various antimultipath
 
Cockrell, C.R., NASA TN D2105, Oct. 1964
 
Croswell and Knop, I.E.E.E., Trans. Ants. & Prop., May 1966
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modulation techniques, and further to select a limited number of these
 
techniques for further study.
 
It is obvious from purely practical reasoning that we have three
 
alternatives to the multipath problem. These are, first devise asystem
 
which'can utilize to the best possible extent, both the direct and the in­
direct paths, thus enhancing the detection reliability. Secondly, we can
 
design a system which completely negates or circumvents ,the reflected signal,
 
thus the entire system performance will be based upon the direct path alone.
 
Finally, we can design systems which live with the reflected signal.
 
The theory of optimum antimultipath modulation techniques have been
 
develpped by Kalaith, Price and Seibert. However, the theory applies
 
only-to rather,restricted and somewhat oversimplified models. For example,
 
.the,theory of optimum antimultipath systems provided by Kalaith assumes a
 
Gaussian, multiplicative channel which is unrealistic for the TDRS in that
 
the:direct path is a non-fading line of-sight channel.
 
In the absence of theory which defines the optimum antimultipath
 
system for a channel with a direct nonfading path and multiplicity of
 
indirect fading paths, we can hypothesize that the best system combines
 
the direct and indirect path optimally to minimize the probability of
 
error. Because of the limitation in the amount of power contained in
 
the indirect path relative to the direct path, and the fact that it fades,
 
make it doubtful that such an approach would show a significant increase
 
in system performance over the direct path alone.
 
T. Kalaith - ch 6 Lectures on Comm. System Theory McG.H. 1961 
R. Price - Trans IRE 1956 IT-2
 
MIT Summer School Lecture Notes on Detectfon and Estimation Theory, June '63
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The work of Barrow has direct application to the question of the
 
gains one can achieve wherf combining a non-fading direct channel with a 
fading indirect channel of equal average power. He has shown that the
 
resultant bit error probability P for such a combination (assume maximal
 
rai£obnn)i PSdirect 
 Sindiret
ratio combining) is P = (2P • P ). Ifwe choose a reasonable 
= 10-5 for APSK for the direct path and
value for E/No 10 dB' P d Edirect
 
-
p o% .0 Therefore little can be gained by combining the direct
5indi rect
 
and indirect channels.
 
An alternate approach to the problem of multipath would be to design
 
a transmitting waveform in cooperation with a receiver which rejects
 
totally the presence of the multipath and does not attempt to use the
 
multipath to enhance the detection probability. There are a number of
 
signaling waveforms which of course satisfies this condition. For example,
 
the frequency agile pulse system wherein data.is transmitted by hopping
 
the carrier over an ensemble of frequencies, programmed not to return to
 
a specific frequency until the multipath signals have discontinued or died
 
out. In effect, this type of transmission requires a coordinated activity
 
between the transmitter and receiver. This type of transmission is optimum
 
from a signal design point of view in that if we consider the multipath
 
signal as noise or interference occupying essentially the same band as the
 
transmission it can be shown that in order to enhance detection we designed
 
the signal so as to minimize the effect of noise; that is,where noise is
 
present in substantial amounts we minimize the signal power and in those
 
regions where the noise Js minimum we maximize the signal power density.
 
Thus the theoretical point of view of signal design, a system which com­
pletely rejects the deleterious effects of multipath is optimum. It is not,
 
B. B. Barrow, "Error Probabilities for Data Transmission Over Fading 
Radio Paths" Assen 1962 (Doctoral Thesis) Van Gorcum & Comp.
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however, optimum in the sense of utilizing intelligently the energy con­
tained in.the multipath, as was pointed out in the previous paragraphs,
 
where a system with optimum combining to minimize the probability of error
 
for binary transmission was discussed.
 
Finally, there are a multiplicity of signaling schemes which live with
 
the muitipath but in some sense reduced its effect in the receiver through
 
signal design or diversity. Perhaps the best known are those which utilize
 
almost orthogonal sequences such as PN sequences which when observed over
 
the duration of the data interval are almost orthogonal and because of this
 
near orthogonal property discriminate against the multipath while introducing
 
a small self noise through the correlation process. Other notable techniques
 
which live with the multipath are frequency .diversity systems, pseudo­
random time hopped,signals, pseud6-ranglom frequency hopped signals and
 
hybrid techniques such as frequency-time coded transmissions or random
 
a6de'ss discrete address signals. 
1.4 SELECTION OF THE CANDIDATE ANTIMULTIPATH SYSTEMS FOR FUTHER STUDY
 
Thus far we have presented various antimultipath techniques ranging
 
from the optimum approach to less optimum(but perhaps more practical approaches), all
 
of which operate under constraint that the indirect oath contains a total amount
 
of power equal to or less than the power contained in the direct path,
 
and that the indirect path will probably be a fading channel', depending
 
upon the grazing angle, and other reflection parameters.
 
This constraint is relaxed in later sections to include the case
 
where the multipath signal exceeds the direct path signal as a re­
sult of user antenna anamolies.
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We 'have argued that the optimum antimultipath system consists of a 
signaling format which is a pulsed signal design followed by an optimum 
combining system using correlation techniques to-determine the optimum 
weighting associated with the various branches in the combiner. This 
approach to optimum antimultipath signaling has been shown to provide 
little improvement over the direct path, and to the best of our know­
ledge, never been implemented or seriously attempted.
 
We have also argued that another approach to antimultipathsystems
 
would be to design the signaling waveform in cooperation with a receiver
 
which would avoid the multipath upon reception; that is, by
 
frequency agile or time hopping techniques. Such approaches are well
 
within the state-of-the-art of the communications designers.
 
Finally we have suggested less optimum approaches to the multipath
 
problem which include frequency diversity techniques and a variety of
 
large time bandwidth product correlation techniques which reduce the
 
effects of multipath in the receiver.
 
Based on our previous discussions we have chosen the following
 
antimultipath techniques for more detailed analyses.
 
1. Frequency Diversity System
 
2. Pseudo-Random Time Hopped Signal
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3. 	Random Access Discrete Address
 
a) Small Address System (FH/TH Hybrid)
 
b) Large Address System
 
4. 	Pseudo Noise Modulation
 
a) Narrowband Pseudo Noise (Possible Frequency Agile)
 
b) 	Wideband Pseudo Noise (Using Entire 2 MHz Repeater Bandwidth)
 
5. 	Programmed Systems
 
a)- Tiwe Hopped Programmed System and Adaptive System
 
b) Frequency Hopped Programmed System and Adative 'System
 
*c) Frequency Hopped/Time Hopped Programmed System for
 
all Orbits and all Data Relay Satellites
 
.Tbe 	above.systems will be analyzed for the 136-138 MHz user to TDRS link.
 
. ts-valid to assume, at-least with regard to multipath, that those
 
techniques-found suitable-for the user to TDRS link will be quite suitable
 
for 	the TDRS to-user command link 148-149.9 MHz.
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1_5 DETERMINATION OF THE REQUIRED BIT ERROR PROBABILITY VERSUS THE
 
DESIRED QUANTIZATION RESOLUTION FOR TELEMETRY DATA
 
Prior to launching into detailed multipath analyses it is essential
 
that we establish the required bit error probability for the user to TDRS
 
link. This requirement will impact directly on the requirement for forward
 
error correction, user power, etc.
 
Telemetry information from the unmanned users in the TDRS system is
 
converted from an analog waveform to a digital waveform via conventional
 
analog to digital conversion techniques. The digital stream is then
 
transmitted from a user through the TDRS to a ground station utilizing
 
an appropriate antimultipath multiple access and anti-interference modula­
tion scheme. The binary data rate is assumed to be 1 kilobit per second. 
Furthanore, it is assumed that the quantization resolution can range ­
between 5 and 9 bits per sample. The following analyses is directed 
toward the determination of the maximum allowable bit error probability
 
which does not degrade the quantization resolution for the telemetry data.
 
This analysis will assume that the initial telemetry analog waveform can
 
be either Gaussian or is uniformly distributed over the limits of the PCM
 
coder. We have selected these two amplitude probability densities since
 
they should represent upper and lower bounds on the amplitude statistics
 
normally associated with telemetry analog information. Itwill be shown
 
that there are two sources of degradation in PCM systems. First, coder
 
overload noise can occur when the waveform exceeds the coder limits.
 
Second, noise contribution results from random errors in the telemetry
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data stream. Graphs will be presented at the end of this section which
 
show the required bit error probability to maintain the desired signal to
 
quantizing resolution. It is understood that the data modulation systems
 
have been appropriately combined with an antimultipath/anti-interference/
 
multiple accessing modulation scheme and therefore the required signal
 
to noise into the final demodulator will be a function of the antimultipath
 
etc. technique employed.
 
. t is assumed that the PCM coder has a dynamic range extending from +A. 
t6 -A.volts, a tota range of 2A ,vol-ts. Given that there is an nbit des­
eription provided by. the PCM'system, the number of possible levels between 
n.

-A and +A is 2 If each quantum step or separation between adjacent levels 
has a value q, then it follows that the quantizing noise No is given by 
Q2/12. Furthermore, ifwe define the signal power as U2 it follows that 
the signal to quantizing noise ratio is given by 3.22n (,/A)2. The rati6
 
(a/A) is identified as a crest factor and represents a measure of how well
 
the coder is loaded.
 
If the waveform to be coded is a sine wave then it follows that
 
02 22n
 
U2 = 3/2 X 2 
 eq. 1.5
 
Q 
If the waveform to be coded is uniformly distributed between the
 
limits of A and -A, then it follows that the signal to quantizing noise
 
is simply
 
U.2 = 22n 
 eq. 1.6
NQ
 
2  
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Furthermore, if we are coding a noise-like waveform to its ±4 yaIes,
 
then the resulting signal-to-noise ratio is given by:
 
-3.-X 22n eq. 1.7
 
NQ 16
 
In the previous paragraph we have considered the behavior of the signal
 
to quantizing noise as a function of the loading of the PCM coder for various
 
waveforms. What we have not considered as yet is the contribution to the
 
noise if the coder is overloaded. What follows is-an analysis to determine
 
the overload noise when the signal encoded is Gauss-ian in amplitude. The
 
mean squared error resulting from overload is calculated in the following
 
.equations:
 
Noverload .. X - A)2 p(x)dx + f (-x -A)2 p(x)dx 
Where _exp [_ 2] 
p(x)= __ 
02 -Eel 
12 
Noise overloadt - 2 1lj (Z) - e eq. 1.8 
Where
 
f(7) = exp - dz02=2
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Again we see that the crest factor plays an important role in the
 
determination of the signal to overload noise. It is assumed that the
 
contribution to the total noise power can be represented as follows:
 
02 _ 1 
N total NQ + N Overload eq.l.9 
When the above noise-to-signal ratios are plotted as a function of
 
the crest factor, we find that there exists a minimum in the total noise-to­
signal ratio as indicated in Figurej.h9.
 
In a recent paper by Whelan , PCM decoding in the presence.of digital 
errors is considered. A resultant outputsignal-to-noise ratio (S/N)R
 
consisting of contributions to the noise power from quantizing as well as
 
digital errors, was derived. Whelan found that the signal-to-noise ratio
 
-due/to errors is given by:
 
-2P)2 (PCM) 
 eq.1.10
 
P : Prob of error
 
.. Jf one considers that the contribution to the total output signal-to­
noise ratio is an additive process, that is,the noise due to errors,
 
the noise due to quantizing,and overload noise are additive, we have
 
(N ) 1eq. 

Whelan, P FG.+C -tot a196
 
Whel'an, P.G.C.T. June, 1966
 
1.11 
-10 
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Figurel.10 illustrates the resultant or total signal-to-noise ratio
 
for PCM systems as a function of the predetection signal-to-noise ratio. The
 
number of bits per sample or the number of bits per PCM code word, for both
 
the optimum PSK and differentially coded PSK are given.
 
From Figurel.lO we conclude that the desired bit error probability for
 
a practical .PSK system (P 2 PcPSK ) should be on the order of 10-5 so as
 
not to degrade the quantizing resolution for a 7 bit PCM telemetry system.
 
This value of P corresponds to a predetection (S/N) of 10 dB. In analyses
 
5 
-
to follow a 10 bit error will be used as the target error probability for
 
all the candidate systems.
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1.6 ANTIMULTIPATH SYSTEMS ANALYSES
 
1.6.1 Frequency Diversity System
 
In accordance with the program specifications it is highly
 
desirable to obtain reliable communications for the 136-138 MHz band and
 
support simultaneously up to 40 users, with a minimum of user equipment
 
complexity. Furthermore, the system should operate reliably within the
 
constraints of 2 MHz total repeater RF bandwidth and within the power
 
limitations imposed on the user satellite. We are obliged to consider
 
the use of diversity techniques in order to obtain a reasonably simolified
 
system for the 136-138 MHz link.
 
In a previous section we have argued that the major contri­
bution to the multipath should result from the diffuse component and that
 
this diffuse component can be appreciable for grazing angles in excess of
 
200. For all practical purposes the diffuse component can be considered maximum
 
for grazing angles above 400 and the power in the diffuse component may equal
 
the power in the direct path signal under worse case multipath conditions. (Multi­
path power can actually exceed the desired signal power at low orbits as a result
 
of user antenna variations). 
A single channel APSK transmission in the presence of diffuse 
multipath, the power of which is equal to the desired signal power, will 
experience a bit error probability of .18 . Furthermore, this value is 
approached at reasonably low input signal to Gaussian noise ratios (10 dB). 
In order to obtain diversity action it is necessary to transmit the same 
This result is obtained for a (E = 10 dB and a APSK P= 2PCPSK(see Appendix I) 
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information on a number of independent carriers. The frequency separation
 
of these, carriers for proper diversity action must exceed the coherent
 
bandwidth (otherwise the fading is correlated). For the TDRS satellite
 
geometry the coherent bandwidth should be between 5 KHz and 30 KHz depending
 
upon the height of the user vehicle above the earth.
 
For the time being we will not consider the effects of inter­
ference or the requirements for emergency voice forthe manned missions at
 
VHF, rather confine our attention to the performance of a diversity system
 
in the presenceof multipath. We assume that there are 40 users, a data rate/
 
user of 1 KBit/sec, a repeater bandwidth of 2 MHz between 136-138 MHz and
 
that the users are transmitting on independent frequencies located within
 
the 2.MHz spectrum. A four-frequency system which illustrates the frequency
 
locations-of various users is shown in Figure 1.11. The carriers associated
 
with one user are separated sufficiently in frequency so as to be in excess
 
of the'largest expected coherent bandwidth. Furthermore, the-frequency
 
bands which are al-located to a particular user are sufficient to accommodate
 
Doppler and differential Doppler and frequency uncertainties in theTDRS.
 
system. It is assumed that forward error control can be applied simultane­
ously to the redundant data transmission system of a user. Furthermore, the
 
power which is divided among the carriers is assumed to be divided equally.
 
We have allocated 12.5 KHz to each frequency or subcarrier associated with
 
each user. Such an allocation imposes a maximum number of independent
 
carriers for each user; that is,we find that the total bandwidth of 2 MHz
 
can support a four-frequency diversity system for each user, assuming 40
 
users and 12.5 KHz for each carrier per user.
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Table 1.3 indicates the power budget and link calculations
 
required to determine system performance for various user power levels per
 
diversity channel.
 
Table 1.3 User to TDRS Link (Ideal)
 
-5
P = 10Required S/N0 40 dB Hz 

System Margin 10 dB antenna and system losses
 
N0 -167.8 dbm Ts = 12000K 
Pu Required at Satellite --117.8 dbm
 
Gt = User Antenna Gain 0 dB
 
qr = TDRS Antenna Gai6 16 dB
 
L = Path-Los5 .67.8 dB 
Pt= User Power 34 dbm = 2.5 watts
 
* if 6 dB system margin is used then Pt t 1 watt 
Assuming that the average signal-to-noise ratios are equal in
 
all four diversity branches and that maximal ratio combining is employed in
 
the ground station, we find that the expected.raw bit error probability is
 
4 X 10-3 for the four-frequency optimum diversity system, when the signal-to­
multipath power ratio is unity. Furthermore, we find that this bit error
 
probability can be obtained at a power level per diversity channel of
 
between 1 to 2.5 watts or a total user power of 4 to 10 watts, depending on
 
the assumed system margin 6-10 dB.
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Further increase in the amount of user power inthe presence of
 
multipath does not improve system performance for this particular approach.
 
-
The raw bit error probability of 4 X 103 isnot acceptable for most cases,
 
since it has been shown that a bit error probability of 10-5 isnormally
 
required to preserve the quantizing resolution of the telemetered data.
 
This result infers that forward error control techniques must be applied
 
inorder to further reduce the raw bit error probability to an acceptable
 
level of 10-5 . The encoding techniques are usually simple. The decoders
 
are at the ground station where additional complexity can be tolerated.
 
Using convolutional encoding and sequential decoding a raw bit error proba­
bility of .005 can be readily reduced to 10-5* . Forward error control
 
is discussed in detail in Section 1.7 of this report.
 
Insummary, we have shown that it is feasible to operate a
 
-5
desired bit error probability 10
four-frequency diversity system to obtain a 

-when forward error control techniques are employed in conjunction with the
 
diversity system. The upper limit on the number of diversity frequencies
 
is four and this ispredicated on 40 users, 12.5 KHz per diversity channel
 
allocated to each user. Furthermore, it assumes that the diversity channel
 
frequencies are separated inexcess of the coherent bandwidth in order to.
 
obtain full diversity action inthe receiver. No attempt has been made to
 
evaluate the diversity system inthe presence of interference. The 12.5 KHz
 
channel bandwidth isprobably a bit optimistic and should probably be
 
increased to about 16 KHz which in turn will reduce the order of diversity
 
to three instead of four. However, even at an order of diversity of three
 
(based on a rate convolutional encoder/sequential decoder and,
 
reasonable constraint lengths, and storage.)
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the resultant error probability will be 1.2 X 10-2 which can still be reduced
 
tolO-5 by forward error correctionif large constraint lengths are employed.
 
1.6.2 Multipath Model for Large Time Bandwidth Product Signals
 
In several following sub-sections we will analyze large time
 
bandwidth signal designs for their antimultipath properties. In order to
 
do this an accurate multipath model is required.
 
The multipath properties of the user/TDRS channel have been discussed 
in section 1.2. There itwas shown that the reflected signal would have 
average time delays relative to the direct path between 200 usec to and 10 
msec depending on the height of the user's orbit. Actually these delays 
will range between 1 msec to 10 msec for most cases. Since the large time 
bandwidth-signals to be ahalyzed will operate at I Kbit/sec frame rate, 
which corresponds to the 1 Kbit/sec'user rate, it is reasonable to treat 
the multipath signal as another user signal which after 1 msec is uncorrelated 
with its direct signal. For large TW signals the chip durations (symbol 
durations) will be such to overshadow the fading bandwidths, Doppler and 
differential Doppler. The multipath' signal generated,by a -largeTW product 
signal can cause symbol errors in other user signals as well as its own 
direct signal during subsequent data frames, and it is easy to show that 
specular or diffuse multipath cause equal symbol error probabilities when 
the signal to multipath ratio is unity.. 
The failing'feature of this multipath model is that it does not
 
allow for time spread effects and thus represents a conservative model rather
 
than an optimistic model.
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Based on the above arguments, the multipath analyses of large
 
TW product signals which follow will assume that the signal to multipath
 
ratio is unity and that the multipath effectively increases the number of
 
simultaneous users by a factor of two. Thus these analyses will also cover
 
the multiple accessing of large TW product signals through a common linear
 
repeater of bandwidth 2 MHz for the user to TDRS link.
 
1.6.3 Pseudo-random Time Hop System (PRTH)
 
A potential candidate for the DRSS is a pseudo-random time hop
 
system. The primary advantages of such an approach is that it requires no
 
net synchronization and the implementation is quite simple. Furthermore,
 
it can provide (with complex instrumentation) range and range rate between
 
user and ground station. The pseudo-random time hop system employs RF
 
pulses with an extremely low duty factor. We assume that there is perfect
 
synchronization between the transmitter and receiver and that there are a
 
number of users equal to K, Furthermore, the duty factor is given by a 
where a is much less than unity. We will further assume that the effects 
of multipath are accurately represented by doubling the number of users
 
through the linear repeating satellite. The various users are not coordi­
nated in time and the emissions of pulsed carriers from each user are random.
 
Furthermore, on the average the time hop pulse is pseudo-randomly time
 
hopped over an information interval TFsuch that a is given by the duration 
of the pulse divided by the frame time. This system has been proposed by
 
Cahn for multiple access through repeating satellites. The PRTH waveform is
 
illustrated in Figure 1.12. Cahn has shown that the worst case bit error
 
J. M. Aein etal, Multiple Access to a Comm. Sat, with a Hard Limiting
 
Repeater Vol. II April 65 AD465-789
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Fig. 1.12: PRTH WAVEFORM­
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probability is given by eq. 1.12.
 
- ) K
-
IPF = (1-a)K-1 PAPSK + Y1-(. a eq.l. 12 
.18<y< .'.y= worst case
 
PAPSK isthe bit error probability resulting from noise
 
The above equation assumes that when a pulse is.received inthe oresence
 
of another interfering user pulse or multipath whose strength is equal to
 
that of the desired signal we obtain a bit error probability of . Further­
more, when a pulse is received without the presence of multipath or another
 
user, we obtain a bit error probability given by the theoretically largest
 
value obtained via APSK modilation.
 
When applied to the TDRS system wherein the 136-138 MHz band is 
confined to a 2 MHz RF bandwidth then it follows that the duty factor a has 
a minimum value which is regulated by this RF bandwidth and by the minimum 
binary data rate. For a data rate of 1 kilobit per second itfollows that
 
-3
 
the value of a must be equal to or greater than .5X 10 . 
The bit error probability given inequation 1.12 can be minimized
 
by properly choosing the duty factor within the constraints of the DRSS channel.
 
This is,ingeneral, a difficult task to accomplish. However, we can obtain
 
an approximation to the bit error probability assuming that the duty factor
 
issmall, and thatthe two parts of equation 1.12 are equal.
 
P a(K-I) eq. 1.12 
- 24 X 10 for the TDRS
 
(multipath + users = 80 users)
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We can solve the aboveesuation under the constraints of the 136-138 MHz
 
TDRS channel and the desired bit error probability which has been determined
 
to be on the order of 10-5  We find that it is impossible to obtain a bit
 
error probability under the constraints of the duty factor a which can be
 
equal to 40.
obtained through the TDRS, and the number of required users 
Thus it can be concluded that while the pseudo-random time hop
 
system is indeed attractive from an implementation point of view, it
 
will not in general provide the desired bit error probability for the number
 
of users required.
 
Again, as with the diversity system previously analyzed, forward
 
-5 if
 
error correction can be relied upon to reduce the bit error rate to 10

large constraint length convolutional encoding/sequential decoding is employed.
 
Note that the Gaussian noise contribution to the error probability
 
need only be on the order P Gaussian = .02 which corresponds to a symbol or
 
Assuming a system margin of 10 dB this corresponds to
chip .E/No = 4.2 dB. 

an average user power .6watts and a peak-power of 1200 watts!
 
1.6.4 Hybrid Frequency Hopped/Time Hopped Signal Scheme
 
As in the previous sub-section, we assume that each user's
 
In this context, the multipath analysis
multipath appears as another user. 

We therefore focus attention on
reduces to a multiple access problem. 

communication system: a hybrid frequency/time hopping (FH/TH)
multiple access 

The system

scheme which is actually a generalization of the PRTH system. 

relies basically on the division.of the time-frequency plane into MN cells
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as indicated in Figure 1.13; each cell represents a chip, with some speci­
fied combination of chips representing a symbol from the alphabet being
 
used to encode the data (inthe binary case, this could be 0 and 1, or mark
 
and space). An important constaint is that during any time frame (of fixed
 
duration TF), the same number of chips is transmitted. These may be dis­
tributed in any chosen manner in the corresponding time-frequency plane.
 
In the frequency/time-hop system each user sends to exactly one ground 
station (GS) although the latter may be able to receive from more than one 
user. User and GS are synchronized in the sensd that the GS knows which 
arrangement of cells in the time-frequency plane corresponds to a mark and 
which to a space (or more generally, to any symbol of an m-ary alphabet). 
The GS then "looks" only in the appropriate cells. Such a signaling scheme 
has been analyzed by Wittman and Reiffen , among others. 
Wittman'sanalysis includes the effects of unequal signal amplitudes
 
and RF phase cancellation at the GS as well as noise in both the user-to-

TDRS ("up") and TDRS-to-GS ("down") links. He assumes a perfectly linear,
 
frequency-translating satellite with 'bandwidthWs. Both up- and down-link
 
noise is additive, white, and Gaussian. The transmission media have no
 
other effect on the signals. A typical user transmits at data rate R bits/sec,
 
where R is some sub-multiple of the maximum system data rate. The user (and
 
synchronized GS) independently and pseudorandomly selects a chip configuration
 
Wittman, John H., "Analysis of a Hybrid Frequency-Time Hopping Random-Access
 
Satellite Communication System," IEEE Trans., COM-16, no. 2, April 1968,
 
pp. 303-310.
 
Reiffen, Barney, "On the Use of Non-Coherent Pulse-Address Modulation for
 
Multiple Access to a Hard-Limiting Satellite Repeater," App. VA in
 
Aein, J.M., et al., Multiple Access to a Communication Satellite with a
 
Hard-Limiting Repeater, v. II,IDA Rept. R-108 (AD 465-789), April 1965.
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for a mark by selecting b distinct cells from each of n successive time 
frames, along with another, non-overlapping set of nb cells for a space. 
Each chip then consists of a constant-amplitude pulsed sinusoid which is 
matched-filter envelope detected . The decision as to mark or space 
(i.e., data bit = 0 or 1) is then made on the basis of nb mark vs space 
chip decisions at the receiver, with the bit decision based simply on a
 
majority of the chip decisions. Thus, the probability of a bit error is
 
just the probability that more than nb/2 chip errors have been made. The
 
two factors contributing to chip error in this model are noise and inter­
ference from up to K-I other users of the same cell. Under the assumption
 
that the number of cells per frame is very much less than the total number
 
of cells in the time-frequency plane (i.e., b/MN<<l), individual chip
 
decisions can be taken as independent. With marks and spaced assumed
 
equally probable a priori, one can view the chip decisions as successive
 
outputs of a binary symmetric channel operating at capacity. The bit
 
error probability Pe is then related to the chip error probability pe
 
through the familiar binomial expansion
 
nb (b) )nb-A
 
Sp e (1 eq. .13
e M nb/2 

Here [x] denotes the smallest integer larger than x.
 
Reiffen's model is almost identical to Wittman's, the only
 
significant difference being the assumption of a hard-limiting instead of
 
a linear satellite:
 
Note that for this analysis we have dropped the APSK signaling technique,
 
but this is necessary to make the analysis tenable. The results will-still
 
illustrate the performance of the system and will not be dramatically

different from the APSK system.
 
'Inboth analyses, evaluation of the relevant expressions for
 
bit error probability leads to the conclusion that the FH/TH.scheme is
 
inadequate as an antimultipath technique unless used in conjunction with
 
some form of forward error control (e.g., with sequential decoding using
 
a.fairly short, rate convolutional code', a raw Pe of .005 can be conyerted'
 
to an output Pe of 10-). In particular, Table 1.4 gives trade-offs obtained
 
from Wittman's results. Using Reiffen's model and analysis, similar results
 
are obtained.
 
Table 1.4 FH/TH Trade-Offs
 
MN=1000, Ws2XIO6 Hz
 
R(bps) nb Ebit/Nodb Pe(raw)
 
2 14 >10 
-3
 
1000 15 

7 19.4 l0-5
 300 80 

4 23 10-5
 1000 10 

Note: K=2X (actual no. of users), in our multipath model
 
In the next section, we shall discuss a multiple access scheme 
which does achieve the required bit error probability Pe = 10-5 for 80 users, 
an information rate per user of 1000 bps, and total bandwidth of 2 MHz.
 
This is accomplished, however, at the pri'ce of increased cbmplexity (i.e.,
 
m-ary coding with large m).
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1.6.5 RADA System
 
A random access, discrete address (RADA) system differs from the
 
hybrid time-hop/frequency-hop system described in the previous section mainly
 
in the way in which a user/ground station pair (i.e., transmitter and receiver)
 
is determined and communication established between them. Specifically, any
 
user and ground station (GS) can communicate. This is accomplished by having
 
the user send out an address uniquely to a-particular GS. This address is
 
determined by a combination of k cells from the MN-cell time-frequency plane
 
and is detected at the GS as a k-fold coincidence (see Figure 1.14).
 
In the RADA system to be described, we consider an extension of
 
this technique to the case in which each GS has not one but m addresses, all
 
unique with respect to the other GS's in the system. Note that a separate
 
coincidence circuit is required for each address which is not a time trans­
lation of another-address for that GS. A unique feature of this system is
 
that each address serves also as an alphabet symbol for the GS. This m-ary
 
alphabet may be viewed as a kind of error correction technique because of
 
the distance it provides between symbols when the latter are viewed on a
 
chip-by-chip basis.
 
Furthermore, noise will be neglected , and interference will 
appear as a false k-fold coincidence but not as pulse dancellations. (This
 
model and the analysis which follows are due to Chesler .) In view of 
This assumption is justified by virtue of the often-used rule of thumb
 
that equal contributions to the total bit error probability are made by
 
pulse interference and multipath on the one hand and by noise on the other.
 
As in the preceding section, we account for multipath by considering twice
 
the number of actual users. Then the error probabilities obtained here
 
should be roughly doubled to account for effects of noise.

** 
Chesler, David, "Performance of a Multiple Address RADA System," IEEE
 
Trans., COM-14, no. 4, August 1966, pp. 369-372.
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these assumptions, it is natural to evaluate performance interms' of the
 
probability P of a false k-fold coincidence of at least one of the m
 
addresses of a given GS. The two parameters of prime interest are the
 
channel utilization F and the size MN of the time-frequency plane, where
 
F is defined by F =R/Nswith R being the average total information rate
 
and W the channel bandwidth defined in the previous sub-section.
 
Without loss of generality, we can,assume that only one time
 
frame (which Chesler calls a matrix period) is necessary to transmit an
 
address. Itwill be stated without further discussion that whether or
 
not user and GS are initially synchronized, there is the same probability
 
of error per decision as to which, if.any, of the GS's addresses was trans­
mitted. Wewish to point out that some of the approximations made in the
 
analysis which follow are definitely restricted in their validity by the
 
size of certain quantities, particularly exponents. We will not enter
 
into a discussion of these points, however, since we consider the final
 
results as adequate guidelines for our own,conclusions.
 
Let P(klK) be the probability that K users will cause a false
 
k-fold coincidence of at least one of the m addresses of a particular GS.
 
We calculate P(kIK) as follows. Assuming that the k pulses which determine
 
an address are chosen at random from the time-frequency plane of MN cells,
 
the probability that a particular interfering user has a pulse in any cell is
 
=
Pl k/MN eq. 1.14
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Then the probability that none .of K users has a pulse in that cell is
 
e. 1.15
P2 = (1ZP l) 

and the-probability of a coincidence of all k pulses of a particular add­
ress is approximately
 
P3 = (l-P2)*k eq. 1.16
 
Finally, §ince the probability of no coincidence at any of m addresses is
 
(l-P3)m ' we have
 
p(kIK) = l-(l-P3)m tm P3=mtl-(l-k/MN)KIk eq. 1.17 
Now we assume that the active status of a usertis an event 
independent of all other users. Then the number'K of active users- will 
have a Poisson distribution 
P(K) J(7)K eK/K! K = 0,1,2,... eq. 1.18 
Thus, P, the average pro6ability of error per decision, isgiven 'by
 
S= P(kiK)P(K) =E m[l-(I-k/MN)K (K)K e-/K! eq. 1.19
K:O K=O
 
This result is-of little use to us unless we can relate it to
 
the parameters. F:and MN defined earlier. This we will now do. As already
 
noted, F =R/W , while MN = WsT, where T is the length of a time slot. Now
 
the average information rate, in bits per second, is the information per
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symbol (=address) times the average number of users divided by the length
 
of a time slot; i.e.,
 
= K(log2m)/T eq. 1.20
 
Thus the channel utilization is
 
F = K(Iog2m)/MN eq. 1.21
 
Solving 1.21 for K and substituting in 1-.19 gives
 
ZmE'l-(l-kMN)K k(F M1N/log 2m)K(/K!)exp(-FMN/lo02m)
 
K=0
 
eq. 1.22
 
This expression is quite unwieldy, so that in order to obtain a
 
measure of the performance of a multiple-:address RADA system, we argue as
 
follows. From 1.21 we get
 
K-FMN/log2m, eq. 1.23
 
from which it is clear that the average number of users is proportional to
 
MN; thus for fixed F and m, K becomes large with MN. Since the standard
 
deviation of the Poisson distribution (1.18) isn't, it can be argued that
 
the relative variation in K approaches zero as K-co, so that for very large MN,
 
we let K=K. This eliminates the need for averaging over K in (1.19) and
 
permits us to use (1.17) directly for calculating P:
 
P m[l-(l-k/MN)Kk eq. 1.24
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A further approximation from 0.24) can be obtained by noting that for
 
- K M
 k/MN<<I, (1-k/MN)K e , so that
 
-e- /MN)k eq. 1.25
 
Now k may be chosen to minimize V in (.25). It turns out that this optimum 
value of k'satisfies e k/MN=2, giving 
--opt m2-MN(zn2)/K 2 1g 2m[1(zn2)/F-1] eq. 1.26
 
from which we see that Popt can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the
 
number of addresses m per receiver, as long as channel utilization F is less
 
than about 70% (zn2 O.69).
 
Figure 1.15 (due to Chesler) represents the optimum performance
 
.of a multiple access RADA system as a function of MN with F as a parameter.
 
(The dashed line approximate for n=. 04 , corresponding to our K of 80.)
 
Here performance P has been optimized with respect-to' both k,- the number of
 
pulses per address, and alphabet size m. The relation between MN and the
 
approximate optimizing value of m is given in Tablel.5. These values have
 
.been used in obtaining Figure 1.16, which is a necessary step in compiling
 
Table 1.5.
 
To relate the expressions developed in the foregoing analysis
 
of the multiple access RADA system to our multiple access (alias multipath)
 
model, w e must note several important facts. Our data rate of 1000 bps is
 
for each user, so that
 
R = 1000 X (no. of users) 
= 1000 K
 
= 1000 K, for large MN eq. T.27 
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TABLE 1.B
 
OPTIMUM VALUES OF ALPHABET SIZE AS A FUNCTION
 
OF MATRIX SIZE
 
Approx.
 
Optimum
 
Matrix Size Values of
 
N log2m 
50 4 
100 6 
500 12 
1000 20
 
0 
-2 
-4 77 0.2 
-80 
-12 7=0.02
 
-14
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Fig. 1.15 
PROBABILITY OF ERROR VS MATRIX SIZE (OPTIMUM SIZE OF ALPHABET)
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On the other hand, all users are pushing data through the same 2 MHz
 
channel, so
 
F = 1000 K/(2 x 106) = 0.5 K X 10-3  eq. 1.28 
The value of the optimum k is found from 1.23:
 
k = MN zn2/K eq. 1.29
 
Table 1.6 was obtained in the following manner. We set P = 10 
5 
and entered Figure 1.15 to get pairs of values of MN and F. Values of log 2m 
were obtained from 'Figure 1.16 while K was obtained.from 1.28. Finally, 
T.29 gives the corresponding k.
 
It is amply clear that the required bit error probability, viewed
 
now as probability of error per m-ary symbol, is easily achieved with the
 
allotted bandwidth, but only at the price of a 64-symbol alphabet. The time­
frequency plane-contains a modest 100 cells. It is interesting to note that 
only 1 pulse per address optimizes F for a wide range of numbers of user pairs. 
Table 1.6 RADA System Parameters 
 -
-5 (W
System parameters giving P 10 = 2 MHz, Ruser= 1000 bps)s 

optimized over m and k.
 
F MN log 2m m K k 
.2 730 ..14.7 26,700 400 1.27
 
.1 240 8.8 440 200 0.83 
.04 100 6 64 0.87 
.02 50 4 16 40 0.87 
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1.6.6-	 PN SYSTEMS FOR TDRS
 
Up to this point in the report we have considered only systems
 
which operate in the presence of multipath and do not attempt to avoid
 
it. We will now analyze the last technique which "lives" with the multi­
path. This system can take on various configurations but basically uses
 
pseudonoise (PN) coding to combat multipath, decrease the effects of
 
interference, provide multiple access through the TDRS, provide user
 
addressing, and accurate range and range rate data.
 
The PN 	analyses to follow will emphasize:
 
(1) PN 	multiplexing 
(2) repeater considerations
 
(3) multipath performance
 
(4) maximizing the processing gain for the TDRS
 
The effects of interference on the performance and choice of the
 
PN approach is discussed in section 1.12 (RFI Considerations for the TDRS).
 
1.6.6.1 	PN Multiplexing Techniques for the Data Relay Satellite
 
System
 
Binary sequences-form the basis for PN communication systems
 
which have antimultipath, anti-interference, and multiple access capa­
bilities. Specifically, the maximal length linear sequence generator
 
has been the primary source of control for such communication systems in
 
the past because of its almost ideal autocorrelation properties. The
 
autocorrelation properties of a maximal length linear sequence consisting
 
of n stages is defined by eq.l. 30 .
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agreements -
RII(r) =agreements + disagreementsdisagreements
 
=1, =0 
eq. 1.30 
n1 1' chip 
The 	autocorrelation function of a maximal length code is two-valued and
 
the residual autocorrelation'coefficient T > -1chip is slightly negative, 
having a value'of 1
 
2n-1
 
There are a number of ways of providing unambiguous multiplexing on
 
a non-coordinated basis for'the 'TDRS system. Non-coordination means the 
simultaneous presence of a number of signals in the TDRS passband with no 
synchronous time division accessing. 
(1) 	 Each user is assigned a different Gold sequence from 
a family of equal length sequences. 
(2) 	 Users are assigned different maximal length sequences 
of different lengths. 
(3) All users utilize the same maximal length code but use
 
frequency offsets in each user carrier to allow user
 
discrimination fn the receiver located at the ground
 
station. * 
(4) Users are assigned equal length codes, from a very
 
limited number of codes (e.g.,.eight codes) and are
 
frequency multiplexed as in (3) (e.g., five frequencies),

such that the product of codes X frequency slots equal
 
forty.
 
(5) Because of the interference problem and the range and
 
range rate-requirement another approach to RN multiplex­
ing is to use separate non-overlapping channels for each
 
user and allow each user to utilize the same PN code,
 
The PN code rate would be high enough to protect a user
 
against his own multipath and provide the required range
 
and range rate now obtained with the present'GRARR 20 KHz
 
side tone system.
 
This 	technique has been proposed by the Jet Propulsion Labs.
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At this time there is very little known about the cross-correlation
 
properties of maximal length codes of different lengths. Therefore,
 
technique number 2 for PN multiplexing will not be discussed in this
 
study. This section will emphasize technique (1)and a comparison of the variou 
techniques will be given in section 1.6.6.6. 
Consider technique (1), the use of different'-codes of equal length 
for the TDRS to user link. Given that each user employs a shift register 
of length n , there are 0N/n maximal length sequences of period- 2n-I 
which can be generated from the n-state register, QN is the number of 
positive integers less than n and relhti'vely primed to n . This number, 
the Euler number, is well approximated by 2n-1/n for reasonably large 
values of n . It is obvious that for n large (>10) there are an 
adequate number of maximal length codes of length 2n-1 which are available 
for the expected number of users in the TDRS. 
It is necessary to minimize the cross-correlation values between 
user codes to prevent false synchronization and provide maximum processing
 
gain, -Gold* has shown that it is possible to select pairs of maximal
 
length codes which are generated from a n-stage register which have the
 
following cross-correlation properties.
 
IRTi(E)l 2 1 n even 
2(n+i)/21 n odd 
 eq. 1.31
 
R. Gold, Trans, I.T. Oct. 67
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The selection of their pairs result in minimum cross-correlation between
 
code pairs. Other codes selected from the family of maximals can pro­
duce very high cross-correlation values. 
Gold has also devised a technique for generating large numbers of
 
these minimum cross-correlation codes utilizing linear sequence generators.
 
The procedure for generating these families is given through the following
 
theorem. Let Fl. and F2 be preferred pairs of primative polynomials of
 
'degree n. whose corresponding.shift registers generate maximal linear
 
sequences of period 2 -1 and,whose cross-correlation function satisfies
 
the, inequality.
 
R12C)I 2(n+2)/2+1 nev
 
2 /n odd eq. 1.32
 
Then the shift register corresponding to the product polynomial
 
FI.F2 will generate 2n+1 different'sequences each of period 2n-I,
 
such that the cross-correlation function of any pair of such sequences
 
satisfies the above inequality. The autocorrelation function of any of
 
the ,above non-maximal codes, however, is no longer ideal but has the
 
following form
 
RI,(O) = 1 T = 0
 
1
 
IRll(-E)l n even
 
2(n+2)/2+n
 
1
2(n&i)/2+i n odd eq. 1.33
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We can state that the generation of such code sequences with
 
minimum cross-correlation coefficients still produce an upper bound on
 
the maximum obtainable processing gain for a PN multiplex system. For
 
example, one must choose a value of n sufficiently large such that the
 
cross-correlation coefficient between the daired code and another user
 
code is not high enough to produce false synchronization. On the other
 
hand, it can be shown that for the same length sequences even purely random
 
code words will produce higher cross-c6rrelation properties than those
 
obtained through the encoding technique just described. Thus we may con­
sider thi.s particular approach to generating large families of essentially
 
orthogonal code words as being near otpimum, if one averages over the code
 
length. The above discussions are based on averaging over .the entire code
 
length; .however, when averaging over an.interval equal to a data bit dura­
tion, the partial correlation properties of the Gold codes enter into the
 
final multiplexing-performance analysis. Specifically for low data users
 
of the TDRS who employ PN for anti-multipath, tracking" multiple access,
 
etc.; that might use chip rates as high as 2 mega chips/sec and PN code
 
lengths of 8191 or 16383 chips, it is obvious that the integration time
 
fQr each bit decision is I msec. At a 2 mega chip/sec code rate the code
 
will repeat every 4+ msec or 8+ msec depending on the code length 8191
 
chips or 16364 chips. The receiver integrates for only 1/4 of the code length
 
for each binary decision (lO00 bps, 8191 code length, 2 mega chips/sec code
 
rate). The later case is of particular interest to the TDRS, i.e., the
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40 or more unmanned users (if PN is the choice system) would transmit
 
at 1000 bps, use code rates close to'2 mega chip/sec at VHF, and use
 
code lengths like 8191 or 16383 chip. The ability to multiplex simul­
taneously 40 or more TDRS users through a common 2 megahertz channel
 
at VHF is primarily governed by the cross .correlation properties of 
the PN Gold codes employed by the users. The length of the integration
 
time for each data bit (e.g., 1 msec) spans a number of PNchips and this
 
number is referred to as the window size w in the following analyses.
 
1.6.6.1.1 Partial Correlation Function of Pseudo Random Codes
 
Inthis sectionwe discuss various statistical models for
 
use in the determination of the partial cortelation function of lihear'
 
pseudo random codes. The ultimate objective is the deternmination of te
 
distribution function of the partial correlation function of pseudo random
 
codes and in particular the Gold Codes. We approachthis goal in this
 
document insofar. as we' present a model for the partial correlation
 
function with known distribution function whose second'order moments are
 
equal to those of the un'known distribution.
 
In 1.6.6.1.2 we review the binomial model for the partial correlation 
function and apply this to balanced and unbalanced binary codes. This 
model becomes poor for increasing correlation window length w since the
 
variance of the actual random variable approaches zero while the variance
 
of the binomial model increases with increasing correlation,window. In
 
1.6.6.1.5-6 we compute the second order moments of the unknown distribution
 
function of maximal linear codes and for the family of Gold codes. The
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hypergeometric distribution is shown to have,secondorder moments equal
 
to these of the linear codes and hence to be an imjiroved model for the
 
unknown partial correlation distribution function. These second order
 
moments equal to these of the linear codes and hence-to be--an improved
 
model for the unknown partial correlation distribution function. These
 
second order moments are derived in 1.6.6.1.7. together with a normal
 
approximation to the hypergeometri c distribution.
 
1.6.6.1.2 	 Binomial Model for Partial Correlation Function 
General Binomial Formula 
We now derive an expression for the distribution function 
of the partial correlation function based on a binomial model. In parti­
cular we show
 
w pk 	 -ro-eN .( w eq. 1.34 
f 6_wwpqq
 
6 - correlation coefficient
 
In the above expression:
 
N = Gauss"s distribution " "
 
w = length of correlation window.
 
p = number of ones/sequence length
 
q = l-p 
k
 
proof: prob [e w<] 1 k--< w
 
prob < n,1,2nnumber of ones in 
. w 
- correlation window 
prob [Cw-2n{I k 

prob ["k < w - 2n, <k, 
prob [-w-k,<.-2nI < -w + ]
 
prob[w - k< 2n < w +k] 
w-okC w + kprob [n,2 < 2 ]
 
prob [1'- w p k < n1 - ww< w p+ k 
pwr -p}.j- n -wp wP)+ 
N)N WG - P -2-
1w -p -p rw 
qs a balanced code we have p v and hence 
prob [Nel. < ] N-
-\w
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]
 
QED eq. 1.34
 
eq..I. 35
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1.6.6.1.3 	Application of Binomial.Model to Gold Code
 
In this section we apply the binomial 'model to an un­
balanced Gold Code: The number of ones in,Sdh a cod6 is given by 
2n l + 2 1 n.y -n-i 2 where '2 is the length of the -code. Thus,'the' 
probability of selecting a one is,given by 1 + Using the2.24
 
2
 
binomial model for the distribution function of the partial correlation
 
function we find
 
prob[le > = I 	 eo. 1.36 
Jw
 
Computation: prob[lel > k I
w
 
1 	 JI k 
- nl =4 2~
Now p q + 2 ~ 2) + 2n~l 4 
2T 2
 
Thus we have:
 
I N ++N A 
GE2 W ( 2 ­
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1.6.6.1.4 	Approximate Difference Formjla for Balanced and
 
UnbaIanced Codes
 
The difference in the, probabili-ty distributions of.the.
 
unbalanced Gold code and a balanced code may be-approximated by, 
kr> '"k 
Pr~b~uil 1 ]Gold Code " prob [I8j > w ]Balanced Code 
1" F e - k-­
eq. 1.37
- ew 
22 -w -I 
Computation:~ ~ 1	 [IeI > ! 1Balanced CoderbEej>!Gold Code 
-prob 

Nl 'N'f1 + k)+ N f,)J[ =N( +N (-k) 
2 	 2
 
[ nf [--[) 	
-NN4P/l 	 /I(2 T AT.N 
(2v) Nl +Iw 2 N w­) n2 
k2
 
24 1 w
 
2 P-1 e
2. 
k9
1 	 w 
T
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1.6.6.1.5 Moments of Distribution Functions
 
In this section we derive the second order moments of the unknown distribution function 
of the partial correlation function of linear codes. 
Maximal Linear Codes
 
We show that the mean and variance for maximal linear sequences are given respectively 
by the formulas: 
- n= and v(6) = w I eq. 1.38 
The number of agreements minus the number of disagreements in a correlation window 
of length w, starting at the nth term of the maxinal linear sequence a is given by: 
w-1 
= a (n + i) where the sequence is represented by ± l's eq. 1.39 
i=0
 
averaging this quantity over all starting positions we have 
n-i n-i- w-16= I 8 -- I) 7 a(ni) 
n1 1' 1 n -~
 
n=o n-0 0
 
w-i n-i w-1 
a(1- i) 1 (-I) - eq. 1.40 
i nn n 
i r 0 nl O i'-o 
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We next establish the above formula for the variance of e. The second control mom­
ent 02 of 6 is given by: 
n-i02 1 2 
n n2
 
n=o 
n-1 X~V-1 2 
a (n1+i) using the definition of e 
11 7- . ro 
n-o W-=O ­
n-i w-1 w-i 
n a(n+j) by squaring 
n=o i=o j=o 
1 3 a2 (n-U ) + 3 
n
 
n7-0 i=o "• i±v-
I [a 2 (n+i) a ni)ain)]j( 
- +- + a(n+i) a(n+j) 
n-1i 
n1-1, 
w +n 'i a ~ + i) a (n +j) 
i ±j n1 
•w-1
 
w + - -1 ) Since a is maximal linear sequence. 
n
 i Uj
 
W 4" w w W-1neq.n 1.41 
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The second control moment 62 of 6 is then given by
n 
g2 = W-w[ 1 and eq. 1.41 
v w- D n eq. 1.42 
Gold Codes
 
We next compute & and v (R0) for the, family of Gold codes. The averages are taken 
here over all possible starting positions and over all possible codes. We show that 
-2n w where 21-is the period of the code and thatv (0) = 1t 22n- J2v 
W-1 
we let In am (n +i). Then 
i=o 
2n - 2n_2 
22n=_1 N, '1 m 
m=o no 
2" 2n-2 w-1 
2I N, a (n +i)22n-_ . m 
m=o n=o i=O
 
w-1 
22n--o- (-1)- 122 eq. 1.432 =o 
2 
Thc second control moment T of S taken over all windows of the family of gold codes 
is given by: 2n 2n_2 
2 1 N ' (a )2 
2 2n 1 1 n InO 0
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2' 2-2 	 2o1 
22-n1 IIm--o n-o Li 0 
21 In (n In In 
2 20 i-O "i)" 
2n 22 
=-~-- I(w) \2 - z 2 Sam (n-i)' am-(nil \2-1 	 m1=o1 n=o ILnij 
w + 	I-em (i-j) eq. 1.44. 
i±j m=o 
We now use the following property of Gold Codes: If we take the autocorrelation 
sequence of each gold code for a fixed phase shift then the result is the same set of 
Gold Codes. Thus. we have 
w + 1 
w (w-l) 
2 2n-1 
W I 2 1	 eq. 1.45 
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1.6.6,1.7 	 Hypergeometric Model for Partial Correlation
 
Function
 
In this section we use a hypergeometric model for the partial correlation process. The 
second order statistics of this model are identical with those of the unknown distribution 
,	function for maximal linear codes. Hence, this model should give improved performance 
over that of the binomial model discussed in Section I in the estimation of the partial 
correlation function. We show below that for the hypergeometric model E (6) 
where u is the sequence period 
n. is the number of ones in the sequence 
n is the number of minus ones in the sequence
 
w is the length of the correlation window.
 
E (e)=
 
-E [> a(i)]. 
Wv-1 
W-I
 
= E (a (i)
 
j=0 
I ([prob a (i) I + (-I) prob [a (i) -­1 
j--O 
 ( 
w-i 3 n ­n n, 
j'-6 
(V n_ w a where a ( eq. 1.46 
We next obtain the formula for variance of e 
Var e w ( 2 S w I­n-l1 
proof: Vat (e0) 
Var [ 
iio 
a (i) 
w-_ar 
i=o -
(a 2 w-ia_ 
i j 
i< j 
(a'' a (). 
Now: 
Var a(i) - a2 (i) -[j - I - a(i)] -l2 
Also 
a(i) x a prob (a (ji) a ) =: - prob[ a (i) a ( -
n . 
(n) 
nI -1 (n - 1) 
(n_(n-1) 
-n) (n - 1) 
2 n-l n1 (n) (n - 1) 
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.(n 2
I ­
- n 
(n (n - 1) 
2 
n -1 
11 
Thus V ( 8) 
;v-1 xv-1 2 
S(1a 2) ~2 1 a) 2.N 

i=o i 1j;-o
 
i j
 
2 -1
 
W(I - (Y) + (W) (W-1) (na 2) 
w(I -a 2 ) 1 W-1) eq. 1.47 
Using these values of mean and variance, the hypergeometric distribution can be approx­
imated by a normal distribution for different values of a determined by the unbalance of 
<
the codes used. Specifically we .drewthat prob [Ie = 
2)
1 0-va->)) 

rob [161 >0 
wl -___2 w - 2 n I<Ql
pro[L' xv 2 nP I defined as 
prob [ -)?w< w - 2 n1 </3w] 
prob -w - Ow <- 2 < we- w] 
prob[(w-gw) < 2n 1 (w + /)]< 
prob 1 1 + 
Now 
N 2 2ij (,- It~q.14 
- D 
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From the preceding math (eq. 1.45) we have arrived at an extremely
 
important result which allows us to predict the performance of PN multi­
plexing for TDRS at VHF for the unmanned users. With Gold multiplexing
 
of K users through a TDRS (2 MHz bandwidth), we have a single user
 
output (S/N) in the presence of K other users as given by
 
(SN Pu[P.G.J 
eq. 1.49 
kith user =Pu (K-i) - -1 

2
 
Where N = code length 2n-l, Pu user power seen at the satellite, P.G. = 
processing gain or the ratio of chip rate to bit rate, and w = chip rate
 
X data bit duration. For most TDRS unmanned 'application w-1<<1 .
 
The effects of thermal noise, multipath, and R.F.-I. will be included
 
as we proceed through subsequent sections. The main result obtained i-n
 
this section isthat by using Gold coding (one unique code assigned to each
 
user) we have shown that interference noise seen by one user from the other
 
users (K-i) is
 
u (K-1) w-I
 
eq. 1.50
2 P.G. l-r-
This result says that Gold Coding results in 3 dB less noise than would
 
be experienced by a user if the user were interfered with by (K-i) C.W.
 
signals each of power Pu"
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L6.6.2 Repeater Considerations for PN Multiplexing
 
The data relay satellite must accomodate up to 40
 
simultaneous users, employing one of the multiplexing schemes discussed
 
ini.6.6.1. The data relay satellite is assumed to be a linear repeater
 
having an average power limitation; in other words, a slow-acting automatic
 
gain control is assumed for the repeater and this gain control maintains
 
the linear operation of the repeater.
 
Assuming that the up-link power for each user is given by P
 
u
 
measured at the satellite, then the amount of power measured at the ground
 
station which is available to the ith user is given by P = Psat where 
Psat i-s the total satellite power measured at the ground station and 
PtotKP + WsN u + I,where 
I = total interference 
W= repeater bandwidth'N = uepiktebandwimeasured at the input to the TDRS satelliteNu = uplink noise 
u
 
K = # of users
 
If the PN signal occupies the entire bandwidth (W ) of the 
repeater, then the output signal to noise for the ith receiver at the ground 
station is given by the following equation 
(Proc. Gain) Psat (Pu/Ptot) 
)ith WsNr + Psat (I - Pu/Ptot ) eq. 
Nr = noise density at GS
 
uPtotfor a noiseless TDRS to GS link
N)i .
 
1.51 
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The above equation should be modified when the PN signals
 
entering the data relay satellite are frequency division multiplex in con­
tiguous bands or infrequency bands where interference does not exist.
 
Under these assumptions, the above equation becomes:
 
( )P PP' 
iNh NuW'+P TDRS to GS noiseless eq. 1.52 
\ith . N uW'P 
Where P.G.' isthe processing gain of the PN/FDM system W' is the spread
 
bandwidth of one of the PN/FDM signals.
 
1.6.6.3 	 PN Correlation Receiver Output inthe Presence
 
of Multipath
 
Since much of the analysis to follow depends
 
upon an accurate knowledge of the output noise components of a correlation
 
system, we will spend a few moments discussion these noise components.
 
The input 	to a correlation receiver of the type used in a PN
 
system can consist of a variety of interference sources. These include
 
Gaussian background noise, unintentional interference from earth located
 
sources, as well as self noise or multipath generated from reflected signals
 
off the earth's surface.
 
We will consider for the purpose of analysis that the output of
 
a correlation receiver, having some processing gain (PG) or an equivalent
 
time bandwidth product TW, inresponse to Gaussian noise and uncorrelated
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interference is essentially Gaussian, or in other words, the input noise
 
and interference is suppressed by the P.G. of the receiver and this amount
 
of noise represents the Gaussian noise which contributes to the degradation
 
of the system.
 
In addition to the Gaussian noise, multipath can produce non-

Gaussian noise at the output of the correlator. For example, if the multipath
 
signal is essentially specular and'the differential time delay between the
 
direct and the indirect signal path is less than the duration of PN chip, the
 
output of the correlation receiver will consist of two components one of
 
which is Gaussian and the other is non-Gaussian. That portion of the reflected
 
signal which is within the time correlation aperture (PN chip duration) will
 
produce a randomly phased component which can be represented as a constant
 
envelope term whose power is proportional to the square of the correlation
 
coefficient between paths times the power in the reflected path. That portion
 
of the reflected signal which remains outside the correlation aperture produces
 
essentially Gaussian noise which is suppressed by the P.G. of the receiver
 
and this noise can be added directly to the Gaussian noise resulting from
 
ambient noise and interference.
 
Since a differential Doppler between the direct and indirect path
 
'exists for the user to TDRS link, the postulation that the non-Gaussian com­
ponent at the output of the correlation receiver will be a.randomly phased
 
constant envelope component for the specular reflection is reinforced.
 
When the reflection from the earth's surface is completely diffuse
 
and the differential time delay between the direct and indirect path is less
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than the correlation aperture (PN chip duration), the output components of
 
a correlation receiver will be all Gaussian. The ambient noise and inter­
ference will be reduced by the P.G. of the receiver as will the Gaussian
 
noise produced by the reflected signal which lies outside the.correlation
 
aperture. That portion of the reflected signal which lies inside the cor­
relation aperture will produce a Gaussian noise component whose power is
 
proportional to the square of the correlation coefficient between the direct
 
and indirect signal paths times the amount of power in the indirect path and
 
this term will not be diminished by the P.G. of the receiver.
 
1.6.6.4 The Effects of Multipath on PN Systems
 
When we consider the indirect path to be a
 
perfect reflection, we.are able to approach a reasonably accurate solution
 
to the degradations imposed on PN systems by multipath.
 
For the purpose of analysis let us assume that the data is PSK
 
and that the system is a four-phase PN coded system. The amount of noise
 
power which will be found in the post-correlation filter is given by the
 
following terms.
 
C.W. term
Noise in 

Nn+(l-p2)S.in

Post correlation - d +i eq. 1.53
P.G. P.G. + ind
 
filter
 
U2 = Gaussian noise term
 
Sind is the power in the indirect path
 
,
 
as stated previously, the APSK signal is the more practical approach and
 
the bit error probability for APSK = 2PPSK(l-PPSK) where PPSK is the error
 
probability for coherent PSK
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The noise power is seen to consist of the ambient Gaussian
 
noise reduced by the processing gain plus a Gaussian noise resulting from
 
partial decorrelation with the reflected path diminished by the processing
 
gain and finally a constant envelope term which represent' the partial
 
correlation of the direct and indirect path. The factor p is a number
 
which lies between 0 and 1 And the amount of energy in the indirect path
 
is a function Of polarization, ground conductivity, grazing angle, etc.
 
After a few algebraic manipulations a conditional binary error
 
probability is obtained with the following form.
 
= 1 2 i 2d T
P(e) erfc + 2 i T cos eq. 1.54 
2 , e is a random phase angle 
2=signal strength of the direct path 
VS d = signal strength of the indirect path
 
T = duration of the binary symbol 
A= differential Doppler radian frequency 
Under the assumption that the phase angle associated with the
 
specular multipath interference is a random variable we are free to deter­
mine the average binary error probability by averaging the conditional
 
density over a uniform density in phase. This results in
 
_ erf J- (l+cos ) 
 eq. 1.55
 
P7 =~~ 1 l+ o ) Ic,d 
a I 
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The average bit error probability vs p is illustrated in Figure 1.17, under
 
the assumption that the direct and indirect signal path ratio is unity,
 
the input signal to Gaussian noise is unity, and the P.G. is 12 dB. Note
 
that the Gaussian noise power from the interfering path changes as a function
 
of p, that is, the Gaussian noise contribution resulting from partial correl­
ation approaches zero as correlation improves, whereas the constant envelope
 
interference component increases as the correlation between direct and indirect
 
path increases. Keep in mind that is the product of the ratio of direct
 
and indirect signal strength times the path correlation coefficient p. 
At the other extreme the multipath. signal is completely diffuse,
 
and to evaluate its effects on a PN system we assume that the diffuse
 
-reflected energy can be broken down into discrete paths. Each path is
 
assumed to fade according to a Rayleigh amplitude statistic and each path
 
will be uncorrelated.
 
The total time spread in the indirect path is assumed either
 
equal to the duration of 1 PN chip or the time spread is assumed to be
 
much greater than the duration of 1 chip. Furthermore, it is assumed
 
that the paths comprising the total indirect path contains equal power
 
and that the sum of the powers associated with the separate paths equal
 
the total power contained in the reflected signal. With these assumptions
 
it is possible to determine the performance of a PN system in diffuse
 
multipath interference.
 
Case 1 - The time spread in the indirect path is assumed to be such that
 
confined to the original correlation function of the PN sequence and the
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indirect signal is diffuse. Under these circumstances the amount of noise
 
power produced at the correlator output and seen by a detector (PSK) is
 
given by eq.l.56
 
Noise 
 Nin (-p2)S ind 2
 Total P.G. + P. + p d eq. 1.56
 
all Gaussian noise terms 
p = degree of correlation or signal overlap, O<p<l 
Sind = amount of power in the indirect path 
We see that as the indirect and the direct path becomes more correlated, 
the amount of noise power which confronts a binary decision increases as 
the square of the correlation coefficient and the noise will be essenti­
ally Gaussian since the diffuse path isfading according to a Rayleigh 
statistic. The amount of interference due to the reflected energy associ­
ated with the indirect path which remains uncorrelated issuppressed by 
P.G. of the system as isthe input noise which is always associated with
 
the system. The post-correlation or predetection signal-to-noise ratio,
 
therefore, will ineffect approach-O dB when the correlation coefficient
 
is 1 and the direct and indirect paths are equal.
 
The resulting binary error probability (PSK) isgiven by
 
-C 
1Serfc / direct eq-1.57 
2 Nin +(l-P 2 )SindP.+P.Sin eq-ln5
d
 
P.G.
 
diffuse (no time spreading)
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Case II - Now let us assume that the multipath signal is time spread such
 
that the total reflected signal is distributed over a spread in time which
 
is large compared with the correlation aperture (chip duration) a of the
 
binary sequence. We can expect that a fraction of the reflected power
 
will be contributed directly to the Gaussian noise in the receiver, the
 
rest will remain uncorrelated and suppressed by P.G. Thus, as a function
 
of the correlation coefficient we have noise terms which have the following
 
form.
 
Ninin , P, (Ts -S+ eq.lT.58
total P.G. P.G. + 2Sind prea 
Without further formalism we can state that time spreading in
 
the multipath signal is a benefit since time spreading forces more energy
 
outside the correlation aperture and therefore this energy is subject to
 
suppression by the P.G.
 
Perhaps we-have over analyzed the effects of multipath for the 
PN system for the TDRS application, in that the multipath signal delay 
relative to the direct path signal is between .2 msec and 10 msec. The 
minimum differential delay of .2msec however establishes the lower bound 
on the required chip rate for a PN system so as to avoid rapid degradations 
resulting from correlated noise it the receiver when the user satellite i's 
at its lowest orbital altitude. When the user is in the launch phase of 
the mission very short differential time delays can be expected - 20 usec 
requiring at least 40-50 kilochip/sec PN-rates. 
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When the chip rate is in excess of 40-50 kilochips/sec then a
 
users signal and multipath can be considered uncorrelated since the
 
minimum signal delay for launch is 20 usec. When large processing
 
gain are employed the differential Doppler etc. are of no concern and
 
the.PSK error probabilities given in 1.54 and 1.57 are identical, i.e.,
 
1 4Sdirect(P*G*)
 
p erfc (Nin+S eq. 1.59
 
6PSK indirect
 
Equation 1.59 is an exact equation for the performance of an optimum 
PSK/PN signal in noise and its own multipath. The more practical APSK 
error probability is approximately 2P . It is evident that if P.G.6PSK
 
is sufficiently large P can be made quite small.
 
Before we can compare the PN/FDM system with the PN system
 
which uses the entire TDRS repeater bandwidth (or a large portion such
 
as the JPL approach, i.e., chip rates 400 K chips/sec) we must determine
 
the maximum P.G. obtainable through the 2 MHz TDRS channel.
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1.6.6.5 	Determination of the Maximum Processing Gain Obtainable
 
through the DRSS 2 MHz Band-Limited Repeater
 
It is of interest to determine, for a fixed 1 kilobit
 
data rate, the maximum processing gain that can be expected through the
 
user to ground station 2 megacycle band-limited dhannel. In the analysis
 
that follows we consider this channel as a 24MHz rectangular filter. This
 
assumption is justified since restrictive filters must be utilized to remove
 
interference sources which are immediately adjacent to the 136 and 138 MHz
 
band. The solution to the problem is obtained by determining the optimum
 
chip rate for the 2 megacycle band-limited channel which in turn provides
 
the maximum available processing gain. As mentioned above, the data rate
 
is assumed to be 1 kilobit per second and the PN carrier will be located in
 
the center 6f the 2 MHz bandwidth channel, i.e., 137 MHz.
 
The system model is illustrated in Figure 1.18 of this-section
 
and the mathematics required to determine the correlation function at the
 
output of the receiver described by Figure 1.18 follows. It should be
 
pointed out that a reference filter is employed in the receiver in order
 
to maximize the processing gain. This is done because match filter
 
receivers require ref6rences-which are identical to the signal
 
applied to the receiver and since the PN signal has been processed through
 
the band-limited channel then the reference in the receiver should be
 
identically band limited.
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Figure 1.18 System Model
 
The cross correlation function can be determined by using an
 
equivalent low pass model for analysis then using the shifting theorem to
 
yield the results forthe bandpass case. The signal due to the pseudorandom
 
modulation can be represented by the inverse Fourier transform of its ampli­
tude spectral density function.
 
s(t) = - f S(W) e tdw eq. 1.60 
The signal at the output of the input filter is
 
, r 
vf(t) = J HI(t)S(w) eJ~tdw eq.. 1.61 
In the same manner the output of the reference filter is
 
v'(t)r. = f H2()S() eJOtdw eq. 1.6227 
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Their cross-correlation function is,
 
Rfr(t) vf(t)Vr(t+T)
 
T 
lim z- vf(t)Vr(t+T)dt eq.1.63 
T-*c 
= im 1 CT [22f~S(L0)H1C0 )ejftd] 
l4 -T Lw J 
eq..64
•II S(p)H2(P)e P(t+T)dp]dt 

Rfr(C) = lim )ejPTdd 
[2- I$ J(W+P)td 
but 22T T ej(C+P)tdt-----N(w+P)
 
then RfrC(T) =f S(o)S(p)H 1Cm)H 2(P)(+p)eJPTdpd 
- f S(w)-S(.)Hl()H 2 (_-w)ejTd. eq. 1.65 
Since the reference filter, H2(m), and the amplitude spectrum, S(w), are 
symmetrical, the above equation becomes 
Rfr(T) = - S(b)S.(w)H(d)H .()edo eq. 1.662
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It can be shown by use of the shifting theorem that for the bandpass system
 
tRfrCK)S2*.. Hl()2 l(oj+ )Td. eq. 1.67
 
The cross correlation function can be determined from equation.
 
1,65 assuming rectangular fi.l-ters.forH(f) and H2( ) ,
 
H1 () = 1, 
0-el§ewhere 
 -
H 2 (W)= 1,m o 
0 elsewhere 
The power spectral densi:y of a pseudorandom signal is
 
,. . sln.T/2
 
S(M)S*(O) T (
W 

where T = chip, width eq. 1.68 
Deleting for now the cOSw 0T term, thecross correliation is 
R- - I T I sinwT/2 "Jor
RfT_~~ T tT2 e mdoiJ 
2 f T sincT/2 ejW.de 
Since the (Sixn-x) is an even function the integral bedomes
 
kf;(T)wJ W -sntt) comd 
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4 \2 coswTdwTfsinT/2 

l T COSWT- I cosw(T+)- - cos(T-t))dT 
2 0(1 2 -2jn)
-r f 0J (bT) 
integrating by parts yields
 
Rr(T)= +T 1 cost (T+T) 
7fr WIsT IT 1 
+ coscI(T-r) 2 WiT sin x dx 
7 WIT F T o 
+7T -x xdx-+ T-T ffi(T-T) sin x dxT sin d)+ 

T 
. cosw C(T+t) + -l cosmTn (T--r)R2fr(T) _ cos6I.l + 
RfCT it IT Tr WIT 7f 
-2T + +T SiLT ]xTiSi(w.lt) -T Si l(T
 
T-T Si I(T-T eq. 1.69 
The cross correlation function was plotted versus ,the delay T.
 
The PN chip width is normalized to one
 
T= I
 
27r
 
27
 
which defines the portion of the PN power spectrum which is filtered. As an
 
example with a=l, the power between the first nulls of sin2x is passed.
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In Figure 1.19 we have plotted the receiver cross-correlation
 
function for various values of a. At T=O, the maximum processing gain is
 
Rfr(O).
 
The above analysis has served to determine the maximum P.G.
 
for a band-limited PN system. The peak of the cross-correlation function
 
for T=O represents the reduction inthe processing gain for a PN system,
 
thus a plot of this reduction vs the ratio of the chip rate to 2 MHz
 
represents the amount of band-limited loss to PN system for the TDRS
 
channel. This is shown in Figure 1.20. Also shown in Figure 1.21 is a
 
plot of the maximum processing gain that one can expect using a PN system
 
through the 2 MHzband-1imited TDRS.user to ground terminal channel. This
 
isbased upon a compaison'between the infinite bardidthchannel and the
 
2 MHz channel. It isseen'that a chip rate 6fapptoximately2 megachips
 
will realize,a theoretical- maximumousable-processing 
-gain of 32 dB when a
 
1 kilobit per second data rate is-utilized,. Chip rates inexcess of 2 MHz
 
do not provide any increase in processing gain. Chip rates below this
 
factor reduce the available processing gain.
 
1.6.6.6 Cdmparisno of PN Muitiplexing Techniques
 
Insection 1.6.6.5 we obtained a theoretical
 
maximum P.G. for a PN system which uses the entire TDRS 2 MHz repeater
 
bandwidth. The theoretical maximum P.G. is32 dB for a 1 kilobit/sec
 
user data rate.
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In this section we compare the performance of the multiplexing PN
 
techniques put forth in section 1.6.6.5. For purpose of analysis
 
we assume that the wideband system can attain the 32 dB processing gain
 
and that the chip rate for the narrowband channelized PN system is40Kchip/sec
 
and the carriers are spaced by 50 KHz to avoid Doppler overlap. Thus each
 
narrowband PN signal has a processing gain of 15dB. We assume that each
 
user can radiate .5, 1, 2, 4, or 8 watts. The receiver (TDRS) is assumed
 
to have an operating temperature of 1200°K. In Table 1.7 the link para­
.meters are summarized. Forty users are assumed with each user's multipath
 
equal to his signal power. The user's multipath signals are noise like and
 
can be added directly to the gaussian noise at the repeater. The additional
 
noise resulting from the other 39 users direct path signals, however, has
 
been shown to produce a noise at the output of the ith user's correlation
 
P 
11 when the users employ Gold codes.
receiver of approximately -l2 (K-1) 

Thus the wideband PN system performance is governed by
 
f. 
 3eq. e.17
o =Pu P.G. V VPuP.G. 1.70 
N"WBPN Nu+P K + U (K-1) N + -1 P K 
u u 2 u 2 u
 
Nu input noise to the satellite and K is the number of user. The narrowband
 
PN system is confronted by its own multipath -and ambient noise N1l but no
 
other users and no other useA multipath, thus
 
NBPN P )eq. 
 1.71
 
The wideband and narrowband PN systems performance under worst case multipath 
and noise are summarized in Table 1.7(c).
 
Table 1.7(a) Wideband PN Parameters
 
Received Signal at TDRS (one user) 	Power Noise (2mc) Users + Multipath
 
(watts)
 
-124 dbm .5 -105 dbm -106 dbm
 
-121 dbm 1 -105 dbm -103 dbm
 
* -118 dbm 2 -105 dbm -100 dbm
 
*-115 dbm 4 -105 dbm - 97 dbm
 
-112 dbm 8 -105 dbm - 94 dbm
 
Table 1.7(b)- -Narrowband PN Parameters
 
Received Signal at TDRS (one user) User Power Noise (40 KHz) Multipath
 
(Watts)
 
-124-dbm - .5 -122 dbm -124 dbm 
-121 dbm 1 -122 dbm -121 dbm 
-118 dbm 2 -122 dbm -118 dbm 
-115 dbm 4 -122 dbm -115 dbm 
-112 dbm 8 -122 dbm -112 dbm 
Table 1.7(c) Wide PN vs Narrowband PN Performance
 
Power (watts) (S/N )WBPN dB (S/N )NBPN dB
 
.5 
 9.5 	 * 11 
1 	 11.5 12.5 
2 12.5 13.75 
4 13 14.5 
8 13.5 
 -',b14.75 
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Table 1.7(c) indicates that both systems operate equally well 
for a user output power >1 watt. Furthermore, both systemsiyrapildlly 
become user limited for Pt>l watt. The wideband system appearst to operate 
with .5watts for each user with no system margin. If-a 10 dB margin-is 
included, then both systems will perform well if the Pt = 5 watts.. 
Correspondingly, if a system margin of 6 dB is required', then the user 
power is only 2 watts. 
If user spacecraft output power cannot exceed 1 watt for practical 
reasons, then a P = 10 can still be obtained if convolutional encoding 
and sequential decoding are employed. The encoder is extremely simple 
(several IC's) and Magnavox can now fabricate the complete sequential 
decoder, at the G.S., on two 4"x6" PC boards using T2L logic. The benefits 
which can be achieved by forward error control are discussed in a later 
section of this report, but as an example of these benefits the wideband 
PN user power can be further reduced in the above table to .8watts while 
maintaining 6 dB system margin if forward error control is used. 
Itwould appear from the above comparison that wideband PN multiplex
 
using Gold codes with good cross-correlation properties will support 40
 
TDRS users and that a user power level between .8 to 5 watts will provide
 
6 to 10 dB of system margin depending on whether or not forward error control
 
is employed. The narrowband PN/FDM technique will also work at the above
 
power level and all users can use the same PN code and are identified by 
their carrier frequencies.
 
The JPL multiplexing scheme uses wideband PN with each user carrier
 
separate by 10 KHz. All users use the same PN code at a rate of 40 Kchips/sec.
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The JPL processing gain is 6 dB less than the theoretical maximum and in
 
our opinion the JPL chip rates could easily be increased 1 mchip/sec.
 
At this increased chip rate and the addition of forward error control,
 
the JPL system should operate in a manner comparable to the PN systems
 
compared above. A higher chip rate for the JPL system than the one now
 
contemplated make both wideband PN techniques attractive. The narrowband
 
PN system on the other hand is susceptible to interference and issubject
 
to degradations resulting in variations inthe user's antenna pattern.
 
Thus the choice of approach to the TDRS problem now seems to hinge on
 
interference effects and overall ranging performance requirements.
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1.6.7 Programmed and Adaptive Antimultipath Systems
 
The objective of this section is to'analyze various multiple
 
access techniques which completely avoid the multipath and to determi'ne
 
the bandwidth, data rate; and data storage requirements necessary for'
 
their implementation. The techniques presented herein will be of the
 
following generic types:
 
Pre-programmed - whereby user satellite timing and data
 
rates are preset to a fixed value prior to launch to com­
pensate for the maxirum and minimum differential time
 
delays imposed by the selected satellite orbital altitude.
 
o 	 Adaptive - having-the user satellite timing and data rates
 
controlled remotely by the ground station. The framing
 
intervals,,storage, etc., are continuously adjusted in
 
accordance with the satellite's position relative to the
 
DRSS, thereby providing for an optimal level of signal
 
energy.
 
The modes of signal transmission under consideration will be
 
Time Hop (TH), Frequency Hop (FH),' and Time Hop/Frequency Hop (TH/FH)'.
 
Such transmission will be constrained by a multipath signal delay ranging
 
from 0.2 msec to 10 msec for circularorbital heights of lOO'mi to 1000 mi
 
respectively and grazing angles of 160 to 900; furthermore, the presence
 
of a differential Doppler of 0 to 2 KHz,'a direct path Doppler of'Oto 3.75 KHz,
 
and a fading bandwidth of 0 Hz to 2 KHz, must be taken into consideration,
 
and an average data rate of l kb/s must be maintained; in addition, crystal
 
oscillator stability of 1 X l0-7 shall be assumed in all calculations. In
 
the sections that follow, the various accessing techniques will be evaluated
 
,inlight of the aforementioned constraints and performance requirements.
 
For the purpose of this report it will be assumed that system synchronization
 
has been established; those systems employing the "pre-programmed" mode of
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transmission will be analyzed only in a "worst case" sense. It should
 
be noted that the 136-138 MHz link is treated exclusively. In addition,
 
synchronization and tracking, and hardware limitations will not be dis­
cussed here but will be deferred to a later section.
 
1.6.7.1 Programmed Time Hop
 
For a time hopping system to achieve an average data
 
rate of 1 kb/s while providing multipath protection for a .2 to 10 msec
 
duration, the following data format might be imposed. For the 100 mi
 
otbit with multipath delays on the order of 200 psec to 1 msec, the system
 
is permitted to transmit for 200 sec and then is "quiet" for 1 msec.
 
Referring to Figures 1.22 and 1.23, it can be seen that to, maintain
 
the required data rate, two pulses must be sent during a 200 usec time
 
interval which-is followed by 1.8 msec of no transmission, then two more
 
pulses and the same process is repeated. If it is assumed that the maxi-V
 
mum duration of each pulse is 100 Psec the minimum transmission bandwidth
 
required for one user is 10 KHz. Allowing 4 KHz for direct path Doppler
 
and 2 KHz for fading per user, the bandwidth needed for 20 users (assuming
 
they are all in a 100 mi orbit) is a minimum of 320 KHz (likewise, a 640 KHz
 
bandwidth is needed for 40 users).
 
The "worst case" condition for TH transmission occurs when
 
the user satellite is at the 1000 mi altitude. Differential time delays
 
arising from such an orbit range from 1 to 10 msec (grazing angle 160 to 900).
 
To maintain an average data rate of 1 kb/s the user must transmit 12 bits
 
of data in 1 msec.
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As an illustrative example of the technique consider the diagram of
 
Figure 1.24 inwhich twelve bits of binary information are transmitted
 
auri.ng a 1 msel interval and repeated again every 12 msec. Each data 
bit 	is 83.5 psec in lelngth and the;resulting signal bandwidth-is 12 KHz
 
per 	user. Allowing for a 3 kHzdirect Dopper per user,and 2 KHz each
 
for 	differential Doppler and fading the total repeater bandwidth required:
 
for 	20 users (ina 1000 mi orbit) is 380 KHz (760 KHz for 40 us.ers).
 
Itshould be emphasized here that for the systems described
 
hereinthe orbits of the user spacecraft are assumed circular. Ifthe
 
satellites wereto be put, into ellipti.cal orbits (at least 15 are predicted
 
-to be launched inthe 19704980'time period.)* the following consid6ratiois
 
must be given to the'signaling-format: . - .
 
1,. 	 For the.programmed system-the transmitted sinal format 
must be'changed to complydith.-the minimum.ahd makimum ­
multipath,delays encountered insuch an.orbit. For a
 
TDRS stationed over the equator and a user inan elliptical
 
polar orbit with the plane of the ellipse being normal to
 
the line betvieen;the TDRS and the major axis of the ellipse;

the minimum and maximum timedelays are 200,psec and lmsec,

respectively. Inthis case, to avoid the multipath , the
 
user must transmit 12-16.7 isec data pulses every 12 msec.
 
2. Ifmore than one (say three) TDRS isin use by a single
 
user satellite, then the signaling format considered to
 
by optimum (inthat itnegates the effect of multipath

and minimizes the signal bandwidth requirement forgone ,
 
user) would not, because of the relative position of the­
e11 iptical plane and theothet TDRS's,, n essarily-be
 
optimum.for the remaining user-TDRS links.
 
3. Similarly, theladaptive signaling system operates with
 
-thesame disadvantage as the programmed system. A.'user
 
satellite-which,upon command from a ground stationchangds

the duration of its transmitted signal to maintain'the
 
most desirable communication with the TDRS, has by the
 
very nature of this 'signal design rendered its link with
 
any 	 other TDRS non-desirable. 
4. 	As the duty factor -isvaried toaccomodate.'the multipath
 
time delay variation the peak power must be changed to
 
maintain a constant average power.
 
*T&DS Mission Model and Projected Spacecraft Support requirements 
through 1980, E.J.Habib, Study Manager, March 1969. X-520-69-110. 
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1.6.7.2 Adaptive Time Hop
 
Adaptive time hopping requires the duration and the
 
repetition period of the transmitted signal to vary in accordance with
 
the'relative position between the user satellite .(at some fixed altitude)
 
and the TDRS. For the 1000 mi orbi:t the user transmits (at low grazing
 
angles) continuously at a 500 Hz rate'a 1 msec pulse; as the grazing angle
 
increases towards its maximum the duration of the transmission increases.
 
Conversely, the signaling rate decreases allowing a 50% duty cycle to be
 
maintained. The technique is illustrated in the timing diagram of Figures
 
1.25 to 1.28 where a typical digital sequence is shown along with the user
 
satellite data transmission formats for 1, 5, and10'msec differential
 
delays in Figures 1:26, 1.27,, and 1.28 respectively. The maximum bandwidth
 
required per user for this type of signaling is 8 KHz (I KHz signal bandwidth,
 
3 KHz direct Doppler and 2 KHz each for differential Doppler and fading).
 
The 50% duty factor can be maintained at orbital altitudes below 1000 mi;
 
however, the signal power level must continually be changed to maintain a
 
constant average energy per data bit.
 
The adaptive TH system is essentially a store and forward technique;
 
therefore, the user satellite must have the capability of continuous storage
 
of up to 20 binary data bits.
 
1.6.7.3 Pre-programmed Frequency Hop
 
For a user satellite at a 100 mi altitude sufficient pro­
tecti'on from the deleterious effects of multipath propagation will be 
achieved by transmitting a 200 vsec data bit at a 1 kb/s rate with the 
carrier switching between two preset frequencies on alternate data pulses. 
The bandwidth required for reception 10 KHz (two RF channels each of which 
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Allowing an additional 4 KHz per user to provide for the maximum direct
 
path Doppler and 4 KHz for fading, the total system bandwidth required
 
for 20 users is 360 KHz (720 KHz for forty users). The frequency-time
 
chart of Figure 1.29 illustrates the pre-programmed FH system.
 
1.6.7.4 Adaptive Frequency Hop
 
In the adaptive frequency hop system the duration of
 
each transmitted signal and the interval between them are adjusted to be
 
optimum for the differential time delay imposed upon the user-to-DRSS link.
 
For a user satellite in a 100 mi orbit the signal. duration and the interval
 
between si.gnals wfll vary continuously from-200 psec(for grazing angles of.
 
approximately 150) to a maximum of 1 msec (and a 90' grazing angle).. In 
the presence of 200 psec multipath time delay the user will transmit 200 Psec 
signal at alternate frequencies every 200 psec. The net effect is to provide 
a 50% duty cycle in both channels. The maximum bandwidth requirement is on 
the order of 18 KHz per user. At an altitude of 1000 mi the psec spacecraft 
will transmit at alternate frequencies for signal durations of from 1 to 10 
msec. Presented in Figures 1.30,1.31 , and 1.32 are the frequency time 
diagrams for the 0.2, 1, and 10 msec multipath delays respectively. It 
should be noted that the maximum bandwidth per user for the 1000 mi orbit 
is approximately 10 KHz (4 KHz signal bandwidth + 2.KHz fading + 2 KHz 
differential Doppler + direct Doppler). The adaptive FH system must have 
(as in the adaptive TH system) the capability of storing.continuously a
 
maximum of 10 data bits.
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1.6.7.5 Time Hop/Frequency Hop (TH/FH)
 
Multipath protection can be achieved by the use of a
 
time gated, frequency hopping system in which a signal, (Sl is trans­
mitted for a period of time equal to the minimum differential time delay
 
(200 jsec in this case); at the end of that transmission the carrier
 
(at say fl) is shifted to an adjacent frequency (f2) and another 200 vLsec
 
signal (S2) is transmitted. The operation continues with each successive
 
pulse (S35S4,..'Sn) transmitted at adjacent frequency (namely,'f3,f4 ,..fn)
 
for a period equivalent to the maximum path delays to be encountered then
 
the carrier is recycled so that the next transmission is again at fl" The
 
frequency vs time generating function is a staircase-sawtooth function
 
(see Figure 1.33 ) which is recycled every 11 msec. The bandwidth required 
per user for a 200 Psec pulse transmitted in the manner described herein
 
is approximately 77 KHz ((5 KHz signal BW + 2 KHz differential Doppler) X 11 
frequency channels). For 20 and 40 users the required repeater bandwidth is
 
1.54 MHz and 3.1 MHz respectively.
 
1.6.7.6 Link Calcul'ations for the Various Antimultipath Techniques
 
1.6.7.6.1 Ideal System
 
The ideal system as defined here is one in
 
which multipath does not significantly degrade the performance of the system.
 
With the TDRS at an altitude of 22,300 mi and.the user satellite maintained
 
in a fixed orbit ranging from 100 mi to 1000 mi, the distance of the user-

TDRS link varies from 21,300 mi to 26,750 mi. The down link frequency is
 
approximately 136 MHz; therefore, the maximum and minimum free space path
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length losses are 165.8 dB and 167.8 dB respectively. For an equivalent
 
noise temperature of 1200'K (30.8 dB-°K) at the receiver the input noise
 
power spectral density (kT) is - 167.8 dbm/Hz, (k = -198.6 dbm-sec/°K).
 
To achieve a bit error probability, Pe' of 10 with A-PSK signaling,
 
where PeAPSK= 2 - PepsK( - PepsK), the required energy per bit to noise
 
density ratio, E/NQ, is on the order of 10 dB; hence, the carrier to noise
 
density ratio, C/N (= /T) for a bit length, T of 1 msec (for a 1 kb/s
0 N0
 
data rate) is
 
=10 log - 10 log T 
N0 
 N0
 
= 10 + 30 
= 40 dB - Hz
 
The power requirements for the user-TDRS is summarized in Table 1.8.
 
For the purposes of this presentation the minimum power requirements
 
-wi-l- -betreated exclusively. 
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Table 1 .8
 
Power Requirements For
 
User-TDRS Link (A-PSK)
 
Carrier frequency = 136 MHz
 
Description Max.: Min Remarks
 
C -5
 
N-Desired (dB-Hz) 40.0 40.0 For Pe=10  and
0 T = 1 msec 
Margin Needed (dB) 10 6 Including:
 
Polarization,

~Equipment Loss
 
and others.
 
No = Noise .Spectral Density --
dbmI 
-167.8 -167.8 T= 1200 0K 
C = Carrier Power Required (dbm) -117.8 -121.8 
Gt = User Antenna Gain (dB) 0 0 
G DRSS Antenna Gain (dB) 16, 16 
Lp = Path Loss'(dB) 167.8 165.8 
Pt = Transmitter Power Required 
(dbm) 34.0 28.0 Pt = C+Lp-G 
(watts) 2.5 .630
 
1.6.7.6.2 Comparison of Systems Which Avoid Multipath
 
In this section link calculations will
 
be performed for those antimultipath techniques analyzed in Section 1.6.7.
 
A typical calculation is as follows. Consider a preprogrammed TH system
 
for a satellite in low orbit (i00 mi), where it was determined that the
 
signal duration should be 100 Psec and the interpulse period 2 msec. The
 
carrier-to-noise density ratio for this case is on the order of 50 dB-Hz
 
(= 10 dB - 10 log 10-4 ) and the required transmitter power computed in a
 
* manner similar to Table 1.8 is 40 dbm or lOw. Bearing in mind that two
 
adjacent 100 -sec pulses are transmitted every 2 msec, the average signal
 
power is
 
200 x 10- 6
 
Pavg 2 x 10- 35 T
 
= (0.1) Pt 
= 1 watt (30 dbm) 
A comparison of the selected antimultipath schemes in terms of the required 
bandwidth, carrier to noise density ratio, peak and average user power 
requirements is presented in Table 1.9. 
We have summarized in the Abstract of the report the good and bad 
features of the anti-multipath techniques just discussed. Then we also uresent 
a summary of the ability of each system to meet all the basic TDRS/user
 
requirements. Of particular concern to us is the ability to avoid multipath
 
using the narrowband system just discussed when the altitude of the user is
 
very low, such as in the case of the launch phase. During this critical .phase,
 
if communication is to be established between the G.S. and a user via a TDRS,
 
the techniques just discussed are hard pressed to avoid the multipath.
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
_____________________________ _______________ 
Table 	1.9 Comparison of Link Requirements for Various Antimultipath Techniques
 
I ~f 
Antimultipath Required C/N -I PtpK Ptavg Remarks
 
Technique Bandwidth/user for Pe 10 dbm W dbm

PSK_ 

W 
Ideal 	 1 KHz 40dB-Hz 28 .630 28 .630
 
1. 	Time Hop: 
a) Adaptive 7 KHz 43dB-Hz 33 2 30 1 Multipath greater 
than 1 ms
 
b) Pre-programmed 18 KHz 50dB-Hz 40 10 30 1 100 mi orbit
 
2. 	Frequency Hop
 
a) Adaptive 18 KHz 43dB-Hz
 
b) Pre-programmed 13 KHz 47.2dB-Hz 33 2 30 1 Worst-Case (Low
 
Orbit)
 
3. 	Time Hop/Freq. Hop 77 KHz 47dB-Hz 37 5 30 1
 
Programmed for
 
all orbital alti­
tudes
 
.	 !I_ 
_________________ ________ ____________I______________________________ I 
1.7- FORWARD ERROR CONTROL
 
In this report we have discussed various systems which combat
 
multipath while simultaneously providing a multiple-access capability.
 
We made frequent reference to the use of forward error control to
 
enable a particular system to achieve the required performance levels
 
or to provide additional system margins or increased user capacity.
 
In particular, forward error control was shown to be a positive
 
necessity fody the four-frequency diversity, pseudo-random time hop,
 
and frequency hbp/time hop hybrid systems under the worst case assump­
tions, i.e., the'multipath and desired signal were of equal strength
 
and that all users were in low orbits which produce the greatest
 
multipath.
 
Thus it appears tinely to introduce forward error control con­
cepts at this point in the report and to show the significant benefits
 
that can be obtained with a modest amount of hardware located at the
 
G.S.
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1.7.1 Convolutional Encoding/Sequential Decoding
 
In this treatment of convolutional encoding and
 
sequential decoding, we shall restrict our attention to rate - 1/2 and
 
systematic codes. The physical channel which is assumed is the white
 
Gaussian noise channel with equallyli'ke binary inputs, With hard
 
decisions (i.e.; no quantization or weighting) at the receiver, and the
 
assumption of independent errors, the overall channel model is the fami­
liar-binary symmetric channel.
 
In convolutional encoding. we can think of the check digits
 
being computed as the information digits slide past a code generator
 
(i.e., a parity-computing network) and being inserted, as they are com­
puted, into the transmitted sequence between information symbols.
 
Because encoding for convolutional codes proceeds in this manner,
 
decoding must be done in the same way, i.e., one information bit at a
 
time. For this reason, the concept of block length for block codes gives
 
way to that of code constraint length, which is the maximum number of
 
consecutive channel symbols (information and check digits) which can be
 
related for a given code generator length.
 
.For a binary convolutional code, Figure 1.34 shows schematically
 
the encoding operation for rate R = 1/2 bit/binit and constraint length
 
n = 10. For the encoder shown, the code is systematic, i.e., each infor­
mation digit is transmitted unaltered, followed by a check digit. Each
 
of the latter is computed by digital convolution in which information
 
1 0 1 1I 1 Generator G(O) 
sequence in- . 010 1 1 0 1 I-1 Transmitted information 
s IA and'check:symbols out 
Figure 1.34
 
Binary Convolutional Encoding
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digits and generator digits are multiplied position by position and the
 
resulting products are added modulo 2. For the situation shown in
 
Fig. 1.34 convolution with G gives (starting at the left)
 
11 + 1.0 + 0-1 + 0.1 + 1.1 = 0 (mod 2). Thus, the sequence 10, the
 
right-most information digit and a check digit, would be transmitted.
 
The information sequence then shifts one position to the right and the
 
entire operation is repeated.
 
It is instructive to ise Huffman's delay operator notation and
 
write input, generator, and output sequences as polynomials in the delay
 
operator D:
 
I(D) = 0 + iI 	D + i2 D2 +
 
D + "+ gDm
G(D) g0 + gl + g2 

j = 1,2 eq. 	1.72T(J)(D) = to0),+ tl(J)D + t2(j) D2 + .... 
Here Durepresents a delay of u time units relative to the time origin 
chosen; thus iu enters the encoder at time u, and if the code is systematic, 
T(l)(D) = I(D), while each digit of the other transmitted sequence (the 
check sequence) is a linear combination of digits of I(D): 
T(2)(D) = G(D).I(D)
 
where
 
to(2) = 90 io
 
t1 (2)= go i1 	+ g1 i0 
t2(2) = go i2 +g1 i1 + g2 i0
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and in general
 
u 
tu(2) E g i mod 2 eq. 1.73
 
z=0
 
where 
u = 0,1,2,... 
and 
gk = 0 for k>m. 
This operation is digital convolution as described above. The polynomial
 
G(D) is a code-generating polynomial. The quantity m is the degree of G.
 
Thus, m + 1 represents the maximum number of time units over which any
 
information digit can affect the encoder output. A detailed example is
 
"shown in Fig. 1.35 with the encoder shift register and tap cQnnections
 
for check digit-calculation appearing in Fig. 1.36.
 
'The set of sequences generated by all possible choices of the
 
information digits can be represented as a tree. Referring to Fig. 1.37
 
we see that torresponding to each new information digit, there is a node
 
in the message tree; from this node, two branches emanate, one correspond­
ing to a value of.0 and one to a value of 1 for the new bit. For a
 
systematic code, proceeding from oldest to newest digits in a left-to­
right direction in the tree, gives an information digit followed by a
 
check digit on each branch. Each check digit was computed by encoding
 
the current information. digit and all other information digits encountered
 
in tracing the most direct path back through the tree to its base. Adding
 
another branch to a path through the tree corresponds to supplying a new
 
information digit to the encoder of Figs. 1.35 and 1.36.
 
54 1 Time unit
 
I
 
1 0.1 0 1 T.- ro.______I__1 unaltered infor­0.1.0 01 mation sequence out
Information
 
sequence ENCODER
 
check
111001
I(D) in. sequence out
 
I(D) = 1 + D2 + D4 + D6 +
 
3 + D4
 + D2 + 'D
G(D) = 1 
T(1)(D) = I(D) : 1 + D2 + D4 + D6 +
 
T(2)(D) = G(D) I(D) = 1 + D3 + D4 + D5 + 
Figure 1.35
 
Encoder for iate 1/2, showing output and delay-operator computations for
 
the first six time units
 
10 
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Encoder1=5containingdigits 
Of information 
sequence 
- t4(2) =1
 
Figure 1.36
 
Tap connections for the encoder of Figure 1.35, showing 
check-digit computation at time unit 4.
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The virtue of the tree is that it displays all possible encoded
 
sequences of any length equal to or less than the maximum length included
 
in the tree. Although the tree may be regarded as extending infinitely
 
far to the right, it is usually truncated at the constraint length of
 
the code.
 
Sequential decoding differs fundamentally from decoding schemes
 
developed for bl'ck codes and from other algorithms developed for convo­
lutional codes in being probabilistic rather than deterministic. The basic
 
task in sequential decoding involves finding an information sequence whose
 
.encoded.version (information and check digits) most closely matches in'
 
some sense the corrupted received sequence. The notion of "closely matching"
 
sequences involves the concept of a decoding metric, the simplest of which
 
is the well known Hamming distance. Other functions which may be used as
 
decoding metrics in a hard-decision algorithm include the mutual infor­
mation of a particular trial sequence (often referred to as a set of bit
 
hypotheses) and the received-sequence; and a simplification of this in
 
which one of two fixed values ml>O and -m2<0 is assigned to each hypothe­
sized binit according to whether it agrees or disagrees with the corresponding
 
received binit. Note that with Hamming distance one would seek to minimize
 
the metric while with the other two examples one wants to maximize it.
 
As stated earlier, we shall consider decoding in which hard decisions
 
(not necessarily correct) have already been made on-the binits input to
 
the decoder. Although this procedure destroys information (e.g., there is
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no way of knowing the degree of confidence with which a 0 or 1 value 
was assigned to a channel output waveform) the resulting decreases in
 
decoder storage and computational complexity more than make up for this.
 
The metric chosen must therefore be one which is defined for sequences
 
of binary digits.
 
The sequence of hypothesized binits is generated 2 digits (i.e.,
 
one.information bit) at a time. As each new set of 2 digits is added
 
to the existing-sequence, the total distance of the new hypothesized
 
sequence from the corresponding portion of the received sequence is
 
computed. This distance is compared with a threshold or reject criterion,
 
which is, in general, a function of the length of the trial sequence and
 
(as we shall soon see) of the number and lengths of paths in the message
 
tree which have already been tried and rejected. This threshold is, in
 
fact, one value in a family of thresholds for the present degree of
 
strictness. There are m + 1 values in each family (one for each possible
 
length of the trial sequence) and some arbitrary number of families.
 
Initially, the trial sequence is generated starting at the first node
 
in the tree and terminating at the constraint length, at which'time a
 
decision is made as to whether the first hypothesized information bit
 
was a 0 or a 1.
 
The decoder begins by selecting the first branch of the tree
 
io=0 or 1) and the corresponding check digit. Whenever possible, the
 
chosen branch is nearer than the other one to the corresponding digits
 
of the received sequence. In any case, the distance between the trial
 
and received branch is compared with a threshold value for that length. 
If the trial and received branches are close enough as determined by 
the threshold, the trial branch is accepted. If it is rejected, the 
other initial branch is tried. If it, too, is rejected, a.new family 
of thresholds isadopted which allows acceptance of greater distances 
between trial and received sequences. When this first trial branch is 
accepted, the decoder moves to the next node and the process is repeated, 
always testing total distance"between trial and received sequences. 
This timd,:however, and at all nodes other than the initial node in the 
tree, rejebtion of both trial branches results not in relaxation of the 
threshold but in going back toward the initial node of the tree just far 
•enough to reac.ha node for.whiah the other branch is untried-for the
 
current threshold ,amily. -Ifthe tota-l distance between trial and
 
received sequences.:at th.is point i.s acceptable according to the corres­
ponding.-threshp,ld, .the.-new trial branch is accepted. If it, too, is
 
rejected, the process of backing up in the,message tree-is repeated.
 
If this process results in reaching the base of the tree, the threshold
 
is relaxed again. Eventually Xi.e., with probability 1 for a properly
 
chosen set of thresholds) a sequence is accepted at the constraint
 
length and the firstinformation digit'is decoded.
 
For continuing from this point, current versions of the algorithm
 
proceed'by'rtaining 'ialbut the initial branch of the trial sequence
 
just accepted, merely gbnerating a new terminal trial branch and moving
 
In the Fano algorithm, back-s~arches of more than the constraint
 
length are permitted, as long as the number of received binits is great
 
enough at that point.
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out one node in the tree. Only the distance between the sequences at
 
the constraint length ts tested against the threshold.
 
If the only changes in threshold were those just described as
 
being necessary for accepting some trial sequence, the threshold would
 
eventually become so loose as to allow acceptance of increasingly incorrect
 
trial sequences, especially at times when the channel is causing very few
 
errors in the received binits. For this reason, there is built into any
 
sequential decoding algorithm a-periodic tightening of the threshold.
 
The details of the threshold tightening scheme may vary, and we shall not
 
become any more specific here.
 
The sequential decoder to be described later differs some­
what from this description in that it utilizes a sequence called the
 
syndrome as the basis for its operation. The syndrome is computed from
 
the received binits and is ultimately a function of the channel noise
 
alone. We can write, for j = 1,2:
 
R(J)(D) = T(i)(D) + E(J)(D)
 
and
 
R(J)(D) = r j) + r j) 0 + D r j) D2 + ... eq. 1.74
 
E(J)(D)= e j ) + e1j) D + e j ) D2 +  eq. 1.75 
where R and E are the received and channel noise sequences, respectively.
 
The first thing which the decoder's encoder does is to compute
 
S(D) = R(1)(D) "-G(D) + R(2)(D) eq. 1.76
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In view of eqs. 1.74 and 1.75 and the fact that addition is.
 
mod 2, eq. 1.76 reduces-to
 
S(D) E(l)(D) - G(D) + E(2)(D) eq. 1.76
 
Thus, calculating S(D) by processing the received binits turns out to
 
be identical to operating in exactly the same way on the channel noise
 
digits.
 
The way in which sequential decoding defeats both the storage 
and the computation problems should now be apparent. The former is 
minimized because the decoder generates and considers only one trial 
sequence at a time, compared with a possible maximum of 2n/2 for con­
straint length n =.2(m+l). Thus active storage need only be provided 
for n received digits, n trial digits, roughly 2n bits for bookkeeping 
for the various paths tried in the message tree, and for a multiple of 
m + 1 values of threshold. In.addition there must be some buffer 
storage to hold in-coming binits while decoding is taking place. 
The average number of computations per information bit can be
 
shown to be bounded by a power of n for the binary symmetric channel.
 
This bound is made possible by the fact that rejection of a trial sequence
 
at some length m1<m+l information digits means that 2m+l-mI sequences of
 
length n are removed from consideration for that family of thresholds.
 
Unfortunately, this is a bound-on the average number of computations;
 
A computation is defined as consisting of the following operations:

computing,a branch .inthe message.tree, computing its distance from the
 
received branch, testing against the threshold, and deciding on wnich
 
direction to move from there.
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that is, there will be times when a particularly noisy received sequence
 
will cause a search deep into the message tree, with the input buffer
 
filling up in the meantime. If this search is long enough, the buffer
 
will fill completely and subsequent binits will be lost unless measures
 
are taken to prevent buffer overflow (e.g., by terminating a search if
 
the input buffer becomes full).
 
1.7.2 	 Gains Realizable Through Sequential Decoding
 
To obtain an idea of the improvement possible through the
 
use of forward error control in general and sequential decoding in parti­
cular, consider first the data presented in Fig. 1.38. The curve
 
labeled REF OPTIMUM BINARY gives the calculated'probability of a bit error
 
as a function of the ratio of received signal energy per information bit
 
to noise spectral density for antipodal (coherent binary PSK) signaling
 
waveforms. Similarly, the (24,12) Block curve has been calculated for
 
the augmentedi(23,12) optimum BCH code, which corrects all triple errors
 
and detects all combinations of an odd number of errors. The curve
 
labeled Sequential Decoder was obtained by computer simulation of a
 
sequential decoder having constraint length n = 2K = 64 binits and a
 
random-access memory size of L = 512 words. This is a very modest size,
 
as later details will show.
 
To obtain the desired bit error probability of lO-5 , we note that
 
sequential decoding gives an improvement in Eb/N of about 2.2 dB over
 
the BCH code and 4.3 dB over the optimum (uncoded) binary. Looked at
 
another way, sequential decoding at rate 1/2 and length 64 enables us to
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Figure 1.38: Performance of BCH and Sequential Decoders 
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convert a raw (i.e., uncoded) bit error probability of about 5 X 10-3
 
to the desired P of 10-5. Since P decreases exponentially with con­
straint length, the value of 10-5 could be made orders of magnitude
 
smaller, or the raw P made larger for any given decoded P with only
 
a modest increase in decoder size.
 
As a further comparison, consider Fig. 1.39 , which gives n, the
 
ratio of total energy per bit for coded to uncoded systems, as a function
 
of a,the ratio of system data rate (bps) to carrier-tracking loop band­
width, all for a bit error probability P. 10 In this case, there
 
is a clear-cut (2.0-2.5 dB) advantage over the 8-bit biorthogonal code
 
even for rate R = 1/2 sequential decoding.
 
The biorthogonal coding scheme provides error protection by repre­
senting each block of n consecutive bits of information by a sequence
 
(code word) of 2n-l binits. These code words have the property that any
 
two distinct words are either orthogonal (i.e., agree in as many places
 
as they disagree) or are complements of each other. For example, for
 
n = 3, the code has the 8 words
 
0.000 1111
 
0011 1100
 
01 01 1 01 0
 
0110 1001
 
Since 2n-l chips must be transmitted for every n bits, there is a bandwidth
 
expansion factor of 2n-l/n, which increases nearly exponentially as n
 
becomes large. In addition to this penalty in bandwidth, equipment complexity
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at the receiver also increases exponentially with n since 2n correlators
 
are required for decoding.
 
Contrasting with the bandwidth expansion behavior for biorthogonal
 
codes is the expansion for sequential decoding by the factor I/R.
 
1.7.3 Sequential Decoder implementation
 
In this section we draw heavily on unclassified results
 
recently reported by Magnavox Research Laboratories as part of a 
classified study . Implementation was studied for the particular 
sequential decoder which has been discussed in the preceding sections: 
rate 1/2, systematic code, hard decisions on binits entering the decoder. 
In gross fotm, the sequential decoder appears as in Fig. 1.40.
 
Shown in detail is the replica of the transmitter's encoder whose
 
function is the calculation of the syndrome, which is the key input to
 
the decoder via the random-access memory (RAM). The decoding algorithm
 
is similar to the Fano algorithm as far as its tree-searching strategy
 
is concerned, but it differs from the Fano or other sequential decoding
 
algorithms in its exploitation of the syndrome as the key to error
 
correction.
 
USC-( ) Study Report (Secret), 15 June 1969 '
 , prepared by
 
Magnavox Research Laboratories, Torrance, California, for U.S. Army
 
Satellite Communication Agency, Ft. Monmouth, N.J., under contract
 
no. DAAB07-68-C-0263.
 
INFORMATION CORRECTED 
BITS LINE NEAYI FORMATION 
BITS 
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Figure 1.40: Sequential Decoder Block Diagram 
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A decoder of the size under consideration requires the use of
 
semiconductor memory, since the decoder is not large enough to realize
 
the economies of scale for core memories. One feature of the refined
 
algorithm is that it allows specialization of the memory. The received
 
information bits are shifted into an encoder that is a duplicate of
 
the encoder used in the transmitter. The check bits generated by this
 
encoder are mod 2 added to the received check bits. The result, the
 
syndrome, contains all of the information required by the decoder to
 
detect errors in the received information bits. The syndrome is then
 
entered into the RAM. The information bits, which are not used directly
 
in the decoding process, are delayed by an amount equal to the delay
 
through the-RAM. The output of the RAM, which contains l's in the error
 
locations, is mod 2 added to the delayed information bits, thus accomplish­
ing the correction of errors.
 
In general, constraint length m+l would require Log2 (Ml+2l 
delays, where [x] represents the smallest integer >x. 
The syndrome is buffered into the random-access memory. The
 
error-corrected syndrome is buffered out of the RAM and mod 2 added to
 
the delayed dirty information bits producing clean bits for output.
 
The RAM is organized into L 2-bit words. Four 2-bit words are read in
 
and out iyv parallel to provide an effective speed-up of four in memory
 
access time.- The memory address is selected from' one of two counters.
 
One counter contains the address of the input-output, while the other
 
contains the address of the decoder.
 
The delay line may be implemented with MOS shift registers which
 
offer considerably lower cpst 4nd higher density than fast random-access
 
semiconductor memories. For example, dual 10C-bit MOS shift registers
 
are.priced at $30 or 15 cents/bit,.while 16-bit RAM's in Motorola MECL II
 
logic arepriced at $12 or 75:cents/bit. Thus, this decoder organization
 
provides both a significant cost reduction and a significant package
 
count reduction. The algorithm is also designed to accomplish a maximum
 
amount of computation each clock cycle in order to obtain a greater effec­
tive speed factor in the decoder. This is another of the refinements
 
mentioned above.
 
TheI-O counter is incremented by one every fourth information bit,
 
and a I-0 read-write cycle is stolen from the decoder. The decoder counter
 
is an up-down counter that is incremented by one each time the decoder
 
moves ahead or behind four nodes.
 
There is a two-level buffer on the decoder side of the RAM. This is
 
to enable the decoder to proceed at maximum speed in either direction or
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reverse itself at any time without having to wait for'an extra memory
 
'
cycle. The second level buffer'is also a right-left shift register.
 
The syndrome in this buffer Is shifted into-an encoder. The decoder
 
logic determines the presence of errors and inserts a "one" in the
 
hypothesis register when errors-are located. The-decoder logic also
 
computes the new value of the metric, the tilted distance functibn,
 
and stores this in the metric register. This logic also decides
 
whether to search forward or backward and raises and lowers the thres­
hold when needed.
 
It should be noted-that there is no separate back-up buffer;
 
it has-been inclUded,in the RAM. Thi's was done because the RAM, which
 
is constructed of MECL II circuits,-is sufficiently fast that a separate
 
backup buffer is unnecessary, thus resulting in fewer packages.
 
It is estimated that the decoder logic and control together with
 
the metric register can be implemented in about 40 flat packs of Motorola
 
MECL II and MECL III, the latter being a newer family of logic which is
 
about 5 times faster than MECL II. This figure is independent of buffer
 
size and encoder constraint length. All the encoders are estimated at 3
 
flat packs per information bit of constraint length. For a constraint
 
length of 10, this would amount to-30 flat packs. The RAM requires about
 
50 flat packs for 64'nodes of storage, including associated buffers and
 
address counters. This adds up to a total of 120 flat packs or about the
 
equivalent parts count of a BCH (24, 12) decoder. If the number of flat
 
packs is increased to about 250, the constraint length can be increased
 
to 32 and the memory size to 512 nodes.
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It is estimated that the above decoder can be operated at a clock
 
rate of 50 MHz. All speed critical circuits can be implemented with
 
MECL III, while the less critical circuits and the memory use MECL II.
 
The MECL III family provides logic delays of 1 nanosecond, while MECL II
 
providesdelays from 4-6 nanoseconds.
 
A computer program has been written at Magnavox Research Labora­
tories to simulate this decoder in order to evaluate its performance.
 
Preliminary results have been obtained for the 250 flat pack decoder
 
(K = 32, L = 512); they were shown in Figure 
-These resul-ts include both undetected errors and buffer overflows.
 
Error rates of - 5 are obtained at Eb/No of 5.3 dB. This is a result
 
of great interest since nearly all of the possible sequential decoding
 
gain for rate 1/2 with hard decisions has been achieved with a small
 
amount of hardware compared to previous designs.
 
Magnavox -Research Laboratories has conducted a detailed trade-off
 
-study for 5 megabit and 50 megabit/sec sequential decoders operating
 
as just described. Clearly the speed requirements of that study exceeded
 
those for TDRS by several orders of magnitude.
 
1.7.4 Summary
 
We have documented the superiority, in terms of achievable
 
bit error rates and ease of implementation, of sequential decoding operating
 
at dimensionless rate 1/2 with a systematic code and hard decisions on
 
received binits, when compared with either a (24,12) optimum BCH block
 
decoder or a biorthogonal code up to the (128,8) level.
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We have also demonstrated the ease of implementation of such a
 
sequential. decoder using state-of-the-art technology. At thedecoder
 
operating speeds currently possible, the problem of input-buffer'over­
flow, which usually is the chief operational difficulty, will be negligible
 
if not non-existent at TDRS data rates. Specifically, an improvement, at
 
P = 10, of better than 4 dB (afactor of 2.5) in Eb/No is possible
 
using convolutional encoding/sequential decoding instead of uncoded
 
coherent binary PSK. This improvement is obtained at a cost of two
 
multi-layer PC boards located at the ground station using TTL, which
 
implements decoder memory, logic, and control for a constraint length of
 
64.digits (information and check) and a backsearch capabi-lity of 96 nodes.
 
Note that the-encoder on board the user craft requires an insignificant
 
amount of digital circuitry. 
-

The 4 dB improvement over an uncoded binary signal can be used to
 
increase the system's capacity or lower the required user power levels.
 
Still further improvement is-possible with larger constraint lengths,
 
as may be seen fromthe curve for the rate.- - (96, 48) sequential decoder 
in Fig. 1.38. 
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1.8 	 TDRS POSITION LOCATION AND RANGE AND RANGE RATE CONSIDERATIONS
 
FOR USER TRACKING
 
The 	following sub-sections are devoted to
 
a) 	determination of the position accuracy of a single TDRS
 
b) 	range and range rate implementations for the purpose of
 
tracking TDRS user
 
c) 	comments on the position location of a TDRS user.
 
As outlined inthe requirements Section "1.1 a user of the TDRS must
 
be capable of being tracked by a G.S.'s via the TDRS. To do this the
 
G.S. (or in some cases a small number of G.S.;s) must track a user through
 
one or two TDRS's (perhaps three in rare instances). Multiple TDRS track­
ing of a user can be accomplished through the TDRS inter satellite relay
 
or by observing two TDRS's separately at one G.S. via two antennas.
 
The user's specific mission will dictate whether or not tracking is required
 
during various phases, e.g., launch, insertion, or during critical portions
 
of the orbit. Shown in figure 1.41 is the expected number of satellites
 
vs years to 1980 which will require precise orbit determination.
 
Regardless of whether one or two TDRS's participate in the process
 
of locating a user, orbit determination procedure must be used over several
 
hours or even days if precise user position is to be obtained. This
 
portion of the document does not address itself to the non-real-time data
 
acquisition and smoothing required in orbit determination. It is beyond
 
the scope of this study to attempt a user position error analysis that
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includes these considerations; furthermore, NASA has already developed 
computer programs which estimate the user's position error when tracked
 
by synchronous satellites and a repetition of the existing analysis is
 
unnecessary;
 
What is appropriate, in this final report, is to document those
 
errors which must be known by NASA in order to obtain the user's position
 
error via the existing computer programs. These errors result from range
 
and range rate instrumentation errors, R & R errors resulting from noise
 
and interference, and the lack of precise knowledge of the location of
 
the one or more TDRS's participating in the tracking of a user. The last
 
error source is in turn dependent on the inherent errors in position
 
location of the G.S. or G.S.'s and the instrumentation used to track the
 
TDRS from the G.S.'s.
 
For purpose of analysis only, Magnavox has chosen to track, and thus
 
determine, the position location of a TDRS by a 3 range difference scheme
 
which involves 4 G.S.'s to tracking and position locate (in virtually
 
real-time) the TDRS. There is nothing sacred about this approach, and
 
it is recognized that a 3 station tri-lateration technique would represent
 
a valid alternative. The approach does il-lustrate that the TDRS position
 
location accuracy may become sensitive to the choice of location for the
 
G.S.'s involved. Note that while we are not necessarily promoting the
 
3 AR technique, the 4 G.S.'s need not be complicated and can easily use
 
ranging instrumentation like GRARR to accomplish the 3 AR measurements.
 
The geometry for tracking the TDRS by 4 G.S.'s is illustrated
 
in figure 1.42 . The absolute position error of each G.S. is described
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Fig. 1.42 G.S./TDRS Geometry for 3AR Measurement
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by a spherical error probability (SEP) of 10 meters. We realize that
 
a 10 m SEP absolute is not a currentlyaccepted figure for the position
 
location of S.G.'s, however, over the past year Magnavox has accumulated
 
substantial data from its TRANSIT receiver/computer equipment which show
 
conclusively that,a 10 mSEP absolute error can be readily achieved by
 
observing 12 usable passes (24 hrs.) of the TRANSIT Satellite. Measure­
ments have been made over most of the world and the repeatability of the
 
averaged data iswithin 2 meters. A description of the current instrumentation
 
used in position fixing with TRANSIT is provided in Appendix II of this
 
report.
 
We have been -familiarizedwith 'theNASA computer program which calculates
 
the SEP of a TDRS when tracked by precise ranging instrumentation (Laser)
 
from two G.S.'s e.g., Rosman and Mojave.. After a 24 hr tracking period the
 
SEP has dimensions of lOm-3Om-lOOm when the station position location error
 
is a lOm SEP.
 
The TDRS position location error based'on a 3AR measurement procedure
 
is discussed-in the next subsection, where various satellite-station
 
geometries are considered and representative error magnitudes are derived.
 
For comparison purposes, we have included in Appendix 5 the analogous TDRS
 
position error analysis based on a 3-range measurement procedure, again
 
considering various geometries. The relative performance of the two measure­
,ment procedures in question is also discussed in the Appendix 5.
 
In the following subsections-we discuss various aspects of range 
and range rate implementations for the TDRS and the unique R & R problems 
associated with the system. For purpose of analysis we often use the PN 
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code system as an example. We are justified in this favoritism since
 
the PN system is shown in this report to have the following advantages:
 
a. provides precise ranging between one or more G.S. 'sand a user
 
via one or more TDRS's during the entire user mission,
 
b. provides coherent transponding at the user spacecraft which 
insures an accurate range rate signal for tracking the user. 
The pseudorandom time hop signal has been shown, Section 1.6.3, to
 
have the desired properties of a good range and range rate system. However,
 
the PRTH signal requires excessively high peak power levels to guarantee
 
adequate communications and R & R signal margin. High peak power levels
 
,present a serious problem for the user craft transmitters and can result in
 
instantaneous satellite overloading. For this- reason the PRTH is not a
 
serious contender for theTDRS system.
 
Likewise the FH/TH or RADA signals, while theoretically capable of
 
providing the required R & R accuracy, also require complex phase continuous 
frequency synthesizer to effect this accuracy. This requirement places the 
FH/TH or RADA signal in the doubtful category for applications to TDRS. 
Adaptive time hop (ATH), discussed in Section 1.6.7, can be used in
 
conjunction with narrowband (IOKC side tone system) to accomplish range and
 
range rate tracking of one user from one G.S., assuming that the proper timing
 
and gating (50% duty factor with a changing signaling format vs grazing
 
angle p or altitude) is employed by the G.S. and user. At very low altitudes
 
which are representative of the initial launch phase, the signaling format
 
cannot be arranged to avoid the multipath. In addition to this difficulty,
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the ATH system's signal format (timing) which is appropriate to avoid the'
 
multipath between a user and a specific TDRS at normal orbital altitudes may
 
not be appropriate (us.able)'by a second TDRS which is participating in the
 
joint tracking of a user. Since the ATH system relies upon a changing signal
 
structure to avoid the multipath, a similar signal structure must be used by
 
the G.S. and the user being tracked. This dedication of the G.S.'s R & R
 
signals to one user mean that simultaneoud tracking of more than one user
 
by the S.G. cannot b6 accomplished unless more than one G.S. to TDRS
 
channel is employed (one for each user). To track a user with an ATH/side
 
tone system by two TDRS's also presents a minor problem at the G.S.
 
.observing the two TDRS's since the signals from each TDRS are on the same
 
frequency. Antenna discrimination must be relied upon to separate the
 
ranging signals at the G.S.
 
Pre-programed time hop or frequency hop signals, Section 1.6.7,
 
avoid the multipath for all values of grazing angle 160< i < 90°for a fixed 
circular orbit and require signal duty fa6tor changes only for elliptical
 
orbits. While the pre-programmed systems do not suffer the joint TDRS
 
malady of the ATH system, it does suffer from the inability to protect 
against multipath at low altitudes and does impose the dedicated channel
 
inflexibility required by the ATH system during tracking.
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1.8.1 TDRS Position Error Analysis: 3 Range Differences
 
The purpose of this note,is to derive a position.error formulation
 
for the case where a TDRS position isestablished from the range differ­
ences between four stations. The interest.is to relate position error
 
to range-measurement errors and station-location errors.
 
If the vehicle coordinates are denoted by xi(i=l,2,3) and the
 
j-th station coordinates are denoted by p'P) (i=1,2,3), then the range
 
between the j-th station and the vehicle is given by
 
3 0) 2 "­
eq ,1.77
pi-p
rj ix )I 
and the range difference between the j-th and (j+l)-th station is given by
 
j3)2 3 .j+l)2
d= rj-rj+ l = {Y [x-pJ} { [xi-PJ)2 
_ 
(j=1,2,3) eq. 1.78 
If we denote the directional cosines of the j-th station by ai, i.e.,
 
xi
1,pir­
1,3 r.
 
then the incremental equation to be used for small-error analysis is given by
 
3 3 3 . 
6dj = 6rj-6rj+1 = i*l(ai'j-ai,j+l i -*' 1 6P i) + i1 al',j+m P, +l)
 
(j=1,2,3) eq. 1.79
 
or 
3 
ilai 16xi = 6d + 6 j -6u. (j=1,2,3) 
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where
 
aij = rij
-Ci'j+l 
6dj : 6r	i- rj, 1
 
3
 
33 l
 
J j+l = ii ' j +l1 p
 
.7
 
and the results of Eq. 1.79can be written in matrix form as follows
 
-A- _6x -- - d + , -- p 
3x3 Sxl 3x1 3x1 3x1 eq. 1.80 
If the vehicle-station's geometry is such that the matrix A is
 
nonsingular, the position error can then be expressed explicitly as
 
-
x= A	I (6d + Sc -6p) eq. 1.81
 
The first term represents a range-measurement error contribution, while 
the second and third terms represent station-location error contributions. 
These last two terms are fixed bias errors for a given vehicle-station 
geometry (i-.e-. ,, for given- &i j). "Another bias error could be contributed 
by the range-measurement term 6d itself, e.g., if bias systematic errors
 
exist.
 
If we assume a common location error 6pJ) = ap for all coordinates 
i and stations j, then the bias position error caused by this effect is 
given by 
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3 
(_X) k,station 
location 
= I (A-)kj(Q.-6y)j 
j=l 
6p 
3 3 
I . 
j=l 1=1 
aij(A-1.)kj 
6P I)m 	 eq. 1.82i=1
 
where the T stands for the transpose operation.
 
The variance of the position error caused by the range-measurement
 
errorsis now evaluated assuming a zero mean value due to this effect, i.e.,
 
the position error mean is assumed to be the station-location error
 
contribution. Under these conditions, the covariance matrix of the position
 
error is given by.
 
K(6x) 	= E[AP16d)(' 6d)T
 
= A-IE[(d)6))T](A-I)T=A-1 K(6d)(A-1 )T eq, 1.83
 
where K(d) is the covariance matrix of the range-difference errors.
 
The elements of this last matrix are given by
 
[K(.6d)]i. =E(6di.6 E[(6r i-6ri., rj-6rj+I!]
 dj ), 	 y)(.6

- (E(rr) +E(r i+lr) - E(rirj+I) -E(ri+l rj) 
C2(ari) 	+ a2(ari+l) f i=j eq. 1.84 
2(6t9) if I=5-l 
2
 
-a2(6ri) if i=j+l
 
0 if li-il = 2 
or
 
2 2 2
a1+02 G2 o 
2 2 2 2 
K~sd)= 02 2 2 0 23 q.18 
S -a3 3 + a4 
where ai - o2 (ri) for simplicity in notation. Inthe derivation, the'
 
range-measurement errors from different stations have been assumed to be
 
statistically independent; otherwise, -correlation terms will have to be
 
included in Eq. 1.85.
 
The TDRS position error covariance matrix-is thus specified by the
 
matrices A and K(sd) through Eq. 1.83. The matrix A reflects the system
 
geometry in question, and the matrix K(6d) reflects the ranging error
 
contributions. An analogous formulation and interpretation exists in the
 
case where the-TDRS position is established from 3 range measurements: it
 
is shown inAppendix 5 that the matrices C 'and K(6r) respectively play the
 
role of A and K(6d). The main distinction is that K(6d) isnon-diagonal
 
even ifstatistically independent range measurements are assumed, while
 
K(sr) is diagonal under such conditions.
 
The position-error covariance matrix of Eq. 1.83 can now be evaluated.
 
Its general element is given by
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3 3 
[K(6x)]ij = (A-).k(A-). [K(6d)lk eq. 1.86k=l P=I 32 ] 
so the individual coordinate-error variances represented by the diagonal 
elements are 
a2(xj) = K(6x)-]jj 
32 2 2 2 (A- eq. 1.87
= [(A-l)jk ] (ak+ak+l) 
-2 -I
(A 2i eq. 1.87
 
.k1 k(A~,k+lK+1k=l ,k=l
 
or written in terms of the range-measurement-error variances of the
 
individual stations:
 
2(6x.) = 2 a-02 + [(A-) (A-1). 22 
I3j j2 2 
(A- 1 j 2 [(A- ) ]2 2
+ [(A-'1j2 - -- + C 3 eq. 1.88 
Example 1 
X(O,O,h+R) S 
S1 (O,O,R) dI 
-
h X 
S2 (OR/F,R//2)( d2 D
2 
2 
. h. S1 
S-­ -
S4(R/42,O,R/f ) aD2 
D2 R(h+R) +-Directional Cosines: _(h+R)2 
 (h+R
+R 2x v7R~h+) 
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s1(o,o,i) 
S2 (0,-R/ff2-D, (h+R//2-)/D) 
S3(0,R/T2VD, (h+R-R/V-)/D)
 
S4 (-R/V2D,O,(h+R-R/W)/D) 
- I 
_ 1 - h+R-R/VEvaluatibn of A and A matrices: B D 
0RI 0 R/F2D] 
A = R/ -2R/VD - R/2D 
0 0 
2
BR
JAI 

22D-
,.,0 0 R2ID '-2
2
" -
-BR/'D R2D2BR
LR28R/v/20 00
 
0 0 I/B 
D/,/2R -D//7R 1/2B 
2D/r2R 0 0 
Evaluation of a2(dx.) 
=1 2 2
 
2(6x1) - ( 3+04 )
 
2x 2 1 U2 + R2 02 + 1 2 1 2
" (6x2) 
 2 1~ 2 2 T-0R + 
~0 
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222 2
a2(6x3 ) :R2 (01+02)2 
 
Numerical Results: 	 h = 22375 miles, R.= 3985 milles
 
D = 23710 miles, B = 0.00717
 
2 4-2 	2'
 
a (sa lYxO(1+04) 
y2(SX 17.7 2+7102+2 	 2
1 2 3 4
2 
2 2- 2 4
 
a (6x 3 ) > 71 (a+(2 ) 
Example 2 
X(0,0,h+R) 
D2S(0 ,R/2 ,f3R/2) d = 	 S21 1
 
2 	
.
,D 
d2 =S3( -F4r2,R/ gT) 	 ;2,
3 	 h 
S4(R/2,0R/ff) 4 62's
 
D2 A (h+R)2 v2Rch+R)+R 2
 Directional Cosines: 
D12= (h+R)2 
-
V-R(i+R)+R 2 
Sl(0,-R/2Dl1; (h+R-V3R12)ID
li 
S2 (0,-R/2D,(h+R-R/2)/D)
 
$3(0 ,R/2-D,(h+R-R/VT)/D)
 
S4 (-R/VWD,O,(h+R-R/v7)/D)
 
A1 	 B1
Evaluation of A and matrices: =h+R-R/2 -
DT
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o 0 R/2D 1
 
A = 
-R/D-R/2D RID
2R/v7D 
L B0 0 
BlR2
 
RIAI 
R2/D2
A 0 	 0 

A-1 D-2 B1R/ND -BI R/,D R2/2D2_R2/2F2DD11
 
2B1R/VrD 0 0
 
0 	 l/Bl
 0 

D/42R -D/NR 1/2BI-D/2r2D1B l
 
2D/FR 0 0
 
Evaluation of (6x.) :
 
*2(6x]) I (cJ2+ 	 02) 
B12 3 4
 
l22 
2~c2 j2BI CF3 CFc2( 2 D
2 2 + 	2D2 . 2 +"D+ 1 D/D1 )2 (2 )(l 
(6x 2 ] + 2 -	 281 2B2BM 
2 20_22

* (6x3) R2 (01+02) -
Numerical Results: 	 h = 22375 miles, R 3985 miles
 
D = 23710 miles, D= 22995 miles
 
B1 = 0.00343
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2 
*(xI) 8. x 
2+4 
(3 F4 
2 2 
*a (6X 2 17.7 a0 1 a2 + 191003 + 156004y 
cr26xZ7(a22
a(53)Z 7(2+3) 
Example 3 
X(O,O,h+R) 
SI(O ,O,R) 
S2(O,vTR/2,R/2) 
S3(0,-/R/2,R/2) 
S4 (rR/2,0,R/2) 
d2 = 
1 
d2 = 
d2 = 
d 
h2 
D11L 
Dll 2 
DII 2 
h 
S2 
$3l 
4 
Directional Cosines: DIl2l (h+R)2 - R(h+R) + R Z x 
SI(O,01) 
$2(0 _,-R/2D 1, (h+R-R/2)/D 1 1) 
S3(OVR/2D1 1
,(h+RR/2)/D 11 
s4(-vT-R/2D 11 , 0 ,(h+R-R/2)/D
11) 
X 
Evaluation of A and A- matrices: B 1 -h+R/2 
0 
A = R/2DI[ B1 I 
- 3B 11 R2 
0 
-lR/D 
0 
r3R/2D1 
V-R/2Dl 
0 
] 
2D 
A- D 
3B11R2 
0 
/3RB1 /2 D1 1 
VWRBll/Dl1 
0' 
_RB1 /2DI 
0 
3R2/2D11 
0 
'21 
0 
D11 /,l3R 
2DII/'3R 
0 
-D1 I/13R 
0 
1/811 
1/2B1 
0 
Evaluation of (j2): 
2
*2(6x) 
* x 
2) 
2a x3) 
= 
= 
1 2 2il (23+G4) 
Dll1? .2 4DOll2 
244++' -o 2 3R2 3R2 
4Dl1 2 2 -2 
3R2 (a]+'2) 
U2 + 
2 
2 
Di 
9 
R B 
)220 I 
a2 +(x) 11 
4B1 
2 
24 
Numerical Results: h = 
DII 
22375 miles, R = 3985 miles 
= 24615 miles, B11 = 0.01 
2(SXl 10 4 (2+2 
aF2(6x 2 12. 7 a 0.8a2 +2869 a03 + 250004 
2.2(6x3) 
2 
50.8 (01 +2) 
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1.8.1.1 Discussion of Examples
 
Ifwe assume a common rms range error a for all stations, the
 
corresponding rms position errors of the TDRS for the three examples
 
presented are as follows
 
G a arX2/a ax3 /
 
Example 1 200 101 12
 
Example 2 400 60 12
 
Example 3 141 74 10
 
It is evident from this simple case that the vehicle-stations geometry 
plays an important role in specifying the vehicle position error, and
 
that no definite conclusions should be drawn from particular examples
 
which may or may not represent actual operational conditions. Moreover,
 
the previous analysis was based on a single-measurement error (ensemble­
averaged over the random error contribution); as time elapses the vehicle­
stations geometry varies and consecutive single-measurement rms errors may
 
exhibit a relevant variation due to the changing geometry. Needless to
 
say, smoothing of consecutive range measurement samples (say, using least­
square error curve-fitting procedures) and/or the actual orbital determination
 
techniques being used will affect the effective vehicle position error and
 
should be included for a proper perspective under the circumstances. Still,
 
an interesting feature exhibited by the three examples considered above is
 
that: (a)when going from Ex. 1 to Ex. 2 the only effect was moving the
 
first station closer to the second, and the location error was somewhat
 
degraded by the doubling of the first-coordinate rms error (though ax2
 
was reduced), (b)when going from Ex. 1 to Ex. 3 the second, third and
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fourth stations were separated further from the first one and from each 
other, and the location error was somewhat reduced in all three
 
coordinates. Whether or not this is representative of a pattern linked
 
to station separation considerations, and if so then whether or not the
 
pattern is strongly linked to the use of range-difference methods, seem
 
to be important questions that merit further examination in the future
 
since perhaps station location principles and recommendations could arise
 
from sucha study.
 
With reference to the error contribution due to station location
 
uncertainty, the formulation of Eq. 1.82 yields the following results for
 
the case where a common location error 6p (say, 1im) is assumed for all
 
coordinates and all stations:
 
6Xl/X1/6 P 6X /6P6 x3/3/p
ax2 p 
 6P
 
Example 1 33 18 1
 
Example 2 69 10 0.3
 
Example 3 28 15 1
 
Again the results illustrate the strong dependence on the particular system
 
geometry assumed. Also, the same error-variation pattern previously noticed
 
in the rms range-error contribution tabulation can now be observed, which
 
further suggests that attention be given to the station locations.
 
1.821.2' User Positioh Location Considerations
 
In general, we can consider two possible cases regarding the user
 
position-location principles: (a)there are 3 relay satellites in real­
time contact with the user, or (b)there are only 1 or 2 TDRS's participating.
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The other case of more than 3 satellites is not expected to occur.
 
In the first case, the user position can be established from conventional 
trilateration techniques (3real-time, independent, range measurements). 
In the second-case, a non-real-time procedure is to be used if independent 
measurements are to be preserved, e.g. , range and range rate measurements 
from a common satellite are not independent measurements (the errors 
themselves may be statistically independent as when deriving range infor­
mation from a sidetone or PN code and range rate information from a carrier 
doppler, since different noise bands enter into the problem, but the range 
and range rate are related through the orbit involved). 
, The formulation and notation for the case where 3 satellites are 
involved is summarized inTable 1.10, where it has been assumed for simplicity 
that each satellite is also tracked by a trilateration procedure (a
 
satellite tracking procedure based on 3 range differences from 4 stations
 
only requires a re-interpretation of the B-matrices and the q-parameters).
 
The basic results-are Eqs. 1.89 and 1.90 of the table, which-give an explicit
 
user position error in terms of user and satellite ranging errors and
 
ground station location errors. A covariance error analysis analogous to
 
that prdsented for the satellite location problem now becomes extremely
 
complex due to the multiple geometries involved.
 
It is understood that the case where only 1 or 2 s.atellites are in 
real-time contact with a given user will probably characterize most of
 
the practical situations. In this case the use of non-real-time data
 
processing is recommended for a more efficient orbital determination. 
Under such conditions, the interest is not to consider a position error
 
analysis based on ensemble-averaging over a single measurement, but to
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account for the non-real-time smoothing and specific orbital determination 
procedure to be employed. It should be evident that this represents a 
complex problem which merits further investigation. 
1.8.13 	Conclusion
 
In Section 1.8, we have presented a TDRS positive-location error
 
analysis for the case where the TDRS coordinates are determined from three
 
range differences involving four stations. In Appendix 5, we also present
 
the analogous formulation and results for the case where three range measure­
ments from three stations are used to determine the TDRS location. In both
 
cases, expressions and numerical results have been derived for the single­
measurement error contributions due to station location uncertainties and
 
rms range measurement errors. For the specific examples considered, the
 
resultant TDRS location errors corresponding to the range-differences
 
procedure exhibited greater magnitudes than their counterparts on a 3-range
 
procedure, as well as a stronger dependence on the particular stations­
satellite geometry assumed. It should be understood these comments refer to
 
single-measurement location errors, and should be revised for a given data
 
smoothing or orbital determination principle actually used.
 
With reference to the user position location errors, the limitation
 
of only 1 or 2 TDRS's being in real-time contact with a user (which is
 
the expected operational situation) suggests a position error analysis based
 
on more than one single measurement, and this introduces the need to account
 
for the aforesaid non-real-time smoothing operations and orbital determination
 
procedures employed, which is beyond the scope of the present report.
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TABLE 1.10
 
Formulation
 
3 
rj il Ax -P )]
 
3 1
sr. = A.j i6})
 
S i=l *J 1 1
 
xk = (A)Ir + A. .P. 6x (A-61r A j) 	 eq. 1.89
=
k j=l 	 "k i
 
-PJ) v EB(J)j-1 E S~j) + I B( n)(J)] 	 eq. 1.90 
Notation
 
xi = i-th 	coordinate of user 
pPj ) 
= i-th coordinate of j-th satellite
 
r. = user range measurement by j-th satellite 
A.. = i-th directional cosine of user with respect to j-th satellite 
BO ) = m-th directional cosine of j-th satellite with respect to 
z-th station
 
S(j) = j-th satellite range measurement by t-th station
9. 
q~j)(t) = 	m-th coordinate error of j-th satellite due to t-th 
station location error 
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1.8.2 General Ranging System Considerations
 
The ranging operation involves measurement of the tound-trip
 
delay of the ranging event (e.g.-, sidetone zero crossing, PN code structure,
 
r-f pulse edges) along the two propagation paths illustrated in Fig. 1.43
 
The GS-TDRS-GS path (P-I) provides direct ranging of the TDRS, while the
 
GS-TDRS-user-TDRS-GS path (P-II) provides indirect ranging of the user. 
The path P-I is assumed to be free from channel disturbances (multipath,
 
interference) other than additive noise, while the path P-II suffers from
 
such disturbances in the TDRS-uset-TDRS transmission link,, plus has the
 
added constraint of sustaining an asynchronous Variable-loading, multiple­
access, communication link.
 
1.8.2..I Side-Stepping Repeater Characteristics
 
The simplest form of TDRS processor to be used in paths P-I
 
and P-II consists of a side-stepping repeater that heterodynes the received
 
signals with its own incoherent local oscillator. Such a repeater iscom­
patible with a multiple-access operation and minimizes the TDRS system
 
complexity. Also, such a repeater iscompatible with wideband PN, PRTH,
 
or adaptive time hop (side tone) ranging.
 
1.8.2.2 PN Code Range Rate Considerations
 
Ifthe range rate isto be derived from the ranging signal
 
itself, i.e., from the time-varying fluctuations of the PN-code round-trip
 
delay, then again a side-stepping TDRS repeater isapplicable and no
 
carrier coherence isrequired from the TDRS or user transponders as a
 
processing constraint; only the coherent code interchange (GS code by
 
specific user code) isrequired at the user transponder. However, if
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DATA RELAY 
SATELLITE 
°(TDRS) 
P-I' 
P-II 
148-150 MHz or S-band or 
K-band down 
136-138 MHz or S-band or 
K-band up 
K-band uo 
and down 
0 'ISSION 
SPACECRAFT 
USER 
GROUND
 
STATION 
4
i. SaiiEARTH
 
Fiq. 1.43 Ranging Signal Propagation Paths
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the range rate extraction is to be based on carrier doppler techniques,
 
then the simple side-stepping configuration is somewhat limited in its
 
performance capability, as is now made evident.
 
To illustrate the issues, consider the effective carrier processing
 
that occurs when employing a side-stepping repeater configuration for the
 
TDRS processing of both the GS and user signals. If the user is assumed
 
to act as a coherent (phase-locked) transponder for the carrier as well,
 
then the effective system processing is that indicated in Figure 1.44
 
where the net carrier processing is presented and the corresponding modu­
lation processing is omitted for simplicity. The@_,symbol is used to
 
indicate that either of the two signs can be used in the analysis. For
 
example, consider the case where the GS received carrier is given by
 
Nfo - (Mfo-fc) + NDo -K [M(Do+2DO)-(2Dc+2D')] eq. 1.91
 
M M
 
TDRS-GS carrier path P-II doppler effect
 
(down-link) (neglecting 2nd-order effects)
 
Note that the pertinent carrier frequencies are specified by fc for the
 
GS-TDRS transmission, Mf -f for the TDRS-user transmission, l(Mfo-fc) for
 
0 C
 
the user-TDRS transmission, and Nfo- (Mfo-fcd for the TDRS-GS transmission.
 
Also note the primed symbols in the doppler term represent doppler acquired
 
in the TDRS-user-TDRS baseline propagation, while unprimed terms represent
 
path P-I doppler effects. In particular, the doppler effect may be decomposed
 
as
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FROM TO 
GS f c+ IMfoic+Dc)I User 
Mf0 
local
 
(a) TDRS side-stepping of GS signal
 
FROM TO
 
TDRS{ IMfo+D')-(f +D+D)I IK(f +D')- (fc+Dc+Dc)I TDRS
 
(b) User coherent turnaround of TDRS signal
 
User| K(f+2D o) - (fc'D+2D')j Nf °O
FROM N K 	 Kif +2D;)- (fc+Dc+2D 'c)l r GSTO
 
Nf0
 
(c) TDRS side-stepping of User signal
 
FROM
 
TDST N(f +D )®ZIK,(f0 +D0 +2D0 )- Mf +2 +2CTO 
 CARRIER PLL 
AND RANGE RATE
 
EXTRACTOR
 
(d) GS receiver signal from TDRS
 
Figure l.44: 	 Carrier Processing over Path P-II using
 
a Side-Stepping TDRS and a Coherent User
 
Transponder
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[NDO --K(MD°-2Dc)] [K(2MD-2DI)] eq. 1.92
 
GS-TDRS link- TDRS-user link
 
doppler effect doppler effect
 
where the Ist term is approximately the 2-way GS carrier doppleraround
 
the GS-TDRS baseline, and the 2nd term is approximately the 2-way user
 
carrierdoppler around the TDRS-user baseline. For example, assuming
 
the operational values fc= 14 gHz, Mfo-fc = 148 mHz, (Mf -fc )_ 221 (148 mHz),
 
Kf(Mfo-fc) 21
 
_ ac =- -22 (14 gHz), we have the doppler effect:
Nfo c 240M 
K(MD-D) K Dc K (2MD'-2D')
 
3
NDo- oc tc o2 c eq. 1.9

1-way doppler on 1-way doppler on 2-way doppler on
 
TDRS-GS baseline GS-TDRS baseline user-TDRS baseline
 
at221 14 gHz) at 2 (14 gHz) at 2 (150 MHz)
240 ' 24z0a 221
 
This composite doppler is first tracked by the GS receiver carrier
 
loop, and then fed to the range rate extractor subsystem at the GS receiver.
 
If the TDRS orbital dynamics are such that the GS-TDRS baseline doppler
 
effects (at the GS carrier frequency) are negligible relative to the
 
TDRS-user baseline doppler effects (at the user carrier frequency), then
 
the unprimed terms can be neglected and.the system processing of Fig. 1.44
 
will directly yield a useful measure of the TDRS-user baseline doppler.
 
However, if the TDRS orbital dynamics are not negligible to this effect,
 
then one must consider the possible ways in which the available path P-I
 
measurement of 2Dc can be incorporated to solve the problem; otherwise,
 
the simple side-stepping TDRS configuration of Fig.l.44 is not useful.
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The orbital dynamics of a TDRS will depend upon the angle of
 
inclination of the synchronous satellites. As stated in.our requirements
 
analysis'section, there can be either a 3 or 4 satellite configuration
 
°
for a TDRS system and we can expect that inclination angles of 100-20
 
might be used to provide extended coverage and improved user position
 
error performance. Depending upon the ground station location relative
 
to the TDRS and the angle of inclination; e.g., 10°-200, a TDRS's relative
 
motion with respect to a ground station can produce significant doppler.
 
The up and dow6 links between a ground station and a TDRS are at Ku-band
 
and, while the velocity of the spacecraft is only 300 to 1000 meters per
 
second depending on angle of inclination, the motion can produce doppler
 
on the ground station to TDRS link of the order of 14 KHz. It is obvious
 
that this one-way doppler frequency between the ground station and the TDRS
 
at Ku-band is significantly greater than the expected one-way doppler
 
between the TDRS and the user at VHF.-

A possible approach isto use the available 2-way doppler measure­
ment on the path P-I carrier (say, 14 gHz) to compensate for the two
 
221
 
4-0 (14 gHz) doppler terms. Thus the receiver would yield 2-way VHF
 
doppler on the user-TDRS baseline. Also, the doppler measurement avail­
able from path P-I can be used to aid the user acquisition process by
 
transmitting fc - Dc instead of fc at the GS. The resultant doppler
 
conditions for a side-stepping TDRS and a coherent user are illustrated
 
in Fig.l.45 ; the Dc term is now absent from the doppler effect appearing
 
at the user input, so only VHF doppler caused by user orbital dynamics
 
relative to the TDRS need be considered for user acquisition purposes.
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FROM TO 
GS c IMfo-fc User 
A 
Mf0
 
(a) TDRS side-stepping of GS signal
 
FROM1 
 K 	 TO
 
TDRS IM(f+D')-(fc+D') IK(f1o+D)- K 	 TDRS
 
(b) User coherent turnaround of TDRS signal
 
FROM KK TO
 
USER 	 K (f++2D0)1 o KOo+2''-
'K) f GS
UKfSc0 25 (f++2D')J N% QMIK 	 c c)
 
Nf
 
0
 
(c) TDRS side-stepping of user signal

FROM 
+0) f+ 2'
 
TDRS N(fo+D)
D IK(fo+D0+2 
 ) M c+c 
 c 
 TO CARRIER PLL
 
AND RANGE RATE
 
EXTRACTOR
 
(d) GS receiver signal from TDRS
 
Figurel.45 	 Carrier Processing over Path P-II using
 
a Side-Stepping TDRS and a Coherent User
 
Transponder, plus Path P-I Doppler Aid
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Also note that the GS receiver doppler effect only differs from that of
 
Eq.lS3 by the absence of the g Dc term, so the interest now is to compen­
sate only one 21 (14 gHz) doppler term with the available doppler
 
measurements from path P-I.
 
Another possible approach is to attempt the measurement of
 
2Dc+2Dc from the received doppler term, since then the available 2D data
c 

from path P-I can be used to yield 2D' (the 2-way TDRS-user baseline
 
doppler at 14 gHz). The received doppler of Eq.1.93 can also be decomposed
 
as
 
K(20 +2 2 KD eq. 1.94
 
2-way doppler on 2-way doppler on
 
path P-II link of TDRS-user baseline
 
TDRS-GS carrier of user-TDRS carrier
221 14gz 221
 
240 × 240 × 18mz
( 21x14 gHz) &2l 148 mHz) 
where NDo = K(MD ) was used in the derivation. It is evident that the
 
desired compensation of the D' term will require propagation of an indepen­
dent TDRS-generated reference (derived from f0) through the TDRS-user
 
baseline, but such an additive signal would be unprotected to the channel
 
multipath and interference signals being added to its baseband, which
 
would hinder its extraction (regardless of its point of detection). One
 
could of course protect such a signal by modulating it with a TDRS-generated
 
PN code, or by sending it as an added modulation on the GND-originated
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carrier since the latter isPN-protected, but in neither case the simple
 
side-stepping TDRS configuration will be preserved and we might as well
 
consider the problem from scratch with a broader mind on the TDRS con­
figuration. This is done in section 1.8.3 to illustrate the system complexity
 
required if a feasible compensated extraction of the 2(D +D') term is
 
implemented.
 
1.8.3 Range Rate Considerations: Two-Way Carrier-Doppler Systems
 
The range rate information can be established from two-way
 
doppler measurements on a coherent carrier, or derived from the phase
 
fluctuations of the ranging-event itself. The first approach has a greater
 
range rate resolution capability, and may be desirable ifproven to be
 
feasible. To this effect, it is of interest to consider the pertinent
 
signal-processing alternatives at the TDRS and user transponder, and
 
through them investigate the various coherent-carrier reproduction approaches
 
and recognize their advantages and limitations.
 
The basic alternatives are illustrated in Fig. 1.46 , where the
 
modulation processing is again omitted for simplicity. In Case 1,we
 
have an incoherent transponder that merely heterodynes the received
 
carrier with a local oscillator to generate the output carrier. InCase 2,
 
the incoherent conversion is again present but now the oscillator signal
 
is also transmitted as an additive unmodulated reference at a convenient
 
frequency. In Case 3, the incoherent conversion generates a subcarrier
 
that is phase-modulated on a carrier derived from the local oscillator
 
(i.e., GRARR transponder). InCase 4, we have a coherent transponder
 
based on phase-locked techniques.
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o 
local 
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Figure 1.46 : Transponder Processing Alternatives
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1.8.3.1 Doppler Extraction in Path P-I
 
We now consider the processing alternatives of Fig. 1.45 as the 
TDRS processing of the GS turn around signal inpath P-I. The Case 1 does 
not permit a coherent two-way carrier reproduction, and isthus undesirable. 
The Cases 2-4 are permissible, and their respective doppler extractions are 
shown in Figs. 1.47-8-9 . The Cases 2 and 3 do not require acquisition and 
loss-of-lock search modes to be implemented at the TDRS; however, this 
need not be considered a crucial advantage over Case 4 since the small TDRS 
orbital dynamics and the corresponding small phase dynamics may permit 
a narrowband loop design and relax the acquisition-tracking vs. threshold 
performance compromise. However, remodulation of a PN ranging code in the 
coherently extracted and converted carrier will involve some additional signal 
processing in Case 4, but not in Cases 2-3. The path P-II signal processing 
exhibits more conceptual design constraints than that of path P-I, and it is 
thus better to postpone any path P-II discussion and recommendation until 
the path P-I alternatives are evaluated, in order to include interfacing 
considerations.
 
1.8.3.2 Doppler Extraction in Path P-II
 
We next consider the processing alternatives of Fig. 1.46, first
 
as the TDRS processing of the GS-generated signal being retransmitted to
 
the user, then as the user processing of the TDRS-retransmitted signal be­
ing turned around back to the TDRS, and finally as the TDRS processing of the
 
user-generated signal -being relayed back to GS. In all situations, we have
 
to recognize certain restrictions that were absent in the previous discussion 
concerning the TDRS processing of the path P-I signal. These restrictions
 
FROMGS 
. .____ig Nfo referencelMfo-Cfc+0c) carrier 
Nf0 
local 
Nf0 
local 
(a) TDRS-GS turnaround, Case 2 
FROM 
TDRS 
N(f+ reference+f 
o0 D0 r e nnc 
M(f +D )-(f +2D) carrier 
PLL 
local 
-{Nfo+NDo) I 
carrierPLL 1 
fo+D'-'f +20')
'f+°-cc' 
f 
(b) GS receiver processing 
Legend: fc = 
D = 
fo = 
Do = 
fb = 
GS- TDRS link carrier 
GS -TDRS link 
TDRS local oscillator 
GS - TDRS link doppler on fo 
bias coherent to fc 
*Figure 1.4 7: Two-Way Carrier Doppler Extraction: 
Path P-I, Case-2 TDRS 
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Figure 1.48 : Two-Way Carrier Doppler Extraction:
 
Path P-I, Case-3 TDRS
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Figure 1.49 : Two-Way Carrier Doppler Extraction:
 
Path P-I, Case-4 TDRS 
involve the existence of channel multipath and interference in the TDRS­
user and user-TDRS transmission links, the user demodulation of the TDRS­
retransmitted carrier to extract its message, and the multiple-access
 
capability of the user-TDRS-GS return link.
 
With reference to the TDRS processing of the GS signal for path
 
P-II, Case 1 is permissible but neither Case 2 or 3 are desirable since
 
the multipath or interference protection existing in the original signal
 
(PN code) will be absent in the Nf0 component, and the eventual extraction
 
of the latter (whethertaking place at the user, TDRS or GS) will be
 
hindered by the aforesaid disturbances being added to its baseband. In
 
Case 2 the Nf0 reference may become undetectable and we might as well use
 
Case 1. In Case 3 the picture is worse since now we have a protected
 
subcarrier on an unprotected carrier, which is undesirable. The processing
 
of Case 4 is permissible with the understanding that again the PN-code
 
protection is remodulated on the carrier sent to the user, a somewhat more
 
complex TDRS processing than in Case 1.
 
With reference to the user processing, again Case 1 is permissible,
 
and again Cases 2 or 3 are Undesirable since they respectively yield an
 
unprotected reference and carrier. Also Case 4 is again permissible, except
 
that now the phase-locked processing and signal remodulation are not a total
 
extra burden as in the TDRS processing since carrier demodulation,message
 
extraction, and PN-code synchronization and interchange is already taking
 
place at the user.
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With reference to the TDRS processing of the user-generated
 
signal, Cases 1 and 2 are permissable and remain relatively simple in a
 
multiple-access mode.- In Case 3 the multiple-access introduces the
 
problem of maintaining the modulation indices at a proper value regardless
 
of the number of users, which could result in a complex format since
 
variable loading is possible: In Case 4 the situation is worse since a
 
multiple acquisition and loss-of-lock search mode must also be incorporated
 
in the variable-loading, multiple-access format.
 
It should be understood that in the last three paragraphs we have
 
evaluated the TDRS and user processing alternatives in path P-II only on 
the basis of their compatibility toga multiple-access operation in the 
multipath and interference environment, without any consideration to their 
potential to eventually yield a coherent carrier reproduction at the 
GS receiver. The results of this preliminary evaluation are summarized
 
for reference purposes:
 
TDRS processing user processing Processing of 
of GS signal of TDRS signal user signals 
OK OK OK 
Case I minimum complexity no complexity minimum complexity 
advantage since 
user processes 
modulation 
Case 2 NO- NO OK
 
reference unprotected reference unprotected no complexity
 
NO- NO OK-perhaps
Case 3 

carrier unprotected carrier protected loading complexities
 
Case 4 OK OK NO
 
some complexity to compatible with user considerable
 
process modulation processing modulation complexity
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Next, the interest is to consider which combinations of the
 
permissible processings can indeed yield a two-way carrier doppler
 
reproduction. It should be first noted that a non-phase-locked receiver
 
(Cases 1-3) is to be used at the TDRS to process the user-generated signal.
 
For the GS-generated signal, the TDRS processing is still open regarding
 
the use of phase-locked techniques or not, and on this basis we will
 
designate the TDRS as either an incoherent transponder (no PLL's either
 
way) or a partially-coherent transponder (PLL for GS signal, no PLL for
 
user signal). Insofar as the user is concerned, it is evident that a
 
coherenttransponder processing is the desired case, since a Case 1
 
transponder would suffer from the inability to eventually compensate'for
 
the user-TDRS subpath doppler of the user local oscillator.
 
Finally, one could also consider a variation of Cases 2 and 3 for
 
the TDRS processing of the GS signal and the user processing of the TDRS
 
signal, namely the locally-generated reference and carrier in question
 
are assumed to be protected by a locally-generated PN code so that they
 
become detectable. Some pertinent considerations result from these new
 
alternatives and their discussion is postponed until the two-way carrier
 
doppler reproduction is investigated for the four cases originally
 
tabulated.
 
1.8.3.3 Case of an Incoherent TDRS
 
We first assume Case 1 for the TDRS processing of the GS signal,
 
with a coherent user transponder. Itwas already illustrated in Fig. 1.44
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that the use of Case 1 for the TDRS processing of the user signal will
 
not permit compensation of the TDRS oscillator doppler by the GS receiver.
 
Moreover, the use of Case 2 for the TDRS processing of the user signal
 
will not accomplish the task either, since only the D terms will be
 
compensated while the predominant 2KD doppler will remain. Finally,
 
the use of Case 3 for the TDRS proc6ssing of the user signal is not
 
acceptable either, as illustrated in Fig. 1.50, for the same reason.
 
1.8.3.4 Case of a Partially-Coherent TDRS
 
- We now assume Case 4 for the TDRS processing of the GS signal, 
with a coherent user transponder. It is clear that the use of Case 1 for 
the-TDRS processing of the user signal will not yield doppler compensation 
at the GS receiver, since the transmission will be characterized by a 
common coherent carrier in the GS-TDRS-user-TDRS link, plus an incoherent 
oscillator added in the last (TDRS-GS) link with its uncompensated doppler 
appearing on the received carrier. However, the use of Cases 2 or 3 for 
the TDRS processing of the user signal can provide the desired doppler 
compensation as illustrated in Figs. 1.51 and 1.52. The use of Case 2 has a
 
complexity advantage over Case 3 since the latter could involve a complex
 
TDRS format to handle a variable-loading, multiple-access, assignment of
 
modulation indices. In any case, the path P-I two-way doppler extraction
 
would be that indicated in Fig. 1.49, since a coherent TDRS transponder is
 
processing the GS-generated signal.
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Legend: fc = GS-TDRS link carrier
 
Dc = GS-TDRS link doppler on fc
 
D' c = TDRS-User link doppler on fc 
=
fo TDRS local oscillator
 
Do = GS-TDRS link doppler fo
 
D' = TDRS-User link doppler on f
0 0
 
Figure 1.50 : Extension of GRARR Technique to
 
the TDRS assuming a coherent User
 
and an incoherent TDRS
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Figure 1.51: Two-Way Carrier Doppler Extraction (path P-I) with a 
Partially-Coherent TDRS and a Coherent User: Independent-
Reference Added inTDRS-GS Link 
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Figurel.52: Two-Way Carrier Doppler Extraction (path P-II) with a
 
Partially-Coherent TDRS and a Coherent User: GRARR-

Processing of User Signal by TDRS
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1.8.3.5 Effect of Coded .Reference and Carrier in Cases 2 and 3
 
We now consider the situation where Cases 2 and 3 are modified in
 
the following way: the local reference or carrier now has a locally­
generated PN code phase-modulated on it to provide detection immunity.
 
In the TDRS, the transmission of an independent PN-protected reference
 
to the user involves some system complexity to generate and modulate the
 
local code, but the complexity is comparabletto that of Case 4 (where re­
modulation of the GS-generated code on the tracked carrier takes place),
 
and Case 4 has been found to be the preferred method among those cases
 
previously considered to be used to retransmit the GS signal to the user
 
if two-way carrier doppler techniques are to be employed for range rate
 
extractions. The protected.reference generated at the TDRS can now be
 
detected at the user in a multipath and interference environment, and it
 
carries the TDRS-user link doppler of the TDRS local oscillator (which
 
was the major uncompensated term hindering the two-way carrier doppler
 
reproduction). This protected reference can be-used to generate a
 
coherent carrier with its proper doppler at the user for retransmission
 
purposes, as indicated in Fig.l.53. Then Case 2 processing (unm6dified)
 
can take place at the TDRS for the retransmitted signal, and the doppler
 
compensation taking -place at the GS receiver now involves only the GS-

TDRS link doppler of the local TDRS oscillator, as shown in Fig. 1.53.
 
The Case 3 can be analogously modified in the TDRS processing of
 
the GS signal, and again the doppler compensation is derived between the
 
user and the GS receivers, as illustrated in Fig. 1.54. The only difference
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Figure 1.54 : Two-Way Carrier Doppler Extraction (path P-II) using an
 
Incoherent TDRS and a Coherent User: Coded-GRARR 
Processing of GS Signal by TDRS and Uncoded Reference
 
Added in TDRS-GS Link
 
between the processings of Figs. 1.53 and 1.54 lies in reference modems vs.
 
subcarrier modems. In the case of Fig.l.53 the path P-I processing would
 
be that of Fig.l.47 , while in the case of Fig.l.54 it would be that of
 
Fig. 1.48.
 
It is not promising to consider the modified Cases 2 and 3 for the
 
user processing from various considerations: (a) the multiple-access
 
mode will produce 40 extra reference or carriers, (b) it is unnecessary
 
in Figs.l.51-1.54, and (c) it cannot resolve the basic limitation of the
 
uncompensated TDRS-user baseline doppler of an incoherent TDRS. It is
 
also evident that the modified Cases 2 and 3 need not be considered for
 
the TDRS processing of the user signals, since no special channel protec­
tion is required in the TDRS-GS link.
 
1.8.3.6 	 Summary and Comparative Evaluation of Two-Way Carrier Doppler
 
Extraction Techniques
 
If two-way carrier doppler techniques are desired, the preliminary
 
evaluation specified a coherent (phase-locked) user to process the TDRS
 
signal, and a non-coherent (non-phase-locked) TDRS to process the user signals.
 
A simple side-stepping TDRS processing of the GS and user signals was not
 
capable of providing for local-oscillator doppler compensation at the GS
 
receiver. Also, the inclusion of an uncoded local reference or GRARR-like
 
carrier at the TDRS for doppler compensation purposes was restricted to the
 
TDRS-GS transmission link, since the TDRS-user link is hindered by channel
 
multipath and interference that would make such signals undetectable.
 
The net effect was lack of compensation of the TDRS-user baseline
 
doppler of the TDRS incoherent oscillator. In order to provide
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the desired compensation in path P-If, the following four techniques re­
sulted as potential TDRS-processing alternatives:
 
-(a) Fig. 1.51 - Phase-locked conversion (Case 4) of the GS signal 
for transmission to the user, and side-stepping conversion of the user
 
signals with inclusion of a local independent reference (Case 2) for
 
transmission to the GS. The path P-I would use 'the processing of Fig. 1.49.
 
(b) Fig. 1.52 - Phaserlocked conversion (Case 4) of the GS 
signal for transmission to the,user, and GRARR-like conversion (Case 3) 
of the user signals for transmission to GS. The path P-I would use the 
processing of Fig.l.49. 
(c) Fig. 1.53 - Side-stepping conversion of the GS signal with 
inclusion of an independent locally-generated coded reference (Case 2 -
Modified) 'for transmission to'the user, and side-stepping conversion of 
the user signal's with inclusion of the independent uncoded reference 
(Case 2) for transmission to GS. The path P-I would use the processing 
of Fig. 1.47. 
(d) Fig. 1.54 - GRARR-like conversion of the GS signal except 
that a coded carrier is used (Case 3 - Modified) foP transmission to the 
user, and side-stepping conversion of the user signals with inclusion of 
the independent uncoded reference (Case 2) for transmission to GS. The
 
path P-I would use the processing of Fig. 1.48.
 
The processing of Figs,..1.51. and 1.52 are identical in the GS-TDRS-user
 
link, and essentially differ ohly in the TDRS processing of the user signals.
 
The approach of Fig. 1.51 is preferred over that of Fig. 1.52 since the latter
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could involve a complex format to adjust the modulation level in a
 
variable-loading, multiple-access mode. In turn, the processings of
 
Figs. 1.53 and 1.54are identical in the user-TDRS-GS link, where the
 
multiple-access mode appears, and their relative merits lie in the com­
plexity of independent-reference modems (Fig.l.53) vs. subcarrier modems
 
(Fig.l.54).
 
With reference to Fig.l.51 vs. Figs.l.53-1.54, we note first that
 
their processings are similar in the user-TDRS-GS subpath. Next, for the
 
TDRS processing of the GS signal, Fig.l.51 exhibits a coherent conversion
 
which is not required in Figs. 1.53-1.54. As previously mentioned,-such
 
coherent processing should not represent a fundamental limitation for Fig. 1.51
 
because of the small TDRS orbital dynamics. Also, the ranging-code
 
remodulation required .inthe Fig. 1.51 b TDRS is comparable to the local
 
PN-code modulation in Figs. 1.53 b - 1.54 b from complexity considerations. Note
 
that in Figs. 1.53-1.54, the local PN-code inserted at the TDRS can be-the
 
same for all satellites since its purpose is to protect the local refer­
ence (Fig.l.53) or carrier (Fig.l.54) introduced for doppler compensation
 
purposes. Hence, from a coding viewpoint, the use of Fig. 1.53 or 1.54
 
essentially means that we need one extra PN code besides the 40 codes
 
already assumed to identify the users, which is not a major requirement.
 
From the user processing viewpoint, the use of Figs. 1.53-1.54 implies the
 
introduction of the extra tracking circuitry required to coherently detect
 
the extra coded signal generated at the TDRS and to provide the doppler
 
compensation in question. Such extra equipment (one per user) should not
 
represent a major constraint from complexity considerations since the
 
users are already involved in the coherent interchange of PN-ranging
 
codes and in the coherent.processing of the carrier for range rate
 
extraction purposes.
 
Insummary, no fundamental relative advantages can be assigned
 
to Fig.l.51 vs. Fig.l.53-1.54 regarding their respective signal processing
 
considerations. Thus, they represent logical system alternatives to be con­
sidered if two-way, carrier-doppler, techniques are of interest for range
 
rate extraction. In the case of Figs. 1.53 I.54, the'available TDRS power
 
for the GS-generated signal being retransmitted is divided between the
 
ranging signal and the extra coded signal inserted for doppler, compensation;
 
this would involve a compromise between range vs. range rate error performance
 
which must be verified'to be satisfactory. Also, the separate coded pro­
tection of the GS and local signals in Figs. 1.53-1.54 represents a somewhat
 
redundant approach to the anti-multipath and anti-interference problem.
 
A slight edge may thus be assigned to the Fig. 1.51 system from,,aconceptual
 
signaling efficiency viewpoint, as well as from user receiver complexity.
 
1.8.4 Range Rate System Selection Rationale
 
Insection 1.8.2.1 we first presented the capabilities and limitations
 
of a side-stepping TDRS repeater insofar as range rate extraction over path
 
P-II is concerned. The main results were:
 
(a) Such a repeater is compatible with a range rate system based on
 
the ranging PN-code ,doppler; the user need not process the carrier coherently
 
since dnly coherent code interchange is required.
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(b) Such a repeater is compatible with a range rate system based
 
on carrier doppler if doppler aid data is available from the path P-I
 
system; the user must maintain carrier coherence but its receiver can be
 
doppler-aided so that it need only acquire the TDRS-user baseline doppler
 
and not the GS-TDRS baseline doppler as well.
 
(c) Such a repeater is not compatible with a range rate system
 
based on two-way carrier doppler over path P-II.
 
This last result then suggested an unrestricted consideration of
 
various TDRS configurations capable of providing a two-way carrier doppler
 
system over path P-II., and this was done in section 1.8.3. The resultant
 
systems compatible with a multiple-access operation over the'multipath
 
and interference channel were then compared and the logical choices were
 
narrowed to essentially two cases:
 
(1) The TDRS acts as a side-stepping repeater for the user signals
 
but as a coherent transponder for the GS signal, plus transmits an extra
 
locally-generated reference (coherent to the side-stepping oscillator)
 
down to the GS; the user acts as a coherent carrier transponder.
 
(2) The TDRS acts as a side-stepping repeater for the user signals
 
and also transmits the extra local reference back to the GS as before, but
 
now the coherent processing of the GS signal is replaced by incoherent
 
processing with inclusion of a locally-coded extra signal being sent to
 
the user as an independent reference or as a new PM carrier (a la GRARR);
 
the user again acts as a coherent carrier transponder plus provides doppler
 
compensation of the incoherent TDRS oscillator effects prior to retransmission
 
to the TDRS.
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The first case has the carrier processing summarized in Fig. 1.51
 
and its main limitations are the increased TDRS complexity for processing
 
the GS signal, since a carrier tracking loop (a Costas-like structure to
 
extract the coded carrier) and PN-code remodulation circuitry will be
 
required. The second case has the processings of either Fig. 1.53 or 1.54;
 
it maintain§ the TDRS complexity since a locally-generated coded signal
 
is now introduced and multiplexed along with the GS signal towards the
 
user, plus also suffers from poor signaling efficiency since both the
 
GS ranging signal and the TDRS local signal inserted for doppler compen­
sation ard'separately coded for protection over the same channel. Both
 
cases thus have a common drawback in TDRS complexity, plus other individual
 
TDRS limitations such as the need for self-acquisition and loss-of-lock
 
search modes in Fig. 1.51(though path P-I doppler aid analogous to that
 
of Fig.l1.44can be considered) and the need for a locally-coded reference
 
insertion in Figs. 1.53-1.54.
 
The simplicity and reliability of the simple side-stepping TDRS
 
configuration represents a considerable advantage over the aforesaid two­
,way carrier doppler systems, and the use of such a repeater with either
 
the PN-code doppler system or the doppler-aided carrier-doppler system
 
seems to represent a preferred solution. The choice between a PN-code
 
vs. a carrier doppler system for range rate extraction remains to be
 
discussed.
 
Ingeneral, the advantages of carrier doppler systems are based
 
on two issues: (a)the range rate resolution potential is greater than
 
that of a system where the range rate data is obtained from the ranging
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event itself, (b)the carrier doppler can be divided down to the ranging­
signal frequency and used-to rate-aid the ranging-signal tracking loop
 
to improve the range measurement accuracy. The first issue refers to
 
the doppler measurement occurring at the carrier frequency rather than
 
at the ranging-signal frequency. The rms (single-measurement) range
 
rate error is directly proportional to the square-root of the tracking
 
loop bandwidth and inversely proportioned to the signal frequency whose
 
doppler effect is being used. A lower bound on the lo6p bandwidth is
 
introduced by dynamic tracking error considerations; e.g., phase acceler­
ation errors are inversely proportioned to the loop bandwidth squared for
 
conventional 2nd-order loop structures under certain regularity conditions.
 
On this basis, a net degradation in rms range rate error when employing a
 
2 MHz signal rather than a 140 MHz carrier may be measured by the factor
 
-24. The second issue mentioned above involves the reduction
 
of the input phase dynamics to be tracked by the ranging signal loop,
 
which permits a narrower loop bandwidth design and a greater baseband
 
phase-noise-rejection with a corresponding improvement in the range error
 
performance; the actual- improvement dependent on the rate aid accuracy.
 
While both merit issues are representative of an independent carrier
 
doppler system vs. an independent ranging-signal doppler system, it should
 
be understood that our application in question requires the PN code to
 
provide carrier extraction protection to the channel effects. In such a
 
case there will exist a code-carrier loop interaction in the GS and user
 
receivers to some extent, and any major improvement claims of a carrier
 
doppler system vs. a code doppler system implicitly assumes that the code
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contribution is secondary from the reproduced doppler viewpoint yet
 
relevant from the carrier acquisition and protection viewpoints, which
 
may or may not be mutually exclusive conditions for a particular code­
carrier receiver realization and/or design. In any case, it should be
 
emphasized that a coherent carrier retransmission at the user transponder
 
(and coherent carrier detection at the GS receiver) should not represent
 
a major system requirement since coherent extraction of its phase-modulated
 
PN code is required for ranging purposes. Also, it should be noted that
 
the GS-TDRS doppler compensation at the user receiver with the aid of the
 
path P-I doppler measurement (see Fig.l.45) can be employed regardless of
 
whether a carrier or code doppler system is used.
 
On this basis, it is thus recommended as a first choice that a side­
stepping TDRS transponder be used for both GS and user signals in path P-II,
 
that a coherent-carrier user transponder be used, that doppler aid from path
 
P-I be employed to ease the user acquisition process, and that the detection­
tracking subsystems of the user and GS receivers be designed so as to produce
 
an optimum compromise that provides the necessary carrier protection by the
 
code but simulates a carrier doppler system insofar as possible. As a second
 
choice, we recommend a coherent TDRS transponder for the GS signal in path
 
P-II, that a coherent-carrier user transponder be used, that a side­
stepping TDRS transponder that inserts an additive reference be used for
 
the user-TDRS-GS transmission, and that doppler aid from path P-I be used
 
to ease the TDRS and user acquisition processes (inwhich case the pro­
cessing of Fig.l.51 applies except that fc is now received at the TDRS
 
from the GS, so that the doppler extracted at the GS receiver is Dc+2D'
 c
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so that one-way doppler compensation is now required from the path P-I
 
measurement to yield the TDRS-user two-way doppler). Finally, the range
 
rate extraction in path P-I can be based on the incoherent systems of
 
either Figs.l.47 or 1.48 for our first choice in path P-II, or on the coher­
ent system of Fig.l.49 for our second choice in path P-IH.
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1.8.5 Unambiguous Ranging Considerations
 
In tracking systems, the unambiguous ranging requirement imposes 
a lower bound on the period of the ranging event. Insidetone ranging
 
systems it specifies the lowest sidetone frequency, and in PN ranging
 
systems it establishes the time duration of the PN code. In our appli­
cation, a distinction must be made when considering the ranging operations
 
over paths P-I and P-II, since the former provides direct ranging of a
 
TDRS, but the latter only represents an intermediate step in the measure­
ment of the TDRS-user baseline range. In either case, the available 
information concerning the possible GS-TDRS and GS-TDRS-user geometries 
should be exploited when establishing the required period of the ranging 
event. 
The pertinent geometry for the TDRS ranging by a GS is illustrated
 
in Fig.l.55. The minimum range is rmin = h = 22375 miles as established 
from the TDRS synchronous orbit. If one assumes a maximum station coverage 
of + e degrees as indicated in the figure, the maximum range satisfies the 
equation 
(R+h)2 = R2 + r2 - 2 Rrmax cps(r-e) eq. 1.95 (h)max mxcs
 
which has the solution
 
rmax - R cos 6+ (R+h)2 - R2sin2e eq. 1.96 
where the positive sign is the one of interest. The table that follows
 
illustrates the dependence of the maximum range on the GS coverage angle.
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TDRS 
C 
TDRS 
-R = OA = OB = 3985 miles& 
h = CA = DB = 22375 miles 
rmin = CA h 
rmax = DA E 
2 + (R+h)2 - 2R(R+h) cos 1/2 
Figure 1.55: Geometry for Station Coverage of TDRS
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Since the minimum range is known, the ranging operation need only consider
 
the difference rmax-rmin for ambiguity-resolving purposes, and the
 
table shows that this distance is within 3700 miles for a GS coverage up
 
to + 90'. The.corresponding minimum period is also tabulated, and 0.04 sec
 
is shown to be satisfactory for a GS coverage up to 900.
 
rmax 
 rmax-rmin 
 TI
 
00 22375 miles, 0 0
 
300 22835 miles 460.miles 0.00494 sec
 
450 23390 miles 1015 miles 0.01089 sec
 
600 24140 miles 1765 miles 0.01894 sec
 
900 26060 miles 3685 miles 0.03954 sec
 
With reference to unambiguous ranging over path P-II, one could I 
distinguish between two cases: (1)the user orbital determination procedure ­
;is based on separate unambiguous ranging over the P-I and P-II paths, (2) 
the procedure permits the use of the path P-I ranging operation to relax the
 
ambiguity-resolving constraints over path P-IH. Ifone denotes the GS-TDRS
 
range by r and the TDRS-user -range by r', then in'the first case the distance
 
of interest for ambiguity-resolving purposes is given by (r+r') max -(r+r') min'
 
while in the second case it is given by ra r' since any one can permit
max- min
 
range ambiguity over the 2(r+r') propagation path if it can be resolved
 
from the 2r ranging operation. The principles of the second case are
 
illustrated in Fig. 1.56: the ranging over path P-II is ambiguous since the
 
1
received event R2 may correspond to either the first or the second trans­
mittedev n 1 2,) .,but,the (syncbronized) ranging over path P-I
(xnr.x ,mitted events 1 ... .,t,--, - ° r., o pt 
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XMT D 
0 Event
 
-I R 
RCVD
 
0 tI 
xII X2 
th XMTD 
,P-H I_I 
RCVD ______________ 
tI tiH 
00. 4. 
propag. delay propag. delay due to
 
due to path P-I DRS-user baseline
 
Figure 1.56: Unambiguous ranging over path P-HI based on
 
ambigui-ty-resolution aiding from the path P-I
 
ranging operation
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permits to identify xI as the transmitted event upon reception of R1
 
prior to the occurrence of x2 It should be understood that the ranging
 
events over paths P-I and P-II need not be identical signal structures
 
(e.g., one could have a sidetone in P-I and a PN code in P-II), and that
 
the actual implementation of the ambigui-ty-aid principles of Fig. 1.56 depends
 
on the range extraction sub-systems being used.
 
To establish maximum range conditions, we consider the system 
geometry with the aid of Fig. 1.57. The minimum TDRS-user baseline range 
is given by rI = h-h1 and corresponds to the case when the TDRS andrmin
 
user are colinear with the center of the earth. This distance is 21375­
22275 miles as established by the TDRS synchronous orbit and the specified
 
user altitudes. The maximum TDRS-user range corresponds to the case 
illustrated in Fig. 1.57 where the TORS and user form a rectangular triangle 
with the center of the earth, and is given byra = 26830 miles (formax 
1 1
hI = 1000 miles). Hence r - r . = 4500 miles, and the minimum period 
max mnn 
for the ranging event over path P-II is TII = 0.0483 sec if ambiguity-aid 
is provided from path P-I as previously discussed. 
With reference to the case where independent unambigious ranging
 
is required over path P-II, it is first evident from Fig. 1.57 that
 
(r+rl)min 2[h+(h-h1)] 44950 miles, when the GS, TDRS and user are
-
(almost) colinear. In turn, the maximum range condition is essentially 
that illustrated in Fig. 1.57 and depends on the GS coverage angle a. Notice 
that (r+rl) = r + r so we need only add 26830 miles to the)max =max max
 
values of rmax(e) previously tabulated. The results of the table that
 
follows indicates that the pertinent distance for ambiguity-resolving
 
purposes in path P-II (when no aid is expected from the path P-I ranging)
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DRS
 
max / i \rmax 
RS hl user 
R = 3985 miles 
h = 22375 miles 
h = 100-1000 miles 
I [(R+h)2 + (R+hl)2]1/2 = 1000 milesma h l 4 26830 miles for h 
r1in = h = = 21375-22275 miles for h1 = 100-1000 miles 
Figure 1.57 
 System Geometry for maximum propagation over path P-If
 
00 
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is within 8000 miles for a GS coverage up to 900, with a corresponding
 
period requirement of T 0.09 sec. This value is within a factor
 
of two for the case where ambiguity-resolving aid is assumed. For most
 
cases a value of TII = .064 sec is adequate.
 
(r+rl )max 
 (r+rl )max-(r+rI)min 
 TII
 
49205 miles 4255 miles 0.0457 sec
 
300 49665 miles 4715 miles 0..0506 sec
 
.450 50220 miles 5270 miles 0.0566 sec
 
600 50970 miles. 6020 miles 0.0646 sec
 
900 52890 miles 7940-miles 0.0852 sec
 
1.8.6 Range and Range Rate Accuracy for a TDRS PN Ranging System
 
In Appendix II, a one way range error analysis is presented for
 
yarious realizations of a PN ranging system. There, it is shown, that
 
one can expect (and has been verified by experimentation) a one way range
 
error given by eq. 1.97.
 
C rT ARrms 7Tc e . .97 
s 
 1 _I0 

IVNoBL
 
s/NoBl = SNR in one sided loop bandwidth BL
 
C is the velocity of light and Tc = duration of the PN chip.
 
The above eq. 1.97 is valid for s/N B >L10 db
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The upper bound occurs for bandlimited'channels while the lower
 
bound exists for an unlimited channel baidwidth.
 
The user to G.S. link through the TDRS is bandlimited to 2mhz at
 
VHF while the GS. to user link is limited to 1.9mhz at VHF.
 
The S/NoBL is determined by the user power (user to G.S. link)
 
the ambient noise leyelb the multipath intensity and the sum of the other
 
users signal power.- Tc is dependent on the clock rate used to drive
 
the PN coder on board the user craft. It has been shown that a 2mhz
 
* clock rate produces the maximum processing gain through the 2mhz TDRS
 
channel (user to G.S.). Thus we can expect to obtain a range error
 
contribution on this link given by
 
AR = X 10+? 1 0 meters eq. 1.98 
where
 
s 2 Pu (P.G.)ioop
 
NoBL (K-I)Pu + KPu + NuW
 
oL2 u
 
qther multipath User to TDRS
 
users link noise
 
P user power at satellite
Pu p 
NuW = -105 dbm 
(P.G.)Ioop = processing gain of the code tracking loop
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Interference is not considered in equation 1.98 but will be treated
 
in section 1.1.2. The P.G. of the code tracking loop can be made very
 
high,limited only by the orbital dynamics but from a practical standpoint
 
the code-loop tracking will be set atlOhz. Thus the expected on way
 
range error for the user-to G.S. link assuming worst case multipath and 
39 other users is ARuser to v 3 meter. This is believed to be a con-
TDRS 
servative estimate for the assumed conditions and a user power level of 
1 watt. An additional 6 dB of system margin would dictate a 4 watt user 
power to maintain 3 meter range error -
The G.S. to user link 148-149.9 mhz while clobbered by interference,
 
does not have to contend with other command signals and their multipath.
 
It must contend with its own multipath however. Again the problem of
 
interference on the 148-149.9mhz link will be analyzed later. Considering
 
bnly noise and its own multipath, the command link signal path (TMRS to
 
User) range error contribution is
 
AR = 3 x1O for Tc 1-6 eq. 1.99 
DRS to s 
User 1'NoBL 
where
 
S 2 Pu (P.G.) 
NoBL Pu + NuW - -defined in eq. I.98 
'-AR 1.5 meter at VHF 148-149-.9mhz 
TDRS to User for one watt out of TDRS
 
However, if the range error is relaxed to 6-8 meters then the 1 watt 
user power level is adequate for tracking. 
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It has been recommended in this report that instead of using
 
the 148. to 149.9 band because of interference that the 400 to 402 band
 
be considered for the command link. If this is accepted as a logical
 
alternative the-TDRS to user then an additional 10 dB of path loss is
 
sustained and the range error increase to 4.5 meter for a one watt TDRS
 
to-user power level. As pointed out in the requirements section the
 
TDRS to user link is expected to have a 10-20 watt power level. Thus a
 
10 watt power level TDRS to user would restore the 1.5 meter range error
 
estimate at 400 MHz.
 
We realize that the above discussions have not included the effects
 
of interference which will be treated later. However, based upon our
 
analysis we are convinced that a PN coded signal between user and G.S. can
 
provide a 10 to 15 meter 2 way range accuracy measurement at chip rates
 
commensurate with the bandwidths of the VHF-TDRS channel while operating
 
in the presence of 40 users and their multipath.
 
One way range rate errors for the VHF channel can be estimated
 
by using eq.l.lO0.
 
= C
 
AR = eq. 1.100
 
2,2r fc Tb NoBL
 
AR 1 cm/sec
 
=
for BL = lOhz fc 137mhz Tobs. = 1 second
 
This estimate is valid for 40 users and their multipath. Thus the PN
 
coded signal is expected to provide an acceptable 2-way R error at VHF
 
for precise tracking of the user.
 
1.8.7 	Ground Station Range Readout Instrumentation
 
To accomplish an accurate round trip range measurement from a
 
G.S. to user to G.S. via a TDRS using a PN coded system, a code comparison
 
is performed at the G.S. Assume for a moment that the range ambiguity
 
problem has been resolved (this difficult problem is discussed in the
 
Synchronization Section 1.9), the G.S. transmits to all users on code #1
 
and all users automatically search and synchronize to code #1. In turn
 
each user transmits to the G.S. on unique codes which have excellent cross
 
correlation properties (Gold Codes) and allows each user to be identified
 
at the G.S. unequivocally. This infers that the G.S. receiver searches
 
for aparticular user by correlation techniques whereby the G.S. generates
 
all the user codes and selects out the user signal by correlating the proper
 
user code with the composite incoming signals. The common G.S. to user PN
 
coded signal and the user code at the G.S. used to extract a particular
 
user s:ignal are derived from a common digital timing source and the round
 
trip range is-computed by precise code comparison at the G.S.
 
The actual instrumentation required to effect the precise range
 
measurement has been developed by Magnavox and is referred to as Rapid
 
and Precise Ranging Equipment (RAPRE). The equipment has the ability to
 
readout (or compute) the roundtrip range measurement to an accuracy of
 
1/16-th of one PN chip. For TDRS applications, a two megachip/sec PN
 
coded signal can be resolved by RAPRE to 31+ nano sec. The hardware
 
required to realize RAPRE consists of four P.C. boards with logic speeds
 
of 16-32 megabits/sec expected for TDRS applications.
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1.8.8 	 Recommended Range and Range Rate Use Transponder 
In keeping with the above conclusions,'we illustrate in Fig. 1.58 
the block diagram of'the recommended PN coherent user transponder to 
accomplish accurate tracking of the user by the G.S. via precise range 
and range rate extraction. The transponder provides maximum range rate 
accuracy as well as a near optimum range tracking capability. The range 
accuracy of the PN transponder is summarized in section 1.8.6 and is 
thoroughly analyzed in Appendix II of this report: In addition to its 
ranging capabilities, the trahsponder thwarts multipath and interference 
while providing simultaieous multiple access of a TDRS satellite by 40 
or more users at VHF. The exadtlc6de rates and code lengths employed in 
the transponder will be deferred to the section on synchronization, 
section 1.9. It is suggested that a similar transponder be employed ih
 
the G.S. 'to track the TDRS (for position location purposes) to al-low the
 
G.S. to extract the TDRS to G.S. range and doppler in drder that the GS
 
to user link can be doppler compensated to insure unbiased TDRS-user
 
range rate measurements.
 
From TDRS
 
148.95 MHz 
K PM 
Coder 
~(GSto User--> 
Code) 
-
,Data" 
" 
Extractiono 
Command 
Decoder 
Detector and 
Doppler Acquisition 
Circuit 
Del eti on 
i 
0 
Correl'ation ' 
transitte ' 
Indicator and. 
Code Tracker 
* transmitted 
user code rate 
GS Code rate 
(discussed in Sec. 1.9) 
t 
Ikb/sec 
PIN 
CodF 
,Transmit 
to TDRS 
CostasFigure 1.58: Recommended User Transponder 
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1.9 SYNCHRONIZATION OF WIDEBAND AND NARROWBAND SIGNALS FOR TDRS
 
Inorder to establish either voice or data communications through the
 
TDRS between a user and ground station and in order to effect accurate range
 
and range rate tracking of the user by the ground station, synchronization of
 
the multiple access and anti-multipath signal used to convey data voice range
 
and range rate must be accomplished by the user and the ground station.
 
Overall synchronization times are to be maintained at a minimum com­
mensurate with proper sync reliability, false alarm probability and requirement
 
to provide tracking within a realistic period of time after the onset of the
 
mission.
 
Existing systems such as the Goddard Range and Range Rate System require
 
various synchronization times from a few seconds to 10's of seconds depending
 
upon the signal-to-noise ratio being experienced. We are led to conclude that
 
maximum 2-way synchronization time on the order of 30 seconds is required and
 
an average 2-way sync time of 15 seconds isdesirable.
 
Inthis section we examine the synchronization performance of the wide­
band and narrowband signals which are under investigation for their multiple
 
access and anti-multipath properties for application to the TDRS. We performed
 
the analysis on the wideband system first under the assumption that noise and
 
multipath are present and that no doppler exists on the VHF links. Using this
 
optimistic initial approach, we are able to determine the best wideband
 
system from the synchronization point of view. After determining the best
 
wideband system, we concentrated our analysis on its synchronization performance
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in the presence of.doppler-on both the ground station to user li:nk and the
 
user to ground station link at VHF.
 
Synchronization of the- system at S-band presents no difficulty as a
 
result of the absence of multipath and the large system margins which.exist
 
at S-band and Ku-band. In other words, if the synchronization problem is.,
 
solved at VHF, synchronization at S- and K - bands is automatically resolved.
 
u I
 
,.Prior to our analysis, we present some background material- the purpose
 
of which is to assist in clarifying terminology and techniques which, have
 
been investigated for synchronization during this program.
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1.9.1 	 Synchronization Techniques
 
In the synchronization of wideband communications systems, the
 
synchronization mode need not be constrained by the modulation and
 
demodulation techniques employed in the transmission mode, for the goals
 
of the two modes are clearly separable. Therefore, the modulation and
 
demodulation techniques by which synchronization is accomplished may differ
 
from that employed in the data transmission mode, the acquisition time may
 
be greatly reduced over that possible using the data transmission modem
 
techniques.
 
Synchronization acquisition of a wideband signal such as PN, RADA
 
or the PRTH involves searching the initial time uncertainty, AT, and the
 
initial frequency uncertainty, AF. (This search through the uncertainty
 
region will be defined as a pass.) The initial time uncertainty, AT, is
 
due to the contributions of the possible drift of thesystem clock over
 
the expected mission duration and the lack of knowledge of range between
 
terminals. The inaccuracies of the frequency sources in the transmitter,
 
the satellite and the receiver contribute to the initial frequency uncer­
tainty, AF. The search model assumes quantization in time to At and in
 
frequency to Af; these depend on the specific modulation and demodulation
 
processes. After synchronization has been accomplished and the search
 
terminated, the magnitude of these initial uncertainties is a function of
 
system parameters such as the degree to which ephemeris is used and amount
 
of clock stabilization available, and the ability to correct for doppler.
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While a classical search model considers moving the receiver's local
 
reference signal in discrete jumps of At and Af, practical implementation
 
approximates a continuous linear sweep of the time and frequency variables.
 
The final coherence of the search procedure is accomplished by automatic
 
time 	and phase tracking loops in the receiver. 

-
The problem now remains to relate these initial time and frequency
 
uncertainties to the time required to synchronize as a function of a
 
synchronization model.
 
1.9.1.1 	 Serial Search
 
Serial search is the generic term which covers all the sliding cor­
relator forms of synchronization including the single mode, multimode and
 
sequential detection. In general, however, to search the uncertainty
 
aperture serially, one technique is to search the time uncertainty completely
 
at each frequency (doppler) quantization level until the frequency uncertainty
 
has been searched. In the following, synchronization time is given as a
 
synchronization time - initial time uncertainty ratio, where the initial
 
time uncertainty may be considered equal to the original time uncertainty
 
multiplied by the number of times it must be searched to satisfy the frequency
 
uncertainty. The factors that contribute to the time required for the
 
location of the correct cell (a cell is the quantization in time and frequency)
 
include search rate, procedures for testing cells, and the criteria for
 
accepting and rejecting cells.
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Synchronizers using a fixed sample size (FSS) detection system are
 
most often encountered. It has the advantage of easy implementation, since
 
each cell is tested for the same length of time. In contrast, a detection
 
scheme using a variable test time for each cell, sequential detection, could
 
be used. In sequential detection, the cell is tested until its likelihood
 
of being the correct cell is greater than an upper threshold accepting the
 
cells as a correct or less than a lower threshold rejecting the cells as
 
incorrect. On the average, the sequential detection system is faster than
 
the FSS system but occasionally a cell will be tested an extremely long time.
 
In practice, the test is truncated to prevent excessive test periods.
 
The actual search process is compounded by the behavior of the tracking
 
loops which have their own statistical acquisition properties, and must be
 
handled analytically with a combination of statistical servo loop behavior
 
and hypothesis testing. For exampl%, the major effect on behavior noted
 
experimentally-is indicated by the acquisition probability, Pa' of the phase
 
locked loop usually employed to obtain RF phase coherence in a sliding
 
correlator search application.
 
1.9.1.2 Single-Mode Acquisition Model
 
This model gives an approximation to the maximum search time based on
 
estimating the number of search cells multiplied by the average time (dwell
 
time) spent in each cell. The required time in each cell is computed as a
 
function of desired probability of correct detection, false alarm probabilities
 
and output signal-to-noise ratios. The search time, assuming a uniform a priori
 
distribution of the desired signal within the time frequency uncertainty region
 
is approximated by:
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Ts= number of search cells x dwell time per cell
 
AT AF T
 
At At
 
whore EX] = greatest integer less than x+l
 
and
 
T = Search (synchronization) time
 
AT = Total effective initial time uncertainty
 
AF = Total effective initial frequency uncertainty
 
Af = Effective frequency error allowed by acquisition technique
 
At = Effective time error allowed by acquisition technique
 
I = Dwell time or time required for a decision at each Af, At.
 
Typical coherent and noncoherent systems are analyzed with this model
 
later in this section. In general, Af for the phase locked loop in a coherent
 
system has been measured to be 2.7b where b is the bandwidth related to the
 
correlator integration time, T, by T = 1 . Thus, the total probability of
 
2b
 
acquiring the signal when it is present, P'SN(A) is
 
P'SN(A) = Pax PSN(A)= over synchronization probability
 
where
 
P a and PSN(A) are the phase lock loop acquisition probabilities
 
and the receiver acquisition probabilities respectively.
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It should be noted that Af in a noncoherent system is a function of
 
the predetection bandwidths only. The allowable time uncertainty, At, for
 
both coherent and noncoherent systems is determined from the transmitted
 
signal structure and the particular detection techniques employed.
 
1.9.1.3 Multi-Mode Acquisition Model
 
While the simple acquisition model introduced above for a sliding
 
correlator has wide application when the initial uncertainties AT and AF
 
are relatively small, a saving in total synchronization time can result if
 
the time and frequency uncertaintities are first broken up into cell sizes
 
larger than the cell size required by the final coherent tracking circuits,
 
then a sequence of synchronization modes is employed to reduce the cell size
 
to the final required value. An example would be synchronizing a PN system
 
between ground station and user where doppler ambiguity must first be
 
resolved.
 
The multi-mode acquisition process basically follows the concept
 
presented above. That is,the search starts out with coarse time-frequency
 
cells and proceeds through a number of synchronization modes each successively
 
refining the time-frequency cell size until the final cell is reached.
 
Each mode has a search time, Tsi, and the total search time is the sum for
 
all modes.
 
Thus, the. general form of the synchronization, or search, time for
 
multi-mode operation is
j:~ [x~1Ti [(S/N)OLiPSiT5 T5~ (A), PNA)j] eq. 1.101 
s iXl i =i 1Irl 
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where
 
EX] = greatest integer less than X + 1
 
T -= search time for ith mode

si 
AT i =total effective time uncertainty for ith mode 
AF = total effective frequency uncertainty for ith mode 
At. : effective time'error allowed by ith mode acquisition
 
technique
 
f. = 	 effective frequency error allowed by ith mode acquisitiontechnique
 
s. 	 number of paralleltRrocessors in reducing time

uncertainties in i mode
 
r = 	 number of parallelt~rocessors in reducing frequency 
uncertainties in i mode 
L. = 	 L xLr XLD x LII is the total loss in the ith mode 
Ls = loss in parallel time processor
 
Lr =-loss in parallel frequency processor
 
LD = loss in non-coherent detectors
 
L = 	other non-ideal implementation losses
 
T. = 	dwell time required at each AtiAfi cell in ith mode
 
P'SN (A) = Pa x PSN(A)
 
Pa = probability of phase lock loop acquisition
 
PSN (A) = 	the conditional probability of detection in the last
 
mode after phase locked loop atquisition
 
PNCA)i = 	the conditional probability of false alarm in ith mode
 
(S/N)o = 	the equivalent output signal-to-noise ratio.
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The above model assumes the receiver buried in thermal noise, and a
 
uniform a priori distributionof the signal over the total uncertainty
 
region. Deviation from these assumptions are generally not critical and
 
may be easily taken into account. Inaddition, it is assumed that (S/N)0
 
is sufficiently high so that the synchronization time is not appreciably
 
increased by the false alarm rate and the corresponding time required to
 
verify the false alarm. Practice has indicated (S/N)o greater than 10 dB
 
is sufficiently high to approximate the above, assumptions and give 'an
 
operational!y usable system.
 
.l.4* Example of Single-Mode, PN Coherent Search
 
One method of obtaining waveform acquisition is by active correlation
 
detection techniques. In this single-mode PN coherent technique
 
the time domain is searched by a sliding correlator while
 
the frequency domain is searched with a phase locked loop following,the cor­
relation multiplier.-The phase locked loop also serves as a significant
 
part of the correlator integration process and, in fact, is a tracking filter.
 
Although the .phase locked loop might pessimistically be assumed to acquire
 
only in its information bandwidth, Bn= b, further integration usually follows
 
the phase locked loop so that the output signal-to-noise ratio at the
 
threshold decision is related to the signal-to-noise ratio from the phase
 
locked loop by
 
B 
(S/N) = - CS/N) 0 eq. 1.102 
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(S/N ),is the signal-to-noise ratio or the correlator
 
Bn is the double-sided noise bandwidth of the phase-locked loop
 
b is the equivalent bandwidth of the synchronization correlator
 
integrator
 
(S/N) is the phase-locked loop output signal-to-noise ratio.
 
1.9.1.5 Two-Mode Technique with PN Noncoherent Search, Then PN Coherent Search
 
This technique uses a noncoherent search in the initial mode to re­
duce the time uncertainties while removing the requirement for a stringent
 
frequency certainty. During the second mode the remaining frequency uncer­
tainties are reduced by means of a coherent search. This method offers a
 
slight improvement only if the frequency uncertainties are too large for
 
coherent acquisition such as in the case of TDRS user.
 
The synchronization time is expressed by the multi-mode model with
 
i = 2 so that the-total time is the summation of synchronization times
 
for each of two modes and is given by
 
2 2 AT. AF.
 
TS= i=l T5 iP1 At [1
iT= I eq. 1.103 
where the parameters are again those defined in the previous models.
 
1.9.1.6 Short Code-Long Code Acquisition
 
This is a two step acquisition procedure. A short maximal length
 
linear code is used for initial acquisition using the sliding correlator
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technique. This step may be accomplished in either a single mode
 
PN or multimode PN manner. The performance of this portion of the
 
synchronization procedure has been covered in previous sections.
 
Once short code acquisition has been achieved, the system is
 
synchronously switched to long code to provide unambiguous ranging be­
tween a user and ground station. At this point, a code tracking loop
 
maintains synchronization by introducing a time dither or an equivalent
 
early-late gate in the feedback loop.
 
.9.1.7 Sequential Detection
 
In the synchronization techniques presented to this point, the
 
time to test an uncertainty cell or "dwell time" was constant for a­
given set of parameters. Sequential detection is a two-step synchronizer
 
using a short primary test to eliminate the uncorrelated cells with low
 
noise -and a longer confirmation test to eliminate the uncorrelated cells
 
with high noise. In sequential detection the length of the test on an
 
uncorrelated cell is dependent on the amplitude of noise in the cell.
 
The output of the integrator, during integration, is sampled after
 
each bit. This sample is compared against two thresholds. If it exceeds
 
the upper threshold, the integration is stopped and the cell is accepted
 
as the correlated cell. If it does not exceed the lower threshold, the
 
integration is stopped and the cell is rejected as being an uncorrelated
 
cell. If the sample exceeds the lower threshold but not the upper thres­
hold, the integration is continued and another sample is taken. Thus,
 
only the number of samples necessary for rejecting or accepting the cell
 
are taken.
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For systems requiring an extremely low probability of false
 
alarm, the upper threshold can be eliminated which leads to a probability
 
of false alarm approaching.zero. With only a single threshold scheme,
 
a cell is never really accepted, and the cell is either rejected or the
 
cell continues to be tested. Thus the correlated cell'will be continually
 
tested. In a communication system using a preamble for synchronization,
 
the length of time for synchronization is fixed. Hence, when the corre­
lated cell is tested, the test continues until the end of the allowed
 
time for synchronization. At this point, the tracking loop is engaged
 
on the last cell being tested, the correlated cell.
 
1.9.1.8 Parallel Search
 
The use of parallel search can substantially reduce synchronization
 
time. A parallel search can be used in the time uncertainty search, the
 
frequency uncertainty, or both. A technique using parallel search for
 
the time uncertainty is with multiple correlators. A parallel frequency
 
search involves the use of doppler resolving filters, multiple use of
 
PLL/s, or the use of swept PLL's for frequency acquisition. The use of n
 
parallel correlators in time will usually serve to reduce the sync time
 
by I/n.
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1.9.1.9 Matched Filter Techniques
 
In the active acquisition processes described for the PN and the
 
frequency hopping, the time-frequency uncertainties were divided into
 
cells which were searched sequentially. Matched filter acquisition
 
techniques can reduce the serial search of a matched filter time of
 
active acquisition by effectively utilizing parallel processing. The
 
multiple taps or sections make the processing practically self-synchronizing.
 
Many possible schemes exist for utilizing large TW product matched
 
filters to provide synchronization. In a typical matched filter system,
 
when the transmitter desires to communicate with the receiver, a train of
 
pulses is used to excite the transmitting half of the matched filter.
 
After each pulse excites the filter, a pseudorandom sequence generator
 
is advanced and a new pseudorandom number is utilized to switch the
 
transmitting filter sections, so that by the time n pulses have been
 
utilized to switch the transmitting filter sections, so that by the
 
time n pulses have been utilized, the filter has produced noiselike
 
waveforms of bandwidth W and a duration nxT.
 
At the receiver a gate will be opened (preferably at a time determined
 
by the gross synchronization of the system and desirable operational pro­
cedures for a length of time equal to the time uncertainty). If the matched
 
filter output threshold is exceeded during this time, the filter is switched
 
to the sequence of possible numbers. The frequency uncertainties may then
 
be searched; or the filter designed with sufficient numbers.
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1.9.2 Synchronization of Wideband Systems
 
As discussed in section 1.4 there are a number of wideband
 
techniques which are candidates for the TDRS. Inthe previous section
 
1.8 we argued that the PN signal appeared to be the best choice-from
 
a range and range rate requirement point of view. In this section we
 
analyze the synchronization performance of the PRTH, RADA, and PN system
 
in the presence of noise and multipath. Since doppler does not uniquely
 
effect any of these approaches, we first select the best system without
 
doppler considerations; that done we concentrate on the synchronization
 
performance of the best technique with doppler included as a parameter.
 
Before beginning the analyses we.should state the goals and
 
tradeoffs involved in the synchronization of these digital systems.
 
a) overall two way sync time i15 second
 
b) sync reliability 90% for one sync pass
 
c) the G.S. to user signal occupies one channel <1.9 mhz
 
and this single signal can be synchronized to by all
 
the users in view of a particular TDRS.
 
Obviously for the wideband techniques range and range rate tracking and
 
synchronization are inextricably entwined. That is, in order to meet
 
the sync time requirement while still providing unambiguous ranging is
 
a serious problem. Overall sync reliability can.be improved with increased
 
sync time and these requirements are in opposition.
 
All of the factors which effect synchronization will be
 
discussed once the basic synchronization analyses have been performed
 
to select the best wideband signal from a synchronization point of view.
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1.9.3 	 Data Relay Satellite System Synchronization Performance
 
As a result of the studies presented in this report, three waveforms
 
appear to have the multiple access properties required by the TDRS. These
 
waveforms are Pseudo Random Time Hopping (PRTH), Random Access Discrete
 
Address 	by frequency-time hop, (RADA), and PN Gold Coding (PN). The
 
synchronization performance of these waveforms in the TDRS environment
 
is evaluated in the analysis which follows below.
 
Synchronization performance is dependent on the signal to noise
 
ratio of 	the received signal to which one is attempting to synchronize to.
 
Consequently, the approach taken in the analysis has been to evaluate the
 
signal 	to noise ratio, or more precisely, the signal energy to noise density
 
ratio, 	of each of the waveforms after being relayed by TDRS. The ratios
 
obtained 	reflect both the affects of thermal noise and multiple access
 
intermodulation degradation.
 
Finally, the probability of acquisition, as based on the signal to
 
noise ratios, is found. However, since the signal to noise ratios in
 
general 	were low for the postulated transmitter power, a probability of
 
acquisition was specified, and the required transmitter power solved for.
 
The detection portion of the acquisition process was based on sequential 
detection, in light of the superior performance of this technique. 
It is important to note that the analysis and the performance comparison
 
of the three waveforms considers the severe TDRS multipath environment. The
 
multipath environment was accounted for by considering each multipath signal
 
to be another user.
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1.9.3.1 PRTH-Synchronization
 
.The pseudo random time hop (PRTH) modulation scheme utilizes low duty
 
factor rf pulses emitted by the users transmitters. The pulses emanate
 
at pseudo randomly selected times, known to the ground station, i.e.,
 
transmitter/receiver pairwise synchronization. .However, the forty user
 
transmitters all use independent time hopping programs. Thus, the pulses
 
from the forty user transmitters overlap on 'arandom basis, in accordance
 
with the duty factor a . Each pulse is modulated with binary data, using 
biphase modulation, so that either RF phase coherence of user-ground station
 
pairs of differential phase shift keying (DPSK) is utilized, In this scheme, 
each pulse represents a data bit, so that the average pulse rate from a 
user is equal to the data rate, 1000 bps. A block diagram of the transmitter 
and the receiver is shown respectively in figures 1.59 and 1.60 . The pseudo 
random code generators and the pulse position generators in the transmitter 
and receiver are identical. Due to the low duty factor of the pulses the 
code tracking loop and the carrier tracking loop are implemented as sampled 
data tracking loops. Itshould be noted that at the ground station there 
are forty such correlation receivers, one for each user. 
The synchronization process is a serial search in which the local
 
reference code is slewed until a threshold crossing indicating code coinci­
dence occurs. This may be done either at a fixed search rate usi-ng a fixed
 
interval search. Thus the synchronization performance of the PRTH waveform
 
will be evaluated for a sequential detection synchronization procedure.
 
Since the sequential detection procedure (or any other sync detector
 
for that matter) involves a threshold crossing detector, it is necessary to
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determine the signal energy to total noise density ratio for the PRTH 
waveform. Since the bandwidth of the PRTH signal (21Hz) is equal to the 
reciprocal of the bit width-the energy-to noise density ratio at the 
output of the receiver correlator is equal to the ratio at the input to 
the correlator times the effective processing gain. This ratio, as developed 
by Cahn , will be defined as the ratio of the mean to the variance of a chip 
(instant) at the ground receiver input. Each chip is taken to be statistically 
independent of the other chips received; In the expressions developed below, 
the following notation is used: 
a - duty factor of user (same for all 40 users), 
K - number of users (80, forty actual users plus forty
 
multipath signals)
 
Pr - user transmitter power (peak referred to ground station)
 
N0 - noise spectral power density in the ground receiver 
-W - system RF bandwidth (l/pulsewidth)
 
Eb - received energy for one pulse (data bit)
 
The statistics for each chip are as follows:
 
1. With probability (1-a)Kl , the carrier amplitude is 42P and ther 
interference power is N W.
 
K1
2. With probability 1-l-a)- , the carrier amplitude is zero and the 
interference power is Pr + NoW 
Computing the mean of this distribution yields
 
Op. Cit.
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Mean carrier amplitude = (1-a)K-1 12p r eq'. 1.104
 
To compute the variance, we first obtain the total mean square value of
 
a chip and then subtract the square of the mean, as follows­
-
Pre-correlator noise power (l-a))Kl [2Pr+NoW] + [l-(l-a) m-l] 
"
 [Pr+NOW] - [(0-)K- 1 [12Pr]2
 
= N0W + [I+(I-U)K-I2(1-a)2(K-I)] Pr eq. 1.105 
This computation is based on use of the chip amplitude after product
 
detection with a coherent reference. In general, the result as developed 
below is somewhat approximate because the noise power due to the time 
gating is not really independent of the desired carrier component. How-. 
ever, making this assumption of independence, we may then write the signal 
energy to noise density ratio as 
P
_ 
_ 
a(l a)2(K'I) r 
S (P.G.)PRTH Vw eq. .06 
~1+ 'r l[+(I-)K-l 2(la)2(KI)e 
0W
 
The processing gain, P.G., is defined for the purpose of synchronization as
 
the ratio of RF bandwidth to search bandwidth
 
PG - W
Ws 
where T =.time to search one PN bit. Thus upon substitution of the
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appropriate values of K = 80 and = 5x10 -4 , as discussed in section 1.6.3, 
equation 1.106 reduces to 
l

= 2.3 I0-f R eq. 1.107
 
N (1+.113 
­
0 
1.9.3.2 RADA-Synchronization
 
The random access, discrete address system (RADA) differs from the
 
pseudo random time hop (PRTH) system inthat the low duty factor pulses
 
are hopped both in carrier frequency and in time. In addition,the RADA
 
system considered for the TDRS utilizes an m-ary alphabet to increase
 
efficiency and thus reduce errors. Each character from the m-ary alpha­
bet consists of a unique oombination oW address of K time - frequency slots 
chosen from the MN 6el time - frequency plane shown in figure 1.13. This 
address is detected at the GS as a k-fold coincidence. The receiver for 
such a system is readily implemented as a digital matched filter as shown 
in figure 1.61. The overwhelming advantage of the digital matched filter 
is the elimination of the need for bit or slot synchronization. However, 
frame or m-ary character synchronization is required. The GS receiver 
must have m unique sets of taps (k taps per m-ary symbol) for each user. 
Since there are M users each having a unique m-ary alphabet, there are a 
total of KmM taps and mM coincidence gates. 
The derivation of the signal energy to noise density ratio for the
 
RADA signal is similar to that for the PRTH signal, with some exceptions.
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probability (1-L K-i,-the carrier amplitude is
 
1.
 With pr b b l tM N
 
2FP and the interference is N W
 
r 0 
2. With probability 1-(I T 1K--I the carrier amplitude is
 
Pr+No W , where K ='number of users 
M = number .f frequency slots 
N = number of time slots per frame 
Thus, following the same reasoning as' used for the PRTH signal, we can 
write for the RADA signal 
4 P 
1_l- r2(K-l)

'S (P.G.)RADA p 1 eq. 1.108 
1 1 e 12.+-08 
As with the PRTH waveform, the processing gain for synchronization is
 
given by
 
PG = WT
 
where T = time to search one PN bit.
 
Upon substitution of the optimum value of MN 100, section 1.6.4,
 
equation .-

E_ - ixO3 PRT 
No =o l Po) eq. 1.109 
N 0 N (1+­
0N1 0W) 
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1.9.3.3 PN-Synchronization
 
Pseudo random code modulation has been suggested as a means
 
of achieving the multiple access communication for the forty TDRS users.
 
This technique allows each user to transmit continuously, and depends
 
on the orthogonality of the PN (pseudo noise) codes to discriminate between
 
users. To determine the synchronization performance for the PN multiplex
 
system it is first necessary to derive the signal to noise ratio (signal
 
energy to noise density ratio) for the output of the correlation receiver
 
which is used to receive the PN signal. A simplified block diagram of the
 
PN transmitter is shown. in figure 1.62 and a block diagram of the correlation
 
receiver is shown in figure 1.63.
 
In the derivation of signal to noise ratio which follows below it
 
will be assumed that a coherent carrier reference is available for coherent
 
demodulation. This reference can take the form of a Costas loop which is
 
shown in block diagram form-in figure 1.64.
 
A diagram of the mathematical model used to derive the signal to
 
noise ratio is shown in figure 1.65. The PN code of the desired signal
 
is denoted by Sl(t) and the PN'code of the undesired or interfering signal
 
is denoted by Si(t) so that the sum total of interfering PN codes and
 
carriers is denoted by
 
M
 
SS(t)cos(wlt+ei) eq. 1.110
 
i=2
 
where 0i is uniformly distributed between 0 and 27r. As usual there is
 
__ 
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also thermal noise of one side density Nowatts/hz to contend with. Thus,
 
based on figure 165 , the output of the correlator is given by
 
I2PS,(t)cosWlt + p i)1i(t)cos(Wit+O 
i=2 C 
+n(t)
 
S1(t)cosWlt
 
Figure 1.65 - Mathematical Model of Correlation Process 
M
 
V0 (t)= [Y(2-P Sl(t)coswlt + I Si(t)cos(w1t+ei)) +n(t)]
 
i=2
 
[S1 (t)cosw1t]
 
) S(t) + X I Sl(t)®Si(t)cos ei+n(t) 
2(t)®S1 1 i=211
 
2 M
 
=12 [C1 + 2 Cii Cos 
eil +n(t) 
 eq. 1.111
 
where ® denotes correlatio and 
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Cll = autocorrelation of S1 (t)
 
C i = cross correlation between S1(t)and Si(t)
 
P = user transmitter power referencedto GS 
It should be noted that Cli is a random variable which is highly dependent
 
on the particular code structure utilized, the relative phase between S (t)
 
and Si(t) , and the correlation window or integration time. All of these
 
parameters and their affedts 'on s.nhrdnil' ation petformfan'e wil-1 be dis­
cussed a bit later.
 
The signal to noise ratio at the output of the correlator is defined
 
as
 
. " e,S _ V(t)2 
eq. 1.112 
Vo(t)2 _ Vo(t)2N-t= --0
 
In-calculating-the averages (iefini&that
 
0 2 + i=i C
1
 
and
 
Vo(t )2 PC112 K T 2 2 + 2 li Cosi + N
 0i=2P
 
PC 121 + K 2 + 1.113 
.eq2T 4 i=22 C 
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Thus 
11 eq. 1.113N K -­
2 2C
2 N+ 
where 
N thermal noise power at output of correlator
 
N0W
 
where 
W = correl ator bandw'idth 
and 
T = correlator integration time 
Since K is fairly large, i.e., 40, (actually 80 when we consider multi­
path affects) we may apply the central limit theorem to the interference.
 
Thus the affect of the large number of interfering signals is closely 
approximated by Gaussian distributed noise with zero mean and variance
 
given by
 
C2 C i =2,3,...,K 
so that equation 1.113 reduces to
 
l
2l
P 
_S 12 eq. 1.114
 
+ L2­2N 
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The term Pa2(K-l) may be referred to as the multiple access intermodulation 
degradation. When the incoming code S1(t) is lined up (inphase) with the 
receiver local reference code, C11 is equal to 1 (normalized). Furthermore, 
it is necessary to consider that the TDRS repeater output power is shared-­
by each of the users and the noise and interference input to the repeater. 
It is shown in this report that the received power at,the G.S. 
available for any one user is 
P 
P W ut eq. 1.115S KPu+WaNutI 
where
 
PS = 'total repeater-output power,referenced-to the ground station
 
Pu = user-uplink power referenced torepeater satellite
 
WR. = .repeater noise bandwidth
 
Nu = uplink (user/repeater) noise density
 
I = -total interference power
 
K - number of users
 
Similarly, the thermal noise power at the output of the repeater is
 
given .by
 
( WRNu 
NI eq. 1.116 
Thus, substituting equations 1.116 and 1.1.15 into equation 1.1149 we:obtain
 
S 1 
( w-u)PG + (K-I) 2 eq. 1.117 
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P
 
The term, WRNu is the signal to, thermal noise ratio for-one user,
 
(S/N) u , 	 at the repeater input, and PG is the correlator processing gain. 
1.9.3.4 	Comparison of Synchronization Performance for Wideband Signals
 
Thus far, we have derived the signal energy to noise density ratio
 
for the PRTH, the RADA, and the PN waveforms for tse with PRSS. This en­
ables us to now quantitively determine the synchronization performance-of
 
these waveforms. Before doing this, a qualitative description of the
 
'synchronization process will be given to give perspective to the more
 
analytical treatment.
 
The receiverswhich have been described for the respective wave­
forms in the previous paragraphs all fall into the category of matched
 
filter receivers. In other words, they are the-optimum receivers (in
 
the stochastic theory sense) for their respective-waveforms. Furthermore,
 
the PRTH and PN-receivers are correlation receivers, i.e., a stored replica
 
of the incoming-waveform is multiplied times the incoming waveform and the
 
product is integrated for an appropriate time interval.
 
The process of synchronizing the PRTH and PN waveforms may be
 
consi-dered to occur in two steps; 1) search over the range/time uncertainty,
 
2) detection of the correlation peak which indicates code synchronism.
 
The search procedure involves slewing the replica code in phase with respect
 
to incoming code. This is general-ly accomplished by running the clock which
 
drives the replica coder at a slightly slower rate than the incoming code
 
clock. 	The detection step consists of recognizing that no correlation peak
 
exists for non synchronized posit-ions and detecting the peaks and stopping
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search for the synchronized position. This detection procedure may be
 
implemented either as a fixed integration interval/constant search rate
 
or as a sequential detection process. As the name implies, the fixed
 
integration.interval means that both the signal plus noise or noise alone
 
is integrated for a fixed amount of time for each search position and
 
then threshold sampled. The threshold value determines the probability of
 
false sync arid probability of sync. The sequential detection process
 
integrates the signal plus noise or noise alone, until either a lower thres­
hold indicating only noise or an upper threshold indicating signal plus
 
noise is crossed. -Crossing of the lower threshold causes the search to
 
continue to the next position, while crossing of the upper threshold
 
indicates sync and stops the search. A diagramatic comparison between the
 
two types of detection is shown in figure 1.66 It is statistically
 
possible that integration could go on indefinitely without a crossing of
 
either threshold, thereby drastically reducing the search rate. This
 
condition-is avoided by stopping or truncating the test after a fixed
 
integration time and declaring sync. In the sequential detector the
 
integration time TS required for detection of the correlation peak is
 
approximately equal to that reqqired by the fixed integration time de­
tector. The performance advantage of the sequential detector lies in
 
the fact that on the average the decis-io Vnoise only is present," i.e.,
 
"incorrect sync position," is made in a much shorter time than that of
 
the fixed integration time detector.
 
Synchronization of the RADA waveform is a slightly different
 
procedure than that described already due to the utilization of the digital
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matched filter. Frame synchronization rather than bit synchronization
 
is required. This means that the coincidence logic output issampled
 
for a maximum time equal to a frame time. Once again, however, it is
 
expedient to utilize sequential detection procedures. '
 
A detailed analytical study by Magnavox of the sequential detection
 
process as applied to PN code synchronization has been recently concluded.
 
Inorder to compare the synchronization performance of the three waveforms,
 
the appropriate results of this study will be used.
 
The synchronization performance of the respective waveforms,
 
PRTH,. RADA, PN'may be determined from the table 1.13.'
 
This table gives the probability of synchronization on one pass as a
 
function of E/No Before this table can be utilized to compare the
 
three waveforms, it is necessary to evaluate the respective expressions
 
for E/No which have been derived. These expressions are tabulated in
 
table 1.11.
 
Waveform S - E/N
Nf 0 
-4  
PRTH 2.3I•O PRT
 
o(l+.113 N
 
0 
RADA IxlO-3  PRT
 
No(,+ N0W
 
1
PN 

4/ uPG+(K-l)Y 2
 
Table 1.11 E/N for TDRS waveforms
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The time to search one bit, T, is taken to be 10-3 seconds, in accordance
 
with the data rate. This common search time T is not sacred but is
 
representative for these three techniques. A RADA bit is ten times longer
 
than either a PRTH or a PN bit because of the frequency hopping, conse­
quently, T for RADA is ten times longer. Thus table 1.11 reduces to
 
table 1.12.
 
The variance of the cross correlation a2 for the PN codes used
 
must be calculated before the three waveforms may be further compared.
 
As pointed out in section.l.6.6, a class of codes known as Gold codes
 
2
 possess the lowest values of a . Gold'has shown that'the normalized
 
variance of the cross correlation-for a limitedintegration window is
 
given by
 
a2 :.i1[ - w_~N2 f-I- lI-	 wI eq. 1.118 
N2N2 fcT 

where
 
w = integration window size (bits)
 
N = code length (bits)
 
f# = code rate
 
If a code rateof 2 megabit and a 13 stage code generator (8191 bits) are 
used, an average integration time of T = 10-3 gives a window size of 
- 2000-bits. Thus the variance is found to be a? = -32 dB. 
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Waveform E/N0
 
PR
 
PR
 
.6xlO -
RADA N 
0 
PN PN(~M-I) 1
 
Table 1.12 E/No for Wideband TDRS waveforms
 
Thus, the following E/N0 ratios are obtained for the three waveforms:
 
Eo 
-12.5 db (PRTH),
 
N0
 
E 
-4 db
- (RADA), 1 watt user
 
N0
 
N0 11.5 db (PN).
 
We conclude that the PN system has the highest potential for reliability
 
synchronizatioh of the three systems considered.
 
There are a number of methods which can be employed to accomplish
 
the serial synchronization and these techniques range from a uniform
 
search (coherent) to adaptations of sequential testing using coherent,
 
noncoherent, and costas loop implementations.
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Table 1.13 	 Summary of Analyses and Simulations
 
of Synchronization Performance
 
Probability o Synchronization = 0.9 
Uniform Sequential Sequential 
Search Rate Sequential Sequential Optimized Differentially 
Coherent Coherent Noncoherent Costas Loop Coherent 
No-Data No Data No Data No Data Data No Data Data 
E/No = 9.5 4.5 11.5 11.5 13.5 9.3 db 10.7 db 
The above table-1.13 contains the required S/N needed to provide .9
 
probability for synchronizing a wideband digital system (PRTH, RADA, PN).
 
This table results from a thorough study of serial search techniques per­
formed by the Magnavox Research Labs. We have shown in this section (and
 
in section 1.6.6.6) that the PN system will provide these required S/N
 
at low user power levels (as little as -.5 watt)while PRTH and RADA required
 
high peak powers (600-1200 watts) to attain the desired performance. From
 
table 1.12 we see that the sequential differentially coherent (no data) approach
 
requires a 9.3 db S/N to insure .9 sync probability for one pass.- The best
 
approach, sequential coherent (no data) is better however in practical for
 
TDRS applications. Thus we conclude that the PN system can synchronize with
 
a probability of .9 at user power levels of .5watts, excluding the effects
 
of doppler.and no regard for system margins. In the next section we will
 
include the effects of doppler and system margin on thePN system. We will
 
also estimate sync times and sync reliability for both-the G.S. to user link
 
and the user to G.S. link for the PN system. We have taken the liberty to
 
assume in the above discussions that no data will be transmitted during the
 
synchronization process.
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1.9.4 G.S. to User PN Synchronization and Commanding
 
In order to provide commands to individual TDRS users a dependable 
command channel must be provided between the G.S. and the user. Current
 
TDRS concepts dictate the desirability of a command channel which operates
 
on a single frequency and which can be easily synchronized to by those
 
users in view of the TDRS.
 
The G.S. to User link is characterized by its 148-149.9 mhz bandwidth 
and the 10-20 watts of available power from the TDRS to the user. In order 
to command the users frequently, an overall data rate of 400 bit/sec is 
.anticipated assuming that all 40 users are synchronized to the command 
channel, this data rate should provide, commands every 10 sec to each user. 
For the moment we neglect interference at the user from earth-based
 
RFI. Thus the command channel must contend with noise and its own
 
multipath.
 
A PN system conveying 400 bit/sec can easily contend with the ambient 
noise and worst case multipath. The (S/N) performance of such a system 
is given by 
(P.G.)S c 
eq. 1.119
N NW+Sc 
at user
 
N0W is the noise power at the user in a band W
 
P.G. is the processing gain,,. ) Sc+NoW Basedon.link calculation
sr= c 

presented in Appendix IY, a 500K chip/sec rate insure 27 db output (S/N)
 
in a 400 hz equivalent bandwidth.
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The TDRS to user link is plagued with a peak doppler %4 khz
 
which serves to degrade the systems performance during synchronization. 
Doppler does not, in this case,degrade system performance (data detection)
 
once synchronization has occurred, because of the relatively low doppler
 
rate of change '4 hz/sec at VHF.
 
We now analyze a worst synchronization model for the G,.S. to User.
 
VHF link. This technique is the doppler filter synchronization (non-coherent)
 
by serial search. This technique does not employ sequential detection because
 
of the large (S/N) available at the user's correlator output.
 
.First are 1 khz wide so-that eight
we assume the doppler filters 

filters are required at the user-to resolve the signal into Ikhz slots,.
 
The output from each filter is envelope detected on for each test period
 
-3 
T 10 sec the outputs are compared, the largest filter compared to threshold and
 
if the threshold is exceeded the search is stopped and the signal is
 
identified with the filter which exceeded the threshold. The performance
 
curve for this crude system is shown in fig. 1.67.
 
The false alarm number z is the maximum number of tests required to
 
synchronize times the-probability that one filter's envelope exceeds the threshold.
 
It is obvious from fig.l.67 that at (S/N) "<17 db will insure .99 probability
 
=
of acquisition while insuring a false alarm number z' i010 which in turn
 
-
guarantees a false alarm probability < 10 for most practical PN sequence
 
lengths. At the same time the (S/N) in the 1 khz doppler filter is 23 db
 
(eq.- 1.119) providing a-6 db system margin to insure this result.
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The probability of synchronization is at least .99 for the GS
 
to user link for the technique just analyzed. The time required to
 
synchronize is another parameter of interest. The time to fully
 
synchronize Ts is the sum of the code acquisition time Tacq plus the phase 
lock loop acquisition time required for frequency and phase lock. Since 
the G.S. to user doppler has been resolved to 1 khz, the time to acquire 
for a phase TPLL lock loop is dependent on the frequency uncertainty +Aw 
and, the loop natural bandwidth. Thus the total time to acquire 
Ts =Tacq+ TPLL
 
code
 
TS (2n-l )T+TPLL wors~t case eq. 1.120 
where 2n-I = code length 
If we assume that the test interval T is 1 msec and a code length of 8191 
then the worst case TS - 8 sec si.nce the TPLL is approximately a millisec. 
If a phase lock loop had been utilized instead of doppler filter
 
the result would have been better. Thus we can conclude that the G.S.
 
to user link is highly reliable and that the sync time is on the order
 
of 8 seconds for the code length used in the example.
 
1.9.5 User to Ground Station Synchronization
 
The user to G.S. link is power starved and user limited dictating
 
that more sophisticated synchronization techniques are required. We have
 
shown in section 1.9.3.4 that synchronization can be accomplished at a
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9AdB(out at the G.S. in the presehde of noise, 40 users, and their
 
multipath. This result was obtained under the assumption that doppler was
 
not present. The probability of acquisition was found to be .9 under the
 
above conditions. This means that the user to G.S. link can be easily
 
doppler compensated to insure this desirable condition. The doppler
 
compensation is needed only during code acquisition. Doppler compensation
 
information is available at the user and can be employed to compensate the
 
user to G.S. link during the expected code acquisition interval. 
Thus we recommend that the sequential differential coherent
 
synchronization techniques be employed at the G;-S. to insure the .9sync
 
probability for the user to G.S. link.
 
The overall sync probability for the 2 way link is essentially .9
 
since the G.S. to user linkprobability is virtually unity, only if doppler
 
compensation is employed. If a link margin-of 6 dB is factored into the
 
power budget then a user power of 2 watts is required to meet the .9 sync
 
probability.
 
The doppler problem isnot unique to PN, it-serves to degrade even
 
the adaptive or programmed techniques outlined in section 1.6.7. Thus we
 
would recommend that doppler compensation be employed on the user to G.S.
 
link during the synchronization period to maintain low user power levels
 
regardless of the modulation technique.
 
1.9.6 	 Choice of Code Lengths, Code Rates and Total Synchronization Time
 
for the '2Way PN Link
 
It has been shown in previous sections that;
 
a) the G.S. to user link-can be synchronized with a very high sync
 
probability >.99,for one pass
 
b) the user to G.S. can be synchronized with a probability of .9
 
for one pass with doppler compensation and a user power level of 2 watts
 
which provides a 6 dB system margin.
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c) the overall link can be synchronized with a probability of .9
 
for one pass.
 
d) to maximize the processing gain of the user to G.S. link one
 
must use Gold Codes at code rates of-2 megachip/sec.
 
e) that we must provide unambiguous ranging of 10,000 mi.to
 
track a user.
 
The unambiguous ranging requirement and the maximizing of the pro­
cessing gain requirement are at odds since the 2 megachip/sec rate dictates
 
that very long Gold sequences are required to insure unambiguous ranging.
 
For example,
 
Code Rate Code Length Repitition Required Ranging
 
2n_ Period Time
 
Unambiguous
 
2 megachip/sec n=13 4 msec 60 msec
 
2 megachip/sec n=15 16 msec 60 msec
 
2 megachip/sec n=17 64 msec 60 msec
 
We see that a seventeen stage Gold sequence generator which produces a
 
sequence of length - 128,000 chips is required to provide unambiguous
 
ranging. If the chip rate is reduced to 500 K chip/sec the code length
 
required to obtain unambiguous ranging is still 32,000 chips. Further
 
reduction in the chip rate to 125K chips per/sec would allow the use of
 
a 8191 length code -and would -satisfy'the unambiguous ranging requirement.
 
The G.S. to user link has an,.adequate link margin to insure the desired
 
sync probability, bit error probabi-lity, etc., even at a chip rate of
 
125K chip/sec. However, the user to G.S. link requires 6 2 megachifi/sec­
rate to provide the maximum processing gain to allow for the forty users,
 
thpir multinath and noise.
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Let us assume that the 2 megachip/sec rate for the user to G.S.'
 
link is invariant, then it follows that there are two basic methods of
 
providing simultaneously multiple access for 40-users, unambiguous ranging,
 
sync time of approximately'15 sec, the desired uplink and down error
 
probability of 10- 5 , and an overall sync probability for the 2-way link
 
of .9for one pass. There are,
 
a) G.S. to user link at 125 K chip/sec and a linear maximal code
 
of length 8191 chips. The user to.G.S. linkuses 2 megachip/sec and a
 
Gold code length of 8191 for synchronizationpurposes. After synchronization
 
has occured at the G.S., a command-signal from the G.S. is sent to the user
 
craft whiph switches the user code to a-length-128,000 bits to provide
 
unambiguous ranging if it is desired. ,'Duri'ng n6n-ranging'intervals, 2­
way range rgte is still available, Data can be conveyed from the user to
 
the G.S.ineithercase. The overall sync time for the.systemis-.approximately 16 sec.
 
The Gold Code of length 8191 from the user is synchronized to the 8191 code
 
from the G.S. When unambiguous ranging is desired the 128,.000 bit code is
 
generated from 17 stage Gold generator but is truncated (an 'easy task for 
a finite state.machne).so that the all one's condition of the 8191 G.S.
 
to user code starts the 128,000+ chip sequence at the beginning of each
 
repetition.
 
b) A second approach is a.very simple concept. The G.S. to user
 
:PN 1-ink is a single signal as in case (a)and uses anS191 length.code 
but a high chip rate,-e.g., 500 K chip/sec to increase the processing 
gain. With the 'additional processing gain range resolving data Is -inter- ­
leaved with the user commands in a manner very similar to the way low 
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frequency ambiguity resolving tones are used in the GRARR side-tone
 
system. These digital patterns are "turned around" at the user and
 
returned to the G.S. under the protection of the PN sequence. The user
 
to G.S. PN sequence is synchronized to the G.S. to user sequence as in
 
case (a).
 
It is not clear which approach is optimal, however, both approaches
 
appear to be quite feasible and meet all the basic requirements.
 
Since the user to G.S. link is power starved already approach (b)
 
would burden.the link with additional range resolving data if simultaneous
 
data and ranging.is required. This fact leads us to recommend approach (a)
 
.
oyer (b)even though some slight range resolution in (a)may be ihcurred- (e.g.,
 
the TDRS to user range error would increase to 4.5 m at 10 watts .from TDRS).
 
Both approaches are completely compatible with the emergency voice/data
 
,'manned operation.' Note that if further reduction'in sync times are required then
 
.,parallel correlator can be employed at a very small increase in hardware.
 
1.9.7 	Synchronization of Narrowband Signals and User Commanding
 
In section 1.6.7 we presented several narrowband signaling techni­
ques which completely avoid the multipath. In order to synchronize the
 
user with the G.S. and vice versa both terminals should use the same
 
timing 	format, gating, duty factor, etc. The full (S/N) ratio is not
 
available for synchronizing, ranging, data transfer, etc., unless this
 
mutual timing is observed.
 
This mutual timing requirement means that synchronizing, commanding,'
 
ranging are dedicated operations, i.e., if a user-is to be commanded he
 
must first.'be synchronized, then if another user is to receive a command ­
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he must be synchronized separately and so on. Thus synchronizing ranging
 
and commanding must be done sequentially and in a dedicated manner unless
 
multiple G.S. to user channels are employed. Multiple channels of course
 
remove the above criticisms.
 
The synchronization of the narrowband signals discussed in section
 
1.6.7 is greatly simplified if
 
a) the signals use fixed duty factors and spacecraft achieve the
 
desired orbit
 
b) adaptive duty factors are employed, good ephemeris data will
 
aid synchronization.
 
The worst synchronization problem that-faces the narrowband systems
 
occurs when the G.S. and the user have no a priori knowledge of each others
 
timing, duty factor, etc. If the G.S. wishes to contact'the user the G.S.
 
must use a worst case duty factor that protects against the worst expected
 
multipath and the user must perform a duty factor or timing search.
 
By and large the remarks made about acquisition in the presence of
 
doppler for wideband signals hold for the narrowband signals.
 
Except for the worst case situations cited above, the narrowband
 
signal should be capable of 2-way synchronization in a matter of a few
 
seconds if proper procedures are to follow and ephemeris data is available.
 
We'are concerned about the synchronization and commanding of the user
 
at very low altitudes since the narrowband approaches offer little or no
 
multipath protection at low altitudes during the launch phase.
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1.10 PHASE LOCK LOOP TRACKING-FOR EFFICIENT DETECTION OF DATA. AND VOICE
 
In the previous section we have discussed the general problem of
 
synchronization of wideband modulation systems which are under investi­
gation for the TDRS. Once synchronization of the wideband system has been
 
accomplished, data or voice must then be recovered in an efficient manner.
 
This is usually achieved through the use of conventional phase lock loop
 
techniques, and the tracking error must be small in order to approach
 
performance predicted for the modulation coding structure.
 
In the.absence:of.phase or frequency jitter on the received signal,
 
the tracking loop could have a very narrow bandwidth. However, to accom­
modate such jitter, and in particular a changing Doppler in a moving terminal
 
(e.g., a user), a lower bound is placed on the tracking loop bandwidth.
 
It is the goal to maximize the allowable bandwidth, consistent with a
 
specified overall system performance degradation. For example, the expected
 
peak Doppler and-peak for the TDRS Doppler rates are listed below.
 
Doppler (peak) Doppler Rate (peak)
 
,VHF - 3.75 KHz' 4.0 Hz/sec
 
S Band ',60. KHz 60 Hz/sec
 
KU Band 420 KHz 420 Hz/sec
 
The problem is further complicated by the data modulation on the
 
received signal. The tracking loop must be devised consistent with such
 
modulation. For example, with PSK the carrier is completely suppressed
 
by the data modulation and for such a signal, there are three basic methods
 
for creating a carrier reference at the receiver. The first is to remove
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the information and extract the carrier from the remaining signal. Loops
 
which use this method are the squaring loop and the Costas loop. Essen­
tially they square the received signal and track the double carrier
 
frequency signal. Since the received signal is squared, the polarity of
 
the carrier is lost, introducing a 180 degree ambiguity in the carrier
 
recreated thereby. This ambiguity motivates consideration of the second
 
method which is to inject a reference carrier into.the transmitted infor­
mation signal. Although ambiguity could have been resolved by using
 
differential encoding, the performance of the system would have approached
 
that of a coherent system only at high signal-to-noise ratios.
 
The third method ties decoding into the carrier tracking process.
 
Essentially, when decoding is taking place correctly, the data modulation
 
can be duplicated and removed from the received signal to recreate a
 
carrier for tracking. This decision directed technique can potentially
 
outperform a Costas loop; however, a practical restruction of importance
 
is the decoding delay before the received modulation can be duplicated
 
correctly.
 
With the additive reference system, the received signal, after the 
antimultipath/multiple access modulation has been removed, contains a 
reference signal component and a data signal component. The reference 
signal has power Ps, the data signal contains power S, and the total 
transmitted power, PT' is constant such that PT = S + Ps 
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If the noise is assumed to be white and Gaussian with a single
 
sided spectral density of N (watts/Hz), then the signal-to-noise ratio
 
of the data signal is
 
E ST
 
0 NO
 
where T the digit interval, and the signal-to-noise ratio of the carrier
 
tracking loop is
 
p
 
- carrier loop SNR
 
where BL = 	 one-sided noise bandwidth of the carrier tracking loop. 
1.10.1 	 Performance of Binary PSK System with a Noisy Reference Carrier
 
The function of the carrier tracking loop for a PSK system is
 
to estimate the phase of the received signal. The estimate ismade by
 
tracking the additive reference signal.- Because of noise interference,
 
the phase estimate will err by
 
=e - e 	 eq. 1.121­
where
 
e = the transmitted phase angle
 
e = estimate of the transmitted phase angle
 
If the carrier tracking loop is assumed to be a first order loop,
 
then the probability density function of the phase error is
 
exp (a cos 	 eq

P) 2r0o( ) . IWI 	 eq. 1.122
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The assumption is valid since at signal-to-noise ratios where the
 
PLL normally operates, experimental evidence has shown that the phase
 
error distributions for first and second order loops are nearly equal.
 
Using the above assumption, Lindsey has determined the probability
 
of a hard decision error for PSK with an additive carrier versus E/N0 with 
a as a.parameter. The results are shown in Figure 1.68. Note that as 
E/N0 increases, there is a-point where the error rate no longer diminishes. 
This effect occurs because as more energy is placed into the information 
bearing signal, the ultimate performance of the system is governed by the 
signal-to-noise ratio in the carrier tracking loop. Thus, the effects on 
system performance caused by phase errors are clearly manifested. Note 
that as the loop SNR approaches infinity, the system performance approaches
 
that of a coherent system.
 
Using-a continuous additive carrier'is hot a particularly efficient
 
or easily implemented method of genetating a reference. The preceding
 
results assumed that the data channel does not interfere with the sync
 
channel. The gated reference system eliminates possible interference in
 
the reference channel in a practical way. The system is implemented such
 
that at predetermined times, a portion of the unmodulated carrier signal
 
is diverted by means of a gate into the carrier tracking loop. The gated
 
reference contains only carrier information and does not transmit any
 
information. Thus there is the question of optimum allocation of power
 
between the carrier reference signal and the information signal.
 
Lindsey, W.C., "Phase-Shift-Keyed Signal Detection with Noisy
 
Reference Signals," IEEE Trans. AES-2, No. 4, July 1966.
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1.10.2 	 Suppressed Carrier Tracking Loop
 
The extraction, of a carrier from a double sideband suppressed
 
carrier signal by using a squaring loop is suggested by the form of the
 
transmitted signal
 
y(t) = v'- m(t) cos (w0t + e) 	 eq. 1.123
 
where m(t) 	= ±1. Squaring the signal yields 
y2(t)= S{l -[cos 2(o0t + 6)J} 	 eq. 1.24
 
The carrier reference can then be extracted by a phase locked-loop
 
centered at the double carrier frequency. The squaring loop is mathemati­
cally equivalent to the Costas loop, a more practical implementation of
 
extracting the carrier reference from a DSBC signal, so that the results
 
that will be presented can be directly applied to analysis of the Costas
 
loop.
 
Lindsey has determined an expression for the probability of error
 
based on the following assumptions:
 
o 	 The distribution of the phase error is approximately given
 
by the first order loop statistics.
 
o 	 The input bandpass filter (BW = W) passes the signal y(t)
 
undistorted.
 
" The ratio W/BLis sufficiently large such that the output of
 
the squaring device is very nearly Gaussian.
 
O 	 The loop bandwidth, BL, is small so that the spectrum within 
the loop is essentialTy flat. 
* dLindsey, o_2._
cit* 
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The results of the analysis are presented in Figure 1.69. The
 
parameter s is defined in the analysis as
 
S-1 + eq. 1.125 
Note that the parameters of the loop should be adjusted so as to 
maximize 6 for the loop to perform optimally. By observing Figure 1.69 
it is seen that when 6 > 5 the loop operates within 1 dB of coherent 
at P= 0.1. A loop bandwidth BL -O.I/T appears to be required in order 
to.achieve this performance, in view of Equation 1.125 and the indicated 
loss of the squaring process.- -
Since the squaring loop operates on the total signal to generate
 
the carrier reference, it appears at first look that the quality of the
 
generated reference will be better than the reference generated by a
 
carrier tracking loop which operates on a reference which is only a por­
tion of the received signal. Yet because of the squaring operation a
 
180-degreephase ambiguity is introduced, which must.be resolved with
 
some loss. Furthermore, Equation 1.125 i,lustrates the fact that there is
 
an inherent loss for carrier tracking by a Costas loop at low signal-to­
noise ratio. Since there are lower practical limits to loop bandwidth,
 
a tradeoff exists between the nonlinear S/N loss of Equation 1.125 and the
 
power sharing loss of a transmitted reference system.
 
Usually the phase ambiguity in tracking a suppressed carrier signal
 
is overcome by differentially coding the data. As discussed above, the
 
loss of performance of such a system at low E/N0 suggests investigation
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-of alternate techniques. A possible method of phase ambiguity resolution
 
is accomplished by the injection of a phase reference bit among the data
 
bits. The-phase reference bit is compared with the squaring loop reference
 
so that the phase ambiguity can be resolved. The question of optimization
 
of the reference bit injection scheme arises, e.g., how many bits of infor­
mation can be transmitted per synchronization bit. Note that this method
 
superficially'resembles the gated reference system discussed above, although
 
the utilization of the reference is basically different.
 
The motivation for considering this scheme is qualitatively based
 
on the argument that the Costas loop enables the carrier phase t6 be tracked
 
using the entire received power. Then,-referencebits need be inserted only
 
commensurate with the probability of a loop flip (180 degree phase reversal
 
due to noise). In principle, this technique offers promise of satisfactory
 
operation with only a small fraction of power in the reference.
 
Another approach toward achieving carrier tracking on the entire
 
signal and eliminating loss of a transmitted reference i.s to reconstitute
 
phase using output data to remove the modulation. The phase of previous
 
received digits is stored and employed in a finite averaging (after removal
 
of modulation) to generate a reference for demodulation of the next digit.
 
This has been studied by Gray for its applicability to sequential decoding.
 
-Since Gray's phase reconstructionmethod is based on a recursion
 
relationship it is-necessary to store the previous reference vectors. The
 
most likely manner would be to store the orthogonal components with respect
 
Gray, R.M., "Simulation of Sequential Decoding with Decision
 
Directed Channel Measurement", M.S. Dissertation, MIT, June 1966.
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to the reference vector into two digital registers. To store the vectors
 
in the registers, they must be quantized. The smaller the intervals, the
 
larger the register size.
 
1.10.3 CompaPison of Methods for Carrier Tracking
 
To provide coherent detection in a practical communication
 
link, the reference phase information must be extracted from the received
 
signal by the'receiver. Several means are available to circumvent this
 
problem of an inherent phase ambiguity. For the following discussion,
 
they can most easily be described in terms of systems that actually trans­
mit an unmodulated phase reference, those that solve the ambiguity with
 
data encoding, and those that tolerate the ambiguity through data encoding.
 
We are interested in providing the reference carrier for coherent 
demodulation schemes operating at very low ratios of energy per symbol to 
noise power spectral density (E/N ). 
Development of the performance of detection systems employing
 
references derived from the received signal have shown that the performance'
 
is essentially equivalent to that of a coherent system if the signal-to­
noise rati'o in the tracking loop is greater than 10 to 13 dB. From this
 
it can be seen that integration over a significant number of signaling
 
elements is required. Several factors limit the maximum allowable inte­
gration time, however. These factors are manifested as phase modulation
 
on the carrier; they determine coherence time .of the carrier itself,
 
exclusive of the information. Oscillator phase instabilities and propaga­
tion variations are common to all terminals. Moving terminals have a
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further problem in that their relative motion produces effective carrier
 
modulation (Doppl'er) that may limit the coherence time. For low data
 
rates, these limitations on carrier coherence are extremely important.
 
When operating with low E/N0 with significant memory in the phase
 
reference generator, the channel can no longer be adequately modeled as
 
memoryless. When large phase errors occur their effect will extend over
 
many bits so that a significant correlation will exist in the bi.t-to-bit
 
error probability.
 
The transmitted reference technique involves essentially transmitting
 
two signals - the information and the carrier phase reference. One mechani­
zation of this is the gated reference. The phase information is multiplexed
 
with the data stream and the phase locked loop input is gated to accept
 
only the reference signals.
 
Another mechanism for transmitting the carrier phase is to leave a 
continuous carrier component in the transmitted information. This amounts 
to modulation by some angle less than ±w/2. A drawback to this technique ­
and a consideration in all continuous reference techniques - is that the 
information power becomes a noise source, unless Manchester coding is 
employed. Furthermore, the reference information must be transmitted at 
the expense of the information power and this is a drawback. Another 
consideration is that since the reference power is low - to limit the 
effect on the information - the high signal-to-noise ratio desired in 
the tracking loop bandwidth must be achieved by extending the integration 
time in the phase locked loop. 
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An estimate of the tracking capability of the gated reference
 
technique can be derived simply, assuming-a second order phase locked
 
loop. It can be assumed.that it is desirable to have a signal-to-noise
 
ratio (a)of 13 dB, given that a is
 
P rNBL eq. 1.126
 
where
 
Pr = the reference power
 
No = the one sided noise power spectral density
 
BL = the-loop noise bandwidth (one-sided) -

The average power in the reference is a fraction' (e)of the total power (P).
 
Assuming a 20, then
 
S P
 
BL 2N 20- :T E/No eq. 1.127
 
where
 
T 1/R
 
R =-the basic signaling rate of symbols
 
E = the energy per symbol
 
From Viterbi's work, an optimum second order loop can track a maximum
 
linear rate of change in frequency of (doppler change)
 
- 32
 
D =3 B 2 radians/sec2 eq. 1.128
 
therefore the above tracking loop can track a maximum rate of change of
 
frequency
 
32 0e
 
o T -20-(--E)T eq. 1.129
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Equation 1.129 is plotted in Fig. 1.70 using a normalized parameter
 
DT2. The family of curves is generated by employing various values of E.
 
The problems associated with tracking on only a part of the power
 
can be alleviated if a Costas loop or a squaring loop is employed. These
 
loops track on the total power (only modulation is sent) but have an
 
associated 180 degree ambiguity. There isan additional problem with
 
these loops when operating in the region of interest, a signal-to-noise
 
ratio suppression results from nonlinear operations.
 
From Rice's development of the output of a square law device with
 
a sine wave plus noise input
 
No= No2W + 25No eq. 1.130
 
$
 p ­ 2
 
where
 
No' = the one-sided noise power spectral density at the second harmonid
 
W = the bandwidth of the noise input to the square law device
 
S = the input sine wave power
 
No = the one-sided noise power spectral density
 
P = the output power in the second harmonic 
As before, defining the signal-to-noise ratio in the tracking loop
 
bandwidth as
 
=P eq. 1.131
oL
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the signal-to-noise ratio for the suppressed carrier tracking at the
 
doubled frequency becomes
 
af(W22SNB
-(NoYW + 2S T 4NoB T+ N W/ eq. 1.132
2~nd L UB" 1
0 JL o L \I I0W 
For high a' the phase jitter in the second harmonic tracking loop
 
is 1/a'. At the carrier frequency, then, the rms phase jitter is one­
fourth that of the second harmonic. Assuming an input filter having a
 
bandwidth of I/T where Ts i-s the digit length, the phase jitter at the
s 

carrier frequency becomes
 
2rms 1Nj
2 R- sB! !I+ No/2E ) eq. 1.133 
oLrms 

where E is the energy in a single symbol.
 
If,as before, a signal-to-noise ratio of 13 dB is desired, the
 
required loop bandwidth (BL) and the maximum rate of change of frequency
 
that can be tracked (D') become
 
eq. 1.134B' 0E ( No) 
1F2

= 320 _ 
D [_ E/No 1 + N0/2E/ eq. 1.135
 
Equation 1.135 is shown in Figure 1.71 along with some of the curves
 
from Fig. 1.70 included as references.
 
Figure 1.71 shows that in the E/N0 regions of interest, the suppressed
 
carrier tracking outperforms the gated reference technique even when very
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large amountsof power are employed as references for both cases. It
 
should be noted that the total received power at any given data rate is
 
not constant in Figs. -l70- and'1.71. Total power increases as e is
 
increased since the energy'per symbol is being held constant;
 
Based upon the foregoing discussions we conclude that the Costas
 
tracking loop is superior to that of the gated reference loop and may
 
be regarded as a near optimum approach to carrier recovery for both
 
digital and voice signals of the double sideband suppress carrier variety.
 
Recently work has been carried,out to further optimize the Costas loop
 
or squaring loop for purpose of carrier recovery, the most notable of
 
'which is that due to Riter . The-basic difference in Riter's approach 
and'that of the normal Costas loop is that a nonlinear hyperbolic tangent
 
characteristid function is used in one of the Costas loop channels. The
 
performance'of the improved loop is essentially the same as a square law
 
orCbstas loop at low input signal-to-noise ratios but is 3 dB better than
 
the normal Costas loop at high input signal-to-noise ratios. Fortunately,
 
this improvement has little impact when the input signal-toLnoise ratio
 
is high and therefore the implementation due to Riter is of academic
 
interest only in that the Costas loop performs in a near optimum manner
 
when the input signal-to-noise ratios are at low values.
 
The Costas loop is easily implemented for either narrowband or
 
wideband signaling techniques under investigation for the TDRS and we will
 
not attempt to detail its implementation for each of the signaling methods
 
although an implementation of the Costas loop is shown in Fig. 1.64 for
 
PN/PSK.
 
S. Riter and W. Hon, "Tactical Phase Reference Detectors for
 
Fully Modulated PSK Signals", East Con 1968, Convention Record.
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The basic or recommended approach for carrier recovery for both
 
.data and voice consists of a Costas loop detector which is a second
 
order loop. Based upon a second order loop characteristic and the choice
 
of the Costas configuration, we can now determine the ability of the
 
carrier recovery loop to detect the data for the low data rate users in
 
the TDRS, e.g., 400 - 1000 bps. These are the most critical data rates
 
in that they are the lowest data rates used within the system and thus
 
impose the narrowest restrictions on the Costas loop bandwidths. It has
 
been stated that the Costas second order loop can track a linear changing
 
doppler frequency or doppler rate of change given by B 2 rad/sec2. 
We assume here that there is no difficulty in acquiring the signal
 
through the use of phase lock loops which incorporate a saw-tooth search
 
to search out the frequency uncertainty associated with the doppler.
 
The primary difficulty involved in tracking wherein the maximum doppler
 
rate of change varies from 4 Hz per second at VHF to as high as 420 Hz
 
per second at Ku-band. Fortunately, at VHF the TDRS to user link which
 
will require about 400 bits per second raw data rate can easily track the
 
four Hz.per second peak doppler rate of change utilizing a second order
 
loop bandwidth which is 1/10 the lowest data rate.
 
In fact a loop bandwidth of 10 Hz will provide very adequately for
 
the doppler rate of change at VHF for the unmanned user for both the
 
1000 bps user to G.S. link and the 400 bps G.S. to user link. At S-band
 
and Ku-band for the manned user applications, a commensurately larger
 
loop bandwidth can be utilized because the data rates of 4.8 kilobits
 
to 50 kilobits per second are anticipated for these missions. Even at
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Ku-band there isno difficulty forseen in using a 'Costas loop with a
 
second order transfer function to provide accurate tracking capability
 
for data rates of 4.8 kilobits through 50 kilobits and voice transmissions.
 
To substantiate our claim we show inFigure 1.72 the result of a
 
computer program which shows the performance of the proposed Costas loop
 
detector for various data rates, at a one g acceleration, and a carrier
 
at 8 gHz, which is half way between the KU-band and S-band frequencies.
 
The maximum acceleration for a low orbit'user is approximately one g.
 
In Fig. 1.72 (a),(b),(cj BL the loop bandwidth has been normalized to the
 
data rate, e.g., at 300 bps, BL = 1/6 corresponds to an actual PLL band­
width of 50 Hz.
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1.11 VOICE CODING TECHNIQUES FOR THE TDRS
 
One of the primary requirements for the manned users of TDRS is
 
to provide for normal mode and emergency mode voice from the manned
 
spacecrafts. This requirement is in addition to the'50 kilobit/sec
 
data requirement for the normal mode.
 
In the normal mode a full duplex voice channel is required between
 
the ground station and the manned spacecraft. The manned user's voice
 
signal will be multiplexed with the 50 kilobit/sec data and the composite
 
signal will be transmitted between the manned spacecraft and the TDRS at
 
either S-band or Ku-band whereas the link between the TDRS and the ground
, 

station isexclusively at Ku-band.
 
The emergency mode isdesigned to provide communications between
 
user and ground station when the manned,spacecraft has lost stability,
 
thus prohibiting the use of a directional antenna. The spacecraft would
 
have to operate at VHF with essentially an omni-directional antenna.
 
Fortunately the amount of power available at VHF for emergency voice
 
and 4.8 kilobit simultaneous data is 100 watts continuous.
 
Inthe following paragraphs of this section we discuss various
 
voice coding techniques, their implementations, and their relative merits
 
with regard to cost, size, weight, performance, compatibility with wide
 
and narrowband anti-multipath/multiple access systems, and their ability
 
to be multiplexed with data. The voice coding techniques which have been
 
considered inthis study include normal PCM, linear delta mod, variable
 
slope delta mod, predictive coding, pulse duration modulation coding,
 
and various types of vocoders now in existence.
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The basis for performance of any voice coding technique is the
 
ultimate output signal-to-noise ratio available at the receiver to the
 
listener. Shown in Fig. 1.73 is an intelligibility vs outputs signal­
to-noise curve for continuous text and indicates that a 95% intelligi­
bility score can be obtained for output signal-to-noise ratios on the
 
order of 15 dB or greater. Throughout this section of the final report
 
the intelligibility vs signal-to-noise curve will be used to rate the
 
performance of the various voice coding techniques.
 
1.11.1 PCM Encoding
 
Under the restriction that the output signal-to-noise to
 
the listener need be no greater than 15 to 20 dB in the presence of no
 
digital errors, PCM coding offers a practicalfmethod of handling voice
 
signals for TDRS manned space missions. It can be shown that the signal­
to-quantizing noise for an arbitrary signal is given by
 
N 3- 22 (A)2 eq. 1.136 
where ±A represents the upper and lower coder limits, G2 is the signal
 
power associated with the analog waveforms to be coded, and n is the
 
number of the bits/sample used to describe the signal. It follows, then,
 
that for sinewave loading of the PCM coder, we have a signal-to-quantizing
 
noise given by
 
(1) =3 2 2 n  eq. 1.137
 
Nq 2
 
--
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Furthermore, if optimal speech companding is,utilized, that is,
 
the speech waveform is first compressed by a non-linear device having
 
an appropriate transfer characteristic which transforms the probability
 
density associated with speech signal into a uiiformly distributed
 
probability density, between the limits of the coder, then we have a
 
signal-to-quantizing noise given by
 
S 2 eq. 1.138
 
q
 
The latter condition is representative of optimal companded
 
speech. Integrated circuittechnology is such that a complete PCM
 
encoder/decoder can be realized on 2 IC chips.
 
1.11.2 	 Linear Delta Mod Encoding
 
Another possible contender for handling voice signals in
 
the TDRS is the linear delta mod coder. Linear delta mod is characterized
 
by its inherent simplicity and lack of word.sync, which is required in
 
PCM coding. Present technology allows this type of system to be fabri­
cated on one IC chip with negligible power consumption.
 
Abate has shown through computer analysis that a speech signal­
to-quantizing noise using linear delta mod coding can be calculated
 
from
 
S eq. 1.139
 
q LDM 
_InB)2+
w3 
 2.06 1nB + 	1.17
 
- an- j 	 B 
Abate, Proc. I.E.E.E., March 1967
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where B is the bandwidth expansion factor, wm is the highest radian
 
frequency in the speech signal, L3 is the frequency at which the spectrum
w
 2f 

begins to roll off and B : f fs is the sampling rate.
 
The ratio w3 to wm is equal to .23 for the speech signal. Using
 
Abate's computerized results and the equations governing the output
 
signal-to-quantizing noise companded PCM, we show in Fig. 1.74 a compara­
tive set Of curves for PCM and delta mod. The output speech signal-to­
quantizing noifse is plotted as a function of bit rate, i.e., bits per
 
second. ,Note that for optimal companded speech the two systems cross
 
over near 20 kilobits/second, and that a 20 kilobit LDM coder or a 3 bit
 
PCM coder is required to obtain the desired 15-20 dB (I)out for the TDRS.
 
1.11.3 Effect of Digital Errors on PCM and Linear Delta Mod Encoding Systems
 
In a recent paper by Whelan , PCM encoding in the presence of
 
digital errors is considered; that isja resultant output signal-to-noise
 
ratio (S/N)R consisting of contributions to the noise power due to quan­
tizing as well as noise due to digital errors is considered. Whelan found
 
that the signal-to-noise due to errors is given by
 
(1-2R)
E P PE ) (PCM) 
eq. 1.140
 
P = Probability of error
 
If one considers that the contribution to the total output signal­
to-noise ratio is an additive process, that is, the noise due to errors
 
and a noise due to quantizing are additive noises, we have
 
Whelan, I.E.E.E. P.G.C.T., June 1966
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+
R = (N) I () eq. 1.141 
SE Sq 
Fig. 1.75 illustrates the resultant or total signal-to-noise
 
ratio for a PCM systemcs a function of the predetection signal-to-noise
 
ratio, for various bits per sample or bits per PCM code
 
word for both optimum PSK and differentially coded PSK modulation techni­
ques. Also shown in Fig. 1.75 for reference is the (S/N) for a sine

0 
wave, modulated4M carrier'with a mod index of 2. Note that the digital
 
systems ha~e-.a lower threshold. Furthermore,, when speech is used to modulate
 
the FM carrier instead'of a s-ne*av&, the thresh6ld.is further degraded.
 
AnothetapeY by Wolf tnsiders.the effe6t'of digital errors on
 
a linear delta mod system., Wolf's analysis results in an equation similar
 
to that obtainedby,Whelan for-PCM. Thus,-for all practical purposes,
 
Fig . 1.75 can be used for both PCM and delta mod.
 
From the preceding analysis, below 20 kilobits/sec, the linear
 
delta mod system-outperforms the PCM system i' termb§.of.'sigpal,-t6&quantizing
 
noise and is slightly less susceptible to digital errors from a purely
 
subjective listening point of view.
 
1.11.4 Pulse Duration Modulated Voice
 
Like-PCM and linear delta modulation the PDM voice modulation
 
technique provides digitized voice which is compatible with the wideband
 
and narrowband implementations considered for TDRS. A simplified block
 
Wolf, I.E.E.E. P.G.C.T., February 1966
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diagram of the PDM modulator is shown in Fig. 1.76. The input signal
 
from the microphone is amplified by the audio amplifier to a level suitable
 
for processing by the PDM, then filtered to a 3 KHz bandwidth. The filtered
 
audio signal is sampled at the clock rate and the sampled value is held
 
until the next sample period. A sawtooth wave is generated by the ramp
 
generator and the sampled audio and ramp levels compared in the differential
 
comparator. The output of the comparator is a pulse train, the leading edge
 
of which occurs at the fall of the sawtooth wave, and the positive duration
 
of which is proportional to the voltage level stored in the sample and hold.
 
Because the rise of the pulses contains no information (other than the clock),
 
it is-possible to reduce the average pulse repetition rate by using a stored
 
clockat the receiver. This is what is actually done; thus, the falling
 
edges,of the PDM pulse train are applied to the clock input of a binary
 
divider, causing the output of the divider to change state upon the fall
 
of each PDM pulse. A timing diagram illustrating the modulation scheme
 
is shown in Fig. l.77. Since the PDM waveform is binary, it is completely
 
compatible with PN and the narrowband modulation technique under investigation
 
for TDRS anti-multipath and multiple access techniques.
 
In the receiver the output from a Costas loop synchronous demodulator
 
is processed by the integrate and dump filter which is optimal in the
 
presence of noise. The dc value of each integrated sample is held by the
 
sample and hold circuit until the next sample time, thus producing at its
 
output a quantized replica of the originally transmitted audio signal.
 
The output of the sample and hold is low-pass filtered to a 3 KC bandwidth
 
and then amplified to a suitable level for listening. The operation of
 
MICROPHONE AUIO LPF 
INPUT AMPLIFIER W =3 H PDM OUT 
7.2 "'-z FROM A 
FREQ 	 O* GENERATOR >
A
SYNTH 
Fig. 1.76 PDM Modtalator 
IDI0 
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the PDM demodulator shown functionally in Fig. 1.78 may be best under­
stood by referring to the timing chart of Fig.1.79. The chart is 
scaled to Fig. 1 79 and 'shows the waveform at various points in the 
demodulator. A stored 7.2 KC clock at the receiver whTch has.been 
derived from the coder clock toggles the flip flop. The true output 
of the-flip flop is AND gated with the recovered data while the comple­
mentary output is AND gated with the inverted data. The outpUts of the 
two AND gates are combined intthe OR gate producing the original PDM 
data ds dev6loped at.thecomparator 'inthe modulator. ' ; 
- The output of the OR,-gate drives the integrate and discharge filter 
•hich produces thesignal-shown in the timing'chart. The output of the
 
I & D is examined by the sample and hold circuit just before the I & D is
 
dumped, producing a stair-step version of the original input signal.
 
After filtering to the audio bandwidth and subsequent amplifica­
tion, the audio is-fed to a headset or loudspeaker.
 
Fig. 1.80' show the measured performance of PDM vs FM as a function 
of carrier totnoise.density C/KT or C/N. While FM-out-performs the PDM 
for high C/IC, the 2DM does not exhibit a threshold at low C/KT. Also 
shown in Fig. .181 is a comparison of PDM .(lower bouhd) with PCM. Note' 
that PDM does not exhibit the threshold degradation associated with FM 
or PCM (also LDM). -These -curves show that PDM is-superioarto both FM 
and PCM (LDM) over-the cri-tical range-of predetection carrier to noise 
ratios.
 
Modern circuit technology insures that the PDM system can be easily
 
implemented on one or two IC chips.
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1.11.5 	 Variable Slope Delta Mod
 
Recently a voice coding technique referred to as a variable
 
slope delta mod has been devised and shown to be superior in performance
 
to PCM and linear delta mod, especially for data rates on the order of
 
20 kilobits/sec or higher. A simplified block diagram of the variable
 
slope delta mod encoder/decoder is illustrated in Fig. 1.82. The unique
 
feature of this system is that based upon the past history of the analog
 
waveform the step size in the'VSD system fed to the comparator circuit is
 
controlled in an exponential manner. This provides an adaptive system
 
which has the ability to follow rapid changes in the analog waveform thus
 
preventing slope overload which is an inherent drawback of non-companded
 
linear delta mods.
 
The variable slope delta mod technique has been implemented at
 
data rates-between 14.4 and 38.4 kilobits per second. At 14.4 kilobits
 
per second the variable slope delta mod compares favorably with three
 
bit PCM and 	20 kilobit/sec linear delta mod encoders and outperforms
 
three bit PCM and linear delta mod when rates are 20 kilobits or greater.
 
The VSD like PCM and linear delta mod have been implemented using micro­
circuit technology on one or two chips and for this reason is regarded
 
as a simple 	system to implement.
 
1.11.6 	 Modern Vocoding Techniques
 
We have discussed a number of techniques for encoding voice
 
signals into a digital form. The encoding processes have been inherently
 
bandwidth expanding to one degree or another. PCM, delta mod, variable
 
slope delta mod, PDM, etc., require greater bandwidths than the bandwidth
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required to transmit a normal voice signal with PDM requiring the least
 
bandwidth of those techniques studied thus far. To circumvent this
 
problem and to further reduce the bandwidth required to transmit the
 
voice signal vocoders have been developed which perform a redundancy
 
removal process prior to digital encoding.
 
The Dudley vocoder, or channel vocoder, has been developed by
 
the Government and Bell Telephone Laboratories over the past 30 years.
 
In its present form, the channel vocoder can faithfully reproduce speech
 
at rates of 1,200 and 2,400 bits/sec. In the presence-of no digital
 
errors, intelligibility scores based on rhyme tests are as high as 92%.
 
While the intelligibility scores indicate that the channel vocoder
 
would be adequate for a manned space flight mission, the channel vocoder
 
approach has several drawbacks. While the intelligibility can be high,
 
the voice recognition associated with channel vocoders is quite low.
 
Furthermore, using present day technology the channel vocoder is bulky
 
and consumes a great deal of power when compared to PCM, PDM, delta mod,
 
etc. Modern channel vocoders usually occupy one-half cubic foot of
 
space and require 30-40 watts of power. The performance of channel
 
vocoders in the presence of digital errors is inferior to that of the
 
threshold performance of PCM,linear delta mod, VSD, and PDM. For example,
 
modern channel vocoders rapidly deteriorate in performance when binary
 
error probability exceeds .01 as compared to .1 for PCM, delta mod, etc.
 
This fact negates some of the benefits one would hope to obtain through
 
the ten-fold binary data rate reduction between PCM etc. and channel the
 
vocoder. With the introduction of large-scale integration of microcircuits
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we can expect significant reductions in size, weight, and power for the ,
 
channel vocoder in coming years. 1975 projections for the channel vocoder
 
are 150 cu. in, and 15 watts, with intelligibility scores maintained at 92%.
 
A newer version of the channel vocoder referred to as a voice
 
excited vocoder has been developed recently by DOD and Bell Telephone
 
Laboratories. While the data rates required for the voice excited vocoder
 
are between 7,200 and 9,600 bits/sec, speaker recognition and overall
 
quality of the device is far superior to that of the channel vocoder. 
Furthermore, its susceptibility to binary errors is closer to that of 
PCM and'delta mod, the threshold being roughly 10% errors for the voice 
excited vocoder. Fundamentally there is no reason why the voice excited 
vocoder cannot fit in a package size approximately that of the channel 
vocoder.-
Prior to-developing the conclusions on the best voice coding techni­
que we should mention that the use of more advanced predictive coding
 
principles as outlined by Schroeder have been considered by Magnavox for
 
TDRS application. Unfortunately, it is premature to determine the extent
 
of hardware required to actually implement the higher order predictive
 
digital encoding technique, recently reported on. Suffice it to say that
 
the data rates projected for this voice coding technique are on the order
 
of 7.2 to 9.6 kilobits/sec with voice quality equal to or surpassing that
 
of the voice excited vocoder.
 
Wescon, '68
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1.11.7 	 Multiplex of Voice with Data 
PCM, LDM; VSD, the channel and voice excited vocoders, and PD 
can all be efficiently multiplex with data. Since the voice encoding 
resulting in a binary stream in all cases, all of the techniques discussed 
thus far lend themselves to multiplexing with data. Because they are 
digital, the timing required for the voice encoder and the timing utilized 
for the data can be obtained from a common clock which in turn can be 
synchronized to the wideband modulation clock if a wideband technique is
 
used to combat multipath, RFI, etc.
 
There are two efficient methods of multiplexing digital voice with
 
.data at 50 kilobit/sec or 4.8 kilobit/sec (emergency mode). These are
 
time multiplexing and phase multiplexingi When bandwidth is at a premium
 
phase multiplexing is the preferred technique while time multiplexing is
 
the more efficient from a signal power economy or partitioning point of
 
view. Time division multiplexing is well understood and perhaps an example
 
of phase multiplexing would be in order. Specifically we have chosen the
 
multiplexing of PDM voice with 4.8 kilobit data. Itmust be apparent
 
however that any of the digital voice technique could be used in this
 
example. A quadrature phase modulator is shown in Fig. 1.83. The
 
demodulator, shown in Fig. 1.84 consists of a four phase demodulator
 
which provide two outputs. Clock is recovered and divided by 6 to provide
 
1.2 kilobit clock which is in turn used to obtain 4.8 kilobits/sec data
 
clock. The system effectively occupies the same bandwidth as the PDM
 
voice modem.
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To illustrate the performance of the phase multiplex technique
 
just described we address the emergency voice link at VHF. We assume that
 
the manned user's antenna isomni-directional and that the user power is
 
100 watts.
 
We consider only wideband pseudo-noise and the narrowband adaptive
 
time hop or frequency/time hop since these approaches have been shown to
 
be the leading potential solutions to the plethora of TDRS requirements.
 
We further assume that all unmanned users have access to the satel­
lite at their normal low power levels and that inan emergency situation,
 
the manned user must establish voice contact with GSFC via the G.S. without
 
delays. Inother words ideally the troubled MSF craft should have a
 
reliable push-to-talk channel in the presence of the unmanned user signals
 
at VHF. A less than ideal situation, but one that could be tolerated,
 
is that when a MSF craft is introuble he transmits an emergency signal
 
(via various methods) which isdetected by the G.S. and inturn the G.S.
 
commands all the unmanned user to shut down, providing the MSF craft with
 
a clear channel corrupted only by his multipath and RFI.
 
For the purpose of analysis we assume in this calculation that
 
the channel is RFI free. This isjustified since it is a mute point
 
whether or not interference can be avoided by the narrowband system or
 
removed at the receiver for the wideband system.
 
A conservative unmanned user power of 5 watts is assumed which
 
totals to 200 watts for 40 users. The multipath is assumed equal to the
 
user total power. Thus for a pseudo-noise system with a processing gain
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of 24 dB (TDRS P.G. at VHF for 7.2 kilobits) the output ( at the G.5.
 
isfrom section 1.6.6.
 
(PN P.. 
 = 17 dB 
which constitutes a 14 dB (-) for the PDM voice and 14 dB () for the 
4.8 kilobits/sec data if the power is divided equally between data and
 
voice. If the power ispartitioned to insure a bit error probability
 
- 5 Sof 10 for the 4.8 kilobits/sec data then the (4)for the emergency voice
 
channel is 16 dB, or 95% plus intelligibility. Admittedly we have assumed
 
rather severe conditions inthis example.
 
When the adaptive time hopped signal is employed to transmit the
 
.voice/data iultiplex under the same set of circumstances listed above,
 
the resulting output (g)isobtained as follows. An unmanned user
 
(operating in the same channel -as the manned user) radiates 5 watts
 
average power and uses a duty factor of d', while the manned user's duty
 
factor is d. The manned user requires an R.F. bandwidth of approximately
 
45 KHz to transmit PDM and data when the user is in a 100 mi orbit. Since
 
the adaptive time hop (ATH) maintains a 50% duty factor,, the manned-user
 
radiates a 200 watt peak power signal for d = .5,while the unmanned user
 
radiates 5/d' peak watts of power. The unmanned user's multipath signal
 
is assumed equal to the unmanned user's direct signal thus increasing the
 
interference as seen by the manned user by a factor of two. On the average
 
then the manned user will operate at a signal to interference level of 10 dB,
 
which is not acceptable. Admittedly an unmanned user power level of 1 watt is
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probably more realistic than the conservative 5 watts predicated in
 
'the example for the adaptive time hopped system. When aone watt
 
unmanned user is assumed, then the signal to interference level experi­
enced by the manned user is improved to 17 dB which is the same as that
 
obtained by the pseudo-noise system.
 
Note that if the channel vocoder had been used in the example,
 
the 4.8 kilobit/sec data rate would have been the controlling rate as
 
opposed to the voice signal.
 
The purpose of this example is to illustrate that simultaneous
 
voice and data can be provided by either pseudo-noise or the narrowband
 
adaptive time-hopped system.
 
The wideband pseudo-noise system however has a higher tolerance
 
to the unmanned user interference level as shown in the following table.
 
Manned User Unmanned User Voice (.1) Data (1) (i) Data
 
Power Power PN N PN ATH ATH
 
100 watts 1 watt 20 dB 10 dB 16 dB 10 dB
 
100 watts 5 watts 16 dB 10 dB 7 dB 7 dB
 
* 	 note that lOdB is required to insure a l0-5 error probability for 
uncoded data. 
One way to improve the performance of the ATH system would be to
 
provide 45 KHz dedicated or clear channels for the manned emergency voice
 
mode. While this may be possible, simultaneous voice/data and tracking by
 
an ATH system at VHF during emergencies appears difficult relative to the
 
pseudo-noise approach.
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Note that the other narrowband anti-multipath techniques investi­
gated in section 1.6.7 require even larger bandwidth than the 45 KHz required
 
of the ATH to transmit voice.
 
1.11.8 	 Conclusions and Recommendations for the Choice of Voice
 
Coding Technique for Voice Coding and the TDRS System
 
Based upon the previous discussions we present in this sub­
section rationale for the choice of the voice coding technique for the
 
TDRS. Perhaps the best way to illustrate all of the parameters which
 
go into choosing the best techniques is to present our findings by means
 
of a Table, wherein the various voice coding techniques have been listed
 
along with the pertinent facts and parameters governing their performance,
 
size, weight, etc. Thus, Table 1.14 reflects our current understanding of
 
the state-of-the-art in voice coding techniques as it applys to TDRS.
 
Based upon the criteria which we have used in the selection of
 
the voice encoding technique and the preceding analyses, it is apparent
 
that the PDM approach is the best compromise system for voice encoding
 
and data multiplexing.
 
i t at t 
 i
 
Voice Codin 
System 
for 15-20 dB! 
(S/N)out I 
Size i Weight Power Cost Performance 
I Rating 
Compatibility 
With Data 
I to Noise, 
Minimum Acceptable 
PCM 20 Kbps 1-2 IC 
chips 
I 
Negligible Negligible $30 @ 
in 
;quantity 
good yes 10% errors 
LDM 20 Kbps 1 IC 
chip 
good yes 
VSD 14.4 to 
20 Kbps 
1-2 IC" 
chips 
" " very 
good 
yes 
PDM 7.2 Kbps excellent yes exhibits 
graceful 
degradation & 
no threshold 
Channel 
Vocoder 
1.2 + 
2.4 Kbps 
1/2 cu. 
ft. 
40 lbs. 
15 lbs. 
40 watts 
b 15 watts 
$5,000
in 
speaker 
recog. poor 
yes 1% error 
150 cu. 
in.by 75 
7E quantity 92% intel­
ligibility 
Voice 
Excited 
Vocoder 
7.2 to 
9.6 Kbps 
excellent yes 
* 
10% error 
High Order 
Predictive 
Coding
Narrowband 
7.2 to 
9.6 Kbps 
2 ~ 
??excellenti yesy ? 
FM 20 Kbz very 
small' 
:negligible negligible negligible excellent exhibits 
sharp 
threshold at 
10 dB CNR 
* The voice excited vocoder has been shown to withstand a higher percentage of binary errors relative to channel
 
vocoder, due primarily to the difference in the voice pitch extraction and synthesis.
 
Table 1.14 Comparison of Voice Coding Techniques ­
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1.12 RFI CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM
 
In addition to interference resulting from multipath, the user
 
satellites and the TDRS will be confronted with unintentional interference
 
from emitters which are located on the earth and in view of the user
 
satellites and in view of the data relay satellite.
 
Modulation techniques which are designed to combat the effects of
 
multipath must reject unintentional interference.
 
Inorder to evaluate the expected power levels experienced by the
 
user and data relay satellite, The Magnavox Company, through the auspices
 
of NASA, has collected printouts of various signal types and their power
 
levels for Region II. This'has been done for various frequency bands which
 
have been allocated to space telemetry, command and control, and general
 
exploration. The frequency bands covered in-this analyses extend from
 
136 MC to as high as 33 GC and encompasses most of the available frequency
 
bands allocated to space technology. Region II encompasses North and South
 
America-as shown in Fig. 1,85.
 
Table 1.15-we list the frequency bands investigated by Magnavox for
 
their potential interference sources. We have also listed the known inter­
ference in Regions I and III of Fig. 1.85. This latter material was
 
gathered from the International Telecommunication Union publication. The
 
data covering Regions I, 11, and III collected from the I.T.U. is valid
 
through 1965 and represents an approximation to the current R.F.I. statutes
 
in these Regions. Table 1.16 contains the I.T.U. interference data of
 
136-138 MHz, 148-150 MHz, and 400-402 MHz, for Regions I, II,and III.
 
I.T.U., Geneva Switzerland, 1965.
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Table 1.15 Frequency Bands Covered By Interference Data for Region II
 
Frequency Band Comient 
136-138 MHz 72 emitters
 
148-154 looks bad
 
267-273 looks bad
 
401-402 possible replacement
 
for 148-154 MHz
 
1427-1429 good
 
1525-1540 good
 
-1700-1710 good
 
2290-2300 good
 
8.4-8.5 GHz good
 
15.25-15.35 good
 
31-35 good
 
The above table is by no means exhaustive, but is felt to cover the
 
primary frequency bands.,allocated to spice technology in Region II.
 
Mr. John Bryan of the NASA Goddard Center, Greenbelt, Maryland,
 
has cataloged the potential interference sources confronting a data relay
 
satellite located over the west coast of South America in view of North
 
America and South America. Based upon the ECAC computer printout, Bryan
 
counted approximately 72 emitters in the band from 136 to 138 MHz, with
 
as many as 2633 emitters located in the band from 135 to 139. Emitters
 
located just outside the 136 to 138 MHz band are allocated to the FAA and
 
have on numerous occasions presented interference problems for the tracking
 
facility at Rosman. There are over 1038 emitters assigned to the FAA for
 
the frequency band 135.85 and 923 emitters at 135.95. These are typically
 
5 watt transmitters with essentially an omnidirectional antenna. Such a
 
* I.T.t., Washington, D.C. 1969,Voi. V,p. 287
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136-138 MHz 148-150 MHz 400-402 MHz
 
20 @ 100w 7 @ 10 4 @ ?.5 w 
7 @ 50 w Region 3 @ 30 w Region 2 @ 10 w Region 
2 @ 10 w I, 2 @ 50 w 1 @ 20 w 
6 @ 20 w J1 @ 60w 2 @ 50 w 
20 @ 100 w 2 @ 200 w 
7 @ 10w 
3 @ 20 w 9 @ 2.5 w No j Region 
33 @ 30 w Region 9 @ lO w EmittersII 
6 @ 20 w3 @ 40 w II 
33 @ 50 w 15 @ 30 w 
1 -@ 60w J4 @ 40 w Region
 
57 40 @ I0W Region5 10 w @ 5 w 221 
22 @ 200 w III
12 @ 60 w 

3 @ 100 w
 
4 @ lO w 3 @ 200 w
 
5 @ 20 w 1 @ 150 w
 
2 @ 30 w Region 3 @ 250 w
 
3 @ 40 w III
 
18 @ 50 w 
1 @100 w 2 @ 2.5 w 
5 @ 200 w 5 @ lOw 
1 @ 250 w 3 @ 20w 
3- @ 50 w Regin 
1 @ 100 w Regio 
1 @ 150 W 
2 @ 200 w 
1 @ 250 w 
1 @ 2200 w 
Table 1.16(a) RFI Data for Regions I , II, III
 
Listing # of Emi-tters at Specific Power-Level
 
136-138 MHz 148-150 MHz 401-402 MHz 
F3 - 4 @ 75 kHz 
A3 - 41. @ 6 kHz 
Al - 14 @ 3 kHz 
A3 - 0 @ 6 kHz 
A3 - 20 8 kHz 
F3/A9 - 4 @ 20 kHz 
F3/FI3 - 4 @ 30 kHz 
F3 - 4 @ 36 kHz 
F3 - 3 @ 120 kHz 
F9 - 2 @ 150 kHz 
F13 - 1 @ 300 kHz 
F9 - 1 @ 340 kHz 
F3 - 1 @ 350 kHz 
A3 - 33 @ 6 kHzA3-2 0 ~ 
A3- 2 @ 10 kHz 
DO - 1 @ 1 kHz 
A3 - 1 @ 5 kHz 
Region5 I 
Region 
II 
I Region 
IF9 
F3', 1 @ 1.2 MHz 
F3 - 2 @ 200 kHz 
F3 - 2 @ 36 kHz 
F3 - 1 @ 16 kHz 
F2 - 1 @ 2 kHz. 
A3-26 6 kHz 
A3 - 5 @ 6 kHz 
A3 ­ 4 .@ 10 kHz 
F3 - 1 @ 16 kHz 
F3 - 41 @ 20 kHz 
F3 - 3 @ 30 kHz 
F3 - 44 @ 36 kHz 
F3 - 13 @ 40 kHz 
A3 - 1 @ 100 kHz 
F9 - 1 @ 150 kHz 
F13 - 2 @ 300 kHz 
- 4 @ 340 kHz 
F3 - 2 @ 356 kHz 
F9 - 1 @ 1000 kHz 
Region 
I 
Region 
II 
F3 
F3 
F3 
A3 
A3 
F3 
- 3 @ 3.6 MHz 
- 2 @ 2.5 MHz 
- 5 @ 36 kHz 
- 1 @ 6 kHz 
0 
- 22 @ 7 kHz 
- 1 @ 36 kHz 
Region 
I 
RegionRegion 
II 
Region 
III 
A3 
F3 
F3 
A3/F2 
- 8 @ 
- 4 @ 
- 4 @ 
- 2 @ 
6kHz 
36 kHz 
47 kHz 
100 kHz 
Region 
III 
Table 1.16(b) RFI Data for Regions I, II, III 
Vs. Modulation Type (A3, F3, etc.), 
# of Emitters, Bandwidth of Emitters 
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conglomeration of emitters at band edge requires that the pre-selection
 
circuits in the TDRS and user equipments be such that these emitters can
 
be effectively eliminated.
 
Heffernan and Bryan have assumed that adequate pre-selection cir­
cuits can be designed to effectively eliminate all interference outside
 
the 136 to 138 MC band and on the basis of the 72 catelogued in-band
 
emitters have attempted to determine the amount of interference power as
 
seen by the TDRS satellite. Heffernan has shown that the mean squared
 
summed RFI power, as seen at the data relay satellite, is approximately
 
-'92 dbm., This figure is arrived at by assuming essentially CW sources
 
and neglects any duty factor weighting for the conglomeration of emitters.
 
As sdch,Kthis figure is conservative and must-be regarded as an upper bound
 
bn the inerference-p6wer as seen by the TDRS, over Region II in the band
 
136 to 138 MHz. Shown in Figure 1.86 's a plot of the power spectrum of
 
ihe This plot
 inter ference contained in the frequency band 136-138 MHz. 
is based on data catalogued by John Bryan , of NASA. .It is apparent 
from the plot in.Figure 1.86 that there-are a number of relatively high 
power interference sources. Note that nearly all the individual inter­
ference bands are near to (-2 dB) or exceed the level of a one watt user 
measured at the TDRS. 
private communication from Heffernan and Bryan, NASA Goddard 
** private communication 
***op cit
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The user satellites will receive command information and R and
 
in the frequency band 148 to 149.9 MC from the data relay satellite. In
 
the receive mode the user will be confronted with two sources of inter­
ference, one resulting from multipath and a second source resulting from
 
emitters located on the earth which occupy the band of 148 to 149.9.
 
Again, Bryan has compiled a rather thorough list of emitters which occupy
 
this band for Region II,and this list is presented in Table 1.17. Note
 
that while the ITU data agrees with Bryan's data for 136-138 MHz, Bryan
 
predicts even a gloomier picture for the 148 to 149.9 MHz band.
 
It is obvious from the Tables 1.16 and 1.17 that there are a large
 
number of relatively high power sources which a user satellite, because of
 
its omni-directional antenna, will be able to see when passing over various
 
parts of the world. Needless to say that there will be hot spots and cool
 
spots as viewed by the user satellite. Furthermore, these RFI sources will
 
not be on continuously but will be governed by some duty factor. While not
 
a uniform power distribution it would appear from Bryan's work there are few,
 
if any, frequencies (of significant bandwidth) to be found in the 148 to
 
149.9 MHz band. This fact coupled with the limited ERP from the data relay
 
satellite (30 dbw), the spreading loss advantage to the RFI sources, and
 
recent OSO-IV experience, leads one to project a rather gloomy outlook
 
for the use of the 148 to 149.9 MHz band for the downlink between the TDRS
 
and the user spacecraft. From the data gathered by Bryan, the large majority
 
of transmitters in 148-149.9 MHz are omni-directional and while many of the
 
emitters are of a low duty factor the output powers can be as high as 25-100 watts.
 
**opcit

[Intense interference has recently been observed in the 150 MHz command
 
band by the OSO-IV Satellite. (ref: "Command Channel RFI and Its Effect on
 
OSO-IV" X-154-68-413, April 69)]
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Table 1.17 
EFFECT)WX'V RADIA'fED POCEX PER EMITTER IN WATTS 
Create, 
Frequency Total than 10C
'N'1z Emlitters 1-9 i0-19_ 20-_9 30-39 40-4__9 50-59 6069_ MQ_ wtts 
1i8. 20 6 5 1
 
148.21 47 7 32 1 1 6
 
148.215 1 3 1
 
148.22 37 11 6 16 2 2
 
148.23 28 1 12 13 2
 
148.24 17 16 1
 
148.25 56 4 8 29 1] 1 1 1 1
 
148.26 3 3
 
148.29 176 33 18 61 22' 4 34 1 4 1
 
148.51 53 11 35 7
 
148.515 18 17 1
 
148.52 149 17 53 40 22 3 5 4 5
 
148.54 -88- 21 59 1 1 2 1 3
 
148.545 12 11 1
 
148.55 316 50 222 8 15 5 11 4 1
 
148.56 1 1
 
148.575 1 1
 
148.59 16 1 11 4
 
148.93 1 1
 
148.95 32 17 9 4 2
 
1148.988 1 

149.00 33 1 31 1
 
149.01 285 13 32 159 52 3 22 2 1 
 1
 
149.47 40 18 2Z 1
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Table 1.17 
Greater 
Frequency Total than I00 
MHz Emitters 1-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 80 watts 
149.48 229' 64 37 14 110 1 1 2 
149.49 15 9 5 1
 
149.50 150 60 44 1 34 4 5 1 1
 
149.51 347 83 8 77 183 2 1 3
 
149.53 40 25 7 4 4
 
149.54 39 28 6 3 2
 
149.55 13 1 12
 
149.56 70 40 5 11 3 3 4 8 1
 
149.565 47 47
 
149.57 100 23 35 7 9 3 7 8 9 1
 
154.19 3 1 1 1
 
1) An equivalent mean square sum of these emitters is not meaningful
 
since a user will not be exposed to all of them at one time.
 
2) The NASA connand transmitters have been excluded fron this listing.
 
In sunmary, we have presented interference data which tends toshow
 
the 	potential problem confronting the TDRS system in:4he 136-138, 148-149.9,
 
400-402 and other space frequency bands. The init-ial:conclusions, af-ter
 
our short investigation, are:
 
1) At-tempt-to remove through government pressure-the 72 -emi-tters
 
.in the 136-138-MHz band. These are government owned emitters
 
and can probably be relocated in frequency without difficulty.
 
2) Explore the use of 400-402-MHz"space,band for the TDRS-to
 
user -link, since it has been shown that very littleinter­
ference exists in.this band.
 
3) -Explore the use,Qf electronic devices to .remove interference
 
in the 136-138 band.and at
 
4) 	Clear a command channel in 148-149.9 MHz through government
 
pressure.
 
5) 	Explore the possibility of obtaining space bands in the
 
governmentownedbands, i.e., 138-144 MHz,.17-3-174 MHz,
 
216-220 MHz,-225328 MHz, 3-35-399 MHz, 406-420 MHz.
 
1.12.1 Interference Modulation Bandwidths and Projected Duty Factors
 
From Table-1.16 we. see -that a large number of;-the emitters in
 
136-138 MHz are of the AM telephony (A3) type (3-6 KHz bandwidth) and a
 
moderate number of FM tel-ephony (F3). In the 148-150 MHz band the F3
 
modulation dominates in Region II (U.S. and. South America). Based on
 
the I.T.U. data the F3 modulated carriers are licensed to be on 24 hrs/day
 
while the A3 modulated carriers are governed by such statistical parameters
 
as average usage 0 (as traction of an hour channel is in use, averaged over
 
24 hours), average message length z (-in seconds-), and-the -standard deviation
 
in message length e (inseconds). We--have-attempted to .estimate U, X, e
 
FREAVY - Federal Comm. Commission,-PB--183614;,May 1969
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for the 136r138 band based on the assumption that A3 type modulation
 
predominates in this band. Listed below are data extracted.from the
 
JTAC report of March 1968 on Spectrum Usage, for various -typical A3
 
modulation users.
 
UserNo. Mod. Center freq., MHz U Z
 
.I AM 118.9 .37 14.8 12.2
 
2 AM 157.1 -- .11 32.5 27.7
 
,--3 AM 450 -.27 5 51.3
- 8.6 

4 AM 150 .31 1 ,-25 6
 
average Z 32.7
.26 21.8
 
User Key
 
1. FAA Local Control, Los Angeles International Airport
 
2. U.S.!Coast Guard-Search and Rescue OperationsLong Beach, California
 
3. Special Industrial Radio, Los Angeles and Orange Counties, California
 
4. Los Angeles City Police Communications System,
 
We conclude that an average duty factor of .25 is realistic ror
 
type A3 modulation. This duty factorwould serve to diminish the average
 
interference level by 6 dB.
 
1.12.2 Interference Reduction by Electronic Means
 
From what has been said in the previous section it-i-s obvious
 
that the data relay satellite system and its users are plagued by the
 
presence of undesirable interference in the frequency bands 136-138 MHz
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and 148-149.9 MHz. If these bands are to be used effectively itmay be
 
necessary to eliminate these interference sources at convenient points
 
in the system by electronic means.
 
First let us consider the interference situation confronting the
 
136-138 MHz band. The interference is seen by the data relay satellite
 
in addition to the user signals and their multipath. It is highly desirable
 
to utilize interference removal techniques in the data relay satellite itself.
 
The reason for this being that if the interference is effectively removed
 
in the satellite the interference does not steal power from the user signals.
 
it can be shown that onboard removal techniques can be complex and costly
 
and may require a feedback channel to control the interference removal
 
devices onboard the satellite. If onboard processing is not utilized, then
 
the repeater must be designed to accommodate both the interference, the
 
desired signals, and the multipath signals. Accommodate means that sufficient
 
power is available to each user's signal on the TDRS to ground link so as to
 
make this link noiseless while maintaining low intermod products between the
 
various components at the input to the data relay satellite. In effect,
 
interference and multipath serve to consume a portion of the data relay
 
satellite power which could be utilized by the desired signals.
 
Heffernan has shown that a linear repeater is feasible in terms
 
of required spacecraft power when both a multiplicity of user signals and
 
interference are present-at-the input to the data relay satellite in the
 
136-138 MHz band. This particular analysis further diminishes the
 
desirability or need for onboard interference removal techniques.
 
private communications, P. Heffernan, NASA Goddard
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For the command and control link between the ground station and
 
user craft it has been shown in Table 1.17 that there exists a multiplicity
 
of high powered signals emanating from the ground. Since this interference
 
enjoys a significant range advantage over the signals emitted from the
 
data relay satellite to a user craft, the interference problem for this
 
link is further enhanced and complicated. Furthermore, since the user
 
equipment is to be kept at minimum complexity the use of the electronic
 
interference reduction techniques onboard the user spacecraft in the 148-149.9
 
MHz link is questionable. One possible solution to the interference problem
 
in the 148-149.9 MHz band would be to monitor via the data relay satellite
 
system the signals in this band and to use a clear channel somewhere in the
 
frequency band. This-technique presupposes that the user craft can be told
 
from the ground which are the usable bands within the 148-149.9 MHz region.
 
This latter supposition seems to be erroneous and therefore it is recom­
mended that a clear channel be created in the 148-149.9 band by government
 
agreement. From the data accumulated on the interference sources frequency
 
band 148-149.9 there-appears to be very few, if any, narrow clear channels
 
available for the command and control link. However, a clear channel
 
bandwidth of the order of 200 KHz may be all that is required to insure
 
adequate anti-multipath rejection and range and range rate accuracies,
 
(see section 1.8). Thus it may be possible, with increased information
 
concerning the 148-149.9 band, to select a narrow clear channel for the
 
command and control link. It is recommended that this approach receive
 
further investigation. Because of the intensity and density of the emitters
 
in the 148-149.9 MHz band and the .range advantage enjoyed by the earth
 
based interference Sources over signals radiated from the TDRS to the user
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craft. calculations show that wideband anti-interferencp modulation
 
techniques which utilize a large percentage of the band'do not provide
 
-5 at
adequate system margins for reliable bit error probability of 10

the power levels obtainable from the TDRS satellite,and for that matter
 
none of the modulation techniques under investigation will function in
 
this band. Furthermore, significant increases in the TDRS to user
 
power levels would have to be provided in order to maintain an operational
 
link of this type in the presence of interference found in the 148-149.9
 
MHz band.
 
It has been shown in Table 1.16 that a large percentage of inter­
ference in the 136-138 band is of the 6 KHz A3 modulation type, and is
 
amenable to removal at the G.S. by tunable notch filters.
 
The above mentioned narrowband interference removal technique can
 
be shown to be most effective when the signals utilized by the users in
 
the TDRS are of a wideband nature. This is true since once interference
 
has been removed from a narrowband the region within the notch filter must
 
be regarded as unusable by a user's narrowband transmission. Thus, while
 
the tunable notch filter can definitely eliminate interference they also
 
reduce the effective usable bandwidths for the TDRS and therefore impact
 
on the type of modulation system which can be most effectively used. In
 
summary it can be shown that these narrowband interference removal techni­
ques are most effective for the removal of co-channel interference when
 
the user signals are of a wideband nature and are most effective for the
 
removal of adjacent channel interference when the user signals are of a
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narrowband nature. In a later section, 1.12.2, we show the potential
 
benefits to the operation of the TDRS, for the 136-138 MHz band, when
 
such narrowband interference removal techniques are employed on a selected
 
number of interfering signal bands. This improved performance will be
 
compared to a system without interference-removal. The user signals are
 
assumed to be pseudo-noise which occupies the entire 2 MHz bandwidth in
 
the user to TDRS link.
 
1.12.3 	Effects of Interference and Interference Removal on Pseudo-Noise
 
Systems
 
To illustrate the effects of interference in the 136-138 MHz
 
band we will now analyze the performance of a 2 MHz PN system. The
 
performance of a PN system is accurately described in terms of the output
 
signal to noise ratio, the input signal to noise or input signal to inter­
ference'ratio, and the processing gain (P.G.) of the PN system. The time
 
bandwidth product or the processing gain is defined here as the ratio of
 
the-pseudo-noise chiVrate to the data rate. For example, if the pseudo-­
noise chip is 1 megabit per second and the data is 1 kilobit per second then
 
the processing gain is I000 or 30 dB. The input-output signal to noise
 
relationship for a conventional two-phase-or four-phase PN system is given
 
in equation 1.142 for a wideband PN system and a noiseless TDRS to G.S. link.
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(P.G.) Pu 
) KPu+I+NW eq. 1.142 
P.G. = 32 dB 
3K = number of user + equal multipath for Gold Coding
7 
Nu = user toTDRS noise density 
I = interference at the TDRS 
Ws = spread bandwidth -2 MHz 
For all practical purposes the interference present at the-input to a.PN
 
correlation receiver is spread over a bandwidth commensurate with the RF
 
bandwidth of the PN system while at the same time through the same cor­
relation process the received PN signal is collapsed into a spectrum
 
width commensurate with the data.
 
Table 1.18(a) summarize the performance of a 2 MHz chip rate PN
 
system, 40 users, equal multipath, and interference of -92 dbm as measured
 
at the TDRS. The -92 dbm interference level is based on Bryan's data and no
 
signal duty factor reduction has been included.
 
Table 1.18(a) Performance of 2 MHz PN System (136 MHz)
 
User Power (watts) 
1 
2 
5 
40 Users+Multipath 
-102 dbm 
- 99 dbm 
-95 dbm 
Interference! Noise lUser Output S/N1 
-92 dbm j-105 dbm 2 + dB 
0-925dbm 5 dB 
-92 dbm -105 dbm 9.5 dB 
10 - 92 dbm -92 dbm -105 dbm. -1 dB 
_ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ 
__________________________ 
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Table 1.18(b) summarizes the performance of the same wideband PN
 
system when the six largest interference bands have been removed from the
 
spectrum 136-138 MHz.
 
Table 1.18(b) PN Performance with Interference Removal
 
User Power (watts) User Output S/N 
.1 9 dB 
2 10 + dB 
5 11'.5 dB 
10 12 dB 
By removing the six largest interference bands with tunable notch filters,
 
the overall interference is reduced by 10 dB. The reduction in available
 
spectrum (i.e., P.G.) to the PN system is negligible.
 
Thus by applying interference removal at the G.S. to only six
 
interference bands between 136-138 MHz, the wideband PN system's performance 
can be made acceptable. Note that a system margin of an additional 6 dB 
requires a,-user power level - 4 watts, when six interference bands are 
eliminated.- If ten bands are eliminated at the G.S. the interference can 
be further reduced by 10 dB or a total of 20 dB interference reduction. 
A 20 dB interference reduction makes the worst case interference in Region II 
of no consequence to the PN system performance. 
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1.12.4 Determination of the Effects of CW Interference Narrowband
 
PSK has served as the basic binary signaling method throughout
 
most of our analysis. It is advisable to determine the effects of CW
 
We do this for one reason,
interference on this modulation technique. 

the adaptive and pre-programmed systems which utilize time hopping or
 
FH techniques to avoid multipath but remain essentially narrowband
 
transmissions can be interfered with.
 
We have taken some liberties in the following analysis in that
 
it is assumed the interference is a constant amplitude CW signal. The
 
r ader is advised that ifsuch interference is amplitude modulated then-the
 
results of the followfng analyses must be averaged over the amplitude modu­
lation statistics. When the interfering signals are constant envelope such
 
as narrowband FM or PM transmissions; then the results contained in this
 
section are considered quite valid.
 
.S. 
INTEGRATE$+N+I1 AND DUMP0 
' CLOSE AT 
S = A cos W)ot (signal) 
N = xccos63ot + x.sin ot (noise) 
I = BRCos + te+c er Det 
Figure 1.87 Coherent Detector
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The input-to the coherent detector is,aphase-reversal-keyed'signal,
 
(which has been coded) in the presence of an interfering tone and an
 
associated bandpass Gaussian noise. It is assumed that the reference
 
in the receiver is phase-aligned with the desired signal, and that the
 
reference is unaffectived by the presence ofthe interference. It
 
follows that the output from.the integrate and dump at the sampling
 
instant is given by:
 
4eo(T) = AT + xc (t)+ B cos (Awt+e. dt eq. 1.143 
This results in- conditional binary error probability given by: 
=1.~r~ in 
Pe(a) 1'erffc [ ( cos J eq. 1.144 
where:
 
A E
 
i/!a yr0 
E -energy 
to noise density.
NO
 
Equatibn l.144'assumes that the probabilities of I and 0 are equal. Under 
the assumption that the phase angle o is a random variable, we are free to 
determine the average binary error probability by averaging the conditional 
density over a uniform density in e or *: 
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P-e = I erfc [ ( + K cos dg eq. 1.145 
e 2 J-1T7 2
 
Equation 1.145has been ptogrammed on a digital computer and the results
 
are shown in Figure 1.88 for various values of K as a function of the
 
signal-to-noise ratio. K is not to be confused with the number of users.
 
The value of K is seen to be the ratio of the interference to
 
the signal level times a weighting factor which is a function of frequency
 
and duration of the binary symbol. Interference which is well inside the
 
bandwidth occupied by the data transmission is unaffected by the frequency
 
weighting of the integrate and dump filter. The binary error probability
 
for APSK = 2 PPSK(I-PPSK) or = 2PPSK
.
 
Wesee from Figure 1.88 that an interference-to signal ratio
 
-5 bit
of -3 dB will cause a 8 dB degradation in system performance at 1O

error probability. Interference to signal ratios -20dB are of little con­
cern.
 
The primary result of the analysis is to point out small amounts
 
of narrowband interference can serve to dramatically degrade the performance
 
of narrowband signals or in effect require more power from the user craft
 
to maintain a desired bit error probability.
 
Note that adjacent channel interference (other users) and TDRS
 
repeater intermodulation products will have similar effects on narrowband
 
antimultipath signals.
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Figure 1.88 
Average Binary Error Probability For Coherent PSK In
The Presence of CW Interference and Gaussian Noise
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It is evident from Fig. 1.86 (for Region II)that a narrowband
 
signal with a one watt user power level isover shadowed by most of the
 
interference and the remaining interference isclose (-2'dB) to the user
 
level at one watt. This leads us to conclude that
 
a) interference removal using narrow tunable notch filters is a
 
good idea even for narrowband user signals since removal of very large
 
interference reduces the possibility for generating inter-mod products
 
in the receiver. Interference removal, however, does not make the fil­
tered channel available for use bya narrowband user signal.
 
b) a high dynamic range receiver should be employed at the G.S.
 
c) adjacent channel interference problem can be quite severe for
 
a low power user signal (Fig. 1.86). Even though the majority of the signals
 
136-138 MHz are narrowband their sidebands extend beyond the normal limit
 
of their bandwidth and thus sideband energy can appear in a so-called
 
"clear channel" and degrade the narrowband user performance.
 
d) to avoid the interference a narrowband user should be equipped
 
with a number of alternate channels which can be directed from the ground
 
to use in the event that interference exists on the primary channel.
 
This requirement complicates the user's receiver, transmitter, and range
 
and range rate-instrumentation.
 
1.12.5 Recommendation Concerning RFI in the Space Band
 
We have made several recommendations inSection 1.12 already with
 
regard to steps that should be taken to alleviate the projected RFI problem.
 
We reaffirm here those recommendations and state that we have only scratched
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the surface inour efforts to determine the true RFI picture in the bands
 
of interest. Thus we recommend that further study and measurements are
 
required before the effects of RFI can be really evaluated.
 
It is true, as we have pointed out in Section 1.12.1, that the RFI
 
is probabiiy not as severe as projected as a result of the application of
 
signal duty factors, however, we are not sure to what degree this istrue.
 
We.could postulate a variety of interference models and show that
 
the wideband system will not function under one model or that the narrow­
band signal will be functional under yet another model. Thus we hesitate
 
to conclude at this time the effects of interference on any of the
 
approaches. We have presented. calculations and best data which tend to
 
.­confirm that the. interference can be effectively "handled" in the 136-138
 
MHz band, but there may be a real problem in the 148-149.9 band.
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1.13 HARDWARE DESIGNS OF THE TDRS CANDIDATE SYSTEMS
 
A very important consideration leading to the final choice of a
 
system for the users of the TDRS is the relative hardware complexity
 
of the various approaches.
 
While one system may show a slight advantage in performance over
 
a second system, the first system may require such complex instrumentation
 
that the performance advantage is overshadowed by the hardware complexity
 
-requirement. Conversely simplicity of design is no substitute for out­
standing performance.
 
We have been directed to assess the hardware complexity needed to
 
implement the various anti-multipath systems under consideration. We
 
approachthis problem with a'view of the entire system and do not restrict
 
the assessment to the anti-multipath portions of the instrumentation alone.
 
It is evident that such circuitry as doppler acquisition, doppler
 
tracking, data recovery, carrier synthesizers, transmitters, r-f receiver
 
front ends, and forward error control circuitry are not restricted to
 
any one system but are required for all of the implementations. Therefore
 
we assume that these circuits are common to all implementations. What must
 
be determined is the relative complexity of the equipments after all the
 
common (necessary) circuits have been accounted for, leaving unique hard­
ware required for the particular approach.
 
In order to carry out this relative hardware complexity evaluation
 
we show in Fig. 1.89 through Fig. 1.93 the basic transmitter block diagrams
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of the Adaptive FH, Adaptive TH, TH/FH, Programmed TH, and Programmed FH
 
systems described in Section 1.6.7. The receivers compatible with these
 
transmitters are of the same order of complexity We conclude from
 
Fig. 1.89 through 1.92 that these systems are of low relative complexity.
 
We have shown only the anti-multipath instrumentation in these figures
 
and have not included range and range rate instrumentation.
 
Shown in Figures 1.94 and 1.95 is the transmitter and receiver of
 
the pseudo-random time hop (PRTH) system, and shown in Figures 1.96 and
 
1.97 are the transmitter and receiver block diagrams of the Random Access
 
Discrete Address (RADA) system. Of these two approaches the PRTH is the
 
simpler, with RADA regarded as a relatively complex system owing to the
 
frequency synthesizer requirement and multi-filter requirement in the
 
receiver.
 
Shown in Figures l..98 and 1.99 are block diagrams of a-basic PN
 
transmitter and user transponder. *The PN transmitter is very simple,
 
while the receiver is iore.complex. The PN system is an integrated
 
system in many respects inthat the circuitry required to realize a work­
ing recei-ver also provide a number of "fallbouts" such as code tracking
 
for range, carrier acquisition for efficient-data recovery, and doppler
 
tracking. A single integratedwaveform provides communication, positive
 
identification, and precise ranging in the PN implementation. Thus i-n
 
order to compare the PN system with an apparently less complex implemen­
tation,--one must compre on the basis of total number of functions being
 
satisfied or accomplished by the cirtuitry. For example, the systems
 
shown in Figures 1.89 to 1.93 have less complex receiver implementations
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compared to PN but when circuitry is.added'to these implementations to
 
provide ranging, carrier acquisition, doppler tracking, etc. Then for
 
all practical purposes the PN system and the "apparentlyless complex"
 
approaches are equal in complexity. In fact since the PN system is an
 
integi-ated approach, those techniques which require changes in their
 
signal format to provide range and range rate measurements may in prac­
tice be more complex than the PN modem when-all the circuitry is properly
 
counted.
 
We conclude that of the systems we have investigated thus far the
 
PN, PRTH, and Adaptive and 'Programmed Techniques will require about the
 
same order of complexity while the RADA system is far more complex than
 
any of the above.:
 
Recently, Magnavox concluded an in-house study to determine reduc­
tion size estimates for a PN system. Using existing IC technology we
 
conclude that-a complete user transponder can be comfortably fabricated
 
in a 12 cu. inch volume. This figure excludes power supply but includes
 
the VHF r-f receiver stages.
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1.14 DESCRIPTION OF THE RECOMMENDED SYSTEM
 
The preceding discussions and analyseslead us to recommend a
 
pseudo-noise PN approach for the users of the TDRS. We arrive at this
 
firm conclusion based on comparative analyses covering multipath per­
formance, multiple access performance, resistance to interference, ranging
 
capabilities, synchronization performance, efficient handling of data and
 
voice, and hardware complexity.
 
Shown in Figure 1.100 is a functional block diagram of the overall
 
system, illustrating both ground station and user transponder equipment.
 
Included in 1.100 are estimates of the number of equipment types at each
 
end of the terminal. Note that the TDRS-is a simple "bent pipe" non­
coherent repeater.
 
The advantages obtained by using PN as the basic approach are listed
 
below.
 
a) immunity to worst case multipath on both VHF links
 
b) resistance to interference
 
c) support of 40 simultaneous users through a common TDRS repeater
 
d) simple TDRS "bent pipe" non-coherent linear repeater
 
e) precise range and range rate for tracking
 
f) coherent user transponding
 
g) compatibilitj with f6rward error control
 
h) capacity to handle all desired data rates and voice
 
i) precise tracking of the TDRS by ground station
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j) positive identification of each user at the ground station
 
as a result of unique PN Gold Coding
 
k) single ground station to user command carrier does not
 
require multiple command channels
 
1) compatible with PCM, tone, and tone digital command formats
 
m) allows tracking of user throughout entire mission by one or
 
more TDRS's
 
n) simultaneous tracking of a large number of users
 
o) utilizes proven digital techniques such as those currently
 
used in unified S-band.
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1.15 	 THE IMPACT OF,THE PROPOSED TDRS INSTRUMENTATION ON EXIrSTINGi
 
NASA TECHNOLOGY
 
It is instructive to review existing NASA instrumentation to
 
determine the proposed PN system approach is compatible with any existing
 
NASA instrumentation. The word "compatible" means that some portions
 
of the system can be used, e.g., receiver, antenna, etc. We do not mean
 
that the entire system can be used in a wholesale sense, rather, only
 
portions can be used. This survey is intended to identify equipment
 
designs already in NASN's inventory to determine if parts of the inventory
 
can be used with the proposed TDRS modulation.
 
What follows in this section is a brief survey of the existing
 
STADAN system as outlined in the NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
 
Document X53067304, entitled "Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network
 
Manual," dated July 1967. We also comment on the Manned Space Flight
 
Network instrumentation.
 
1.15.1 STADAN
 
The primary functions of the existing STADAN system is to provide
 
acquisition and recording of spacecraft data, the tracking of spacecraft,
 
the commanding of spacecraft, the handling of telemetry data from space­
craft, and the transfer of this data to the Goddard Space Flight Center
 
in Greenbelt. The STADAN system is also required to perform operational
 
control of spacecraft and to provide communication with all related
 
activities. The STADAN system is connected to the Goddard Space Flight
 
Center through NASA-Goddard's NASCOM facility.
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To accomplish the telemetry or data acquisition activity in the
 
STADAN system, a station within STADAN may be equipped with large
 
antennas such as 85-foot dishes or 40-foot dishes. Associated with the
 
large antennas are the satellite automatic tracking antenna network
 
SATAN receive antenna and a 9 element yagi antenna. However, all sta­
tions are not equipped with the full complement of antennas.
 
For the purpose of tracking a STADAN station can be equipped
 
with three separate subsystems: 1. the mini-track optical tracking
 
system; 2. the mini-track interferometer system; and 3. the Goddard
 
Range and Range Rate System. As in the case of telemetry acquisition
 
all stations are not equipped with a full complement of tracking
 
equipment.
 
Since the STADAN stations are required to command and also
 
control the operation of the scientific satellites they are outfitted
 
with a complement of commanding antennas. These include dual yagi
 
antenna systems, single yagi antenna systems, disk-on-rod antenna command
 
systems, and satellite automatic tracking network command antenna, SATAN.
 
For the purpose of data handling, recording, and transferring
 
of data to the NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center some of the STADAN sta­
tions are equipped with various types of receiving and demodulating
 
equipment for the purpose of extracting specified telemetry subcarriers
 
to perform a multiplexing function. to demodulate and deconmutate the
 
telemetry signals, and to record or reformat the information for retrans­
mission to the Goddard Space Flight Center.
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The information collected at the STADAN sites is conveyed to-the
 
Goddard Space Flight Center through NASCOM which consists of a grid of
 
land lines, undersea cables, microwave and radio links of various types
 
of capacities.
 
1.15.2 Receiving and Transmitting Antennas
 
The 85-foot dish-is a parabolic reflector with associated feeds,
 
autotrack receivers and axis measuring and positioning of encoders, etc.
 
The antenna telemetry feeds provide the capability for receiving 136 MHz,
 
400 MHz, and 1700 MHz frequency bands. It is also equipped with a dipole
 
for reception of 235 MHz. The 40-foot dish antenna is very similar in
 
function to that of the 85-foot dish and similarly equipped. The SATAN
 
receiving antenna is designed to receive signals from 136-137 MHz and
 
consists of a 16-array yagi structure. In addition to the VHF SATAN
 
receive antenna a 9-element yagi array also can exist at a STADAN site.
 
The basic receiving and demodulating equipment at the STADAN sites.
 
consists of dual channel telemetry receivers with associated phase lock
 
demodulators and diversity combiners. The subreceivers usually operate
 
as a two-channel unit between 130 and 140 MHz. Signals received at a
 
STADAN site at 400 MHz or at 1700 MHz are down-converted to 130-140 MHz
 
for further processing and demodulation. The actual signal demodulation
 
is accomplished through phase-locked demodulators which provide both AM
 
or PM signal demodulation using synchronous detection techniques. Diversity
 
combining is also provided at 500 KHz IF. The actual bandwidth modulator
 
function, etc., are obtained through switching functions on the front panel
 
of the receiving equipment. The receiving equipment at STADAN sites for
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the collection of data from unmanned spacecraft consists of receivers
 
at 130-140 MHz front ends. Signals received at this frequency, of course,
 
are directly processed through dual-channel demodulators. Signals received
 
at 400 or 1700 MHz are translated to 130-140 MHz for final demodulation.
 
The bandwidth of the 140-130 MHz front end is several MHz wide and the
 
primary band limitations are imposed by subsequent channelizing prior
 
to final demodulation in the receiver. The IF bandwidths of the receivers
 
are selectable from 10 KHz to 3 MHz.
 
The STADAN stations can be equipped with data buffering instrumen­
tation for the purpose of synchroni±ing-incoming data which can be at
 
various rates reformating the data and transmitting the data at 600, 1200,
 
2400 bits per second to the Goddard Space Flight Center over conventional
 
3 KHz voice channels.
 
The STADAN station has the capability of commanding or transmitting
 
.to the unmanned user craft at'frequencies between 120 MHz to 150 MHz. The
 
ground station to user commands are transmitted on the uplink from ground
 
stations at 2.5 or 5 KW power levels and normally at either 123 MHz or at
 
140 MHz.
 
Regarding the tracking instrumentation, the Goddard Range and Range
 
Rate System is of primary interest. The Goddard Range and Range Rate System
 
has receivers at both VHF and S-band and is an inherently wideband receiving
 
system. The GRARR transmits at both VHF and S-band at power levels of 1
 
or 10 KW. The Goddard Range and Range Rate System is equipped with its
 
separate antennas at both VHF and S-band.
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In addition to the primary instrumentation associated with STADAN,
 
there are other application areas, e.g., the ATS system which has been
 
installed at such sites as Mojave and Rosman and Cobie Creek. Note that
 
Mojave and Rosman are CONUS stations and might in fact be utilized as
 
CONUS tracking stations for the TDRS. Of particular importance in the
 
ATS system is the interfacing in both the transmitter and receive at a
 
wideband 70 MHz IF. The 70 MHz interface is in conformance with existing
 
standards of 70 MHz IF interfaces for most of the communication systems
 
which have been generated in the past five years. Both wideband and
 
narrowband systems considered for TDRS could very easily interface with
 
the ATS system at 70 MHz point. Note further that the ATS system operates
 
at transmit and receive frequencies of 6 and 4 GHz.
 
1.15.3 Spacecraft Telemetry Signal and Command Standards
 
The purpose of this section is to describe existing telemetry
 
signals for the unmanned user spacecraft to ground station and the
 
command signals from the ground station to the unmanned user. An ade­
quate understanding of these signals is required inorder to determine
 
the impact of proposed TDRS changes on the instrumentation of the
 
existing system.
 
In the existing system information is conveyed to the ground from
 
the user spacecraft by primarily two modulation methods:
 
1) PCM
 
2) PFM
 
The user to ground station data rate for the unmanned spacecraft has been
 
specified for this study at one kilobit per second and therefore the user
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to ground station telemetry signals such as PCM and PFM will not be
 
discussed in this report but are adequately described in NASA X56063-2
 
Aerospace Data Systems Standards, 1 April 1968.
 
The commands from ground station to user can be one of three
 
types: tone command, tone digital command, and the PCM command. The
 
tone command uses frequencies or subcarriers located between 2,000.and
 
7,000 Hz for the purpose of addressing the unmanned user spacecraft and
 
to provide up to 3 executions. There are a total of 22 execute address
 
tones in the tone command system. The tone command system is used pri­
marily for on-off commands to the spacecraft. The subcarrier tone
 
duration lasts between .5and 3.5 seconds with sub-intervals of 1/2
 
second.
 
In addition to the tone command signal format a tone digital
 
command can be used to control spacecraft from the ground station. The
 
tone digital command utilizes a pulse duration/AM/AM broadcast technique
 
or modulation technique in the present system. A pulse period is defined
 
as 72 cycles of the encoder clock. Sync preamble and l's and O's are a
 
fraction of the 72 cycles of the encoder clock. Namely, 18, 36, 54 and 72.
 
Presently the PDM pulses modulate subcarriers which can be selected between
 
7,000 Hz and 11,000 Hz. In the spacecraft the receiver consists of narrow
 
filters having a bandwidth in the order of 6% of the center frequency at
 
the 6 dB point.
 
The tone digital system is used primarily for real time on-off
 
commanding a spacecraft. The basic tone digital system provides for
 
direct addressing, synchronization, and execute commands.
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The final command signal in use and expected to increase in usage
 
is the standard PCM command technique. The present system utilizes PCM,
 
FSK, prior to the AM modulation of the primary carrier. The two frequen­
cies which have been assigned for the FSK operation are at 7 and 9 KHz.
 
The PCM word link is fixed at 64 bits per second with a maximum number
 
of these attributed to data at 46 bits. The current bit rate is at 128
 
bits per second with 1,000 bits per second being taken under consideration
 
for.the command standard or up to 1,000 bits per second for the command
 
standard. The PCM word provides for bit synchronization, spacecraft
 
addressing, execution and varification of receipt and-execution at the
 
ground station.
 
1.15.4 Compatibility Conclusion
 
To determine the compatibility of the proposed PN approach for
 
-TDRS instrumentation with the STADAN system we list the current frequen­
cies proposed for TDRS below.
 
User to TDRS VHF, S, K-band 
TDRS to User VHF, S, K-band 
TDRS to G.S. K-band 
G.S. to TDRS K-band 
Note that the TDRS to user is at VHF' S-band, or K-band, while TDRS to
 
ground station frequencies are at K-band exclusively. Thus we can conclude
 
that the existing STADAN transmitting and receiving equipment which is at
 
136, 400, 1700 megacycles and at 4 gc for the Goddard Range and Range Rate
 
System will have to be modified in order to function with the nroposed TDRS
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to ground station frequencies. It is beyond the scope of this study to
 
recommend exactly how the STADAN receiving equipment could be modified
 
to accommodate the new K-band TDRS to G.S. frequency. However, we can
 
conjecture that by translating the K-band frequencies to either L-band
 
or directly to 136 MHz, a portion of the existing ground station receiving
 
equipment could be utilized. We cannot state at this time whether the
 
antenna systems associated with present STADAN could be modified to
 
incorporate K-band feeds. Itmay require a special design K-band antenna.
 
Simil-ar comments could be made about ATS or Goddard Range and Range Rate
 
System; that is, suitable translation from K-band to either S-band or VHF
 
could be accomplished allowing both portions of the Goddard Range and
 
Range Rate System receiver portions and of the ATS.instrumentation to
 
be utilized on the TDRS to ground station link. We conclude that band-.
 
widths on the order of 3 to 10 MHz are available from the instrumentation
 
surveyed; that is, if suitable translation is provided, the existing
 
STADAN, Goddard Range and Range Rate, and ATS systems could be utilized
 
as receivers for the wideband signals proposed for TDRS.
 
The ground station to TDRS link at K-band probably cannot utilize
 
much.of the instrumentation now in existence without major redesign to
 
provide a K-band source and a K-band antenna and/or feed system.
 
We conclude that the PN approach for TDRS can use a great deal of 
the existing technology already in NASA's inventory. Wideband receiver 
and transmitters appear to exist in both the STADAN and MSFN which with 
modification could be used with the wideband PN system. Furthermore, 
we conclude that the PN system (using PDM) can be configured to handle
 
the PCM, tone, or tone digital type commands.
 
Unified S-band Tech. Conf. - Edited by K.E. Peltzer, NASA, July 1965
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1.16 FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE OF THE TDRS
 
There are three factors which we feel need mentioning which can
 
serve to improve the operation performance of the TDRS.
 
a) We have assumed throughout our analyses that worst case multipath
 
conditions exist. Actually, Habib has projected the satellite population
 
through 1980 and the distribution of this population shows an average user
 
altitude close to 500-1000 miles depending upon the exact year. We can
 
conclude that the multipath from users 500 to 1000 miles above the earth
 
should be 6 to 9 dB below the worst case conditions assumed in the report,
 
i.e., direct signal to multipath of unity. This fact should alleviate the
 
muitipath problem somewhat (see comment on antenna pattern effects to
 
follow).
 
b) We have shown in Section 1.12 that the RFI contained in the VHF
 
space bands will probably have some average duty factor associated with it,
 
thus reducing the worst case RFI. We have attempted to estimate this
 
average duty factor and we conclude that .25 is representative of the type
 
of signals contained in the VHF bands. This duty factor would reduce the
 
RFI on the average by 6 dB.
 
c) In addition to the above factors, the natural shielding of the
 
earth will on the average reduce the number of users in view of a TDRS
 
by a factor of .43. While this factor cannot be relied upon to prevent
 
all 40 users from crowding together, it will on the average serve to
 
reduce the loading on a TDRS.
 
op cit
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We have pointed out in the Requirements Section of this report
 
that the-user antenna pattern were not perfectly omni-directional at
 
VHF. To combat deep nulls in the patterns, polarization diversity or
 
clever antenna array designs must be employed on the user craft at VHF.
 
The residual variations in antenna gain (3 dB ripple seems feasible)
 
can decrease the desired signal while increasing the multipath signal
 
or vice versa. Assuming a 3 dB ripple in the pattern exists,,a 3 dB
 
increase in the ratioof multipath to desired signal can be sustained.
 
Modulation techniques described thus far to combat multipath react to
 
these antenna pattern anamolies in differing ways. For example,
 
a) The diversity system isfurther degraded by 3 dB.
 
b) The wideband signals are not materially affected since the
 
large number of users tends to keep the average multipath constant.
 
A single wideband signal however can sustain a 1.5 dB loss.
 
c) The narrowband PN system can be degraded by 3 dB.
 
d) The adaptive or programmed narrowband technique avoid the
 
multipath, thus the antenna pattern variations only set a lower bound
 
on the duty factors, and contribute to a 1.5 dB user signal loss.
 
During the actual operation of the TDRS system care must be taken
 
to avoid supporting very high altitude users, particularly at VHF. The
 
reason for this is that a high altitude user, 30,000 Km near a TDRS, can
 
capture the TDRS repeater or cause a severe division of power imbalance
 
at the output of the repeater.
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1.17 RECOMMENDATIONS
 
Our primary recommendation is to continue studying the impact of
 
RFI on the TDRS system. Actual measurements of the RFI by a properly
 
instrumented spacecraft represents the ultimate in resolving-the RFI
 
question. This measurement can be supplemented by a more thorough analysis
 
of available RFI data from government sources and the International
 
Telecommunications Union.
 
The problem of handover of a user from one TDRS to another should
 
receive more study.. We have not addressed this problem in this report;
 
however, we have considered several ways to accomplish this. The use of
 
4 PN codes, one assigned to each TDRS for the G.S. to user command link
 
is one approach which appears quite feasible.
 
APPENDIX I 
THE EFFECTS OF SPECULAR AND DIFFUSE MULTIPATH
 
ON OPTIMUM BINARY MODULATION
 
It is the purpose of this appendix to document the effects of both
 
diffuse and specular multipath on optimum binary communications systems
 
such as binary delta phase shift key (APSK). Inthis section we will not
 
perf'orm"an exhaustive analysis on other types of binary systems such as
 
differential PSK or FSK since the results appears inthe open literature
 
We have chosen for analysis the optimum binary APSK system, since this
 
system-represents an upper bound on the performance of binary communication
 
systems in the presence of multipath. From this analysis we will be able
 
to detetmine the need for forward error control and the ability of diversity
 
systems to operate in the presence of multipath.
 
Inthis analys-is we have considered the combined effects of specular
 
and diffuse multipath and ever present Gaussian noise on the performance
 
of a APSK transmission. When forward error control is utilized a minimum
 
acceptable bit error probability of .05 must be obtained in order that
 
effective convolutional coding sequential decoding can be utilized to drop
 
or reduce this raw bit error probability to 10-5 . The above criteria
 
assumes a rate coder for the forward error control technique.
 
Ithas been shown that the conditional hit error probability for a
. 
coherent reference PSK transmission can be expressed in the following form.
 
J. J. Jones, IEEE Comm. Tech. Dec. 68
 
J.N. Birch, Magnavx Teji. Paver 
S4 erfc /E1N- + K cos*) eq. 1 
coh PSK 
Ssin 2 
K-k jr AwT Aw = differential Doppler 
2 ip is a uniform random phase angle 
The value of K in the above equation represents the instantaneous ratio of
 
the multipath signal to the desired signal. In practice the multipath sig­
nal can consist of a specular component which is essentially a delayed
 
replica of the direct path signal and a diffuse component which occupies
 
a bandwidth equal to the fading bandwidth plus the original data bandwidth.
 
The envelope statistics associated with the indirect signal will follow a
 
Rician probability density. Thus we could argue that K itself will follow
 
a Rician density which is normalized to the power in the direct path. The
 
average bit error probability using the above equation 1 can be calculated
 
from following equation 2.
 
V fjI PC(K,*) dj P(K)dK eq. 2 
The above equation can be simplified by considering the diffuse com­
ponent as Gaussian noise and by considering the specular component as
 
narrowband constant envelope interference; that is,we assume that these
 
components are separable. Under the validity of such assumptions which
 
are in general true we may restate the above average bit error probability
 
in the following terms.
 
2 
1 .o 1 e cLN+diff + OcCos d* eq. 3 
Sdir = direct power 
Sspec= specular power
 
Ndiff= diffuse power
 
We have considered the diffuse component as noise and the specular component
 
as constant envelope interference with a uniform phase angle.
 
The results of equation 3 have been computerized or obtained from
 
.computer programs and are listed for convenience at the end of this appendix.
 
Note that the effects of differential Doppler between the direct and the
 
indirect path have been embedded in the value of K. Furthermore, the
 
frequency weighting effects of the integrate and dump circuit have not
 
been.utilized in calculating the noise power due to the diffuse component,
 
thus the results obtained from equation 3 can be considered worse case,
 
meaning when low differential Doppler exists and the fading bandwidth is
 
well within the limits of the data bandwidths.
 
There are several conclusions which can be drawn from the above
 
analysis.
 
(1) Diffuse multipath creates a irreducible bit error proba­
bility at high desired signal to Gaussian noise ratios
 
whereas specular multipath can be overcome by sufficiently
 
high desired signal to Gaussian noise ratios.
 
(2) At low desired signal to Gaussian noise ratios both specular
 
and diffuse multipath serve to create essentially equal bit
 
error probabilities.
 
3.
 
The actual bit error probability for APSK is 2 PC (-PC) where P is
 
the bit error probability associated with the PSK transmission. For bit
 
error probabilities on the order of .1and less the above equation for
 
the bit error probability associated with the APSK system is given as 2 Pe.
 
In the attached printout. P is tabulated for coherent PSK. To con­
vert to APSK multiply by approx 2. K2 is the ratio of direct power to
 
total multipath and spec/diff is the ratio of specular to diffuse multipath
 
power. 
Fig. 1 is a plot of optimum binary PSK vs E/N and APSK vs E/N for 
0 0 
comparison. Fig. 2 is a plot of optimum PSK in the presence of snecular
 
or diffuse multipath.
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APPENDIX II
 
RANGING PERFORMANCE OF A PSEUDO-NOISE SYSTEM
 
by 
P. Nilsen (Magnavox Research Labs)
 
1.0 INTRODUCTIQN
 
Ina PN system, the range.measurement ismade by comparing the phase
 
between clocks which are synchronized to the respective received PN codes.
 
Thus, the range measurement accuracy is limited by the time jitter error
 
of the clock tracking logps1 Inthe PN system itwill be assumed that a
 
separate implementation performs a coherent'demodulation to extract the
 
pseudo-random code, and the cloqk tracking loop operates on the low-pass
 
demodulated signal.
 
2.0 THEORETICAL BASIS
 
The phase comparison measurement between receiver clocks is actually
 
a relative time of arrival measurement of the 9ipnal. Measurement of the
 
time of arrival of a sigpal inthe presence of background interference may
 
be interpreted as a prablem inthe estimation of an unknown signal parameter. 
To examine the basic gasq, assume-reception of a pulse wavefdrm skt-r), 
where T is the unknown time of arrival, in the presence of white noise of 
spectral density (one-sided) No. The received signal isobserved over some 
interval - T/2 to T/2 such that edge effects are eliminated; i.e., we write 
r(t) - s(t ) +  n(t) -T/2<t<T/2 (I) 
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The estimation of the parameter T is obtained through the log likelihood function, 
given by(!)
 
T/2, T/2
2 o [ 1 C 2 t , d 2 2log A [r(t), T] f- r(t) s(t - T) dt --- f s (2)N 0 -T/2 N0 -T/2 
The maximum likelihood estimation is the value of T which maximizes' Equation (2). 
If the maximum is interior, it may be found by differentiation 
alog- '2 T/22 - - Tfs(t T) dtai - f [r(t) -- sa r, 
0-T/2 (3) 
T/2 
= - "'.Q '(t) S'(t )-dt 
N0 f 
where it is noted that the last term in Equation (2) 'isindependent of the parameter T 
The value of T which sets Equation (3) equal to zero is the maximum likelihood esti-
A 
mator T me" That is, 
T/2 
Sr(t) s' (t- )dt = 0 (4) 
-T/2
 
Equation (4) is the theoretical basis for the time of arrival measurement. It leads to 
the concept of a tracking loop which correlates the received signal, with noise, against 
the derivative of the known waveform, driving the correlation to a null. 
A lower bound on the variance of the maximum,likelihood estimator (or on any 
unbiased estimator) can be stated. (2 ) Ignoring edge effects and letting the true value 
be zero for convenience 
N 0 
T V" -> T/2 () 
2 f [s(t)]2 dt 
-T/2 
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.A case of importance here uses a signal of average power S, biphase modulated 
by a pseudorandom code with clock period T . After coherent demodulation, not of 
concern here, the desired signal may be written 
r(t) = V- a(t) + n(t) (6) 
where a(t) is a repetitive pulse shape of energy T (for normalization to unit power) 
and whose polarity changes pseudorandomly at each clock period. The in-phase com­
ponent of interference is denoted .asn(t). The normalization is-such that n(t) has 
density N if the received interference has density No. Then Equation (5) simplifies 
- - 0 0 
to 
O 

(7) 
(2T/T0 ) f [a'(t)] 2 dt 
-O
 
Letting CQ (o) be the Fourier transform of a(t), Equation (7) can be written as 
O 2TS(27rP) 2 (8) 
(2T/T0C) a~I Wdw~ 
In Equation (8), j3 is defined as an rms bandwidth, in Hz, as follows: 
(3 ) 
f [a'(t)] 2 dtF flw(w2 W2 dw 
2 -0o -0o (9)
'(2)P = c 
±,, )2iOcd f a(t)] 2 dt 
-C0

-o. 

It may be observed that assumption of a rectangular pulse shape yields an infinite
 
bandwidth, according tQ Equation (9).
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3..0 LOOP ANALYSIS 
The clock tracking loop is usually implemented as a delay lock loop or a i- jitter 
loop or some variation of either such as the early late gate. A step by step analysis of 
the performance of both the delay lock loop and the i- jitter loop follows below. The 
results obtained for the delay lock loop also apply for practical implementations of an 
early late gate tracking loop. 
The analysis considers the received signal and noise to be bandlimited by an IF 
filter. The noise itself is assumed to be white, Gaussian noise. The rms tracking errors 
for the delay lock and r jitter loops'are 'derived and presented by Equations (34) and (51), 
respectively. The tracking performance described by these equations is plotted in 
Figures 4 and 8, respectively. In addition, the effects of varying the jitter time dis­
placement on tracking performance is shown in Figures 5 and 9. 
The most significant result of this analysis is that the delay lock loop has better 
tracking performance than the T jitter loop, as shown in Figure 10. In addition, as the 
time jitter displacement is made smaller, the delay lock loop tracking performance 
improves whereas the T jitter loop tracking performance degrades. 
Finally, in light of the superior performance of the delay lock loop, some con­
sideration is given to channel gains and time delay differentials. It is shown that for 
reasonably well designed channels the tracking error does not increase very much with 
reasonable channel unbalances. 
3.1 ANALYSIS OF THE DELAY LOGIC LOOP 
A block diagram of the delay lock tracking loop is shown in Figure 1. Coherent 
demodulation to baseband will be assumed as it is more convenient to analyze a baseband 
loop and the results apply directly, to an IF loop. The receiver filter will be assumed 
to be an ideal bandpass filter which represents the bandlimiting accomplished by the IF 
filtering. The loop can be modeled mathematically as shown in Figure 2, if the tracking 
error is < 1/2 radian. In the analysis which follows, the variance of the tracking error 
AT and thus the rms tracking error will be found. 
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Correlator 
Receiver + Sabtractor
 
iter = Flter 
Received 
Signal Corlao 
Lock rackigLLoo 
Code _+ 

Generator[" 
Figure 1 - Block Diagram of Delay 
Lock Tracking Loop 
From Figure 2 itcan be seen that by superpsitien
 
dt
 
hr = - 2 (11) 
so that by combining Equations (10) and (11) we obtain 
AT KF(p)/p / .t)(2h-= -1 "+ AKF(p)p nt)(2 
Since it is more convenient to work with power spectral densities, Equation (12) is 
written as 
SAT (1) -+AKF(j co)/jcO IAr'' KF(j Sn' (13))/j S, (O) 
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where 
S ,(w) is the power spectral density of the noise 
n 
and 
SAT (w) is the power spectral density of the loop tracking error. 
The noise density can be found from consideration of the process taking place in the 
loop "discriminator," shown in Figure 3. 
"r
2
 
7 1 = time delay of received PN code 
T = time delay of reference PN code (loop
estimate of 71 ). 
AT = loop tracking error
 
A = error voltage gain
 
K = loop gain constant
 
,n'(t) = equalent noise voltage
 
Figure 2 - Mathematical Model of Delay
 
Lock Tracking Loop
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S(t) + n(t). g" n1(t) 
d)(t - T - ra 
a(t + 
a(t + T1 + Td) 
Figure 3 - Delay Lock Loop
Error Discriminator 
From examination of Figure 3, it is seen that the equivalent noise, n'(t), for the 
math model is -relatedto the actual -input.noise by 
n'(t) = n(t) a (t - rd) - n(t)a(t + rd) 
. (14) 
= n (t) [a (t - d) - a (t + rd)] 
where 
n(t) = the actual input noise N(t) filtered by the receiver filter 
a(t - T d) = reference PN code advanced by 'd bits 
=
a(t + Td) reference PN code delayed by Td bits 
Since multiplication in the time domain is equivalent to convolution in the frequency 
domain, the power spectral density of the noise n'(t) is given by 
(15)S n,((o) - Sn(w ) (D A (o) 
where 
A() = power spectral density of a(t - Td) - a(t + t 
and ) indicates convolution. 
The power spectrum of A (w) is given by 
A () = a (w) a (w)* (16) 
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where 
a (w) = voltage spectrum for a(t - Td) - a(t + Td) 
e+J Yd ]
a=j). ao(w ) [e -J7d 
(17) 
so that 
T (18)-A(&)= -Ao(0)) [e-J2r)d+e 2 2] 
where 
Ae0(w) = power spectrum of reference PN code with zero delay and the' exponential 
terms account for the advance of the reference code by Td. The noise spectral density 
Sn(c) will be assumed to be white of value No watts/Hz and limited to f., the bandwidth 
of the receiver filter. * Thus, from Equations (18) and (15), the power spectral density 
of the equivalent noise is given by 
S n(6) = n.(w) (D A(&) 
00
1(19
 
=N°0[2R(o) BL- R(+ 2Td)BL -R(- 27d)B] 
= 2N0R(0)BL - R(2 2d)BL
 
*rr = low pass equivalent bandwidth 
I 
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where 
R(X)BL = the bandlimited autocorrelation function for the PN code evaluated 
at X 
The equivalent noise spectral density given by Equation (19) may now be substituted into 
Equation (12) to obtain the tracking error power spectral density, S (W). Thus,AT 
"sAr(Z)--= 1+ AKFU<w)/j<&> 2No5 [RoBL -1(2I KF(jo)/j, 12	 rd)BL] (20) 
Before proceeding further, it will be helpful to consider the term in the absolute value 
signs in hopes of simplifying Equation (20). First, by examining the math model block 
diagram, Figure 2, it is seen that the voltage transfer function may be written as 
AKF(S) 
_1 - 1 + AKF(S)& (21) 
and the power transfer function is given by112
 
___ 
H iO~ j = 	 ) Aw TO (22) 
1 + AKF( &) 
Since the error signal 	gain A is independent of co, Equation (22) may be written as 
)12- KF(j)	 .2 &)1 	 (23)2 KF( -• 

A 2 
 1 + AKF(j&)r 
The quantity in the absolute value sign on the right side of the equation is recognized 
as being the same quantity in the absolute value signs in Equation (20). Thus, sub­
stituting Equation (23) into Equation (20), we obtain 
S AT() = I Hiw) 2 2N [R(o)BL - R( 2 d)BL 1 (24) 
Each term in Equation (24) has beeri well defined with the exception of A. So far, A has 
been called the error signal: gain. Referring again to the math model block diagram, 
Figure 2, and to the loop "discriminator," Figure 3, it is seen that A: 
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1. 	 Must convert a time displacement, AT, between the incoming code and the 
reference code to an error voltage. 
2. 	 Is solely a function of signal and not noise; L e., is really the loop 
"discriminator" function for signal. 
3. 	 Has an output which is also proportional to the signal level 'J. 
4. 	 Being a discriminator, has a transfer function given by the slope of the 
discriminator characteristic. 
Thus, 	 based on the above considerations, 
A 	 = /s- + r) -t +,, +( 
dr <a~ 6 -at Td)>ATr 0at (25) 
.where 
(X>- average value of X 
S = signal power 
By making a simple change of variables, Equation (25) may be written as 
A = 	 &1 <a(t) a(t +Ar - rd) -a(t) a(t +Ar + r d> = (26) 
-
=T --V [RA rd)BL 11(Ar1 rd)BL]I Ar = 0(27) 
where the quantity R(r - Td) - R(Ar + Td) is the discriminator characteristic for the 
delay lock tracking loop. Thus 
A = /S [R'(Ar- Td)BL -R'(Ar +rd)BL] AT= 0 
(28) 
= ..,5 2111(rTd)BL 
where the bandlimited autocorrelation function is used since the signal is first filtered 
by the receiver filter. By substituting Equation (28) into (24), we obtain 
SAT) =JH(i)J 2 2N0 [R()BL R(2rd)nI (29), 
S [2R.'(r'pB,] 2 
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From noise theory, 
2 Sn(W) d (30) 
0 
so that by substituting Equation (29) into (30) we obtain 
22N 0Nf(O)B -R(2m)T L dco 
0A S[2R (rd)BLI 2 2 
2N0 R(O) BL -R(2r) BL2 dEBL f2 do) 
(31) 
[2 R'( rd)BLJ 021 
A system's noise bandwidth is defined as 
B f ~ 27rBL 00 2wjo) (32) 
0~ 
so that Equation (31) reduces to 
2 2 NoBL R(O)BL -R( 2 -d)BL 
Ar [2R('rd)BL] 2 (33) 
Thus, the delay lock loop rms tracking error may be written as 
1 R(O)BL -R( 2 Ed)BL
Arrms - S 2R,( rd)BL (34) 
BL
 
where
 
BL = one sided loop noise bandwidth 
N - one side noise power density0 
S = average signal power 
3.2 DELAY LOCK LOOP TRACKING PERFORMANCE 
It is desireable to plot the rms tracking error, AT as a function of
rms' NoB L 
the loop signal-to-noise ratio, and several values of bandlimiting and displacement Td. 
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The bandlimited autocorrelation functions used in Equation (34) can be shown to be given 
by 
.1- cos BX (cos B-1) - 2X si [BXJ 
(35)+ (i-X) si'4B(1-X)]]+ (1 +X) si [B(1+X)] 
where B = 2rfR T 
fR = one sided bandwidth of receiver filter 
T = PN code bit width 
X = time displacement in bits 
and 
X 
si [X]- sin y dy (36) 
•0 Y 
The rms tracking error (Equation (34)) is plotted in Figure 4 as a function of S 
the smaller 0and several values of B and Td. It is obvious that the larger B is, 
AT rms, and the smaller T d' the smaller ATrms . However, because of data trans­
mission requirements and limited available spectrum, B is typically'limited to 1. 5r 
in a spread spectrum system. Thus, a plot of ATrm s vs. Td for B = 1. 5r, 3 9r, and 
o, as shown in Figure 5, shows that for no bandlimiting the tracking error may be 
made infinitesimally small by making Td infinitesimally small. However, for practical 
values of bandlimiting; i. e., B = 1. 5 r, ATrms changes very little as a function of Td ­
3.3 ANALYSIS OF THE T JITTER LOOP 
A block diagram of a T jitter tracking loop is shown in Figure 6. For analysis 
purposes, the equivalent math model for the T- jitter tracking loop is the same as that 
for the delay lock loop, with the exception of the error discriminator. Essentially, the 
error voltage is generated by correlating the received code with a reference code which 
is alternately advanced and delayed (jittered) by T d bits and phase detecting the resultant 
signal with the square wave voltage which jittered the reference code. This error dis­
criminator is modeled as shown in Figure 7. By calculating the error signal gain, A, and 
the output noise power for this discriminator, some of the results of the delay lock loop 
analysis based on Figure 2 may be used. 
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For the purpose of analysis, the jittering of the reference code is accomplished by 
means of a switching function U(t), which has the following properties: 
. U(t) - 0 - - J-­
0 T. 2T. 3T. 
2. U(t) 1 - U(t) 
3. (u(t)) = (2(t)) 
N tN ­4. u(t) (t), t - (t), N 0, 1, 2, 
5. U(t) (t) =0 
The jittered reference PN code is denoted by 
V0 (t) = a(t + 22 - rd) U(t) - a(t + T2 + d) u(t) (37) 
so that the correlator output is given by 
V1 (t) = [/S-a(t + rl) + n(t)] [a(t + 2- Td) U(t) -a(t +2+ rd) (38) 
The reference for the phase detector is the jittering signal and is denoted by 
V2 (t) = U(t)-U-t) (39) 
Phase 
Correlator Detector 
S(t) + n(t) 
- Vl(t)|Lo Pss_ () 
V0 
o 
(t) v2tW2 
(jittered code) jittering 
signal
 
Figure 7 - 7 Jitter Error Discriminator Model 
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The output of the phase detector is given by 
V3 (t) - VI(t) V2 (t) 
= [v-a6 +r 1 + n(t)] [a(t + 2 - Td) U(t) - a(t + 2 + rd) U(t)] 
- V-a(t + )[a(t +F 2 - d)U(t)?-a(t+r 2 rd]+ Q) 
n(t)[a(t + - d) Ut) - a(t +'r. + rd) U1(t) (40) 
The average value of the phase detector output, V3 (t), is the discrimator error 
voltage, 
_Sv 'rd 1(t)I2V3 (t) (= aot + r1 ) [aot + T'- a ,t +,r + rd) U(t)]) 
=_.E [R (Ar- rd)BL - R(Ar+ rd)BL] (41) 
The quantity inside the square brackets is recognized as being the same discriminator 
characteristic as the delay lock loop. Thus, as before, the error signal gain, A, for 
the math equivalent model is given by 
A2 = L Ar=d7 rd)B r R(Ar+rd)BL1IA7.~ 0 
(42) 
Vv-R'(rd)BL 
Since the discriminator shown in Figure 7 is a linear system, it is possible to find the 
relationship between the noise density at its input and at its output by finding the relation­
ship between the input and output noise power. The noise power in the output is found 
by squaring "V3 (t) and averaging. Thus, 
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P V3 t) (subscript n indicates noise component of V3 (t))out 
Td)2 U(t)2Kn(t)2 [a(t + r _r)U(t)2+ a(t +T 2+ 
+ 2 a(t +T- d) a(t +'2 + d) U(t)U(t)] ) 
(n(t)2 [a(t ' rd) t 
[(t + T r + (act + 7+ rd))U(t))] (43)
-n(t)) 
Since the noise is bandlimited by the receiver filter; 
) R() BLd) 2 = <a(t +2+dKa(t +T2-
and Equation (43) reduces to 
P.Nout = ( n (t)2 ) R(O)BL (44) 
Since, 
PN (1t) 2 ) 
- in 
We find that the noise power out of the r jitter discriminator is related to the noise 
power in by 
R(O)BLPNout PN 
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so that by considering the noise in the same bandwidth 
Sn,(w) = N R(O)BL (45) 
where N is the input noise power spectral density. Thus, from Equation (13),
0 
SA((0) = KF(i0)/- 2 (46)SAT(')= I+AKF(jr)/w n 
the spectral density for the tracking error for the T jitter tracking loop is given by 
2KF(j o)) 2 (47) 
SA() I +AKF(j )/j N0R(O)BL 
Upon substituting Equation (23) into Equation (47), the tracking error spectral density 
is found to be 
N IoW0) (48)
SA(O) A2 N0Ro) BL 
and since A for the T jitter loop is given by Equation (42), Equation (48) reduces to 
S (&)) No(O)BL 2 (49) Ar SR'(rd)B3L 
Thus, the variance of the tracking error is found to be 
S0 do)(&)) 
N 0 02oo 
- 0 jH(iw) 2f(50)SR'('rd)BL 0 I 21r (0 
0NBLR(0)BL 
SR'( rd)BL 
so that the rms tracking error for the T jitter loop is given by 
(51)R1O)BL1
V/ R'(rd)BL 
oL 
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3.4 	 T JITTER TRACKING LOOP PERFORMANCE AND COMPARISON WITH DELAY 
LOCK LOOP PERFORMANCE 
The rms tracking error for the T jitter tracking loop, Equation (51), is shown 
plotted in Figure 8. A bandlimiting factor of B = 1. 5r was used since that value is 
typically used in our PN systems. As can be Peen, the error increases as 'Td' the 
jitter displacement, decreases. The dependence of AT-rm s on Td is better illustrated 
by the Plot Of AT-rm s VS. T d shown in Figure 9. This inverse relationship between Td 
and ATr is opposite of the relationship for the delay lock loop, where ATr decreasesrms rms 
for decreasing Td' This performance difference is obvious from comparing Equations 
(34) and (51). However, a better understanding of the performance difference between the 
two loops is obtained from comparing what happens to the input noise in each of the 
"discriminators". In the delay lock loop, as Td becomes smaller, the noise at the output 
of each correlator becomes more correlated with the other channel's noise. Thus, as 
T -d0 the noise in each channel becomes the same so that the subtractor is subtracting 
the noise from itself and the noise output becomes "zero. If the noise approaches zero, 
it is obvious that the tracking error also approaches zero. However, due to bandlimiting 
and practical considerations, this does not actually happen in hardware loops. The r 
jitter loop, on the other hand, does not subtract noise from itself since it time shares 
(time multiplexes) a common channel between the advanced and delayed signals. Further­
more, as Td becomes smaller, the slope of the bandlimited autocorrelation curve 
decreases and since the error signal gain is given by this slope, the performance of the 
loop decreases. The error signal gain for the delay lock loop also decreases as T d gets 
smaller, however, this is offset by the decrease in effective loop noise. 
The degradation of tracking performance for a T jitter loop relative to a delay 
lock loop and a conventional phase locked loop is shown plotted in Figure 10. The plot 
is a function of Td' withB = 1.5 vr. Since it is common to make Td small (around .1 
bit) so that the correlator output may be used for data demodulation, it is obvious that 
better tracking performance may be obtained from the delay lock loop. This is especially 
important for navigation and position location systems where range measurement from PN 
code delay determination is the primary concern. 
3.5 	 EFFECTS OF CHANNEL UNBALANCES ON DELAY LOCK LOOP PERFORMANCE 
In view of the superior tracking performance of the delay lock loop, it.is worthwhile 
considering the effects of channel gain and time delay differentials on tracking error. 
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Figure 11 shows, a delay lock discriminator model having a differential time delay 
of A in one channel and a differential amplitude gain of K in the other channel. 
This is merely the geheral case of the delay lock loop analysis given in Section 
2.0, where A = 0 and K = 1. Thus, it is easy to show that the rms tracking error 
for the loop having the discriminator shown in Figure 11, is given by 
I /(r + k2)R(O)BL - 2kR( 2 7 +A)BL 
ATr s .S 
 kR'(-)BL -R(-,r+A)BL (52) 
NOB 
oL 
s(t) + n(t) 	 - rd)a(t 
a(t + rd) 
Figure 	11 - Delay Lock Loop Discriminator With 
Gain and Time Delay Unbalances 
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By comparing the performance specified by Equation (51) with that specified by 
Equation (52), the effects of A and k may be evaluated. These effects are shown 
tabulated in Table 1. It seems reasonable that through good engineering'design the 
gain differential should be no greater than 1 db and the time delay differential should 
be no greater than 10% of the time displacement of the reference code, T d' From 
Table I it can be seen that this results in a 15% increase in the rms tracking error or 
approximately 1 db performance degradation. 
Table I - Effect of Gain and Delay Differentials on 
Delay Lock Loop Tracking Error 
K(db) A(bits) A/Td(%) %Change Of AT rms 
.1 .01 10 12 
S1 .05 50 . '65 
1.0 .01. "10 15 
1.0 .05 50 71 
3.6 EARLY LATE GATE TRACKER IMPLEMENTATION 
A slight variation of the delay lock tracking scheme results in the so-called 
early late gate tracker. If the advanced and retarded reference codes are first 
subtracted and then the resulting difference multiplied times the received code, the 
early late gate tracker is obtained. It is easily seen that the same mathematical 
error discriminator model is obtained as for the delay lock tracker and, therefore, 
the tracking performance will be the same. Consideration of the subtraction process 
as AT---0 reveals that the difference really approaches the derivative of the reference 
code; i. e., 
da(t) - lim a(t- ) -a(t +T) (53) 
dt -1-0 T 
where the 1 factor may be interpreted as merely a gain factor. Furthermore, the earl:T 
late gate process may be more accurately implemented digitally, as opposed to the 
analog subtraction delay lock process implementation. The early late gate implementatil 
in shown in Figure 12. 
--------- 
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ABSTRACT
 
Installation and operation of satellite navigation equipment is described, 
including what the user should expect during a satellite pass. Characteristics 
of the new sbort Doppler computer program which promote better and more 
consistent accuracy are given, including documentation of 150 ft. RMS fix 
results. Approaches to an integrated navigation system are reviewed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Application of the Navy Navigation Satellite System has not been limited to 
the Navy, nor even to shipboard navigation. The number of commercial and 
non-military Government applications has been growing rapidly, as indicated 
by Reference 1. For' example, the Magnavox 702 satellite navigation equip­
ment has been used to support oceanographic research, a land survey mission 
to the north pole, commercial offshore oil exploration, transatlantic telephone
cable laying, and submarine activities. Specific examples of support for sub­
marines and submersibles are: its use on the White Sands in support of the 
Trieste II, use on the undersea oceanographic submarine.Baya, and the 
installation aboard the Mizar. 
For the potential user interested in learning more about the system, the 
literature abounds In descriptive material. This writer -has seen one fairly
good description translated from a Russian book on navigation. The system
configuration, its theory of operation, various error sensitivities, etc., have 
all been well covered. 
In an attempt to complement rather than to paraphrase the existing literature,
this paper describes the installation and operation of satellite navigation equip­
ment, including use of the new short Doppler navigation program. Improvement
in accuracyto 150 ft. RMS through use of the short Doppler program is detailed, 
and a review of approaches to an integrated navigation system is given. 
EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION 
A complete satellite navigation system, the Magnavox MX/702/hp, is pictured 
in Figure 1. The equipment consists of a 43 pound antenna-preamplifier assem­
bly, 200 ft. of ermored coaxial cable, the Magnavox satellite navigation receiver, 
a Hewlett-Packard 2114 computer with 8, 192 words of memory, and an ASR-33 
Teleprinter for input/output. All but the antenna aid cable are mounted in a 
welded rack with forced ventilation. The high speed photoelectric tape reader 
is often provided as an option. 
1069-2701 
UNCLASS IF IED 
Figure 1. The Magavox MX/702/p Satellite Navigation System with 
Optional Photoelectric Tape Reader. Rack Dimensions Are 
41.3" High, 23" Wide, and 35.51' Deep. 
Girl's Dimensions Remain Classified. 
Figure 2 shows a typical instaltatic of the antenna-preamplifier unit. The 
antenna should be placed so as to minimize obstruction of its field of view. The 
equipment is fairly tolerant of antenna installation compromises, but consider­
ing that the satellites transmit only about one watt of RF power over distances 
up to 2000 miles, it is clear that a good antenna location is quite desirable. 
The single antenna receives both the 150 MHz and the 400 MHz satellite 
signals. In the preamplifier enclosure, these signals are separated, passed 
through preselect filters, amplified, filtered again, re-combined, and sent via 
the single RG-li6/U coaxial cable to the receiver. The filters are designed to 
eliminate interfering signals, e.g., those from the radar antennas shown in 
Figure 2. They have proved to be quite effective, permitting operation even on 
Navy ships with million-watt radar transmitters. The single coaxial cable 
carries not only the two satellite signals, but also the DC power to the pre­
amplifiers. The electrical design permits shipboard operation in environments 
ranging from the hottest tropics to the coldest arctic regions. The.sealed 
antenna and preamplifier enclosures protect against corrosive effects of 
moisture, salt, and stack gas. 
Figure 3 illustrates installation of the receiver and the computer, in this 
case on the US.S. New Jersey. Because the receiver, computer, and Tels­
printer are securely fastened in the welded rack, it is necessary only to bolt 
the rack to the deck at the desired location. There are no placement restric­
tions -except for normal operation and maintenance access. 
Although the receiver will operate on 115 or 230 VAC, 50 to 400 Hz, the 
Teleprinter motor requires a fairly constant line frequency. Therefore, nor­
mal practice is to use 115 VAC t10%at 60 Hz *1 Hz. The power requirement,including receiver, computer, and blowers, is about 1100 watts. 
The equipment is shipped with the internal reference oscillator and the 
standby battery turned off. After power is connected (and the rear panel bat­
tery switch is turned on), about 24 hours are required for the oscillator to 
reach acceptable stability. As the oscillator warms up, fix accuracy will 
change from bad to poor to good. The standby battery protects the oscillator 
from prime power interruptions of up to 8 hours. Whenever oscillator power 
is totally removed for more than a few minutes, several hours may be 
required before acceptable stability is reached again. 
The Computer Program. 
The equipment is normally shipped with the navigation program already loaded 
into the computer's memory. The program is also supplied on a roll of punched 
paper tape which may be loaded into the computer via the Teleprinter or via the 
.optional high speed photoelectric tape reader. Loading time is about 30 milatee 
through the Teleprinter and about one minutethrough the high speed reader. 
Current programs have instructions which provide protection when power is 
turned on or off, so it in seldom necessary to reload the program. 
169-2702 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Figure 2. Typical Antenna-Preamplifier Installation 
a 
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I
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UNCLASSIFIED 
Figure 3. Installation Aboard the U.S.S. New Jersey 
An alert program is also available, permitting the user to calculate when 
future satellite passes will occur at his particular location. A new version ofthis program, soon to be released, will list all satellite passes in one time­
ordered sequence rather than providing a separate list for each satellite. 
Program Initialization 
After loading the computer program, it must be 'Initialized" through the 
Teleprinter. Figure 4 shows a typical initialization sequence. The operator 
types the letters "NNSS", to which the computer quickly replies, "WIT ENTER 
DAY", meaning initialization, enter day number. Each time the operator 
answers with the requested number, the computer immediately asks for the 
next parameter. As indicated, the operator enters day number, GUT time, 
estimated latitude and longitude, heading, speed, and antenna height. The 
computer then types *INITIALIZATION* and repeats these numbers for veri­
fieation. If a mistake was made, the operator can repeat the procedure,
entering "no"wherever he does not wish to change a value. 
The system Is now functioning automatically. It will track each satellite pasI
and produce a position fix without further operator Intervention, if desired. 
This automatic capability depends on having a clock programmed into the com­
puter. The clock is started at the time of initialization, and it runs by counting 
transfers from the satellite receiver. Thus, the computer can process each 
0 NNSS
 
INIT
 
ENTR
 
DAY
 
290
 
TIME
 
0710
 
LAT
 
033 50.000 N
 
LONG
 
,/P 118 20.000 W
 
HDG
 
010 .00
 
SPD
 
000.00
 
ANTH
 
O +0013. 
*INITIALIZATION*
 
DAY TIME' LATITUDE LONGITUDE
 
290 0710 .033 50,000 N 118 20.000 W
 
HOG SPD, ANT
 
000.0 1000. .,+0013.
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Figure 4. Prbgram Initialization Format. The Operator
 
Types Only the Lines Indicated.
 
satellite pass automatically without requiring manual entry of time. The fix 
computation will correct for clock errors up to -±15 minutes, so the time 
initialization does not have to be extremely accurate. 
Antenna Height 
Antenna height means height above a reference ellipsoid, which is the con­
sistent, world-wide datum used by the satellite navigation system. Its shape 
is defined by a semi-major. axis of 6378. 144 Km and a-flatteningcoefficient­
of 1/298.23. 
To obtain antenna height, one must know heijht of the antennaabove-iean 
sea level plus the-deviation-of mean sea level fromthe refereic6 ellipsoid at 
that location. The term "geoid" means a world-wide model ofmean sea level; 
so the term geoidal height means the deviation of mean sea level froin the 
reference ellipsoid. Maps showing contours of geoidal height are provided
with each satellite navlgatioh system. Therefore, the antenna height entered 
during initialization is obtained by adding height above sea level to the local 
geoldal height read from the contour map. All dimensions are in meters. 
Figure 6 of Reference 2 is a geoidal height map. 
DURING A SATELLITE PASS 
Signal Acquisition 
Figure 5 illustrates the receiver's front panel frequency meter in two 
different situations. On the left, the shaded region shows the frequency range 
over which the receiver automatically searches for a satellite signal. This is 
where the signal will be during the first few minutes after the satellite appears 
above-the horizon. The narrow search region promotes fast signal acquisition 
by searching only the area where the signal must first appear. 
When the receiver tunes across a satellite signal, it automatically acquires 
lock, as indicated by two front panel lights, one for each satellite channel. The 
frequency meter also stops the search pattern and begins to track the slowly 
changing satellite frequency. 
'Navigation satellites transmit two very stable frequencies, one at 150 MHz 
and the other at 400 MHz. The received frequency changes- slowly throughout 
a satellite pass; this Doppler frequency shift i caused by motion of the satel­
lite relative to the receiver, and vice versa. The receiver displays an 
inverted Doppler frequency, i.e.,, the frequency meter moves from low values 
on the left to higher values on the right during a pass. The center is marked 
32 kHz, which is known as the satellite's offset frequency. 
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Figure 5. Receiver Frequency Meter 
(a) Initial Search Region 
(b) TypicM Search to Reacquire Lock 
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Before the computer begins to process satellite data, two steps of synchroni­
zation must occur. Each step is denoted by a light on the receiye, aront panel. 
The ftirst, called bit synchronization, occurs within a few seconds after signal 
acqusition. The second is message synchronization, which occurs at the next 
satellite time mark. These are transmitted every two minutes on the even 
minute. 
Short Doppler Counts 
When message synchronization occurs, the computer begins to receive 
information from the receiver. This consists of the demodulated satellite's 
navigation message plus Doppler counts, which are measurements made by 
the receiver of the changing Doppler frequency. (See Reference 2 for a 
detailed description.) If the operator wishes, he can set a computer switch 
which causes this data to be listed on the Teleprinter, as shown in Figure 6. 
All daea above the word "PAUSE" is printed during the satellite pass. It 
consists of Doppler counts from each of the two receiver channels, labeled 
400-CH and 150-CH, plus a refraction corrected combination labeled "count". 
The 150 MHz and 400 MHz, counts differ slightly from each other because of 
refraction emror introduced as the signals pass through the ionosphere. This 
ionospheric refraction error must be removed to achieve the best fix accuracy. 
Fortunately, the difference between the two.counts provides a measure of the 
error, and the third column is the result of removing that error, i.e., they 
are the refraction correctedfDoppler counts. -
The Doppler printout-of Figure 6 illustrates a very significant step forward 
in commercially-available satellite navigation. All other navigation programs 
make use of two-minute Doppler counts only, i.e., each count is accumulated 
over a period of two minutes. Typically there will be six to eight of these per 
satellite pass. A brief loss of lock on the satellite signal invalidates at least 
one of these two-minute counts, which is a large fraction of the total Doppler 
data available. In Figure 6, the counts numbered 05, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 
35 are the two-minute Doppler counts. All the others are subtotals of the 
accumulating two-minute counts taken approximately every 23 seconds. The 
point is that every one of these provides the computer with an independent, 
refraction-corrected Doppler count.- A brief loss of lock tow invalidates only 
a few of the 23-second counts, rather than one or more of the long two-minute 
counts. By this means, plus others not so obvious, the short Doppler program 
provides more position fixes, more reliable position fixes, and substantially 
better accuracy. These attributes are discussed later in this paper as well as 
in Reference 3. 
Loss of Lock 
Suppose the receiver were to lose lock on the satellite signal as shown at 
count number 08 in Figure 6. -One or both of the, channel lock lights would blink 
off, indicating loss of lock. The bit and message synchronization lights would 
remain on, however. Bit and message synchronization can be maintained in 
what is called the coast mode for well over a minute. This permits Doppler 
and message data to be processed immediately after regaining lock without 
having to wait for the next even-rhinute time mark. 
NO. 400-CH 150-CH COUNT 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
557610 
1116811 
1677900 
2241221 
2929944 
569779 
557622 
1116836 
1677932 
2241270 
2930014 
569793 
557608 
5-59198 
561087 
563319 
68871.8 
569776 
~721299 
3717251 
38 2206 
36 
35.4 
36 90674 
37 181551 
38 272686 
39 3638147 
1151 
272609134 
2304434 
35 
9067 
1815510 
2726093 
3639166 
90895742 
583126 
71749 5 
_ 
908 
910574 
912059 
PAUSE 
SRESUME 
807068 
049016094 
93654026 
81 580 187 
8-0019833 
8000r'2269 
80746457 
80367360. 
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Figure 6. Optional Output of Satellite Doppler and Navigation Message Data 
For a few seconds the receiver will dwell at the last locked frequency. "If 
the signal appears during this dwell interval, lock will be instantaneous, After 
the dwell interval, the receiver begins to search over a frequency band ceft­
tered on the last known frequency, as illustrated by Figure 5b. This search 
region is moved slowly upward to anticipate the continuing Doppler shift. The 
narrow search region promotes rapid signal reacquisition, and it also reduces 
the chance of tuning to some other available signal, such as another satellite. 
If loss of lock was because the satellite pass was over, then the frequency 
search will return to the rise frequency region 6f Figure' 5a after about 90 sec­
onds. The computer automatically will begin the position fix process as soon 
as this occurs or as soon as it has sufficient data, whichever occurs first. 
The Position Fix 
As soon as the computer recognizes that the satellite pass is over, it'types 
the word-PAUSE and does just that for 30 seconds This gives the operator an 
opportunity to re-initialize the computer if he wants to adjust values of esti­
mated latitude, longitude, heading, speed, or antenna height. Initialization is 
started by hitting the Teleprinter "line feed" key. The computer then asks for 
each initialization parameter, and the operator supplies the value or answers 
"no" if no change is required. If an initialization is not required, the operator 
may hit any other key or simply wait 30 seconds; in either case the computer 
will then type RESUME and do just that. 
If the operator requested the Doppler printout, the data shown in Figure 6 
after RESUME.are alsoprovided. These are the verified satellite message 
parameters. The satellite message is transmitted a number of times during 
a satellite pass. If -anerror occurs during-reception, it can be detected -abd 
eliminated by comparison with the same data received several other times. 
This process is called verification or majority voting. 
Figure 7 shows the remainder of the position fix printout. The first two 
lines are 'optional and show the result of each iteration of the fix computation. 
The computer must solve for three parameters: latitude, longitude, and off­
set frequency-. Each numbered line shows the computed value of frequency, 
followed by the changes in frequency, latitude, and !ongitudeproducedby that 
iteration. The computation is repeated,. or iterated, until these changes are 
less than a preset criterion. At that point the fix-is said to have converged,, 
and the final result is printed.. -
The line of zeros and ones withtwo arrows underneath is a very useful fix 
quality index. Each character. represents one of the short Doppler counts. A, 
"one" showsthat it was used in the fix,computation and a "zero' shows that it 
was not. A "zero" indicates-either that a particular Doppler- count was not 
available or that the program deleted that count as part of its low elevation 
Doppler editing routine. If a low elevation count must be used because.there 
are too few counts to permit further editing, a question mark will be printed, 
indicating a less than desirable count. I. 
01 31967.082 -32.927694 0.0000011 -0.000001'0 
02 31967.082 0,.0009201 -0.000001 -00000005 
PJOO11110111111111111111111111111111 l000 
SAT FIX MAPS-69227
 
DAY TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE
 
290 0918 033 50.459 N 118 20.272 W
 
SHDG SPD .ANT ITER ELEV
 
000.0 000.0 +0013.- 02 40
 
SAT ID = 7464.57 
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Figure -7. Position Fix Printout 
The two -arrows mark-the ,satellite pass benter, i.e., the tiffe of closest 
approach. Accuracy is very dependent bn having enough Doppler data and on 
that data being reasonably symmetrical about the pass center. Therefore, 
this Doppler spread printout is a very effective indicator of fix quality. One 
should tend to discount a pass in which the Doppler data has many long gaps or 
is badly unsymmetrical. Short -Doppler counts help prevent these conditions 
by reducing data los's' and-by permitting a more symrhetrical Doppler edit. 
*The satellite fix printout is essentially self-explanatory. MAPS-69227 is 
the program "model number", showing that-it was compiled on day 227 of 
year 1969. The fix-time is hours &id minutes GMT. The-heading, speed, and 
antenna height are the initialization parameters used for that fix computation. 
Speed is expressed in knots and antenna height in meters above the reference 
ellipsoid. The number of iterations required to converge and the maximum 
elevation angle of the satellite pass are -useful in evaluating fix quality. Too 
many iterations or too low or too high an elevation angle warrants caution. The 
satellite ID, or identification, i6 the semi-major axis of its orbit in kilometers. 
The fix'computation requires about 30 seconds per iteration. 
Fix Re-Computation 
After the fix computation is complete, the operator may realize-that one or 
more of the initialization parameters were incorrect. All too often he may 
have forgotten to tell the computer of a change in speed or heading. To recover,
he types RCMP, meaning recompute, and the computer again requests the initial­
ization parameters. As soon as the new initialization is complete, the position 
fix is re-computed with the revised parameters. 
FREQUENCY OF SATELLITE FIXES 
Figure 8 shows the navigation satellite passes for San Diego during the 
48 hours of 3-4 November 1969. It is clear that the distribution is not uniform. 
At times there are relatively long gaps, and at other times passes may occur 
almost simultaneously. A few more satellites would do much to reduce the 
average time between fixes and sharply reduce the incidence of long gaps. 
Simultaneous passes can be troublesome. For instance, at 0602 a 75* passbegins which will not yield a reliable fix. However, it will have captured the 
receiver during the 28* pass which begins a few minutes later. Only if one 
were aware of this interference and manually tuned the receiver to the pre­ferred signal would a desirable fix be obtained. At other times, it is possible 
for the receiver to switch from one satellite signal to another during simul­
taneous passes. This situation is one reason why a narrow re-acquisition fre­
quency searoh is desirable, to minimize the possibility of locking to the second 
satellite signal. 
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Figure 8. Satellite Passes for San Diego During 3-4 November 1969 
Izis likely that during the 48 hours shown, 24 or 25 acceptable satellite 
fxes would be obtained. This is an average of one fix every two hours. ihe 
longsat gap with no acceptable fix would be either 4 hours or 4.35 hours, 
depeending on whether the 7° pass at 0753 blocked the 38 pass at 0758. The 
receiver's narrow search region helps to ignore low elevation passes, but 
7 Is a marginal cese. 
S&'SEM INTEGRATION 
Of all the navigation systems now in use, only certain inertial systems and 
the TRANSIT Navigation Satellite System have required a digital computer. 
However, once a digital computer is introduced into the realm of navigation, 
it becomes obvious that better results can be obtained by tying all the primary 
navigation sensors Into the computer. The result Is commonly called an Inte­
grated Navigation System. Reference 3 discusses one such system. 
Most users configure the system for their own navigation requirements 
and for their particular operational constraints. Two examples are given in 
Figures 9 and 10. The first shows one of the GEO NAV Systems now in opera­
tion by the GSI Division of Texas Instruments. From left to right the major 
components othis system are: 1) VLF receivers for radio navigation, 2) an 
UNCLASSIF IED 
Figure 9. GEO NAV Integrated Navigation System Developed by the 
GSI Division of Texas Instruments (Photograph courtesy of 
GSI Division of Texas Instruments) 
I rll 
I -, 
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UNCLASS IFIED 
Figure 10. Integrated Navigation System Developed by Western Geophysical 
Division of Litton Industries (Photograph courtesy of Western Geophysical) 
EM speed log, 3) the Magnavox 702 satellite receiver with Hewlett Packard 
2115 computer, 4) the Texas Instruments 2054 computer, 5) special interface 
equipment, and 6) a Dappler sonar navigator. The Texas Instruments compu­ter is thecentral integration element, and future systems will eliminate the 
need for the extra Hewlett Packard computer. See Reference 4 for additional 
details. 
Figure 10 shows one of the integrated navigation systems now in operation 
by the Western Geophysical Division of Litton Industries. From left to right 
are: 1) a magnetic tape recorder, 2) special interface equipment, 3) the 
Magnavox MX/702/hp satellite navigation system, 4) a Doppler sonar naviga­
tor, and 5) a Litton inertial navigation computer and display unit. In this 
system, the Inertial system Is the central integration element. All raw data is recorded for post-mission analysis. See Reference 5 for additional details. 
From the user's point of view, it appears that there are only two practical 
approaches to an integrated navigation system. One is to vest complete 
responsibility for system design, installation, operation, and maintenance in a single systems contractor. I. this way, the user in effect purchases
navigation services from the contractor rather than having personnel who 
understand or support the system directly. Disadvantages of this approach 
include less freedom to modify the system, incomplete consideration of overall 
mission requirements, and the sole-source operation/maintenance contract 
may prove difficult to end due to rights and information proprietary to the 
contractor. 
The second approach is to build or buy the system components, including 
the computer programs, but also to obtain sufficient documentation to under­
stand and to support the system directly. In this way, the system may be 
implemented all at once, or it may grow slowly as experience, need, and 
financial support dictate. Figure 11 illustrates typical integrated system 
components. By tying only the resolved velocity outputs of a Doppler sonar 
Into the satellite navigation computer, a simple but effective integrated navi­
gation system is created. Improvements can be made later by adding a 
velocimeter, an inclinometer, and by connecting directly to the gyrocompass. 
Torquing signals to improve gyrocompass accuracy, additional displays 
including a plotter, control of ship's steering, and magnetic data recorders 
also can be added. LORAN, OMEGA, or other radio navigation aids also 
may be useful, especially for work in deep water where Doppler sonar 
cannot reach the bottom. 
For relatively simple systems, computers such as the Hewlett Packard 2114 
or 2115 are satisfactory. However, where growth to a large and sophisticated 
system Is visualized, it is better to obtain a machine with more growth potential, 
such as the Hewlett Packard 2116, as pictured in Figure 12. 
ASA 33 TELEPRINTERNEADHN; 
GYRO COMPASS 
REMOTE 
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DISPLAY (CONTIWL. 
WKLOCIMETER .:s 
1045$ RECEIVER 
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Figure 11. Typical Components for an Integrated
 
Geophysical Navigation System
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Figure 12. Magnavox MX/702/hp with Hewlett Packard 2116 Computer 
for Expandable System Applications 
This writer is convinced that a simple and direct approach to system 
integration is preferable to some of the more sophisticated schemes which have 
been proposed. In the first place, there is real benefit in understanding how the 
system works in simple cause and effect terms, rather than having its character­
istics obscured by a complicated Kalman-type filter. The simple approach is 
especially helpful when troubleshooting a system to find which component is not 
performing properly. The simple approach also makes a simple change simple, 
rather than forcing a rework of the entire system filter equations. Second, 
when the inherent satellite position fix accuracy is 150 ft. RMS and when the 
dead reckoning equipment errors are either deterministic or clearly orthogonal, 
there is little or no accuracy advantage in using a Kalman filter compared to 
filtering separately each of the major error sources, e.g., the gyrocompass 
azimuth bias. Finally, it is clear that post-mission data anlysis will always 
give better accuracy than can be achieved in real time. (In real time, the posi­
tion error is always greater just before a satellite fix. In post-mission analysis, 
the error before and after the fix is the same; the worst error is half-way 
between satellite fixes.) Therefore, complexity of field equipment and software 
should be limited to satisfying only the field navigational requirements. Rawdata should be recorded for conductingathorough post-mission analysis. 
SATELLITE FIX ACCURACY 
From the user's point of view, there are only three factors which influence 
satellite position fix accuracy. They are: 1) accuracy of expressing ship's
motion, 2) accuracy of antenna height, and 3) adequacy of the satellite naviga­
tion equipment and fix program. 
Expressing Ship's Motion 
When satellite navigation is used independently, i.e., not as part of an inte­
grated system, ship's motion is normally expressed by speed and heading 
entered manually through the Teleprinter. Both of these numbers will be some­
what in error. Errors may come ftom the instrumentation, from unknownwind 
and current effects, and/or from human error. Nevertheless, the position fix 
will be affected. Figure 13 shows the effect on one fix of a one-knot velocity 
error in each of eight compass directions. 
Two points are clear. The fix error is greater when the velocity error is in 
a north-south direction, and the error is not trivial. References 2 and 3 discuss 
the error sensitivity in more detail. A good rule of thumb is to assume about 
0.25 n. mi. of fix error for every knot of velocity error. 
Except in integrated navigation systems, the velocity error is likely to be 
predominant. Integrated systems using Doppler sonar can achieve velocity 
errors of 0.5%or less, which at 10 knots is 0.05 Id. Using the 0.25 n. mi. per 
knot rule of thumb gives a resultant fix error of only 75 ft. for this example. 
Antenna Height Accuracy 
Unfortunately, the geoldal height map is not entirely accurate. It was devel­
oped through analysis of satellite tracking data, a process called satellite 
geodesy. However, the fine structure of geoidal height variation has very little 
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Figure 13. Effect of a One Knot Velocity Error on the Fix 
from a 53' Satellite Pass. Direction of Velocity 
Error is Noted Beside Each of Eight Fix Results. 
Satellite Was West of Receiver and Heading South. 
effect on a satellite's motion as it passes 600 n.mi. overhead at a speed of nearly 
five miles 'per second. Therefore, errors of 20 meters or more exist in the 
map.- Sensitivity to antenna height error is given by Figure 11 of Reference 2. 
The Magnavox, Company is developing a computer program capable of accu­
rately determining antenna height as well as the latitude and longitude of a fixed 
antenna.' Early results are very encouraging. The program is intended for land 
survey missions, but it also may prove useful in removing local bias error in 
the geoidal height map. 
Basic Fix Accuracy 
Figure 5 of Reference 3 is reproduced here as Figure 14, It shows the 268 ft, 
RMS fix accuracy which was being obtained in November, 1968. The MX/702/hp 
computer program which gave these results employed only two-minute Doppler 
counts, and these results are typical of all such two-minute Doppler programs. 
This same set of raw data also was processed by an experimental short Doppler 
program in an IBM 360-40 computer, and the accuracy was improved dramati­
cally to 124 ft. RMS. In addition, five fixes which had been rejected by the two­
minute program for having too little-Doppler data were accepted by the short 
Doppler program and gave good position fixes. These results are shown in 
Figure 6 of Reference 3. 
NORTH I 
+600 FT. . , 
+500 FT. -.­
.+400FT. - , 
+300 FT. . 
+200 FT. ,,_: 
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 8'0.F 
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S-100 FT. _____ __ / 
-200g.F .
 
-300 FT. 
-200FT. -1OOFT. 0 +100Ff. +20OFF. +300F. +400FT. 
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Figure 14. Bulls-eye Plot of 30 Fixes from the MX/702/hp 
Using a Two-Minute Doppler Program 
In mid-.August, •1969, the first short Doppler program was issued to all 
users of the MX/702/hp. The output from the MAPS-69227 program is illus 
trated in Figures 6 and 7, and typical accuracy results being obtained are 
shown in Figure 15. Although 168 ft. RMS represents a real step forward ­
compared to the two-minute program, the goal of 124 ft; has not been reached. 
Work will continue toward this goal. Very recently an improvement was made 
which gave the 150 ft. RMS. acuracy shown in Figure 16. This improvement. 
will be released to users of.MX/702/hp systems during November, 1969. 
Several interesting facts can be learned'from a study of Figures 14, 15, and 
16. Note from Figure 15 that some of the fixes were taken while using an 
atomic (rubidium) reference oscillator and the rest were taken using the built­
in crystal reference oscillator after a warm-up period of 48 hours. It is clear 
that there is absolutely no penalty from using the internal crystal oscillator. 
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I I I
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4303 FT. 
E+200 FF 
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" ® EAST 
.0 
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Figure 15. Bulls-eye Plot of 38 Fixes from the MX/702/hp

Using the MAPS-69227 Short Doppler Program
 
Table I is a list of the RMS and CEP statistics from each of the bulls-eye
plots. Note that the raw data for items 1 and 4 were identical, only the compu­
ter programs reducing the data were different. Also recall that the RMS statis­
tic is influenced very strongly by a few large errors. On the other hand, the 
CEP, which is the radius of the circle containing exactly 50% of the fix results, 
is influenced strongly by a large number of very good results. 
The MAPS-69227 results show only slight improvement of the CEP, but the 
RMS was much improved. In other words, the.very best fix results from either 
program were not much different, but the short Doppler program did dramati­
cally reduce the incidence and severity of occasional poor fixes. This is an 
important improvement in terms of increasing the reliability of obtaining good 
fix results. 
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Figure 16. Bulls-eye Plot-of 46 Fixes fr-omthe MX/702/hp. 
Using an Improved Version-of the Short Doppler Program 
TABLE I 
ACCURACY STATISTICS FOR THREE COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
RMS 
- CEP 
ft ft 
1. Two-Minute Doppler Program 268 180 
2. MAPS-69277 Short Doppler Program 168 158 
3. Improved Short Doppler Program 150 - 109 
4. Experimental Program 124 99 
The most recent change to the 'MXY7O2/hp short Doppler program reduces 
the RMS error slightly, but it makes a strong improvement in the CEP. This 
means that a small error source has been eliminated so that the best fixes are 
now even. better. With this improvement, the CEP is nearly as good as that of 
the experimental program. Further accuracy and fix reliability improvements 
can be expected. 
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APPENDIX IV
 
LINK CALCULATIONS
 
In this section,power budgets have been computed for an ideal system,­
that is,one inwhich multipath does not significantly degrade the performance
 
of the communication link. With the TDRS at an altitude of 22,300 miles and­
the user satellite maintained in a fixed orbit ranging from 100 miles to 1000
 
miles, the distance of the user/DRSS link varies from 21,300 miles to 26,750
 
miles. Primary consideration in this section is the uplink which assumes a
 
carrier frequency in the band 14,875 to 15,350 MHz for the ground/TDRS link
 
and a VHF carrier frequency of 400 MHz, and S-band carrier frequency ranging
 
from 2,025 to 2,120 MHz, and a K-band carrier frequency in the band 13,250
 
to 13,725 MHz for the TDRS/user link.
 
The power requirements for each of the aforementipned communications
 
links are presented in Tables A through D. Assumed in each table is a minimum
 
and.maximum system margin of 6 and 10 dB respectively; furthermore, the user
 
antennas in all cases is assumed to have aO dB gain. Table A contains the
 
power requirements for the TDRS/user link at 400 MHz. For this link a 16 dB
 
TDRS antenna gain is assumed and the path loss varies from 175 dB to 176.8 dB,
 
resulting in a minimum and maximum transmitter power requirement of 37.2 and
 
43.0 dbm respectively. For the S-band link the TDRS antenna gain is assumed 
to be 32 dB and the path loss variation of 189.4 to 192.0'dB. The available 
power at the receiver of the user spacecraft as shown in Table B varies from 
67.4Hdbm to 81.3 dbm . The TDRS antenna gain for.the TDRS/user K-band link 
presented in Table C, is assumed to be 48 dB, with a path loss ranging from
 
IV-2 
205.48 to 207.56 dB. The available receiver C for this link is a
 
maximum of 80.4 d and a minimum of 92.24 dbm
Hz Hz
 
The power requirements for the ground/TDRS K-band link are presented
 
in Table D. For this case a TDRS antenna gain of 49 dB is assumed and a
 
minimum and maximum path loss of 206'.4 and 208.54 dB respectively, resulting
 
dbm dbm
 
in an available receiver power level varying from 81.1 - to 92.96 dbm
Hz Hz
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TABLE A 
Power Requirements for 
TDRS/User Link 
Carrier frequency = 400 MHz 
Description Max Min Remarks 
C 
go Desired (dB-Hz) 40 40 
Margin Needed (dB) 
dbitN= Noise Sp~ctralDesity -Dr 
0 H 
10, 
-i67.8 
6 
-167.8 
C = Carrier Power Requited (dbm) 
Gt = User Antenna Gain (dB) 
Gr = DRSS Antenna Gain (d~) 
Lp = Path Loss (dB) 
pi 
-117.8 
0 
16 
176.8 
-121.8 
0 
16 
175 
P= Transmitter Power ReqUited 
(dbm)(watts) 
43.0 
05.22 .0 
37.2 Pt C + L­
-G 
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TABLE B 
Power Requi-ements for 
TDRS/User Link 
Carrier frequency = 2025-2120 
Description ." . Max Min . Remarks 
Pt = Transmitter Power Available 
(dbw) 
(dbm). 
20 
50 
10 
40 -
G = User Antenna Gain (dB) . 33 .5 23.0. 
Gr = DRSS Antenna Gain (dB) 32.0 32.0 
Lp = Path Loss (dB) 
C = Carrier Power Available (dbm) 
192.0 
-76.5 
189.4 
-94.,4 P t- LpGt+Gr 
Margin Needed (dB) 
dbm 
No = Noise Spectral Density db-
N Available at-Input (dbm-Hz)No 
10 
-167.8 
'81.30 
6 
-167.8 
- 67.4 C-M-N 
o 
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TABLE C
 
Power Requirements for
 
TDRS-User Link
 
Carrier frequency = 13250-13725 
Description Max Min Remarks
 
Pt = Transmitter Power Available 20 10
 
(dbw)
 
(dbm) 50 40
 
Gt = User Antenna Gain (dB) 44 36
 
G = DRSS Antenna Gain (dB) 48 48
 
r
 
L = Path Loss (dB) 207.56 205.48 
p
 
C = Carrier Power Available (dbm) -65.56 -81.48 Pt - LP+Gt+Gr 
Margin Needed (dB) 10 6
 
No = Noise Spectral Density dbm -167.8 -167.8
 
C Available at Input (dbm-Hz) 92.24 80.4 C.- M'- N
 
N 0
 0
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TABLE D
 
Power Requirements for
 
GND/TDRS Link
 
Carrier frequency = 14875-15350 
Description Max Min Remarks
 
Pt = Transmitter Power Available 20 10 (dbw)
 
(dbm) 50 40
 
Gt = User Antenna Gain (dB) 44.7, 36.7 
Gr = DRSS Antenna Gain (dB) 49 - 49 
Lp = Path Loss (dB) 208.54 206.4 
C = Carrier Power Available (dbm) -64.84 -80.7 Pt - Lp+Gt+Gr 
Margin Needed (dB) 10 6 
No = Noise Spectral Density dbm -167.8 -167.8 
N Available at Input (dbm-Hz) 92.96 81.1 C - M -N o
0 
APPENDIX V
 
TDRS POSITION ERROR ANALYSIS ASSUMING 3 RANGE MEASUREMENTS
 
The previous formulation can be easily modified to characterize
 
the simpler case where the TDRS position is established from the range
 
measurements from three stations. Using the previous notation, the
 
incremental equation to be used for small-error analysis now reads
 
3
 
6r aij(s j))
i~l CiP~ (j=1,2,3)
 
or
 
3 3 
=xi Sr. + j 6p. 6rj +tsij a.i = 61=l i=l 1 
If we denote by C the 3x3 directionalcosines matrix, i.e., Cij = 
and also assume it to be non-singular, then the position error equations 
can be written as 
6x -_C-1 W+60)
 
where the first term represents a range-measurement error contribution,
 
and the second term a station=location error contribution.
 
)
IfI = 
i and stations j, the bias TDRS position error due to this effect is 
given by 
3
 
(62k,station = sp [C(C-l)T]ik
 
Ifwe assume a common location error p tp for all coordinates
 
i=l
location 

In turn, the covariance mattix of the TDRS position error due to zero­
mean, independent, range-measurement errors is specified by
 
K(Sx) = C-!K(sr).(C-I)T; K(6r) = diag (o) 
or 
[K(x)]ij = -jkk=l
 
so the individual coordinate-error variances are given by
 
a2 (ax) = 2(1- 2 
k(l
k-I jk 
Example 4 
X(O,O,h+R) X S
 
SI (O,O,R) ®S4h 
 -
S2 (O,R/IV2, R/W)
 
$4( R/,, 0,R/r2)
 
C = 0 -RID I-B C = /2D(I-B)/R 
-V2D/R 
/RVZ 0. :1-BI 0 - 0 
2 Xl)= 2 (-B) 2 2 . 2 2 r2 698 2 + 70.8 2 
R2 , al, R-204 01 4 
a2( x2) = 2D2(I-B)2 2 2D2 2 2 2 
02 69.8 01 + 70.8 4R21 +1 a
2 =2a2(ax 3) = o 
(SXI)P 
6p 
(6x
6p2)p 
fn-0 2Vr2D 
R R 
= B 0.0072 
(I-B)-(I-B)D Z -26 
(WX3)p
6sx) ,
-R 
V2D 
Z- 0.12 
Example 5 
X(OO,h+R) 
S (O,O,R) 
$2(0,/3R/2 ,R/2) 
$4 (' 3R/2.,0. R/2 ) 
0 
11 
0 1 
x 
t.#- h 
S2 
s1 
- -4­
20 1 11 0 2D 
--FR/2D 
*20(6xi ) 
- 12 
0 
BI)2 
I-B 
1-B l1 
1 ;4 
- D( -B)F3R 
+1 
+ 50.8 
L _;A$R 
0 
02 
0 
3R2 1 3 4 4 4 
*2 (ax)2 -4D112 (1-B1 )2 ,2+4D123R2 1 3R2 2 2 49.8 + 50.8 2 2 
*2(6x3) =F2 
(6x)-P =- 2D1 - 4D1 (1-B1I) - (1-B11) V -22
 
p F3R v F3R
 
(X)p = BII 0.01
 
sp
 
(axp - AR - 0.15 
Example 6
 S2
 
X(0,0,h+R} x
 
S2 (0, R/ '2vR/V/) 4
 
S3 (0,- R/A, R/V ) 53
 
S
S4 (R/2,0, R/fV2) 
0 -R/r2D 1-B- D/fi2R D/fiR -fib/R 
C = 0 R1/vD 1-B , C-1 = -D//R D/2R 0 
-I  1
R/ D 0 1-B -1B(1-B) 0 
2(s 2 2 D2 2 +  2D2 2 2 2 2+ 2R 2=(x)R2 02 R 04 Z 17.7 a2 + 17.7 a3+ 70.8 04 
2 D2 2 o2 2 2 2
-
c(6x2 a + 2 3 17.7 + 17.7 a 
2 ) 2R+2 2 2 2 
CTo (Sa3 ) I- (1B)2 47 (1B -231 .5 '2 + 0.254 03 
(sX) p 
X2p I 
1 3R7D (1-B) :-18 
6p 2 
(6X3)p 
6p 
- R (1-B) -1 
2 '2"D 
- 0.06 
Exampl 7 5,2 
X(0,0,h+R) 
S2(O,v'3R/2,R/2) 
s3(0,-VR/2,R/2) 
.. 
x 
4 ----....-­
s4(V3R/2, ,R/2)/¢3.-R 
0 2Dll 
C .0 2DI_3 
1 B11 
- "R 
I-" 
" 
DI I 
R 
" 
I'I_ 
AR 
2 DI I 
AR 
c 0 
2D1 
r3-_1 B1 
1 
-
2 
DI-B'I) 
r' 
D(-1 - 0 
2 -l 
2 
0_ 
D 1 2 
2 - i 
D1 1 2 
2(4D2 
2 
y 1 27 2 1 7 + 08 
o (x 2 ) 
3R 2 ~2 + 
0 3R2 
D723R 2 
3 
0323 
17.37 
12.-7 a2+ 12.Ja 
Y2(3C) 
(6xl) 0 
= 
. 
1- 11-2 a2 + -!c1-Bl-2a2,Z 0.2554 (1B 2 4 3 
_P 6DI (1-B ) 21 
Y202 + 0.255a 3 
6p 2 vTiR 
6ax2) p 1 
6p 2 
(x3) P - 2R (-BI)-I Z -0.07 
6~p 4D1 
Discussion of Results
 
Ifwe assume a common rms range-measurement error a for all stations, 
as well as a common station location error 6p for all station coordinates, 
then the previous results can be conveniently summarized as shown in the 
table that follows. For the satell-ite-station geometries considered in 
the examples, the tabulated values indicate that the 3 range-differences 
measurement procedure yields greater error magnitudes than the 3-ranges 
measurement procedure. Moreover, the errors exhibit a stronger variation 
with the geometries in the range-differences procedures. Any other con­
clusions regarding the error dependence on the system geometry is difficult 
since no major patterns are evident; e.g., sometimes a change in geometry
 
increases one corrdinate error at the expense of another. In any case, it
 
should be understood that the analysis and results have been concentrated
 
on a single measurement (the rms error was obtained by ensemble-averaging over
 
the random error contribution with no time dependence considerations).
 
Needless to say, any smoothing of consecutive range samples will affect
 
the effective TDRS position error, and the actual orbital determination
 
technique to be used should be included in the analysis for a proper
 
perspective.
 
TDRS Location Error Results: 3 Range Measurements
 
Cl . x21a X/ 
Example 4 11.8 11.8 1
 
Example 5 10.0 10.0 1
 
Example 6 10.3 6.0 0.71
 
Example 7 8.7 5.0 0.71
 
(a) Normalized TDRS R.M.S. Location Errors due to
 
Station Range-Measurement Errors
 
6x1/p 6x2 /p Sx3/6p
 
Example 4 -26 0.0072 -0.12
 
Example 5 -22 0.01 -0.15
 
Example 6 -18 0.5 -0.06
 
Example 7 -21 0.5 -0.07
 
(b) Normalized TDRS Location Errors due to
 
Station Location Errors
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